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Abstract 

 

The massive and unprecedented destruction caused by the 2004 Indian Ocean 

Tsunami opened up a whole new arena to explore natural disasters in the context of 

“disaster risk management”. A proper early warning mechanism leading to successful 

evacuation prevents such catastrophes and thus emphasizes the necessity of a concrete 

framework for disaster preparedness planning for the Indian Ocean.  

 

This research successfully models the tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) 

activities from the genesis of an earthquake up to the completion of evacuation. A novel 

approach of network modeling with simulation is showcased, which provides stochastical 

results of the time consumption of each of the constituting activities and the whole TWE 

process. The Sri Lankan national warning and evacuation process exemplifies the 

selected methodology with data have been obtained through interviews and discussions 

with expert professionals. The simulation further assists in determining the adequacy of 

the existing TWE provisions at both international and national levels.   

 

The research is particularly cognizant of probable scenarios for Sri Lanka, 

inclusive of nighttime and west coast tsunamis. Illustrative comparisons of such scenarios 

with the status quo, demonstrate the extra vulnerability of the current systems in place. 

Furthermore, the research individually models failures of the key stakeholders of the 

TWE process and quantifies the consequences with respect to delays in warning and 

evacuation.  



iv 

 

The second stage of the study elucidates a decision analysis exercise performed to 

select an optimal tsunami detection mechanism for Sri Lanka out of two alternatives: a 

tide gauge and a buoy system. During the process, many scenarios that are traditionally 

not studied have been addressed and quantified. In particular, the probabilities of tsunami 

detection in the proposed systems and, the costs and probabilities of evacuations and false 

warnings are determined for the first time from the Sri Lankan perspective. The study 

concludes with the complete set of guidelines for each of the stakeholder institutions for 

streamlined functionality.  

 

The very introduction of network modeling for disasters and the presented success 

story, with respect to tsunamis, will invariably lead to ramifications in other types of 

disaster modeling, including floods and tornadoes. 
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Chapter One: Introduction and Problem Statement 

 

1.1 Research Background 

A natural hazard is an environmental phenomenon generated primarily from 

geological, meteorological, volcanic or seismic activities on the Earth or its atmosphere. 

The majority of natural hazards, including floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, landslides, wild 

fires and droughts, belong to meteorological causes; while earthquakes and volcanic 

eruptions are categorized under geological phenomena (Abbott, 2009). Tsunamis, on the 

other hand, may be triggered in consequence of an earthquake, volcanic rupture or even a 

submarine landslide. In any context, natural hazards are an integral part of human life, 

although not every hazard is transformed into a disaster. Bankoff et al. (2003) termed 

disasters as adverse consequences of a hazard for all living beings – a fact that demands 

proper scientific studies on disasters.  

There are three periods related to a natural disaster: 

1. Pre-disaster stage 

2. During disaster stage 

3. Post-disaster stage 

Prediction, prevention and planning/installing of detection/warning systems are 

crucial components in the pre-disaster stage. Detection, communication, confirmation, 

decision making, issuing of warnings, evacuation of people and some rescue occur during 

the disaster. Post-disaster management ranges from the mitigation of human suffering to 

the recovery of the infrastructure (Ruwanpura et al., 2009). There is a need to develop 
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better mitigation strategies and tools regarding the “before” and “during” aspects of 

major natural disasters, as recent major disasters (e.g. the 2004 Asian Tsunami, Hurricane 

Katrina) have illustrated.  

 

Despite the promising achievements in global post-disaster planning, during-

disaster modeling/planning has not been properly addressed. In particular, no 

mechanisms, tools and/or methods exist to model the activities taking place during a 

disaster. Network modeling and simulation of warnings and evacuation processes can 

yield probability estimates of a successful completion of warning/evacuation in a given 

time (Ruwanpura et al., 2009). A derived fact, such as “the probability of successful 

evacuation within a 2-hour period is 40%”, will stand as a quick and solid evaluation of 

the existing plans and prompt actions by relevant authorities.  

 

This research introduces a new concept for network modeling of disasters with a 

specific focus on tsunamis. The activity of developing a network for a particular type of 

disaster also forces one to fully understand all the components of disaster mitigation 

plans and processes.  

 
1.2  Need, Scope and Initiation of Research 

On Boxing Day in 2004 at 00:58:53 UTC, an earthquake with a magnitude of 9.2 

struck off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia (Sibuet et al., 2007). This second largest 

earthquake ever recorded on a seismograph triggered a transoceanic tsunami that 

devastated the coastlines of the Indian Ocean countries. Indonesia observed an onshore 
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wave height as high as 50 metres; whereas, the relatively distant Sri Lanka recorded a 

maximum height of 10 metres (Sunil, 2005; Sibuet et al., 2007; NGDC, 2009).  

 

The disastrous consequences of the tsunami shattered livelihoods and incurred 

massive damage to properties and infrastructure. The death toll rose to nearly 300,000 in 

the subregion, with Sri Lanka reporting a considerable share at 12% (Lay et al., 2005). 

This mega tsunami was the first of this scale to impact Indian Ocean countries including 

Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and India in millennia.  

 

Unlike the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the Indian Ocean did not receive official 

tsunami warning bulletins from either the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) or 

the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) until 2005. Apart from the regional void in 

warning issuance, many lapses exist in local level planning for disasters in many nations. 

No specific analysis/modeling has been made, for example, on nighttime tsunamis and 

system failures. Countries like Sri Lanka are deprived of tailor-made tsunami detection 

systems, and the existing systems do not necessarily provide the required protection. 

Furthermore, many loopholes exist in local level warning processes, in terms of decision 

making and communication. Evacuation plans suffer from unsystematic resource 

allocation, inadequate monitoring and diminishing attention from authorities. 

Sustainability assurance of the warning and evacuation protocols has also not been 

correctly initiated.  
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Given the eminent threat from tsunamis and inadequate provisions for tsunami 

detection, warning and evacuation in the subregion, there arises a need for a 

comprehensive assessment of the status quo and for the proposal of improvements. In 

particular, Sherali et al. (1991) stressed the importance of evaluating the time required to 

complete a successful evacuation. Following this context in a broader perspective, a 

stochastic scheduling of activities with respect to time can be constructed starting from 

the detection of the earthquake to the completion of the evacuation. Multipath 

information flow can be best handled in such a network model. Simulation of the network 

yields stochastic time estimates of the successful completion of all the activities in the 

warning and evacuation processes. The area of network modeling has already contributed 

to a wide variety of engineering applications (AbouRizk et al., 1999; Ruwanpura et al., 

2001; Ruwanpura & Ariaratnam, 2006; Choy & Ruwanpura, 2006) and can be easily 

adapted to model disasters in a new perspective. 

 

Sri Lanka, being the second worst affected country in the 2004 tsunami disaster, 

was selected for a detailed assessment of the adequacy of warning and evacuation 

provisions; however, the concepts, theories and methodologies developed during the 

process are equally applicable to any Indian Ocean country and beyond.   

 

1.3 Research Questions  

The basic research question is whether it is possible to evaluate the existing 

provisions for tsunami detection, warning and evacuation and, subsequently, propose 
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improvements. This basic question yields the following sub questions, the answers to 

which eventually constitute the body of this research. 

 

1. Is it possible to identify the weaknesses in the existing tsunami warning 

mechanism in the Indian Ocean?  If so, what are they?  

2. Is it possible to explore the evacuation mechanism in Sri Lanka and to 

investigate the lapses? 

3. Can network modeling explain the time required for a complete evacuation in 

a typical coastal village in Sri Lanka? 

4. What are the best tsunami detection mechanisms for the Indian Ocean / Sri 

Lanka? 

5. What strategic and operational improvements can be proposed for identified 

stakeholder organizations? 

6. What are the tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) activities and their 

interrelationships? 

7. Can the TWE process be modeled and in what context? 

8. Can network modeling be introduced to the TWE process? 

9. What are the activity durations and how can they be obtained? 

10. How is an activity duration interpreted as a probability distribution? 

11. What are the methods available to develop probability distributions from scant 

data and at what expense? 

12. What is the reliability of the information obtained through interviews and 

what is the corresponding influence on the final probability distribution? 
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13. What is the significance of each stakeholder in the overall TWE process and 

what effects could be observed in their absence or failure? 

14. Will there be a significant difference in the TWE processes at night and how 

would any such differences influence the total TWE duration? 

15. What is the available warning time for Sri Lanka for tsunamis generated from 

the Sunda Trench and the Makran fault? 

     

1.4 Research Objectives  

The main objective of this research is the proposal of a network modeling 

approach for natural disasters and the development of network models considering risks, 

uncertainties, and possible alternative systems for mitigating natural disasters, with a 

specific focus on tsunamis. The modeling process will assist in the estimation of the 

reliability of the warning and evacuation processes in place or proposed at a given time. 

Individual components, e.g. ocean buoy systems and tide gauges for detecting tsunamis, 

will be investigated in detail. Although the prime emphasis is on tsunamis from a Sri 

Lankan perspective, the research will have strong ramifications for the modeling of other 

types of disasters at any location.  

 

1.4.1 Sub Objectives 

 Acquire a basic understanding of tsunamis and current practices of tsunami 

detection, warning and evacuation.  

 Develop complete conceptual network models for tsunamis covering detection, 

warning and evacuation procedures and decision-making protocols.  
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 Modify the models to include probable alternatives and complexities (e.g. daytime 

or nighttime tsunami) to support a comprehensive library of network models.  

 Develop probability density functions for the durations of all activities in the 

detection, warning and evacuation processes of the developed models.  

 Explore the risks and uncertainties in the detection/warning/evacuation process, 

including the failure of entire branches.  

 Analyze the issue of false warnings and formulate a methodology to quantify the 

probability of false warnings. 

 Simulate the network models for probable mitigation scenarios, including the 

proposed Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning Systems (US IOTWS, 2009). 

 Investigate the design of a suitable tide gauge and/or buoy system for Sri Lanka, 

based on the analysis of the simulation of the network models and the application 

of decision analysis.  

 Propose an improved and reliable tsunami detection/warning and evacuation 

network for Sri Lanka.  

       

1.5 Brief Description of the Methodology 

The above objectives initiated a sequence of research activities in search of 

answers to the defined questions. The key steps of the methodology along with a 

distinctive description for each step are categorized below.     
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1.5.1 Literature Review 

The scope of the literature review is the exploration of the knowledge bases to 

extract sufficient information related to tsunami and tsunamigenic causes, detection and 

communication mechanisms, existing warning and evacuation techniques, probabilities of 

failures of detection tools, costs of individual buoy/tide gauge systems, etc. In addition, 

theoretical concepts explored from the genesis of tsunami to the completion of 

evacuations helped to construct the structure of the research. 

 

1.5.2 Field Work 

The basic understanding acquired from the literature must be refined in 

accordance with the context of Sri Lanka and the Indian Ocean. In particular, local 

warning and evacuation processes are to be investigated with a series of interviews from 

selected professionals and experts. This assists in the understanding of the various 

tsunami warning and evacuation related activities that take place in each stakeholder 

organization. Furthermore, activity relationships and durations are obtained from expert 

opinions, which is the first step in establishing a tsunami warning and evacuation network 

for Sri Lanka. 

 

1.5.3 Development of Probability Distributions 

The ranges estimated for activity durations obtained from each interview 

participant need to be aggregated to form a single probability distribution for the analysis 

of the TWE network. The detailed mathematical process includes the development of 

maximum entropy probability distributions (MEPDs) for each participant, sampling of 
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each MEPD with Monte Carlo sampling, and the combination of the resulting data to 

form a single frequency distribution, hence a probability distribution for each activity 

(Jaynes, 1957; Cashwell & Everett, 1959). 

 

1.5.4 Distribution Fitting 

The resulting coarse distributions are matched to known probability density 

functions (PDF) for representative and analytical purposes. In addition, the level of 

matching of the derived distributions with respect to known PDFs is assessed based on 

the goodness-of-fit test results. 

 

1.5.5 Network Simulation 

The Monte Carlo Simulation of the TWE network determines the final time 

duration of the entire process, from the genesis of an earthquake to the completion of the 

evacuation. Individual models were developed to address additional scenarios such as 

east and west coast tsunamis in Sri Lanka, nighttime tsunamis and failures of 

stakeholders. The simulation output is a cumulative density curve that depicts the 

probability of completion of TWE activities with respect to time. 

 

1.5.6 Decision Analysis 

A tailor-made tsunami detection mechanism is proposed to circumvent the lapses 

revealed from the simulation. A decision analysis exercise evaluates the best mode of 

tsunami detection after establishing values for the probability of non-detection of tide 

gauges and buoys, and likely costs (Raiffa, 1970). 
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1.5.7 Proposals for an Improved TWE System 

This phase of the research critically evaluates the lapses in the TWE network with 

the aid of simulation outputs, field observations and gathered literature. A comprehensive 

proposal with practical suggestions for each stakeholder organization is made in 

accordance with the above-identified drawbacks. The research further depicts the 

anticipated improvements of the warning and evacuation times with the suggested 

detection system.  

     

1.6 Research Deliverables  

 Development and analysis of the TWE network of Sri Lanka. The study includes 

a proper assessment of all major risks associated with each activity in the network 

and quantification of activity durations. The probability of completion of all the 

TWE activities, with respect to time, is presented.  

  
 Robustness check with respect to probable scenarios, including nighttime 

tsunamis, east and west coast tsunamis and failures of key stakeholders in the 

national and international warning and evacuation process. 

  
 Feasibility study of localized tsunami buoys/tide gauge system for Sri Lanka 

using a decision analysis methodology. The study includes an assessment of the 

suitability and, if suitable, the optimized design and anticipated time saving.  
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 A set of suggestions for each of the national stakeholders with emphasis on 

productivity improvements.  

  
 A study of the possibility and ramifications of introducing new technological 

advancements – satellite altimetric detection of tsunamis, Global Positioning 

System (GPS) detection of earthquakes, etc. – into the disaster mitigation process.  

  
 A comprehensive statistical methodology using maximum entropy theory to 

determine the PDF of activity durations when limited field data is available. This 

novel approach is universally applicable to any research that utilizes inputs from 

interviews to derive PDFs.  

 

 Unique methodology called „personal ability assessment‟ to evaluate the 

credibility of information obtained from interviews. 

 

In addition, the following entities are addressed and quantified from a Sri Lankan 

perspective.  

 Probability of tsunami detection 

 Probability of tsunami evacuation 

 Probability of false warning 

 Financial aspects of a tsunami, including cost of detection systems, social 

cost of a tsunami, cost of evacuation, and cost of a false warning.  
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis 

The research work is compiled and presented in 11 chapters; and, the following 

subsections present a brief account of the content of each chapter.  

 

Chapter 1:  Introduction and Problem Statement 

This chapter describes the basics and the structure of the research, including the 

background, need, research questions, objectives, methodology and deliverables. 

 

Chapter 2:  Literature Review 

Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review on earthquakes, tsunamis 

and related issues. The chapter defines earthquakes and tsunamis together with their 

genesis and propagation. In addition, the various seismic measures used in practice, tide 

gauge and tsunami buoy technologies, tsunami sources in the Indian Ocean and 

anticipated return periods are adequately discussed. 

 

Chapter 3:  Philosophical Foundation and Theoretical Framework  

The components include an introduction to network modeling, interviewing 

techniques, entropy theory, Monte Carlo sampling, probability distributions, theory of 

curve fitting, goodness-of-fit tests, and decision analysis. The research is evaluated in 

terms of validity with the standard techniques available. 
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Chapter 4: Existing Warning & Evacuation Systems in the Indian Ocean and 

Neighbourhood  

The chapter explains the Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning System (IOTWS), 

Regional Watch Providers (RWP),  tsunami warning centres and their functions, progress 

made by neighbouring countries, in terms of tsunami warning and evacuation, and a basic 

introduction to the tide gauge and buoy orientation in the Indian Ocean.   

 

Chapter 5: National Tsunami Warning Process in Sri Lanka  

Chapter 5 presents comprehensive insight into the individual stakeholder 

activities and their significance. The chapter also constructs activity networks for the 

stakeholders. 

 

Chapter 6: Evacuations and False Warnings.  

This chapter focuses on the basic evacuation process in Sri Lanka. In particular, a 

network of evacuation activities, an analysis of evacuation with respect to drawbacks, 

satisfactory measures and various scenarios, including mock drills and false warnings, are 

presented. The chapter further elaborates on an attempt made to quantify the probability 

of false warnings and the corresponding social costs. 

 

Chapter 7: Data Collection and Evaluation in Sri Lanka.  

A detailed description of the interview process and the determination of the 

personal ability factor (PAF): a measure to estimate the credibility of obtained data, is 

discussed. 
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Chapter 8: Development of Probability Distributions  

The chapter addresses maximum entropy probability distributions, Monte Carlo 

sampling and distribution fitting. 

 

Chapter 9: Simulation  

The chapter mainly focuses on the simulation methodology and results. A detailed 

account of modeling scenarios, verification of simulation results and modeling 

constraints can also be found.  

 

Chapter 10: Suggestions for Improved TWE Systems 

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of the candidates (tide gauge and buoy 

systems) of a tailor-made warning system for Sri Lanka with a decision tree approach.   

 

Chapter 11: Conclusions and Recommendations 

Chapter 11 summarizes the research with overall conclusions, research 

contributions, limitations and recommended future work.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

 

2.1 Definitions of Earthquakes and Tsunamis 

2.1.1 Definition of Earthquake 

An earthquake is a quick motion in the Earth‟s floor caused by the sudden release 

of slowly accumulated strain (AGIGG, 2009). The Encyclopaedia Encarta (2009) 

explains an earthquake as a violent shaking of the Earth‟s crust as a result of sudden 

release of tectonic stress along a fault line or volcanic activity. Terms like seismic event, 

shock, quake and temblor are all synonymous with earthquake in geological jargon. 

 

2.1.2 Definition of Tsunami 

The word “tsunami” is of Japanese origin, meaning “harbor wave”, but it is now 

found in the scientific literature describing a series of water waves with extremely long 

wave lengths generated from a displacement of a large volume of water (Bryant, 2001; 

TWC Guide, 2009). Since a large volume of water displacement is more probable in 

oceans, and the cause of displacement is often from earthquakes, the definition of 

tsunami has evolved to identify great sea waves generated from undersea earthquakes 

(ITIC, 2009; Meriam-Webster Dictionary, 2009). Early literature incorrectly named 

tsunamis as tidal waves, although the cause of tidal waves is primarily the change in 

gravitational attraction by Sun and the Moon. 
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2.2 Mechanism of Earthquakes and Tsunami Generation 

2.2.1 How do Earthquakes Trigger? 

The exterior shell of the Earth, ranging from 0 to 70 km, consists of continental 

crust (made up of less dense granitic rocks) and an oceanic crust (more dense basaltic 

rocks) (Foos, 1997). The crust is broken into plates, which are constantly under the 

influence of convection currents underneath. The decay of radioactive compounds 

present in the inner core generates and drives the convection currents through the plate 

boundaries as plumes of magma, creating diverging plate boundaries (Schubert et al., 

2001). As the diverging plates move away from the spreading source boundaries, heat is 

dissipated; and, the plates subduct where they meet the less dense continental crust. 

Figure 2-1 illustrates this phenomenon. The emerging plumes create ridges; whereas, the 

subducting plates create trenches.  

 

The subduction is a slow process with the rate of submergence typically amounts 

to several Centimetres per year. The stress between the plates increases gradually; and, at 

one point, the inter-plate friction reaches its threshold, making a sudden upward 

movement of the continental plate or a sudden downward movement of the oceanic plate 

(Foos, 1997). This triggering process is termed an earthquake. Albeit a rarity, the slipping 

due to transverse movement of plates may also produce earthquakes.  

 

In this research, the earthquake mechanism in the plate boundaries which are 

located completely inland, is ignored for its zero potential to generate tsunamis. 
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Figure 2-1:  Tectonic Plate Movement  
Picture courtesy: Wikimedia Commons  
 

 

2.2.2 Generation of Tsunamis 

Given a submarine earthquake, the seismic energy thrusts and displaces the water 

column above, as illustrated in Figure 2-2. This potential energy is soon transformed to 

kinetic energy as the horizontal propagation of a tsunami wave. The tsunami propagates 

in a series of waves with large wave length (typically around 100-500 km) and travels 

across the oceans at a speed of 800-1,000 km per hour (Bryant, 2001).  
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Submarine disturbances, such as undersea landslides, volcanic eruptions and 

nuclear testing, or impacts to the oceanic surface, such as the collapse of an iceberg and 

crash of a meteorite, all possess the capacity to generate tsunamis. As per the Russian 

NTL/ICMMG1 tsunami database, seismically generated tsunamis account for 75% of the 

world‟s tsunamis with 10% from landslides, 4% from volcanoes and 3% from asteroid 

crashes. A few historic tsunamis have been recorded without a firm understanding of the 

cause. Further, man-made scenarios, including undersea nuclear testing, as carried out by 

the United States in the Marshall Islands in the 1940s and 1950s generated tsunamis 

(Nelson, 2009). 

 

Significant historic tsunamis generated from earthquakes, landslides, volcanoes 

and meteorite hits are presented in the following sections. 

 

Figure 2-2:  Birth of a Tsunami from an Earthquake 
Picture courtesy:  Tsunami Warning Guide, UNESCO-IOTWS (2009) 
 

                                                 

1 Novosibirsk Tsunami Laboratory (NTL) under the Institute of Computational Mathematics and 
Mathematical Geophysics (ICMMG), Russian Foundation for Basic Research. 
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2.2.2.1 Historical Tsunamigenic Earthquakes 

Earthquakes are the most probable cause for tsunamis. The world has witnessed 

the devastative impact of tsunamis generated from earthquakes since the birth of the 

Oceans. The first recorded tsunami dates back to 1300 BC in Syria (NGDC, 2009). 

Amongst the long list of earthquake generated tsunamis since then, the Portuguese and 

Indonesian tsunamis in 1755 and 2004 contributed to the highest death tolls. Table 2-1 

presents the most destructive, seismically induced tsunamis sorted by the quake‟s 

magnitude. 

Table 2-1:  Earthquake Generated Tsunamis  

Location Year 
Max. Wave 

Height (m) 

Quake 

Magnitude 
Deaths Source 

Chile 1960 25.0 9.5 1,263 NGDC (2009) 

Indonesia 2004 50.9 9.2 227,898 
Sibuet et al. (2007) 

NGDC (2009) 

Japan 1707 25.7 8.4 30,000 NGDC (2009) 

Japan 1498 10.0 8.3 31,000 NGDC (2009) 

Portugal 1755 30.0 8.5 60,000 Braun & Radner (2005) 

 

2.2.2.2 Historical Tsunamigenic Land Slides   

Despite being relatively uncommon compared to seismically induced tsunamis, 

unprecedented tsunamis may occur owing to seabed failures, including iceberg collapses. 

Characteristically, the wave heights of such tsunamis record far greater values than the 

seismically triggered tsunamis. A 525 m high wave was reported from the landslide at the 

Lituya Bay in Alaska on July 9, 1958 (Bardet et al., 2003).  
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Jansen et al. (1987) and Ward (2001) detailed the generation mechanism and 

equations governing the propagation of landslide generated tsunamis. In general, the 

strength of a tsunami is governed by the rate and thickness of the slippage. Highly 

directional waves with shorter wave periods and lengths distinguish landslide tsunamis 

from earthquake tsunamis (Watts, 2000). Table 2-2 ranks the significant historic tsunamis 

triggered by landslides based on the wave height. 

Table 2-2:  Landslide Generated Tsunamis 

Location Year 
Max. Wave 

Height (m) 
Source 

Lituya Bay, AK 1958 525  
Bardet et al. (2003)               

NDGC (2009) 

Lituya Bay, AK 1936 149  NGDC (2009) 

Prince William 

Sound, AK 
1964 67  NGDC (2009) 

Tafjord, Norway 1934 64  NGDC (2009) 

Papua New Guinea 1998 15  
Synolakis et al. (2002)          

Tappin et al. (2002) 

 

2.2.2.3 Historical Tsunamigenic Volcanic Eruptions 

The Earth‟s volatile architecture is responsible for the excitation of earthquakes 

and volcanoes. Volcanic eruptions are often accompanied by earthquakes as observed in 

the great Krakatau eruption in 1883 (NGDC, 2009). In contrast, unlike earthquakes, 

volcanoes trigger tsunamis in nine different facets (Seach, 2009):  

1. Seismo induced eruptions (triggered by an earthquake) 

2. Undersea eruptions  
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3. Pyroclastic flows (rapidly spreading currents of hot gas and rock) 

4. Caldera collapse (collapse of the top portion of a submarine volcano creating a 

cauldron) 

5. Landslides 

6. Lahars (volcanic mudflows) 

7. Phreatomagmatic eruptions (explosive interaction between magma and water) 

8. Lava bench collapse  

9. Airwaves from large explosions.   

 

The majority of historic tsunamis are related to the causes given in 1 through 5 

above. The Krakatau and Kyushu eruptions in Indonesia and Japan amounted to the 

highest damage among the significant volcano tsunamis listed in Table 2-3(Seach, 2009). 

Table 2-3:  Volcano Triggered Tsunamis 

Location Year 
Wave Height & 

Deaths 
Sources 

Krakatau, Indonesia 1883 
35 m,            

36,417 deaths 
NGDC (2009) 

Kyushu, Japan 1792 
55 m,               

4,300 deaths 

Katayama (1974),         

NGDC (2009) 

W.Hokkaido Island, 

Japan 
1741 

90 m,                  

1,475 deaths 
NGDC (2009) 

Santorini, Greece  1628 BC 30 m, N/A Marinatos (1939)          

Tonga 1453 30 m, N/A Bryant (2001)              
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2.2.2.4 Historical Tsunamigenic Asteroid Hits 

An asteroid crashing into the ocean bears the potential to create massive tsunamis. 

The vast explosion resulting from the impact vaporizes a huge amount of water; and, the 

created vacuum quickly fills up, generating a series of trans-oceanic tsunamis. Asteroids 

of diameters less than 100m burn and destroy themselves before reaching the Earth 

(Clube & Napier, 1990). However, those with bigger diameters may retain a certain mass 

even after being ignited and consumed by the Earth‟s atmosphere. The impact threshold 

of a global catastrophe is from asteroids of 2 km in diameter (Morrison & Chapman, 

1995). In this context, the catastrophic impact of an asteroid outweighs the criticism 

arising due to the extremely low probability of such impacts. Table 2-4 shows few a 

historical cosmogenic tsunami events with the available information. 

Table 2-4:  Cosmogenic Tsunamis 

Year Description Source 

~ 6500 BC Deluge comet impact event Kristan-Tollmann and 

Tollmann (1992) 

2354-2345 BC Meteoritic showers Clube and Napier (1990) 

July 3, 1992 Daytona Beach, Florida. 5-6 m high wave  Sallenger et al. (1995). 

 

2.3 Basic Characteristics of Earthquakes and Tsunamis 

2.3.1 Earthquakes and Seismic Waves 

Definitions of technical terms used (Richter, 1958):  

1. Hypocentre: Exact location on the Earth where the earthquake initiated. 

2. Epicentre: Projection of the hypocentre on the Earth‟s surface. 
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3. Seismometer: An instrument that receives seismic impulses and records ground 

motion. (Seismometers are deployed all around the world.) 

4. Seismogram: Graphical output of a seismometer record.  

 

2.3.1.1  P- Waves 

An average earthquake releases a massive amount of energy, a portion of which is 

transformed into seismic waves. The most significant wave types have been named as 

primary (P-wave) and shear (S-wave) (Gutenberg & Richter, 1956). P-waves, also known 

as compressional waves, propagate with alternative compression and expansion of the 

subjected media. The compression-expansion is in the direction of the propagation and 

typically moves at a speed of 1.5 to 8 km/s (TWC Guide, 2009). 

 

2.3.1.2  S- Waves 

S-waves shake the propagating media in the transverse direction. The speed is 

relatively low (2.5-4.5 km/s) and thus arrives after the P-wave (Shearer,1956). Since zero 

or negligible shear stress exists in fluids, S-waves do not travel through the Earth‟s outer 

core that contains liquid iron. However, there is a possibility for the S-waves to transform 

themselves to P- waves in the shadow zone (core) and then back to S-waves.  

 

In spite of the dependency of wave speeds on travel media, the ratio of the two 

speeds stays almost constant, enabling seismologists to determine the distance to the 

hypocentre from the seismic probe. As shown by Shearer (1956), the relationship can be 

developed as: 
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where   = the distance to the hypocentre from the probe (km) 

     = the time difference of the arrival of the first S- and P-waves (s) 

       = the speeds of the S- and P-waves (km/s), respectively. 

 

Conceptually, the location of the earthquake can be determined from three or 

more probes using triangulation techniques. However, seismologists gather redundant 

information and adopt improved techniques, including linear algebra and computer-aided 

iterations (PTWC, 2009).  

 

2.3.2 Earthquake Intensity & Magnitude 

The intensity of an earthquake depends on the observation of the quake, while the 

earthquake magnitude defines the energy released from the quake (Mori, 2006). The 

earthquake literature finds equal use of the two parameters in the context of severity 

measurement (Shearer,1956; Mori, 2006; Kanjo et al., 2006). In fact, quake magnitude is 

an important measure for tsunami warning authorities to issue appropriate bulletins. 

Many scientists have contributed to the development of various intensity / magnitude 

measuring criteria over the past few decades (Richter, 1958; Kanamori, 1977; Kanjo et 

al., 2006).  The latest and most relevant two are discussed below. 
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2.3.2.1 The Richter Magnitude 

Among the earthquake magnitude measurement tools, the Richter magnitude is 

the most common and widely known to the media and public. Richter magnitude is 

computed from the maximum amplitude of the S-wave measured from a seismogram 

expressed in a logarithmic scale as in Equation 2.2, as first showcased by Richter (1958).  

A factor CF, is introduced to account for the distance correction. It is noted that the 

Richter magnitude has an initial variation of  0.2, as many seismograms are used to 

evaluate the magnitude (Yin, 2006; TWC Guide, 2009).  

                                                                                                                            

where M  = the Richter magnitude 

A  = the maximum amplitude of the seismogram, measured in millimetres 

CF = the distance correction factor, expressed as                      

 

2.3.2.2 Moment Magnitudes (Mw & Mwp) 

The measured ground shaking parameters for the Richter magnitude experience a 

phenomenon called saturation and become less effective in large earthquakes (Shearer, 

1956). The moment magnitude devoid of saturation, which is directly related to the total 

energy released, stands as a strong parameter in assessing a quake. Theoretically, the 

seismic magnitude is the first to be computed as (Shearer, 1956): 
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where   = the seismic magnitude 

    = the shear modulus (force required to deform a unit rupture area) 

    = the rupture area 

    = the average amount of the slip 

 

The moment magnitude, Mw, is then computed through the following empirical 

relation, as originally shown by Kanamori (1977): 

    
       

   
                                                                                                          

The difficulty in determining the rupture parameters (A and D) prevents the tsunami 

warning authorities of the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) from using the Mw 

technique without a modification. The Mwp methodology, which involves only the 

analysis of P-waves, allows for a much quicker magnitude estimation and has been the 

PTWC‟s favoured technique (Tsuboi et al.,1995; TWC Guide, 2009).  Mwp methodology 

requires a priori knowledge of the seismic magnitude M0 (Tsuboi et al., 1995). 

Integration of the P-wave over the first peak and trough yields a relationship to derive M0, 

as shown in the Equation 2.5 (TWC Guide, 2009):  

   
      

  
                                                                                              

where P1,P2 = the first peak and trough values on the integrated displacement    

seismogram. 

σ = the density along the direction of propagation (σ = 3.4 x 103 kg/m3) 

α = the P-wave velocity along the direction of propagation (α = 7.9 km/s)  
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r = the distance to the epicentre 

FP = the radiation pattern of the P-wave  

The P-wave moment magnitude, Mwp, is computed from the relation:    

Mwp = (log Mo – 9.1)/1.5 + 0.2                (2.6)  

Equation 2.4 is a classical interpretation of the calculation of the moment 

magnitude, in spite of there being no initial use for the tsunami warning centres. Equation 

2.6 is of a more practical nature, yet suffers certain drawbacks when the first moment 

release is not the largest. Furthermore, Mwp is known to record lesser values for 

earthquake magnitudes larger than 8 (McKee, 2005).  

 

A few other magnitude scales exist, namely Mm (mantle magnitude), Mb (body 

wave magnitude) and Ms (surface wave magnitude), of which Mm, in particular provides a 

reliable estimate, despite the higher time consumption for the analysis (TWC Guide, 

2009). The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) computes magnitudes (Mwj) using the 

average of the squared velocity amplitudes for four minutes beginning at the P-wave 

arrival time (Ogahara et al., 2004). Thus, the initial magnitudes computed by the PTWC 

and JMA may not necessarily coincide.  

 

The Mwp algorithm is the first estimate of both the PTWC and the West Coast and 

Alaska Tsunami Warning Center (WC/ATWC), since the method requires only few 

minutes to estimate the moment magnitude. As time progresses, warning centers are able 
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to provide more accurate other estimates (Mwp, Mwj, Mm, etc) and rectify the initial 

magnitude in their subsequent bulletins. 

 

Table 2-5 shows the magnitude of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake initially reported 

by a number of magnitude criteria. 

Table 2-5:  Magnitude Variations  

Criteria Initial Magnitude 

Reported 

Wave Type  Source 

Mb 7.0 1-sec P-wave Mori (2006) 

Mwp 8.0 30-sec P-wave  Hirshorn (2006) 

Mwj 8.0 240-sec P-wave  Kanjo et al. (2006) 

Ms 8.5-8.8 20-sec surface waves Mori (2006) 

Mw 9.0 300-sec surface waves McKee (2005) 

Mw (final) 9.1-9.3 3000-sec surface waves  McKee (2005) 

 

2.3.3 Tsunamis 

Tsunami waves differ from the commonly observed wind-driven and tidal waves. 

The three typical characteristics of waves – period (time between two waves), wave 

length (horizontal distance between waves) and amplitude (wave height) – help 

distinguish the two wave types, as shown in Table 2-6. 

 

Extremely large tsunami wave lengths can contain a massive volume of water that 

may, in turn, pile up near the coast as a huge, rapidly advancing wave, as demonstrated in 

Figure 2-3. Amplification of the wave height near coasts is a characteristic phenomenon 

of all tsunami waves.  
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Table 2-6:  Characteristics of Tsunamis and Normal Oceanic Waves  

Wave Characteristic Normal Oceanic Waves Tsunami Waves 

Wave period (P) 5-20 seconds 10 minutes - 2 hours 

Wave length (λ) 100-200 m 100-500 km 

Amplitude (H) 0-2 m (nearshore) 1-30 m (nearshore) and                      

20-30 cm (deep ocean) 

Speed (V) 8-100 km/h 700-1,000 km/h 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3:  Anatomy of Tsunami Waves 
Modified after Bryant (2001) 

Tsunamis display a few other distinct scenarios, as discussed below, which are of 

significant use to the warning authorities and the general public.   

 

2.3.3.1 Depth Factor  

The propagation of tsunami energy is through shallow water gravity waves in the 

deep ocean. However, as the wave approaches the shore, energy dissipation is rapid and 

complex with runups occurring on the beach and even inland. During the total voyage of 

the wave prior to reaching the continental shelf, the energy loss is inversely proportional 
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to the wave length (Kundu, 2007). Given the characteristic wave lengths of several 

hundreds of kilometres, the energy loss is negligible. In other words, most of the total 

energy transferred to the ocean by the earthquake propagates ashore. The wave speed, or 

in a more technical perspective the celerity (V), depends upon the relation: 

                                                                                                                                 

where d is the water depth and g is the gravitational acceleration (Stoker, 1957; Bryant, 

2001). 

 

The relation explains a reduction of celerity as the waves approach a coast. 

Energy, mass and momentum conservation yields progressively decreasing wave lengths 

and increasing amplitudes in the leading wave. Further, the direction of incident waves 

may not be exactly perpendicular to the depth contours of the sea bed, which causes wave 

diffraction. Bryant (2001) explains the height change when the wave travels from depths 

d0 to di: 

   
  
  
 

 
 
 
  
  
 

 
 
                                                                                                              

where b0 and bi are the wave lengths seaside and landside, respectively; and d0 and di 

represent the depths seaside and landside, respectively. The new wave height, H, is hence 

computed from the initial wave height, H0. Non-dissipated energy and bathymetric 

complications may create tsunami heights as high as 50m, as observed in the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami (NGDC, 2009). 
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2.3.3.2 Wave Groups and Runups 

Tsunamis arrive as a series of waves, and the first wave may not necessarily be 

the largest (Bryant, 2001). Submarine earthquakes typically generate 3 to 5 distinct waves 

out of which, the second or third wave is the largest. A tsunami wave approaching a coast 

is unlikely to break up in the usual wave breaking region (shoaling region) and keeps the 

momentum to travel up the shore. Given a reference, such as the mean sea level, this 

runup is expressed as a measurement of the height of the water onshore.   

 

Runups are the violent part of the tsunami, as the onshore water destroys lives and 

properties indiscriminately. Tsunamis bear the potential to create many runups globally, 

and the tsunami database of the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) reports 992 

runups of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.  The number of runups can, therefore, stand as 

a measure to evaluate the tsunami strength.  

 

2.3.3.3 Drawdown 

Prior to the arrival of a massive tsunami wave, a recession of water is observed 

when the leading edge of the tsunami is a trough. Since the wave heights and hence the 

peaks of the approaching wave increase themselves onshore, so are the depths of troughs. 

This phenomenon is commonly referred to as drawdown. The drawdown or the retreat of 

nearshore water may exceed 800m in length on shallower slopes (Bryant, 2001).  

Kalutara, in the western part of Sri Lanka, reported a retreat of more than 343m during 

the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (DigitalGlobe, 2009). Although considered as a late 

warning sign for evacuation, receding waves could be the only warning sign, if not the 
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earthquake itself is felt, when the tsunamigenic earthquake is triggered closer to the beach 

(Marks, 2009). 

 

2.3.3.4 Measure of Severity 

The severity of tsunamis cannot be measured through the magnitude of the source 

earthquake nor the number of deaths. Recalling the fact that earthquakes are not the only 

cause for tsunamis, a more generic criterion is needed to compare the strength of different 

tsunamis. The ideal measurement is the total energy in propagation, although practical 

limitations exist to account for the total energy.  

 

Historically, the first scale proposed for measuring a tsunami was the Sieberg 

scale (Sieberg, 1927). Imamura (1942) proposed a more descriptive five-grade scale, 

while Iida (1963) incorporated maximum observed runup values in the equation. With 

further modification by Soloviev (1972), the intensity scale (I) currently used by the two 

leading tsunami databases – NGDC and NTL/ICMMG – was developed. This Soloviev-

Imamura scale can be expressed as; 

  
 

 
                                                                                                                           

where Hav  is the average wave height at the nearest coast (Gusiakov, 2008). 
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2.4 Detection of Earthquakes and Tsunamis 

2.4.1 Earthquakes 

2.4.1.1 Seismic Networks 

Founded by a collection of universities and funded by the U.S. National Research 

Foundation, the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) regulates 

acquisition, management and distribution of freely available seismic data (IRIS, 2009). 

The Global Seismographic Network (GSN) of the IRIS provides near real-time seismic 

information collected from over 150 modern seismic stations spread worldwide. Further, 

the IRIS lists a number of national seismographic networks that exist at present with the 

facility to retrieve the seismic data on request (IRIS, 2009).  

 

The California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN) primarily functions for 

California earthquake monitoring, operating a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7) 

earthquake notification system for national warning authorities (the Department of 

Meteorology in Sri Lanka, etc). The Commission for the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 

Organization (CTBTO), with its network of 321 monitoring stations, actively supports 

the earthquake detection efforts by tsunami warning centres (CTBTO, 2009). Tsunami 

warning centres, in general, are provided with unrestricted access to all the seismic data 

sources discussed above.  

 

2.4.1.2 Satellite Systems 

The shock waves of an earthquake created by a particular seismic wave type 

called Raleigh waves disturb the ionospheric electron density with impulses known as 
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ionospheric scintillations (Puilnets & Benson, 1999). Ducic (2003) showed that the 

satellite constellation of the Global Positioning System (GPS) detected disturbances in 

the ionosphere following the November 2002 earthquake in Denali, Alaska. Furthermore, 

Liu et al. (2000) highlighted the use of an ionosonde (a special radar to observe 

ionosphere) for earthquake detection with evidence shown from a Taiwan earthquake 

triggered on September 20, 1999.  

 

Two satellites – the DEMETER microsatellite of a French space agency (CNES) 

and QuakeSat by Quake Finder LLC® – currently probe over ionospheric scintillations. 

The DEMETER satellite has detected signal variations in the ionosphere corresponds to 

the earthquake that occurred in Japan on September 5, 2004 (Malik, 2003). Ironically, the 

great 2004 Sumatra earthquake was left undetected. Thus, this technology requires 

further developments prior becoming a potential tool for earthquake detection. 

 

In a separate instance, Michel et al. (2001) analyzed the regional GPS data and 

showed a high strain accumulation near southeast Sumatra where an earthquake struck on 

June 4, 2000. Although GPS technology is originally not meant for the prediction or 

detection of earthquakes, the adaptability of the technology is within the reach.  

 

2.4.2 Tsunamis 

A study of the tsunami-causing earthquakes using U.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS) earthquake data for 1800-2007 reveals that only 15% of all earthquakes created 

tsunamis. Thus, the mere occurrence of an earthquake must not warrant an evacuation 
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order from tsunami warning authorities, unless a confirming oceanic signal is observed. 

However an alert may be appropriate.  

 

Tide gauges and buoys are the two prominent tools for tsunami identification. The 

following sections offer brief accounts of the above two mechanisms and of satellite 

altimetry: an emerging technology that could also be used to detect tsunamis. 

 

2.4.2.1 Tide Gauges 

A tide gauge, in simplistic terms, is an instrument deployed to monitor water level 

fluctuations. Tide gauges are meant for shallow water deployment. Long existence and 

ample coverage from over 1,750 stations worldwide promotes the use of tide gauges as 

tsunami observers (Torge, 2001). The University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC) 

and the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) own and operate the majority of 

the world‟s gauges and provide high-frequency tide gauge data for tsunami warning 

centres. The spatial distribution of the existing sea level stations is shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

The Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) pioneers the deployment of 

new gauges and upgrading of the existing UHSLC gauges, in order to meet the technical 

requirements for tsunami detection and transmission. Two-hundred and ninety sea-level 

stations, including Colombo, Sri Lanka, have been upgraded by GLOSS, with improved 

sensors and communication units (Woodworth & Aarup, 2003). 
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Figure 2-4:  Distribution of Tide Gauges around the Globe  
Source: UHSLC 

 

Float, pressure, acoustic and radar sensors are all in use for tidal detection with 

the bigger share being from preliminary float gauges (IOC, 2006). Radar sensors have 

emerged as the preferred instrumentation for primary sea-level measurement, owing to 

their ease of installation, reduced cost and higher reliability. Most of the GLOSS stations 

measure the sea level every minute and transmit data at 6 or 15 minute intervals (Magori, 

2005), with which all tsunami warning centres find favour. As per GLOSS requirements 

for tsunami detection, a float, radar or acoustic sensor should accompany a pressure 

sensor capable of 15 second or 1 minute sampling (Holgate et al., 2008). The 

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) manual (2008) on Sea Level 

Measurement and Interpretation suggests a 1 minute average and 5 minute transmission 

cycle for selected stations close to tsunamigenic sources in the Indian Ocean. 
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The built-in gauge transmitter units communicate with strategically placed 

geostationary (GEO) or low earth orbit (LEO) satellites (NWS, 2009). Geostationary 

Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES), European Organisation for the Exploitation 

of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), Multi Functional Transport Satellites 

(MTSAT), and units of International Maritime Satellite Organization (Inmarsat) all 

function in geostationary orbits. In addition, different communication channels, such as 

the Global Telecommunication System (GTS), Broadband Global Area Network (BGAN) 

and Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), produce the required 

information redundancy (IOC, 2007). The two missions: – EUMESAT and MTSAT – 

serve  PTWC and JMA, respectively (PTWC, 2009).  

 

The satellites acquire the tide data transmitted by GLOSS gauges and forward the 

information to the National Weather Service Telecommunication Gateway (NWSTG), 

which is essentially a node in the GTS network (NWS, 2009; MTSAT, 2009). The GTS, 

which is owned by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), routes the tidal data 

to tsunami warning centres and publishes it on the Internet. The GTS, hence, becomes the 

prime source of information for tide data.  

 

Figure 2-5 provides a visual of the information flow from tide gauges to the 

warning centres.   

 

 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0017/001794/179440e.pdf
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Figure 2-5:  Tide Gauges – Flow of Information 

 

The International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange (IODE), which 

is an institution of the IOC of the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), publishes the tidal information over the Internet, partnering 

with the UHSLC (IODE, 2009). The two web sources shown below provide an 

uninterrupted access to the near real-time tidal information for the benefit of tsunami 

warning authorities and all stakeholders. The latency is in the range of 6-15 minutes. 

1. IODE data: http://www.ioc-sealevelmonitoring.org/map.php 

2. UHSLC data: http://ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu/RSL  

 

2.4.2.2 Tsunami Buoys 

A tsunami buoy is an alert instrument deployed in the deep sea. Although the term 

„buoy‟ describes a floating mechanism, a tsunami buoy consists of a floating component 

(surface buoy with satellite telecommunications capability) and a bottom pressure 

recorder (BPR) on the sea bed. The surface buoy is anchored to the sea bed to avoid 

being drifted by sea currents. The BPR, or the tsunameter, senses the pressure anomalies 

Sat. Comm. Sat. Comm. 
NWSTG GTS TWC Tide 

Gauges 

Internet 
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creating by tsunami waves and triggers an alarm that sends an acoustic signal to a 

transceiver mounted on the surface buoy. The surface buoy, thus, must be moored within 

a 400m cone, whose vertex is at the BPR, to avoid signal distortions (Meinig et al., 

2005a). The transceiver transmits the pressure readings via a satellite link to a control 

agency and, hence, to the tsunami warning centres.  

 

The buoy system must necessarily be beyond international maritime boundaries, 

unless consents from the relevant countries are obtained. The locations of the buoys must 

be carefully selected, in order to avoid being in line with international shipping lines or 

seismically active fault planes. Figure 2-6 illustrates a typical buoy unit with 

communication links. 

 

For optimal usage of the deployment, BPR records a series of water parameters: 

pressure, temperature, salinity, etc. The normal sampling rate is 4 times per hour, with a 

15 second data measuring duration and transmission every 6 hours (Meinig et al., 2005b). 

The tsunami buoy system has two data reporting modes: standard and event. The 15 

minute sampling and transmission at pre-scheduled time intervals in the standard mode 

saves battery life in the system (BOM, 2009). The standard mode switches to event 

(listening) mode when the BPR identifies an event, improvising the sampling and data 

transmission frequency. 
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Figure 2-6:  Typical Tsunami Buoy 
Picture courtesy:  National Data Buoy Centre (NDBC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) 
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The operational characteristics of standard and event modes are described in 

Table 2-7. The system returns to the standard mode after 4 hours or as requested by the 

control centre. This bidirectional communication between the buoy and the warning 

centres enables the system to be placed on event mode whenever required.    

Table 2-7:  Operational Characteristics of the Standard and Event Modes 
 Standard Mode Event Mode 

Number of samples per test 24 24 

Duration per sample               15 sec 15 sec 

Sampling frequency 15 min    1 min    

Transmission frequency     6 hrs 1 min 

(after Meinig et al., 2005b) 

The National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) of the U.S. National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) operates a global tsunami buoy network, 

commonly known as Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART). The 

DART buoys utilize the Iridium satellite communication system for the bidirectional data 

transfer (Gonzalez et al., 2005). NDBC forwards the processed data to GTS via gateways 

(eg. National Weather Service Telecommunication Gateway, NWSTG). Tsunami 

warning centres subsequently receive the buoy information from GTS. The information 

transfer process from the DART network to the tsunami warning centres (TWC) is shown 

in Figure 2-7. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7:  Tsunami Buoys – Flow of Information 

Sat. Comm. Sat. Comm. GTS 

Internet 

NDBC NWSTG TWC DART 
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Titov et al. (2005) and Meinig et al. (2005b) reported that the DART system 

returned a data return ratio of 91% for a six-year testing span on the Pacific Ocean. The 

data return ratio, a measure of the reliability of the buoys, can be computed from the total 

data packets received by the control centres and the total data expected (Titov et al., 

2005). In general, tsunami buoys can be considered a reliable source of tsunami 

information. The Indian Ocean currently possesses four DART buoys whose operational 

responsibilities are directed on Indonesia, Thailand and Australia. The acquisition of data 

from the existing six Indian buoys is not possible due to Indian regulations on 

confidentiality: which leaves Sri Lankan authorities to rely solely on DART data. Similar 

to tidal information, DART data is published online via http://www.ndbc.gov/dart.shtml. 

 

2.4.2.3 Satellite Altimetry 

Satellite altimetry is a remote sensing technique that utilizes a tracking device to 

observe the Earth. An altimeter built into the satellite emits a radar wave and analyzes the 

return signal that bounces off a surface (Fu & Cazenave, 2000). The bouncing signal 

needs correction for ionospheric disturbances, water vapour content and other oceanic 

anomalies (Baudry & Kalmat, 1996). Radar signals in different frequencies, microwave 

radiometers and meteorologic models assist in the purification of the signal (Scharroo & 

Lillibridge, 2004). An extremely precise knowledge of the satellite position is required to 

obtain the desired spatial resolution. Three different tracking systems – a laser tool, a 

Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, and a DORIS Doppler receiver – track the 

satellite orbit to within 2 cm in the radial direction (Nezlin, 2009). Figure 2-8  illustrates 

the different components in an altimeric mission. 
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Figure 2-8:  Satellite Altimetry 
Picture courtesy:  NASA 

 

Typical altimetric missions, such as GFO and Jason 1, fly at a speed of around 

26,000 km/h, which easily surpass the speed of tsunamis (Okal, 1999). The Topex-

Poseidon mission resolved sea surface at 5 cm for an interval of 1 second, while flying at 

an altitude of 1,336 km (McAdoo, 2006). Recalling the probable wave height of 10-30 

cm in the deep ocean, the altimetric detection of tsunamis is a technical possibility. 

However, the inadequacy of the number of altimetric missions at present prevents 
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consistent and reliable coverage of the globe. Currently, the flying of a satellite over a 

tsunami is essentially a serendipitous event. The placement of additional satellites in 

space should be looked into for many reasons, including cost-effectiveness and optimal 

coverage.  

 

In a brighter perspective, Ablain et al. (2006) reported the first satellite detection 

of a tsunami that occurred in Nicaragua in 1992; however, the quake was of low 

magnitude and the presence of high oceanic disturbance prevented the clear identification 

of the wave front. 

 

The most successful evidence is from the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, where the 

propagating waves were tracked by four satellites:  Jason-1, Topex-Poseidon, Envisat 

(Environmental Satellite) and GFO (Geosat Follow-On) (Ablain et al., 2006). Among the 

altimetric missions, only Envisat provides real-time information at present.  As of 2009, 

no tsunami warning centre has received or used altimetry data for tsunami warnings. The 

technology is still considered to be unsuitable for a standalone tsunami detection 

mechanism, but is capable of providing a good supportive role.   

  

2.5 The Indian Ocean: A Review of Risk 

2.5.1 Tsunami Databases 

Although the reliability is not entirely guaranteed, more than 100 tsunami 

catalogues exist worldwide (Tsunami Catalogues, 2009). NGDC/NOAA initiated the first 

computerized world tsunami database that provides verified information with user 
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specified query facilities. NOAA‟s Historical Tsunami Database is considered to be one 

of the best and efficient information sources and is of practical use in tsunami research 

work. The second tier is the Russian e-catalogue version developed by NTL/ICMMG in 

Novosibirsk, Russia (Gusiakov et al., 2007). 

 NGDC Historical Tsunami Database: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov 

 NTL/ICMMG Historical Tsunami Database: http://tsun.sscc.ru/htdbwld 

In terms of ancient records, the NTL/ICMMG Historical Tsunami Database goes 

beyond the NGDC records, although the overall reliability is questionable. Research 

work thus predominantly utilizes the NGDC database for its accuracy and reliability. 

 

2.5.2 Tsunamigenic Sources 

NGDC/NOAA records reveal that major tsunamis occur about once per every 

decade. The Pacific Ocean accounts for the majority (59%) of the world tsunamis, with 

25% in the Mediterranean Sea, 12% in the Atlantic Ocean, and 4% in the Indian Ocean 

(PTWC, 2009). With an estimated 700,000 fatalities throughout history (Gusiakov et al., 

2007), tsunamis are ranked fifth in the number of deaths resulting from natural disasters, 

after earthquakes, floods, cyclones and volcanic eruptions.  

 

The susceptibility of the Indian Ocean to tsunamis is often highlighted as a result 

of the region‟s increased seismic potential. The Indian Ocean‟s three zones – the Nicobar 

region, the Sumatra-Java region (Sunda Arc) and the Makran coast in the Arabian Sea – 
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have claimed almost all the recorded tsunami events. Figure 2-9 illustrates the 

vulnerability of the Indian Ocean. 

 

Figure 2-9:  Potential Tsunamigenic Locations in the Indian Ocean 
 

2.5.2.1 The Sunda Arc 

The Sunda Arc, which borders the Indo-Australia plate and the Eurasian plate 

near Sumatra, is one of the most seismically active regions in the world. The plate is 

moving at 67.7mm/yr, with a convergence of N110E (Tregoning et al., 1994). Since the 

arc extends beyond 1,600 km, the geological parameters, like strike and dip, vary along 
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the trench. The continental Eurasian plate overrides the oceanic Indo-Australian plate in 

the Sunda trench, giving rise to frequent earthquakes as experienced in 2004. 

 

2.5.2.2 The Andaman-Nicobar Arc 

The Andaman-Nicobar Arc is merely a northward continuation of the Sunda Arc 

that neighbours the Andaman and Nicobar islands. This region, being closely related to 

Sunda Arc, generates frequent earthquakes. Ortiz and Bilham (2003), using GPS data of 

the subduction, showed that giant earthquakes, over 8 in magnitude can take place in the 

region in a recurring cycle of 114 to 200 years. Historic tsunamigenic earthquakes 

occurred in 1881 (Mw7.9) and 1941 (M7.7). 

 

2.5.2.3 The Makran Fault 

The Makran subduction zone is in the boundary of Pakistan and Iran. Compared 

to the above two arcs, the Makran zone may seem aseismic; however the zone has 

produced a few great earthquakes, especially in 1945 and 1765 (Byrne et al., 1992). The 

tsunami created from the November 28, 1945 (Mw 8.0) earthquake reported more than 

4,000 fatalities and is the last known tsunami from the zone (Jaiswal et al., 2008). The 

characteristic sediment accretion in the Makran zone, meanwhile, has a significant 

potential for a submarine landslide given an initiator earthquake. Hence, the risk of 

tsunamis from the Makran zone must not be underestimated. 
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2.5.2.4 Volcanoes 

In the highly active Sunda trench, 1,171 volcanic eruptions have been reported 

from 76 volcanoes (Jaiswal et al., 2008). The famous Krakatau eruption in Indonesia on 

August 27, 1883, killed 36,000; and, the tsunami waves reached as high as 40m (Seach, 

2009). The waves reached Sri Lanka, which is 3,100 km from Krakatau, with an observed 

crest height of 1m (Choi et al., 2003). Mader (2006) reports only one fatality in Sri Lanka 

– a value that heavily underestimates the death toll from a similar event occurring in 

highly populated coastal zones today. Two other volcanoes near Madagascar reported 

ancient eruptions: Piton de la Fournaise on the island of Reunion, in 1640, and the 

Karthala volcano on Madagascar between the 10th and 12th century (Seach, 2009). 

Tsunamis from Piton de la Fournaise should travel 4000 km, passing Mauritius and the 

Maldivian ridge before reaching Sri Lanka. On the other hand, tsunamis from Karthala 

will suffer diffractions from Madagascar and reflections from Maldives. Considering the 

ample warning time (approximately 5 hours) available for the weak oncoming wave, the 

overall risk may be of a low scale.    

 

2.5.3 Historic Tsunamis in the Indian Ocean 

The massive Indian Ocean tsunami that struck on Boxing Day in 2004 created 

interest in seeking the impact of past tsunamis. Table 2-8 summarizes the significant 

historical tsunami events (maximum water height higher than 10m or fatalities exceeding 

1,000) that have occurred in the Indian Ocean. 
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From the Sri Lankan perspective, no widespread knowledge of historical tsunamis 

exists, except for the 2004 scenario. However, Choi et al. (2003), Kamaladasa (2005) and 

Mader (2006) explained moderate tsunami attacks in 1883 and 1941 (Krakatau and 

Andaman sea events are shown in Table 2-8). 

 Table 2-8:  Past Tsunamis in the Indian Ocean  
(from NGDC Database) 

Year Month Date Country Region Cause3 
EQ 
Mag 

Max 
water 
height 

(m) Deaths 
2006 7 17 Indonesia  Java  EQ 7.7 101 6641 
2004 12 26 Indonesia  Sumatra  EQ 9.01 51 227,8981 
1994 6 2 Indonesia  Java EQ 7.8 14 250 
1992 12 12 Indonesia  Flores Sea  EQ 7.8 26 2,5001 
1977 8 19 Indonesia  Sunda  EQ 8.0 15 189 

1945 11 28 Pakistan  
Makran 
Coast  EQ 8.3 15 3001,2 

1945 11 27 Pakistan 
Makran 
Coast EQ 8.5 15 3001 

1941 6 26 India Andaman  EQ 7.6 NA NA 
1928 8 4 Indonesia  Flores Sea  Vol - 10 1281 
1883 8 271 Indonesia  Krakatau  Vol - 35 36,0001 
1861 2 16 Indonesia Bengkulu EQ 8.5 7 11051 

 
1 - conflicts with records in the NTL/ICMMG Database. 
2 - Quittmeyer (1979) and Pararas-Carayannis (2006) suggest 4,000 or more fatalities.  
3 - EQ = Earthquake, Vol = Volcanic Eruption 

 

In an effort to reveal ancient tsunamis, three researchers in the Central Cultural 

Fund (CCF) found evidence of two tsunamis that occurred in 200 BC and 400 BC, from 

the dating of sand deposits in Kirinda (southern Sri Lanka) (Hettiarachchi, 2007). 

Dahanayake and Kulasena (2008), with sand deposits obtained from Peraliya and 

Denuwala (southern Sri Lanka), confirmed at least two events of paleo-tsunamis. 
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Referring to the historical chronicles of Sri Lanka – Mahavamsa and the Rajavaliya – 

evidence of a tsunami that occurred 2,200 years ago (200 BC) could be found, affirming 

the carbon date verifications reported by Hettiarachchi (2007) (Geiger, 1934; Suraweera 

2000).  

 

2.5.4 Description of the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami with Technical /Socio-Economic 
Data 

On December 26, 2004, at 07:59 local time (00:59 UTC), an earthquake of 

magnitude, Mw, of 9.3 erupted along 1,300 km of the Sunda trench from northwestern 

Sumatra Island to the Andaman Islands in the eastern Indian Ocean (Stein & Okal, 2005; 

Lay et al., 2005).  

 

The rupture parameters reported by various researchers are:  

 Epicenter   =  3.30N, 95.78E (NGDC, 2009) 

 Hypocentral depth  =  25 km    (Watts et al., 2005) 

 Total rupture length   = 1200 km (Watts et al., 2005) and 1300-1600 km (Ishii et 

al., 2005; Subarya et al., 2006) 

 Slip =  30m (Watts et al., 2005) and 15 m (Wikipedia, 2009; 

Banerjee et al., 2007) 

 Energy released = 1.1 X 1017 J (USGS-EBS, 2009) and 1.4 X 1017 J 

(Bilek at al., 2007) 
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Since the Sunda trench is of different geological formations, Watts et al. (2005) 

divided the area of interest into 4 segments to better represent the entire event with 

slightly different parameters reported for each segment. Thus, the parameters of Watts et 

al. (2005) shown above should be considered average figures.  

 

The 2004 earthquake is considered to be the second largest earthquake (in 

magnitude) in recorded history. Tsunami waves generated as a result of this quake 

created havoc in Indian Ocean countries, including Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and 

Thailand. Waves rose as high as 50m and reached the east coast of Africa, travelling 

more than 4,500 km from the epicentre (Sunil, 2005; Sibuet et al., 2007). Banda Ache in 

Indonesia experienced the tsunami in less than 15 minutes; whereas, Sri Lanka and India 

had a „preparatory time‟ of nearly 2 hours.  

 

Given the fact that no tsunami warning system was in place in the Indian Ocean 

and considering the very vague PTWC information (Appendix B) in circulation, the 

region was completely unprepared for this unprecedented disaster. The United Nations 

stated a total fatality figure of 229,866, including 186,983 dead and 42,883 missing 

(UNDP, 2005).  Given the discrepancies in declared information from Myanmar and the 

northern part of Sri Lanka, the fatalities may have exceeded 250,000.  The overall 

economic losses from the earthquake and tsunami are estimated to be USD 10 billion, 

with almost three quarters of the loss borne by Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and India 

(RMS, 2006). 
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The World Bank tsunami fact sheet released on Dec 15, 2005 indicates a total 

fatality figure of 35,322 and 21,411 injuries in Sri Lanka. More than 150,000 people lost 

their livelihoods while 516,150 people were internally displaced (Sunil, 2005). Further, 

88,544 houses were destroyed or severely damaged. Commercial establishments, 

education institutions, public facilities and transportation infrastructure in Sri Lanka 

became the prime victim of the tsunami waves. The huge waves swept over a train in 

Paraliya with around 1500 passengers onboard, recording the worst train disaster in 

global history (Sunil, 2005). The Asian Development Bank (ADB) report, titled 

„Preliminary Damage and Needs Assessment‟ and published in 2005, revealed that Sri 

Lanka encountered an overall loss of USD 1.5 billion from the tsunami disaster. This is a 

considerable amount compared to the countries‟ USD 80.58 billion overall GDP in 2004 

(CIA, 2009). 

 

2.6 Tsunami: Probability of Occurrence  

Proper assessment of the likelihood of a tsunami is as important as the weighing 

of the ramifications of a tsunami. The quantification of the probability of occurrence, 

however, requires a fair knowledge of the historical and paleo-tsunami records in the 

area/region under consideration. The methods of assessments are diverse, and results may 

differ significantly depending on the method adhered to. 
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2.6.1 Methods to Determine the Return Period / Probability of Occurrence 

2.6.1.1 Numerical Modelling & Probabilistic Studies with Historic Data  

Probabilistic studies often select key parameters, namely runup height and 

tsunami intensity, to evaluate the return period. This method utilizes an observational 

probability function developed from the existing data and fine tunes the parameters 

involved in the distribution to predict the wave heights of the desired return periods. 

Loomis (2006) provided a simplistic explanation of the method and, hence, is not 

described in detail here. One study completed by Maretzki et al. (2007) showed that the 

tsunami runups in the northeast coast of the United States, computed from a numerical 

model, satisfy a log-normal probability distribution.  

 

Detailed numerical modelling coupled with historical data has been a favourable 

modus operandi for return period estimation (Mofjeld et al., 1999). Following this 

process for the coasts of Peru and northern Chile, Rabinovich (2001) estimated the return 

periods of tsunamigenic earthquakes of magnitudes 8.1, 8.4 and 8.7 to be 50, 100 and 500 

years, respectively. The study further interprets the possibility of developing an empirical 

relationship between the magnitude of tsunamigenic earthquakes, wave runups and the 

return period. 

 

Alternatively, upon the estimation of number of tsunamis per year at which wave 

heights are exceeded at a coastal location (N) from tsunami databases, Geist and Parsons 

(2006) showed the probability,       , that a tsunami with a magnitude (hi) or greater 

occurring in time period, T, as: 
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However, the exact application of this theory into the Indian Ocean context is still 

unavailable. 

 

2.6.1.2 Deterministic Analysis with Historical Data 

Historical data can be extracted from databases to estimate the percentage of 

occurrences per given period of time; yet, mere categorization of the data based on time 

intervals, as attempted by Nirupama (2007), is unhelpful to discover a recurring period. 

In contrast, a categorization of data according to different magnitude levels of the 

tsunami parameters, i.e. wave height of less than 3m, wave height between 3 and 4m, 

etc., yields a count of frequencies in each category. This number of events per time span 

considered stand as a tentative deterministic estimation of probability.  

 

2.6.1.3 Use of Plate Submergence Rate 

Return periods of seismically generated tsunamis can theoretically be evaluated 

with the knowledge of associated plate tectonics. For a known rate of relative 

submergence (49 mm/yr for the Sunda Arc), a vertical submergence rate is calculated 

with the simple geometry (Jaiswal et al., 2008). Since historical slips (vertical distance 

that a submerging plate pushes up during an earthquake) are known, a time period for the 

next event can be determined. Zachariasen et al. (1999) computed the return period of an 

earthquake similar to what was experienced in 1833 (with 13m slip) to be 265 years.  
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This method, however, suffers a basic drawback in assuming a fixed slip for a 

given earthquake, which is incorrect. Jaiswal et al. (2008) showed that great earthquakes 

occurred in 1797 (M 8.2), 1833 (M 8.7), 1861 (M 8.5), 2000 (Mw 7.8), 2004 (Mw 9.3) and 

2005 (Mw 8.7) in the same region with a much higher frequency.   

 

2.6.2 Drawbacks in the Estimation of Return Periods 

The following points contain some brief notes on the common pitfalls 

encountered in return period estimation. 

 
1. Lack of sufficient data: 

Statistical analyses require high volumes of historical data, which, in some cases, 

are not available. Further, the lack of information makes the verification of results 

impossible. 

 
2. Topographical variations: 

Great spatial variation of tsunami heights along the shore creates a difficult 

environment for data sampling and, hence, the subsequent analyses.    

  
3. Interdependency of earthquakes: 

Often massive earthquakes trigger a few more quakes within a short period of 

time. These may well be aftershocks of the same earthquake or induced events in 

the proximity.  
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2.6.3 Probability of Destructive Tsunami in the Indian Ocean 

The great 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami made researchers rethink the importance of 

proper risk evaluation in the region. A deterministic analysis by Jaiswal et al. (2008) 

suggests one tsunami event every 10-25 years in the Indonesian region. However, a 

tsunami on the scale of the 2004 event, as quoted by Fehr et al. (2006), has a return 

period of 500 to 2,000 years. Moving from a statistical perspective to geological norms, 

the carbon dating of tsunami sand deposits found in layers of deep soil may provide a 

recurrence pattern.  

 

A few scientists working in Sumatra have found two layers of tsunami deposits 

with datings 600 years apart (Strickland, 2008), indirectly suggesting a “recurrence” time. 

The only deposit Thailand found, has also been dated 600 years back; whereas, Sri 

Lankan tests failed to recognize a layer in the same dating period (Strickland, 2008; 

Hettiarachchi, 2007). Although such attempts remain useful in describing past tsunamis 

in the time and region of impact, they are insufficient to provide a strong scientific 

reasoning for a recurrence period.  

 

Makran tsunamis, as experienced in 1009 and 1945 however, do not provide 

strong historic evidences although the region is highly capable of triggering a wide 

spread tsunami (Murty et al. 1999). GPS measurement studies by Byrne et al. (1992) 

were inconclusive for a firm determination of a recurrence pattern. However, 

Heidarzadeh et al. (2008) claims the return period of an 8.3 Mw earthquake is 

approximately 1000 years, which suggests even a lesser probability for tsunami. 

http://www.rms.com/Publications/IndianOceanTsunamiReport.pdf).Infact
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Unlike seismogenic tsunamis, cosmogenic tsunamis, which are created from 

asteroids crashing into the ocean, possess extremely low return periods. Ward et al. 

(2003) determined that an asteroid of diameter 1 km crashing to the Earth is an event that 

occurs once in 300,000 years. Paine (1999) suggests the return period of the same event 

as 100,000 years. According to NASA estimates, the return periods of crashes for 

asteroids with diameters of 100, 500 and 1,000 yards (91,457 and 914m) are 2000, 

80,000 and 200,000 years, respectively. The apparent discrepancies are due to the 

different assumptions made during the estimation. In any context, the Earth‟s preparation 

for mitigation of asteroid risk is minimal. 

 

2.6.4 Area Predictions for the Next Mega Tsunami in the World 

The great Sumatran earthquake in 2004 was triggered in the Sunda trench when 

an earthquake from the region was least expected. The last record of a tremor in the 

Indonesian archipelago was in 1833, as per NGDC.  Since the energy accumulation in 

tectonic plates to erupt a quake of magnitude 8 or more requires a long calm period, the 

Sumatra and Andaman-Nicobar regions may not experience great earthquakes for a few 

decades, as the Mw 9.1 (2004) and Mw 8.7 (2005) earthquakes have recently ruptured 

(Jaiswal et al., 2008). Nonetheless, the existing warning mechanisms in the Indian Ocean 

will not be redundant as the low magnitude shallow earthquakes bear a significantly 

destructive tsunamigenic potential.  

 

In contrast, the Northern Arabian Sea up above the quiet Makran fault could, 

indeed, be a source region for the next tsunami. The last recorded tsunami in this region 
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was on November 28, 1945, which killed more than 4,000 in Pakistan alone 

(Quittmeyer,1979; Pararas-Carayannis, 2006). To make the matters worse, the amount of 

submarine sediments drifted from the Indus River has piled up, waiting for a tremor to 

initiate a massive submarine landslide. 

 

The next tier is the Cascadia subduction zone, stretching from Cape Mendocino in 

California to Vancouver Island in southern British Columbia, with an offset of 50 miles 

from the coastline. Scientists have found an approximate recurring interval of 300 years 

from events that have occurred during the past 1,600 years (Goldfinger, 2003). As the last 

two events were triggered in 1500 AD and 1700 AD, the next is overdue. A similar 

narrative can be said about California‟s southern San Andreas Fault, although only the 

northern part can generate tsunamis (Opar, 2009). 

 

2.7 Conclusions 

The literature review was aimed at covering a broad range of topics from the 

genesis of earthquakes to the detection of tsunamis. In particular, the basic characteristics 

of earthquakes and tsunamis, and the laws of tsunami propagation and detection 

techniques have been elaborated in detail. The chapter further investigates the probability 

of next tsunami in the Indian Ocean. Hence, the following points are of specific interest: 

1. The disastrous consequences of tsunamis are insurmountable. The 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami depicts the importance of a tailor-made warning system for the 

Indian Ocean. This leads to further discussions presented in Chapter 10. 
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2. The return period of the next tsunami in the Indian Ocean similar to that of 2004 

is 500 to 2,000 years. However, this is an approximate value based on historic 

records. In addition, the highly active Sunda Arc may generate smaller 

earthquakes and resulting tsunamis, at a higher frequency.   

3. The Makran fault has been discovered to be a silent threat for the Indian Ocean, 

especially with no adequate preparations for a west coast tsunami in Sri Lanka. 

This led to a comprehensive assessment of available warnings and evacuation 

times, which are presented in Chapter 9. 

4. The drawdown before a tsunami can be of some use in saving lives, although it is 

not considered as a timely signal. This explains why the general public must be 

educated in terms of tsunami features. A discussion on the sustainability of the 

tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) mechanisms presented in Chapter 10. 

5. The technological advancements of ionospheric detections of earthquakes and 

altimetric detection of tsunamis show a positive use in future warning systems. 

The above tools will result in an improved warning time and information 

redundancy, which is desirable in the warning context. 

6. The flow of information from the detection by tide gauges or buoys to the 

regulatory authorities or tsunami warning centres is modelled and presented in a 

network form. This provided the ingredients for the construction of the final 

overall TWE network discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Chapter Three: Philosophical Foundation and Theoretical Framework  

 

3.1 Chapter Brief 

Chapter 3 is devoted to an enlightening of the vision, theoretical aspects and de 

facto standards on which the body of research work is formulated. The conceptual 

framework of this research depicts the integrity and transparency of the adopted 

methodologies, and presents an advanced discussion on the overall credibility of the 

approach. The chapter summarizes the theoretic elements from maximum entropy to 

decision analysis, qualitative and quantitative aspects of interviewing together with a 

schematic representation of the complete research project. 

 

3.2 Philosophy of Network Modelling  

3.2.1 History and Development 

Scheduling and control of complex projects often exert formidable challenges to 

project managers and other stakeholders. The prime concerns of a project include 

expected completion, critical activities liable to delay the project delivery and the status 

quo compared with the schedule. In addition, information such as the best approach for 

early completion with least cost, is always desirable. In order to find answers to the above 

concerns, M. R. Walker of E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. and J. E. Kelly of Remington 

Rand, circa 1957, discovered a phenomenal methodology now commonly known as The 

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) (Wiest & Levy, 1974). PERT comes 

together with a critical path method (CPM), which enables project analyses in terms of 

the criticality of the participating activities.  
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The extent of an activity duration that can be freely extended without affecting the 

total project duration is called a “float” in project management jargon. The float, as 

suggested by O‟Brien (1965) and discussed by Moussa et al. (2007) among others, 

represents a safety factor for the completion of a project on time. Hence, activities with 

zero float are the „critical‟ ones that determine the total duration. The route connecting 

critical activities is thus termed the critical path (O‟Brien, 1965). The PERT/CPM 

technique finds the critical activities and the path in deterministic norms. In other words, 

CPM assumes fixed durations of the activities, which is now considered as an 

undesirability given the uncertainties involved in the real projects.   

 

3.2.2 Applicability in Tsunami Warning and Evacuation (TWE) Activities 

The typical flow chart of activities creates a „network‟ where the above 

PERT/CPM technique can be applied. Since network evaluation leads to an assessment of 

the quickest time for completion, a tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) network, if 

constructed, could be able to express the time required for full completion of warning and 

evacuation.  With this benefit, the needs, i.e. activity durations and relationships, must be 

pre-established. The endeavour of deriving stochastic activity durations and building the 

TWE network and evaluation forms the base of this research. 

 

3.3 Communication, Interviews and Ethics 

In search of tsunami related activity durations, expert opinions were sought, since 

no published literature was found for Sri Lanka. Thus, the raw data, on which the activity 
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durations are built, was obtained from a series of interviews with experts and 

professionals. This sociological component is threefold: 

1. Interviews, 

2. Personal ability assessment, and  

3. Communication. 

The basic „three-data‟ sets, i.e. minimum, maximum and mean, for activity 

durations were proposed to be obtained from the participants. The credibility of the 

obtained information was further weighed from a factor introduced in this study named 

the personal ability factor (PAF), detailed in Section 7.4. In any context, the underlying 

communication between the researcher and the participants sets the tone of the above two 

assessments and was proven to be vital. The communication was first established via 

telephone conversations, followed by a formal recruitment letter. The interviewee‟s 

consent needed to be obtained in the formal consent form, as specified by the University 

of Calgary‟s ethic requirements for research involving human subjects. The initial ethics 

clearance was obtained in 2007 and was subsequently renewed up to 2010. 

 

3.4 Entropy Theory and Applicability 

3.4.1 Need 

Entropy is a concept that depicts the level of uncertainty in the processes around 

us. The entropy level of a system decreases as more and more presumptions are 

introduced. Thus, a system with maximum entropy utilizes the least amount of prior 

assumptions (Kapur, 1989). In the context of TWE activities, no previous duration data 
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have been available and that the expert interviews were the only solution. However, the 

lack of full knowledge defies interview participants from defining the activity durations 

deterministically. Hence a range estimate had to be sought which accounts for the 

uncertainties.  

 

The obtained estimates above, however, need to be converted to probability 

distributions for use in the network analysis. Presumption of a triangular, or any other 

known, distribution, as introduced in Section 8.2, eliminates the uncertainties at the 

expense of an opportunity for unbiased distribution. In contrast, the concept of maximum 

entropy provides a quantitative measure for this uncertainty and refutes the need for any 

presumptive approach. Essentially it provides the least presumptive probability density 

function (PDF) that describes the uncertainty of an expert about a particular quantity 

given that the expert can estimate the minimum, mean and maximum values. 

 

3.4.2 Basis of Application 

Jaynes (1957) pioneered the theory of maximum entropy, which has now been of 

use in many applications including information theory, fuzzy logic and error estimations 

(Taneja, 1979; Kapur, 1992). Jaynes (1963) formulated the information entropy, H(x), in 

a continuous probability distribution, p(x), as: 
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The integration is replaced with numerical summation over the number of counts 

in the case of discrete distributions. Section 8.2.2 describes in detail, one of the unique 

contributions of this research: the derivation of maximum entropy probability distribution 

(MEPD) for a known minima (lower bound), maxima (upper bound) and mean. The 

methodology developed is extensively used in developing final probability densities for 

TWE activity durations.   

 

3.4.3  Sensitivity Analysis  

Traditional methods choose the average values of the minimum, maximum and 

mode to create a presumptive (triangular) probability distribution devoid of either 

sampling or the PAF assessment. In contrast, the maximum entropy approach treats the 

individuality of the distributions through the assignment of weights. Consider an example 

of interviewed data obtained from six experts for an evacuation activity. Table 3-1 shows 

the durations in minutes alongside with computed personal ability factors.  

 

The distribution fitting process described in the following sections indicates that 

the triangular distribution resulting from the averaged 3-point datasets shows a significant 

deviation from the histogram developed from the maximum entropy method. The best fit 

for the histogram as shown in Figure 3-1 is Pearson Type 6, which, in this instance, 

ranges from 0 to 15 with a density accumulation around 3. The traditional triangular 

distribution peaks at 5.2 and ranges only between 1.8 and 9.5. The apparent discrepancy 

is primarily because the MEPD approach takes into account the tail variations more than 

the mere averaging method.   
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Repetition of this sensitivity analysis for a few randomly selected datasets further 

proved the better validity of the MEPD approach. 

Table 3-1:  Three-Point Data and the PAF 
 
Respondent Minimum Mean Maximum PAF 
R1 1 3 5 0.82 

R2 2 5 10 0.93 

R3 1 5 15 0.93 

R4 0 3 5 0.94 

R5 2 5 10 0.96 

R6 5 10 12 0.93 

Average 1.8 5.2 9.5 NA 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1:  Histogram and Best Fits  
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3.5 Monte Carlo Sampling Technique 

3.5.1 Need 

The maximum entropy probability distributions for TWE activity durations could 

be developed for each participant of the interview process. Combining all individual 

MEPDs to build up a single probability distribution is crucial, in terms of defining the 

activity under consideration. This can be accomplished in two ways: 

1. Simple arithmetic addition of the individual MEPD functions; or,  

2. Sample of each MEPD, generate data and add them together to form a single 

frequency distribution and, hence, the final probability distribution. 

Approach 2 above considers the interviewee‟s PAF and, thus, is authenticated to 

proceed with the final probability density estimation. The incorporation of PAFs in the 

sampling process is discussed in Section 8.3.2.   

 

3.5.2 Theoretic Formation 

The Monte Carlo technique provides an effective means of sampling distributions 

(Swain & Schmeiser, 1987; Vieira & Stevens, 1995). The exercise starts with generating 

random numbers (r) in the range of (0,1) and obtaining the frequency distribution F(r) 

(Cashwell,1959). For a random number (r), uniformly distributed in the range [0,1],  we 

may define the probability distribution P(r) as:    

1)(
1

0

 drrP            (3.2)  
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and its frequency distribution as: 

F(r) = rdrrP
r


0

)(                        (3.3)  

Further, the frequency distribution F*(x) corresponding to the objective 

probability distribution P*(x) can be written as: 

F*(x) = 
x

l

dxxP )(*                         (3.4) 

Where l is the lower limit of the range in which P*(x) is defined. The two 

frequency distributions, i.e. F*(x) and F(r) are equated and the resulting x is used to 

recreate P*(x) (Kalos & Whitlock, 1986). Each random number is uniquely related to an x 

value in the distribution; thus, a large number of random numbers is required for the 

recreation of an unbiased and fully developed probability density.  

 

The key steps are illustrated in Figure 3-2 for a random number, r, that results in 

the density value, x, which is bounded in the region, l-u. The process is equivalent to 

equating the area of two hatched areas under the curves P(r) and P(x) (Kalos & Whitlock, 

1986). The total area under the curve P(r) from 0 to 1 and the area of P(x) from l to u are 

both equal to unity.  
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Figure 3-2:  Sampling of Distributions 
(modified after Kalos & Whitlock, 1986)   

 

3.6 Probability Distributions- Fundamentals 

3.6.1 Introduction and Need 

The behaviour of an entity is often not straightforward in the presence of 

uncertainty and variations. This yields the definition of random variables and stochastic 

processes in which the „randomness‟ of a variable in the sample space can be described. 

A sufficient collection of records of a variable – interview data, in this case – helps 

determine a probability distribution that attaches a probabilistic value for every time 
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value between the minima and maxima. The summation of all probability values is 

understandably equal to the unity. 

 

Provided the derived distribution resembles a known probability density function 

(PDF) at least to an extent, parameters that govern the known PDF can represent the 

entire dataset of interest (Devore, 1999). In such a context, an activity in the tsunami 

warning and evacuation (TWE) network, for which the data from experts and 

professionals are sought, can be effectively illustrated in a probability distribution. 

 

Network modelling and simulations prefer constituting activities to be defined as 

stochastic processes, although provisions exist in such programs for deterministic 

modelling. This yields the throughput of the network simulation, which is described in 

Chapter 9, as a range estimate for the desired entity rather than a firm, yet unrealistic 

single value.  

 

3.6.2 Commonly Used Probability Density Functions 

This section is devoted to briefly revisiting the widely known and prudently used 

simple probability density functions. Ease of use, drawbacks and examples of application 

are also indicated. Furthermore, this abstract is expected to resolve the reader‟s possible 

confusion arising from the rather unfamiliar probability distributions that appear in 

Chapter 8.  
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3.6.2.1 Uniform Distribution 

Uniform distribution assigns a same probabilistic number for all the values, 

including the minimum and maximum between which the distribution is defined (Devore, 

1999). In other terms,  

      

 

   
              

                    
                                                                    

where f(x) is the density function, a and b refer to the lower and upper bounds, 

respectively. The continuous uniform distribution plots a rectangle as shown in Figure 3-

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3:  PDF Curve of Uniform Distribution 

 

The uniform distribution becomes the first intelligent guess and starting point for 

analyses under data deficient environments. A few classic applications include random 

number generation between the given limits by computer programs, serial number 

analysis and maximum limit estimation in certain production lines (Goodman, 1954a; 

Volz, 2008).   

 

 

     
 

 b a  x 

f(x) 
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3.6.2.2 Triangular Distribution 

Triangular distribution accommodates information on the mode subjected to a 

given upper and lower bound of the range of interest (Hesse, 2000). If no additional 

information is available, other than the two limits and a most likely value, the commonly 

used option is triangular distribution. In more mathematical norms:  

     

 
 
 

 
 

      

          
          

      

          
           

                                                          

                                              

where f(x) is the density function, a and b are the lower and upper bounds with a mode of 

c (Hesse, 2000).  The peak value, which occurs at x = c, is noted to be twice the constant 

probability in a uniform distribution. Figure 3-4 provides a visual interpretation of the 

triangular distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4:  PDF Curve of Triangular Distribution 

Given a random variable with a mode (c), in addition to the bounding values (a and b) 

could be interpreted in a Triangular distribution. In this context, the Triangular 

f(x) 

 

     
 

a  b  x c 
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distribution has shown a prominent use in project management, decision making and 

construction industry applications (Hesse, 2000; Chalermkiat, 2001; Lee & Shi, 2004; 

Chau, 2005).  

 

3.6.2.3 Normal Distribution  

Normal distribution stands as one of the most important PDF that can effectively 

fit into data derived from natural and man-made phenomena. The vast range of 

„normally‟ distributed quantities include length, weight and other physical characteristics, 

as well as measurement errors in scientific experiments and economic indicators, etc. 

(Devore, 1999).  Normal distribution effectively describes data that cluster around the 

mean. The probability density function, f(x), is defined to be: 

     
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
 

                                                                                              

where μ is the mean. The sample standard deviation σ can be computed from: 

   
 

     
     

 

   

                                                                                                

in which n represents the number of data points available.  

The data clusters around the mean are symmetric, and about 68% of values under 

the normal curve are within one standard deviation (σ) away from the mean (μ) on either 

side. Approximately 95% of the data are within two standard deviations, and about 99.7% 
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lie within three standard deviations (Johnson et al., 1995; Devore, 1997). Recalling the 

symmetricity, this rule emphasizes the possibility of describing the total distribution in a 

6σ length. The bell-shaped normal curve and the clustering based on the σ are shown in 

Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5:  PDF Curve of Normal Distribution 
Picture courtesy: Wikimedia commons  

 

3.6.3  Probability Distributions with Four or More Parameters  

The number of parameters in a probability density function (PDF) is an 

importance measure to evaluate the PDF‟s ability to fit into a complex distribution 

derived from some observed data. Despite being of prudent use, the symmetric normal 

distribution occasionally fails to describe skewed datasets. Conversely, the triangular 

distribution, with 3 defining parameters may fit skewed distributions to a better extent.  

 

The existence of a higher number of defining parameters provides a larger degree 

of flexibility to the PDF, which, in turn, qualifies the PDF to illustrate asymmetric and 

weirdly shaped distributions. In proving this fact, the distribution fitting exercise from the 

data obtained from professional panel interviews often resemble PDFs with a higher 
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number of parameters, as discussed in Section 8.4. A brief description of the available 

PDFs with four or more parameters is shown in Table 3-2.  

Table 3-2:  PDFs with Four or More Parameters 

Name Num. of 
Parameters 

Probability Density Function       

 Beta 4                       

(α1,α2,a,b)      
 

        

                  

            
 

Burr 4 

(α,β,k,γ) 
     

   
   
 

 
   

     
   
 

 
 

 
   

 

Dagum 4 

(α,β,k,γ) 
     

   
   
 

 
    

     
   
 

 
 

 
   

 

Generalized 

Gamma 

4 

(α,β,k,γ)      
          

       
      

   

 
 
 

  

Johnson SB 4  

(δ,γ,μ,σ)      
 

          
     

 

 
       

 

   
  

 

  

Kumaraswa-

my 

4 

(α1,α2,a,b) 
     

     
               

     
 

Phased Bi 

Weibull 

6 

(α1,α2,β1, 

β2,γ1,γ2) 
     

 
 
 

 
   
  

 
    
  

 
    

      
    
  

 
  
          

  
  

 
    
  

 
    

      
    
  

 
  
          

  

Wakeby 5 (α,β,δ,γ,ξ)  
       

 

 
           

 

 
            

Source: EasyFit®  User Manual 
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Notes:  

 Johnson SB is an extended version of the Normal distribution and relates the 

standard normal variable (Z).  

 The equation of the Wakeby distribution defines the percent point function from 

which the cumulative density function (CDF) and, hence, the PDF are derived 

(Hekert, 2007).  

 

3.7 Theory of Curve Fitting 

3.7.1 Need 

Raw probability distributions arising from the sampling process do not necessarily 

resemble a known PDF precisely. Given an empirical distribution, the task is to 

determine the best fitting known statistical distribution alongside with its governing 

parameters. The technique of distribution fitting is constructed on two basic methods: 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Method of Moments (Ang & Tang, 1975). 

Computation of distribution parameters from sample data for an assumed statistical 

distribution is the prime task in this context. 

 

3.7.2 Theoretic Basis 

Let‟s consider an estimated probability distribution, P(x), ideally generated from a 

sampling exercise. The maximum likelihood method presumes a known distribution, f(x), 

and attempts to compute the characteristic parameters (θ) through the sample data 

(x1,x2,x3,…,xn) of P(x) (Fisher, 1922) . The likelihood function is then defined as: 
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L(θ)=                        (3.9) 

to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE),       

 

On the assumption that the f(x) is independent and identically distributed (iid), 

Haan (1977) and Law & Kelton (1991) described: 

L(θ)       
 
               (3.10) 

L(θ) needs to be maximized to obtain the MLE,   . Since L(θ) and the log 

likelihood function, ln[L(θ)], increases monotonically, the maximization may be 

performed on the log function for computational ease (Haan, 1977). Hence, our objective 

function becomes: 

lnL(θ)       
 
                   (3.11) 

As per an example presented by Trivedi (2001), if the exponential probability 

density function is attempted, the likelihood function may be rewritten as: 

L(θ)    
              =             

 
      =                           (3.12) 

where      

 
   
 
             (3.13) 

Haan (1997) and Trivedi (2001) further elaborate that the log likelihood function: 

ln L(θ)                     (3.14) 
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can be maximized as: 

 

  
  L(λ) =  

  
               =   

 
       = 0     (3.15) 

to obtain the MLE:  

    
 

  
                                                                                                                                    

The computed    is assigned to the exponential probability distribution to obtain a 

fit for the derived distribution, P(x). In the case of multi-parameterized probability 

functions (e.g. beta, normal), the maximization process needs to be carried out 

simultaneously for each of the parameters (Law & Kelton, 1991).  

 

This algorithm has now been computerized and is available in many commercial 

software packages. This research adopted the EasyFit® tool that supports 65 unique 

theoretical distributions and has demonstrated a proven track record in numerous 

applications (MathWave, 2009). The adoption was made firm with a reliability check that 

included a comparison between the manual calculations of a few examples and the 

software output.  

 

3.8 Goodness of Fit Tests 

3.8.1 Introduction and Relevance 

A fitting exercise, which only determines the parametric values of known 

distributions, was attempted. When two or more distributions qualify for a close fit, the 
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goodness of fit (GoF) test statistics provide an affective delineation of the relative degree 

of matching. Pearson‟s chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and Anderson-Darling 

(AD) test are the common GoF tests available today (Lemeshko et al., 2007; Anderson & 

Darling, 1952; Eadie et al., 1971). The theoretical stem of each test is discussed in 

Sections 3.8.2, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 respectively. Many commercially available fitting software 

packages, including EasyFit®, also facilitate a series of the GoF tests.  

 

The advantage is that the data generated from the sampling can be related to the 

best fitting, theoretical distributions for each activity in the TWE network. The following 

sections present brief accounts of the most popular GoF tests. 

 

3.8.2 Pearson’s Chi Square Test 

Pearson‟s chi-square (χ2) test evaluates the null hypothesis that a frequency 

distribution derived from experimental/practical data (e.g. sampled activity duration 

values) is consistent with a particular theoretical distribution (Chernoff & Lehmann, 

1954). The test statistic: 

    

n

i
i

ii

E
EO

1

2)(
              (3.17) 

where Oi = an observed frequency, 

Ei = an expected (theoretical) frequency, and 

n  = the number of data 
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approximately follows the chi-square distribution with a n-1 degree of freedom (Chernoff 

& Lehmann, 1954). If parameters are estimated, which is indeed the case in distribution 

fitting, the degrees of freedom is formulated to n-1-k, where k is the number of 

parameters to be determined (Greenwood & Nikulin, 1996). The null hypothesis is 

rejected when: 

             
                                                                                                                 

where α is the significance level. 

 

Thus, the theoretical distribution selected can only be considered matching, if the 

test statistic computed from sampled duration data is less than            In contrast to a 

fixed α value, a P-value that denotes the threshold of the significance level may also be 

computed. However, the test experiences two basic limitations discussed below. 

 

3.8.2.1  Limitation 1 

Plackett (1983) argued the approximation that the test statistic that follows chi-

square distribution fails when the expected frequencies are less than five. In the case 

where the degree of freedom is one, the approximation is unreliable if expected 

frequencies drop below 10 (Greenwood & Nikulin, 1996). The remedy includes grouping 

the data such that the expected frequency in each class interval is higher than 5. 
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3.8.2.2  Limitation 2 

The next critical drawback is experienced in large samples, as the chi-square test 

depends highly on the sample size. The sampling frequency of 10,000, as adopted in the 

preliminary stages of this study, yielded large volumes of data, especially when many 

individual MEPDs were sampled for a single activity. For example, the test performed on 

the data of the first Disaster Management Center (DMC) activity “DMC responds to 

incoming info” reveals that the test rejects the null hypothesis beyond a sample size of 

450. The MEPDs were developed for the six respondents with unique PAF values and a 

sampling frequency of 10,000 per each MEPD amounts to a whopping total data of 

55,100, resulting in an obvious rejection. Table 3-3 differentiates the test results for the 

two sample sizes: 55,100 and 450. 

Table 3-3:  Chi-Square Test under Different Sample Sizes 

Sample Size: 55,100 

Deg. of freedom 
Test Statistic 
P-Value 

15 
473.35 
0 

α 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

Critical Value 19.31 22.31 24.99 28.26 30.58 

Reject? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Sample Size: 450 

Deg. of freedom 
Test Statistic 
P-Value 

8 
10.17 
0.253 

α 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

Critical Value 11.03 13.36 15.51 18.17 20.09 

Reject? No No No No No 
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A trial and error exercise found that ideal sampling frequency is 450-500, given 

the unique differences in the TWE activities. 

 

3.8.3 Kolmogorov- Smirnov (K-S) Test 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness of fit test is a more viable and 

practical alternative to the chi-square test (Goodman, 1954). The K-S test is based on the 

empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) defined as: 

      
 

 
                                                                                       

and the cumulative density function (CDF) of the theoretical distribution (Stephens, 

1974). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (D) computes the largest vertical difference 

between the ECDF of the sample and the CDF of the reference distribution (Alan et al., 

1999). 

Given a CDF of F(x), the K-S test statistic maybe defined as: 

            
   

 
 
 

 
                                                                                  

 (Stephens,1974 and 1979; Alan et al., 1999). The null hypothesis is rejected at level α, if: 

                                                                                                                                  

where Kα is found from: 

                                                                                                                       

in the Kolmogorov distribution (Stephens, 1974 and 1979). 
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The following points are excerpts of the benefits and limitations of the test 

originally discussed by Alan et al. (1999): 

 Benefits  

1. The K-S test statistic does not depend on the underlying CDF being tested, 

and 

2. No restrictions exist for the sample size. 

 Limitations  

1. Valid only for continuous distributions, and  

2. The statistic is more sensitive to variation in the centre of the distribution 

than in the tails. 

 

3.8.4 Anderson-Darling Test 

The Anderson-Darling (AD) test compares the fit of cumulative density function 

(CDF) of a theoretical distribution to an empirical or observed CDF. Anderson and 

Darling (1952) defined the test statistic A2 as: 

      
 

 
               

 

   

                                                               

to evaluate if ordered data {Y1<Y2<Y3….Yn} comes from a distribution of which the 

CDF is F.  
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The hypothesis for a fit is accepted at the predetermined significance level (α) if 

the test statistic, A2, is smaller than a critical value, which is dependent on the specific 

distribution being tested (Stephens, 1974). The same author in his series of publications 

in 1974, 1976, 1977 and 1979 showcased the tabulated critical values for a few specific 

distributions (normal, log normal, exponential, Weibull, logistic and extreme value type 

1).  

 Benefits: 

1. No sample size restrictions, as seen in the chi-square test; and  

2. The test is robust and sensitive, since the critical values are based on the 

distribution being tested. 

 

 Limitations: 

1. Critical values are available for only a few sets of distributions, and 

2. The test statistic is more sensitive to deviations in the tails of the 

distribution. 

 

3.8.5 Selection of the Best Goodness of Fit Test 

The three goodness of fit (GoF) tests described above rely on independent testing 

procedures; thus, the best fit according to one test may not be the preference in another. 

In addition, no all-time, universally favoured test exists. The selection of the appropriate 

test must be based on the fulfillment of test requirements, characteristics of the 

distribution under discussion and the level of precision desired. 
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The chi-square approximation fails for lower frequencies and becomes unreliable 

in higher frequencies. In fitting the TWE activity durations, situations are often 

encountered where the fitting is perfect according to the other tests, yet fails in the chi-

square test as sampling frequencies are not in the desirable range. This leads to an 

exhaustive iteration ordeal merely to overcome the test limitations. In contrast, the AD 

test, which is devoid of sample size limitations, provides reasonably robust results. 

However, the test exerts more weight on tails of the distribution and, hence, is more 

sensitive to deviations in the tails. Further, the AD test limits its application to a few 

selected distributions in which the critical values are published. EasyFit® uses the same 

critical values calculated using the approximation formula, for all distributions. 

  

Conversely, the K-S test portrays good performance and provides consistent 

results for all the fitting trials of the TWE activity network. Given this fact, EasyFit®, 

which performs all three tests, ranks the fitted theoretical distributions based on the P-

value of the K-S test statistic. Hence, the K-S test is utilized to choose the best fit of for 

the TWE activity durations. 

 

3.9 Monte Carlo Network Simulation  

3.9.1 Need of Network Modelling 

Deriving the cumulative effect of the activity durations in the entire TWE network 

is one of the vital tasks of this research. The simulation results need to readily tell the 

total time consumption of the TWE process – a criterion that determines the viability of 

the existing TWE provisions. The simulation was carried out with the aid of two 
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independent computer software packages: the Decision Support Simulation System 

(DSSS) tool in Simphony, and Primavera Risk Analysis (PRA). 

 

3.9.2 A Brief Description of Simulation 

The Simphony engine utilizes the Monte Carlo algorithm for simulation. The 

Monte Carlo algorithm is a random sampling technique that estimates the throughput of a 

process/network or an activity (Taha, 1997). The engine generates a large amount of 

random numbers in the range from zero to unity and assigns them in the probability 

distributions in the model. The resulting random variates are used to evaluate output 

parameters on a discrete event basis. Higher sampling frequencies yield better estimates; 

hence, 1,000 or more iterations are suggested. Summation of all events gives rise to a 

range estimate for the output of the total network. The output can also be visualized 

through probability and cumulative density functions (PDF and CDF, respectively) 

generated from the DSSS. Figure 3-6 depicts a typical model construction in the DSSS 

template and a CDF curve.  

 

The PDF histogram shows the overall spreading of the output variable and the 

skewness if any. The CDF curve helps to find the probability attached to the different 

levels of output and vice versa (Moussa et al., 2007). For example, a point (Xt,Yp) of the 

CDF curve created from the TWE network shows the probability (Yp) that the evacuation 

could be completed less than time, Xt. 
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Figure 3-6:  Simulation Model Window 
 

3.10 Decision Analysis 

3.10.1 Need 

Upon the simulation findings, the research proposes improvements in the existing 

TWE mechanism. A part of this exercise considers various alternatives, including a 

tailor-made tide gauge system and a good tsunami buoy system for Sri Lanka. The 

decision analysis techniques enable a scientific and logical selection of the best 

alternative and, thus, show a clear need for consideration. 
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3.10.2 Introduction to Decision Trees 

Decision analysis is the process of evaluating complex alternatives, in terms of 

values and uncertainty (Feller, 1950; Raiffa, 1970). Outcomes, i.e. the „numbers‟, are 

typically expressed in monetary terms as being the major concern of the decision and 

policy makers. The process can also be utilized to monitor how the defined alternatives 

differ from one another and then either to select the best alternative or to generate 

suggestions for new and improved alternatives.  

 

In this context, decision trees (DTs) provide an excellent platform to conduct the 

analysis (Shulyler, 2001). A DT has characteristic visualization of alternatives in a form 

of a tree and readily assessable expected values (Howson & Urbach, 1993). Numbers 

quantify subjective values and uncertainties, which enable us to understand the decision 

situation. These numerical results must then be translated back into words in order to 

generate qualitative insight. 

 

According to Shulyler (2001), a typical decision tree consists of five elements: 

 Decision node is a node that denotes the path for various alternatives. 

 Decision is the branch that leads from decision node. 

 Chance node is a node that plots the possible outcome of a decision. 

 Chance event is a branch connecting the decision node and chance event node. 

It carries the probabilities associated with the event. 

 End node is at the end of the chance node and specifies the payoff value. 
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Figure 3-7 illustrates a typical DT with all the basic concepts indicated above. 

 

Figure 3-7:  Example of a Decision Tree  

 

A decision tree, once all parameters are set, can be solved to obtain the expected 

values (EVs), which can be identified as the probability -weighted sums of all possible 

outcomes (Feller, 1950). Payoff values, i.e. the algebraic sum of costs and benefits of 

each branch, are first calculated; and, the EVs are then determined by folding back the 

tree. The favourable decision is what the corresponding decision which leads to the 

optimum EV. 

 

Conventional decision trees, however, do not facilitate the range estimates of 

entities. The stochastic interpretation of monitory values and probabilities, which is, in 

fact, the case in this research, requires a different method of assessment. Stochastic DTs 

by definition, specify decision costs and event probabilities in probability distributions, 

and fit into the requirement above (Hespos & Stassmann, 1965). Stochastic DTs could be 

simulated with Monte Carlo algorithm to model all the deterministic possibilities of the 

Decision node 

Chance node 

End node 

Chance event 

Decision 
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value ranges expressed (Moussa et al., 2006). The DT module in the Decision Support 

Simulation System (DSSS), which is discussed in Chapters 9 and 10, fulfills the 

simulation requirement and provides EV comparisons of the alternatives from a 

stochastic perspective. 

 

3.10.3 Adequacy of Interviews and Participants (sampling) 

The research chose 32 participants from two villages in the Southern Province of 

Sri Lanka, as described in Section 7.3.1. The following information is a detailed account 

of the statistical requirements that exist for an adequate sample size and why the selected 

size is considered adequate. 

 

Devore (1999) stated a statistically sufficient sample size, N, fulfills following 

relation: 

      
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                           

where              =  standard normal variable for a (1-α) confidence interval, 

      σ =  standard deviation of results, and 

      ε  = desired error margin. 

 

The standard deviations of ten evaluation activities and required sample sizes for 

a 5% error margin and a 90% probability level are shown in Table 3-4. 
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Table 3-4:  Required Sample Sizes 
Activity 
Number 

Mean Standard Deviation Required Sample Size 

1 2.71 0.87 821 

2 4.52 1.26 1728 

3 4.19 0.95 973 

4 4.38 1.26 1728 

5 3.22 0.79 680 

6 1.94 0.50 275 

7 1.47 0.51 278 

8 1.94 0.50 275 

9 3.50 1.05 1187 

10 14.44 3.03 9912 

 

The following issues can be observed in obtaining a large sample: 

1. The above statistical requirement indicates that the minimum number of 

participants should be in the range from 275 to 9,912. However, the total 

populations under direct tsunami threat in the two villages were 210 and 340, 

obviously failing to fulfill this need.    

2. Certain evacuation activities are geographically dependent, which makes the data 

from large samples with participants belonging to different areas 

counterproductive. 

3. In addition, the time duration data expressed with human perception are not 

recorded as fractions, but as integers. An activity with a limited duration, e.g. 1 to 

5 minutes, often indicates a high standard deviation, although the differences in 
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the individual inputs do not vary by more than 1 minute. Since a high standard 

deviation leads to larger sample sizes, human perception turns is a crucial issue.   

4. In the case of stakeholder institutions, the sample size is determined by the 

number of relevant employees. Inclusion of non-relevant employees, i.e. those 

who are not involved in the tsunami warning/evacuation process, adds impurities 

to the sample base, due to their insufficient knowledge of the subject of interest. 

 

The above lapses pave the way for a unique and inventive approach to circumvent 

the adverse effects of scant samples. Note that the whole idea of preferring an increased 

sample size is to seek improvements in the data quality. This improvement could be 

achieved by several means: 

1. Isserlis (1918), and Graubard and Korn (2002) discussed the use of a „finite 

population correction factor‟ for the standard deviations when the sample size is 

less than 5% of the total population. Thus, the two villages, Midigama and 

Dikwella, needed a minimum number of participants of 10 and 15, respectively. 

Any increment in the number rejects the necessity for a correction factor. This 

rule remedies the issue number 1 above.  

2. Selectiveness in recruiting the participants: Evacuation activities, in particular, 

need data from the general public. However, a mere random selection often 

results in samples with lesser credibility. The research suggests a criterion to 

select knowledgeable participants. The criterion, although being subjective, is to 
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initially seek those who are employed in culturally recognized occupations, as 

detailed in Chapter 7.  

3. The whole issue of sampling size arises when the participants from the general 

public, in particular, express the evacuation time durations on behalf of the 

individual self. The questions can be administered that participants describe the 

community evacuations instead. This is a remedy for inadequate sample sizes, 

since each respondent now represents a whole community. Section 7.3.3 further 

elaborates on this methodology. 

4. The research suggests a measure to evaluate the credibility of the participants‟ 

expressed information. This rank is called the „personal ability factor‟ (PAF). This 

is a ranking measure of the answers obtained from the participants based on 

background knowledge, experience and interest in the subject matter in question. 

In developing the probability distributions, the PAF provides a weight to the 

individual inputs and, thereby, promotes „better‟ data.   

 

3.11 Overview of the Research 

Figure 3-8 provides a schematic view of the entire completed research work.  
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3.12 Why the Research Extends beyond Merely a Case Study of Sri Lanka 

The scope of this research is the development of a comprehensive analytical 

methodology for evaluation of the tsunami warning and evacuation processes. Sri Lanka, 

being the second worst hit country in the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, was selected for 

obtaining relevant data to showcase the research process. However, the application 

should not be confined only to Sri Lanka, since: 

1. The procedures adopted could be easily followed by any of the interested 

nations in the Indian Ocean and beyond. 

2. Unique and salient features of the research, including network modelling of 

disasters, derivation of the maximum entropy probability distribution (MEPD) 

for scant data and PAF assessments, etc., make a contribution to the 

knowledge base. 

3. The research bears ramifications for other types of disaster modelling 

activities worldwide. 

 

3.13 Validity of Research 

Validity of research must be analyzed in three contexts: 

1. Content, 

2. Previous exercises, and 

3. Results 
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Grinnell (2008) explained the similar philosophy as content validity, empirical 

validity and construct validity. However, the construct validity, which is a measure of the 

interdependency of various entities, is inapplicable in this research. In exchange, the 

author has introduced a more practical validation – a comparison of the end results with 

the observed values. 

 

3.13.1 Previous Research 

The network modelling of tsunamis is a novel exercise as outlined in Fernando et 

al. (2008), and no previous data or results are available.  

 

3.13.2  Results 

The end result of the research – time estimates for the warning, evacuation and 

individual time consumptions of stakeholder activities – could be compared with the 

records from previous tsunami drills, evacuations and organizational logbooks. Historic 

time lines that depict the time for warnings and evacuations obtained from the 

Department of Meteorology (DoM) and the Disaster Management Centre (DMC) of Sri 

Lanka and even from the author‟s personal observations in Sri Lanka have shown a 

remarkable agreement with the corresponding simulation results of this research. 

 

3.14 Conclusions 

A robust yet transparent philosophical foundation and theoretical framework are 

necessities for every research work. First, philosophic contemplations assist the 

researcher in seeing the need and quantifying the work involved. Theoretical aspects 
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provide guidance, the accuracy required, and even a psychological protection for the 

researcher. In this context, the following concepts have been adequately introduced: 

1. Network modelling for tsunamis, 

2. Introduction of MEPD for disaster modelling, and 

3. Assessment of reliability of the interviewed data (PAF) 

 

This is in addition to the formal theories, including decision analysis with 

stochastic decision trees, Monte Carlo sampling, and curve fitting etc. Basic descriptions 

of such aspects help to relate the applications discussed in the forthcoming chapters with 

the research introduction.   

 

Furthermore, the validity assessments performed in this chapter reveal the 

following points: 

1. The futility of traditional presumptions in the estimation of probability 

distributions and the suitability of the maximum entropy approach, 

2. The rationale of selecting the K-S test as the best goodness of fit test for this 

research, and 

3. The adequacy of interviews and participants in the evacuation activities and 

success of adopted corrective measures for insufficient participation from 

certain organizations. 
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Chapter Four: Existing Warning & Evacuation Systems in the Indian Ocean and 

Neighbourhood 

 

4.1 Chapter Brief 

Chapter four introduces the international component in the tsunami warning and 

evacuation (TWE). In particular, the Indian Ocean tsunami warning system (IOTWS) and 

regional watch providers (RWP) are critically evaluated with suggestions for 

improvements. In addition, the organizational processes of the international stakeholders 

including Pacific Tsunami warning center (PTWC) and Japan Meteorological Agency 

(JMA) are modelled and illustrated in a network form. Numerous interviews with key 

professionals particularly at the PTWC were conducted for the construction of the 

networks. The chapter concludes with an assessment of the reliability of the existing tide 

and buoy systems in the Indian Ocean.  

 

4.2 Warning Systems in Indian Ocean       

4.2.1 U.S. Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning System (IOTWS) Program   

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of UNESCO, having 

pioneered the establishment of a tsunami warning system in the Pacific region in 1965, 

belatedly identified the need for an Intergovernmental Coordination Group (ICG) for the 

Indian Ocean, following the 2004 tsunami disaster. Fulfilling this need, the US Agency 

for International Development (USAID) funded and launched the U.S. The IOTWS 

program, which was supposed to enhance tsunami early warning capabilities in the Indian 

Ocean and Southeast Asia (Johnson, 2005).    
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The IOTWS aimed to provide stand-alone support for Indian Ocean countries in 

developing end-to-end warning systems, including seismic detection, sea-level 

measurement, risk assessment, numerical modelling and scenario development, warning 

dissemination and formulation of mitigation, preparedness and response plans (U.S. 

IOTWS, 2009). Partnering agencies aided IOTWS with technical support and capacity 

building exercises. Progress was achieved in all aspects of the tsunami warning system, 

from oceanographic and seismic hazard detection to local community resilience. The 

detailed IOTWS work plan is available from http://apps.develebridge.net/usiotws/pageaa 

home.html. 

 

4.2.2 Regional Watch Providers (RWP)  

4.2.2.1 Introduction 

The PTWC and the JMA currently provide Indian Ocean countries with an 

interim advisory service in the absence of a properly functioning regional warning centre. 

However, bulletins lack a focus for the region and suffer the inability of rapid 

confirmation of a tsunami, owing to inadequate sea-level monitoring facilities. The 

IOTWS, in its 2.5-year program span, encouraged major coastal nations – 28 in the 

Indian Ocean – to function as RWPs. Thus, Australia, Indonesia, India, Thailand and 

Malaysia stepped up their formulation of regional tsunami observation systems. 

Indonesia and Australia have already completed stand-alone systems, making the interim 

advisory service of the PTWC redundant. The PTWC will terminate the interim service in 

2011, when RWPs are expected to gain full functionality (IOC, 2009).  
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In a tsunami event on September 12, 2007, Indonesia managed to issue warnings 

to their local communities within 10 minutes of the earthquake, almost on par with 

established warning centres, such as PTWC (ASC, 2009). In addition, the Australian 

Tsunami Warning System (ATWS) is now fully operational and works around the clock 

to issue national alerts. However, no international alerts from any of the countries have 

been observed during tsunami events from 2005 to 2009. 

 

4.2.2.2  Insight into the Current Situation 

The rise of RWPs is a bona fide expectation of the IOTWS. The IOTWS in this 

mission has succeeded to a satisfiable extent, in terms of improving national systems. 

However, the building of an RWP analogous to PTWC or JMA requires further nurturing 

of national warning systems with more emphasis on international coordination, technical 

compatibility and information sharing by partnering governments.  

 

The international coordination must take place under the patronage of a suitable 

and recognized international authority. In fact, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have vowed to remain 

engaged with the governmental institutions and other stakeholder agencies to facilitate 

technology transfer, research and development, and capacity building. However, more 

intervention and facilitation is necessary from a dedicated authority for international 

coordination at least in the initial stage.  
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A five-year immersion program by US IOTWS has been suggested in this regard. 

The program may further train the prospective RWP nations to formulate common 

templates for regional warnings, develop regional protocols for warning promulgation 

and provide strategic support for sustainability. Section 4.2.3.1 discusses the existing 

provisions in the most promising RWP – Indonesia.  

 

The suggestion for a network of RWPs for the Indian Ocean region is showcased, 

in order to enhance the information redundancy when the interim advisory services from 

the PTWC and JMA are no longer available. However, complete isolation from the two 

prominent warning sources is not expected, since any proposed RWP could still be linked 

with them. In such a context, a robust and reliable single RWP can apparently provide the 

desired service for the relatively small Indian Ocean region. The savings from the 

funding originally allocated for multiple RWPs may be reinvested in system for 

operations and maintenance. 

 

4.2.3  Tsunami Warning Systems in Asia- Pacific Regions and Knowledge Transfer  

The following sections provide brief descriptions of the different warning systems 

currently under operation in the tsunami prone nations of Indonesia, Australia and Japan. 

Although tsunami warning mechanisms differ from place to place, an understanding of 

each system is crucial to building a tailor-made system for a particular country.    
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4.2.3.1 Indonesia 

Interim services by the PTWC or JMA provide little or no help for Indonesia, 

since tsunamis originating from the Sunda trench will reach the coast within 20 minutes. 

Thus, the country has launched its own tsunami early warning system (InaTEWS) with 

the potential to become an Indian Ocean tsunami watch provider by 2011 (ANI, 2008). 

The total cost amounted to USD 130 million, with generous technical and financial 

contributions from China, France, Germany, Japan and the United States.  

 

Germany played a vital role in designing and implementing the German 

Indonesian Tsunami Early Warning System (GITEWS), which, in fact, was renamed as 

InaTWES after its handover to the Indonesian government in November 2008 (Rudloff et 

al., 2008). The GTEWS deployed more seismic probes, tide gauges and buoys in the 

region to enhance data availability. In addition, the following new noteworthy 

concepts/instruments have been observed in the system (Rudloff et al., 2008):  

1. GITEWS uses Global Positioning System (GPS) buoys, instead of the usual 

tsunami buoys, since the latter fails to distinguish tsunamis when the bottom 

pressure gauges lie close to the earthquake source (Galas & Köhler, 2004; 

Sobolev et al., 2006). Currently, two of the planned ten-buoy systems have 

been installed in the neighbourhood of Indonesia (Galas, 2006). 

2. Simulations with TsunAWI® software enables the reconstruction of the 

tsunami wave numerically to derive essential information, including arrival 

times and wave heights. 
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3. A new decision support system (DSS) gathers all instrument and modelling 

data to determine whether a warning is necessary. The officer in charge can 

launch the prepared warning protocols with the assistance of several advisory 

windows of the DSS. 

 

The GITEWS is currently under the final phase of development, in which 

planning is underway to disseminate bulletins/warnings to all Indian Ocean countries 

within 10 minutes of the earthquake (Rudloff et al., 2009). 

 

4.2.3.2 Japan 

The Japanese warning system showcases an example of methodologies adopted 

for rapid tsunami detection and warning promulgation, since the island nation faces 

incessant threats from near-source tsunamis. The JMA functions as a national and 

international advisory service with its delicate seismological network and ocean 

observatories. In contrast to the Indian subregion, Japan‟s seismological network consists 

of 180 seismic stations with real time data transmission (JMA, 2009). Furthermore, the 

JMA maintains a massive simulation based database, including 100,000 different tsunami 

scenarios forecasts, arrival times and wave heights for given seismic parameters (JMA, 

2009). 

 

The Japanese emergency warning system shown in Figure 4-1 alerts the coastal 

communities of a potential tsunami within 3 minutes of the detection (Miyazaki, 2005). 

Furthermore, the warning messages are automatically transmitted to the district 
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authorities and broadcasting media – a lesson to be learnt by Indian Ocean countries. 

Japan has constructed 258 tsunami- and quake-resistant shelters along the tsunami prone 

east coast, and floodgates in most of the coastal towns (Imamura & Abe, 2009). Tsunami 

walls and flood gates, which are not popular in Indian Ocean region, show prudent 

forethought in Japan, as shown in Figure 4-2.    

  

The combination of cutting-edge technologies, better disaster preparedness 

planning and adequate funding has prevented Japan from recording a high number of 

tsunami victims over the years. 

 

 

Figure 4-1:  Time Sequence of Japanese Tsunami Information 
Picture courtesy: JMA Tsunami Information Brochure 
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(a)             (b) 

Figure 4-2:  Coastal Structures 
(a) Tsu-Shi Tsunami Wall, (b) Numazu Flood Gate 
Picture courtesy: Wikimedia and Creative Commons 

 

4.2.3.3 Australia 

The Australian emergency management system is up against tsunami threats from 

moderately close sources. The approximately 8,000-kilometre long tectonic plate 

boundaries around Australia trigger tsunamis that reach coastlines in 2-4 hours (BOM, 

2009). Study of the Australian warning mechanism, hence, bears a special advantage for 

countries like Sri Lanka, Thailand and India, who share the same proximities to 

tsunamigenic sources. 

 

The Australian government funded AUD 68.9 million for a four-year program, 

which ended in 2009, to revamp the Australian Tsunami Alert System (ATAS) (Baily, 

2009). The Joint Australian Tsunami Warning Centre (JATWC) was established under 

the patronage of ATAS and functions around the clock to provide nationwide tsunami 
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alerts.  The system operates 35 local seismic stations, 28 tide gauges and 6 Deep-ocean 

Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) buoys with strong links with the 

international networks (Baily, 2009). The streamlined warning process is expected to 

alert the threatened areas within 30 minutes of the tsunamigenic earthquake, Figure 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-3:  Australian Tsunami Warning System (ATWS) 
Picture courtesy: http://www.ioc-tsunami.org/pdf/ATWS.pdf 

 

The absence of delaying bureaucratic channels in the ATWS is the secret of quick 

warning dissemination.  Similar to JMA, the technological advancements in real time 
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tide, buoy and seismic data monitoring enables ATWS‟s prospective role as a regional 

watch provider by 2011. 

 

4.2.4 Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre (PTWC)   

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), under the patronage of 

the United Nations, established the Intergovernmental Coordination Group for the Pacific 

Tsunami Warning Center (ICG/PTWC) in 1968 (PTWC, 2009). The PTWC, located in 

Ewa Beach, Hawaii, is vested with tsunami warning responsibilities, primarily for the 

Pacific region. Responding to PTWC‟s previous failure in informing the Indian Ocean 

countries in 2004, the centre launched an interim advisory service for the subregion until 

2011. The centre has, thus, become the prime international tsunami consultation for Sri 

Lanka and the neighbouring nations. However the PTWC has no role in local 

evacuations, for which decisions must be made by individual countries.  

 

4.2.4.1 Dependent Information 

Seismic information from the Global Seismographic Network, together with 

oceanic data from coastal tide gauges and DART buoys channelling from dedicated lines 

and the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) constitute the main feed for PTWC. 

As of 2009, the centre does not retrieve real time information from individual buoy 

owners, e.g. India, Indonesia and Australia.  
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4.2.4.2 Staff Composition 

The capacity, both in manpower and equipment, was upgraded following the 2004 

event. The staff is constituted of 15 individuals, including 12 watchstanders (scientists) 

and 3 non-technical personnel. Work shifts are designed to accommodate 2 watchstanders 

at a given time (PTWC, 2009a).  

 

4.2.4.3 Area of Responsibility (AoR)  

Although the PTWC is stationed in the centre of the Pacific basin, the West Coast 

and Alaska Tsunami Warning Centre (WC/ATWC) holds command for the northern 

region, as seen in Figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-4:  Area of Responsibility – PTWC  
Picture courtesy: PTWC 

 

The exact areas of responsibility, as per the operations manual of the PTWC, are 

listed below:  
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 Direct responsibility: the whole Pacific Basin with the exception of the U.S. 

West Coast, Alaska, and British Columbia.  

 Interim advisory: the Caribbean, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, the South 

China Sea and the Indian Ocean. 

 

4.2.4.4 Decision Making Process 

Upon detection of an earthquake, the paging system alerts the watchstanders 

whose main goal is then to determine the location (hypocentre) and size (magnitude) of 

the earthquake, as quickly and accurately as possible. If the earthquake occurred in the 

Indian Ocean, and the computed magnitude, Mw, exceeds 6.5, an Indian Ocean bulletin 

must first be issued, followed by a Pacific bulletin (PTWC, 2009a) as illustrated in Figure 

4-5.  

 

Figure 4-5:  Information Flow – PTWC 
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The second stage of the analysis focuses on refining the quake parameters and 

estimating arrival times via a forecast model. Any detection by gauges or buoys assists 

the arrival time estimation. The second or supplementary bulletin includes this additional 

information.  

 

4.2.4.5  Bulletins   

The terminology used to describe a tsunami threat needs careful definition and 

understanding. The technical meanings of the four terms – bulletin, watch, advisory and 

warning – are listed below (PTWC, 2009): 

1. Bulletin: A preliminary text message issued to inform the occurrence of an 

earthquake and to advice of probable potential for a tsunami. „Bulletin‟ is the 

generic term used to identify any message from the international tsunami warning 

centres.  

2. Advisory: A statement issued to the areas that are not currently in either warning 

or watch status, when a tsunami warning has been issued for another region of the 

same ocean. The two possibilities of an advisory are:  

a. Area is outside of the current warning and watch regions, or  

b. Non-existent tsunami threat for the area. 

3. Watch: A watch is issued based on the preliminary seismic information, without 

confirmation from oceanic observations. 

4. Warning: A warning is issued when an imminent threat of a tsunami exists. 
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 PTWC issues 4 types of initial bulletins as shown in Table 4-1, and 2 

supplementary bulletins for the Indian Ocean, depending on the severity of the impending 

danger. Proof from oceanic observations leads to the two supplementary bulletins to 

either confirm or withdraw the original information.  

 

The outgoing communication is multifaceted. The PTWC issues bulletins via fax, 

email, GTS and RANET (RAdio and interNET for the Communication of Hydro-

meteorological and Climate Related Information). Descriptions of GTS and the RANET 

are provided in Sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.7, respectively.  

Table 4-1:  Tsunami Bulletins for the Indian Ocean 
Bulletin     Description 

Tsunami Information 

Bulletin (TIB) 

TIB is the most common and first bulletin.  

Magnitude requirement: 6.5 ≤ Mw ≤  7.0 

Local Tsunami Watch 

Bulletin 

Applied to countries located within 100km of the epicentre.                                                                       

Magnitude requirement: 7.0 < Mw ≤ 7.5  

Regional Tsunami Watch 

Bulletin 

Applied to countries located within 1000km of the epicentre.  

Magnitude requirement: 7.5 < Mw ≤ 7.8  

Basin Wide Tsunami Watch 

Bulletin 

Magnitude requirement: Mw > 7.8 

Courtesy of PTWC 

Remarks:   

1. Local, regional and basin wide watches remain only advisories for other countries 

that are outside the stipulated distance requirement. 

2. Local, regional and basin wide watches may include an initial arrival time 

estimation for a predetermined set of locations. Lack of tide and buoy data 
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prevents PTWC from issuing a warning to the Indian Ocean countries.  All the 

watches in Table 4-1 will be replaced with warnings in case of tsunamis occurring 

in the data rich Pacific Ocean.  

3. The second bulletin, which contains some analysis of tidal information, is 

generated 15 minutes after the first unless a quicker and confirming tidal signal or 

buoy signal is observed. The rest of the alert series usually occurs in a period of 

one hour. 

 

PTWC‟s past records provide a splendid platform to determine the time taken 

since an earthquake to issue the first bulletin and the subsequents. Selected earthquakes 

with tsunami potential that occurred in the Indian Ocean and the vicinity during 2005-

2009 are listed in Table 4-2. Despite being triggered outside the Indian Ocean, 

earthquakes corresponding to event numbers 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11 also assist the calculation. 

Note that the PTWC‟s first response was 19 minutes in 2005, which has been reduced to 

a range of 10-11 minutes at present. Event numbers 7 and 9 depict the change in the 

bulletins for earthquakes with same magnitude occurring in the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans, respectively.   

        

4.2.5  Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)  

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), headquartered in Tokyo, is the official 

Japanese weather service and responsible for gathering and reporting weather data and 

for observing and warning of earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic eruptions (JMA, 2009). 

The JMA also serves as an international tsunami warning center. The agency also 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquakes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsunamis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcanic_eruptions
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assumed interim service for the Indian Ocean following the 2004 tsunami disaster, and 

Sri Lanka is on the list of JMA‟s bulletin receivers.  

Table 4-2:  Tsunami Threats and PTWC Messages (2005-2009) 

 

 

Event No Date Time Mag Area Message Description  Time of 
Message

Time 
from EQ

1 1 30-Sep-09 10.16 7.7 Indonesia Regional Tsunami Watch 10.26 0.10

2 Cancellation (despite small detection) 11.31 1.15

2 1 02-Sep-09 07.55 7.1 Indonesia Local Tsunami Watch 08.06 0.11

2 TIB 08.21 0.26

3 Cancellation 08.59 1.04

3 1 28-Aug-09 01.51 6.7 Banda Sea TIB 02.01 0.10

2 TIB Correction (Indian ocean wide) 02.03 0.12

4 1 17-Aug-09 00.06 6.8 Japan TIB 00.19 0.13

5 1 17-Aug-09 10.10 6.5 Japan TIB 10.23 0.13

6 1 16-Aug-09 07.38 6.9 Indonesia TIB 07.49 0.11

2 Positive Tide Signal 08.47 1.09

7 1 10-Aug-09 19.56 7.7 Andaman Regional Tsunami Watch 20.05 0.09

2 Arrival times given 21.05 1.09

3 No tsunami observed (correction) 21.24 1.28

4 Cancellation 22.11 2.15

8 1 15-Jul-09 09.23 7.8 New Zealand Fixed Regional Warning (NZ) 09.42 0.19

2 modified EQ location 10.33 1.10

3 Cancellation 10.51 1.28

9 1 19-Mar-09 18.18 7.7 Tonga Fixed Regional Warning 18.30 0.12

2 Supplement 19.32 1.14

3 Cancellation 20.08 1.50

10 1 01-Mar-09 22.34 7.5 Indonesia Local Tsunami Watch 22.48 0.14

2 Tide detection 02.11 2.37

11 1 09-Aug-08 18.52 6.8 Vanatu TIB 19.05 0.13

2 7.1 TIB (revised magnitude) 19.35 0.43

12 1 25-Feb-08 08.37 7.1 Indonesia Local Tsunami Watch 08.50 0.13

2 Cancellation (despite small detection) 10.09 1.32

13 1 20-Feb-08 08.09 7.2 Indonesia Local Tsunami Watch 08.22 0.13

2 Cancellation 09.26 1.15

14 1 12-Sep-07 11.10 7.9 Indonesia Ind. Ocean Wide Tsunami Watch 11.24 0.14

2 8.2 Revised magnitude 11.53 0.43

3 Detection at Padang 12.30 1.20

4 Detection at Padang+Cocos 13.21 1.71

5 Detection by DART bouy 14.40 3.30

6 Final Watch 15.05 3.55

15 1 17-Jul-06 08.19 7.2 Indonesia Local Tsunami Watch 08.36 0.17

2 Tidal Detetion at Benoa 11.08 2.49

16 1 28-Mar-05 16.10 8.5 Indonesia TIB (for Pacific Ocean) 16.29 0.19

2 Detection at @ Cocos 18.41 2.31

3 Detection @ Maldives 22.26 6.16
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4.2.5.1 Dependent Information 

JMA receives global seismic information and oceanic data from GTS and 

dedicated communication lines.  JMA has direct access to Multifunctional Transport 

Satellites (MTSAT), which carry tidal data transmitting from gauges and buoys (Eguchi 

et al., 1998). 

 

4.2.5.2 Area of Responsibility and Downward Communication 

The Northwest Pacific is the prime area of responsibility (AoR) of the JMA, while 

PTWC and JMA independently provide interim service for the Indian Ocean. Similar to 

PTWC, the main modes of information dissemination are facsimile, email and GTS. The 

complex network of information recipients linked by GTS is presented in Figure 4-6. 

 

Figure 4-6:  JMA’s Information Clientele 
Picture courtesy: World Meteorological Organization 
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4.2.5.3 Decision Making Process 

Given an earthquake, the alert system of the JMA is triggered only when the 

quake exceeds a certain threshold. When the frequency of seismic waves exceeds the 

short-term average (STA) over the long-term average (LTA), the earthquake is deemed 

considerable, permitting the evaluation of usual seismic parameters of magnitude and 

hypocentre (Imamura & Abe, 2009). If the hypocentric location lies in the Indian Ocean, 

and the earthquake magnitude is over 6.5, JMA estimates arrival times, prepares bulletins 

and dispatches them to the registered users (JMA, 2009a).  Figure 4-7 further elaborates 

this mechanism. 

  

Figure 4-7:  Information Flow – JMA 
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4.2.5.4 Bulletins 

The use of the terminology of warning and advisory, as per the JMA definition, 

depends on the expected wave heights on the shore, as shown in Table 4-3. The first 

information bulletin (TIB) is issued within 15-20 minutes of the earthquake occurrence, 

followed by two successive and more detailed bulletins (JMA, 2009a).  

Table 4-3:  JMA’s Definition of Warning and Advisory 
Category Expected Wave Height (h) 

Warning Major tsunami h≥ 3 m 

Tsunami h ≈ 2m  

Advisory  h≈ 0.5 m  

    Courtesy: (JMA, 2009) 

 

4.2.5.5 Critique 

The method of earthquake processing and the priority levels of JMA are different 

than those of PTWC. JMA attempts to include the tsunami arrival time estimate in the 

first bulletin and thus lags behind their PTWC counterparts.  Table 4-4 summarizes the 

events originally described in Table 4-2, where JMA bulletin information is available. 

The observed time range of 20-30 minutes agrees with the JMA‟s documented protocols 

(JMA, 2009a). Contrary to PTWC‟s open information sharing policy, the JMA does not 

permit access to archives of past bulletins; thus, the data shown in Table 4-4 have been 

extracted from email bulletins distributed by the UNESCO-IOC listserve in real time. 

However, the national level decision makers such as Department of Meteorology (DoM) 

in Sri Lanka often find the JMA bulletin more useful in determining the pertaining risk, 

especially at the initial stage of their assessment process. 
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Table 4-4:  Available Records of JMA Bulletins  

 

      

4.2.6 Global Telecommunication System (GTS)  

The Global Telecommunication System (GTS) is operated under the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO) for the collection, exchange and distribution of 

observations and processed information (WMO, 2009). Essential components of the GTS 

include satellite-based data collection and/or data distribution systems. All the 

meteorological offices, including DoM, are linked to GTS under an unrestricted policy to 

exchange weather/climate and earthquake/tsunami data. 

 

Every international tsunami warning authority possesses two-way data 

communication capabilities. GTS transmits meteorological data, including observations 

from tide gauges, buoys, watches, forecasts, warnings and bulletins, with standardized 

data formats (NOAA, 2009). The messages headers relevant to the Indian Ocean, as 

shown in Table 4-5, readily identify the level of threat and from which warning authority 

the message itself originates. 

 

 

 

Event Date Time Mag Area  Time of 
Message

Time 
from EQ

Time Lag with 
PTWC Bulletin

2 02-Sep-09 07.55 7.1 Indonesia 08.15 0.20 00.09

6 16-Aug-09 07.38 6.9 Indonesia 08.02 0.24 00.13

7 10-Aug-09 19.56 7.7 Andaman 20.25 0.29 00.20

14 12-Sep-07 11.10 7.9 Indonesia 11.36 0.26 00.12

http://www.wmo.ch/
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Table 4-5:  Message Headers for Indian Ocean Countries 
Authority Header Description 

PTWC WEIO21 PHEB 

WEIO23 PHEB 

Tsunami Watch [> M7.0]; Test 

Tsunami Information Bulletin [M6.5 - 7.0] 

JMA WEIO40 RJTD 

 

Tsunami Watch and Information [Indian 

Ocean, Information M6.5 - 7.0; Watch > 

M7.0]; Test 

Courtesy of  WMO 

 

4.2.7 RANET System 

RAdio and interNET for the Communication of Hydro-meteorological and 

Climate Related Information (RANET) is a collaborative effort of many national hydro-

meteorological services, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and communities 

(RANET, 2009). RANET is a technology implementation rather than a specific platform. 

This concept enables RANET to accommodate many platforms, such as radio based 

broadcasting and text messaging to mobile phones.  

 

In terms of tsunami events, the international warning authorities feed the 

WorldSpace digital audio broadcast satellites, namely AfriStar and AsiaStar, with the 

required information to reach out to end users (tuned receivers and service-enabled 

mobile phones), as shown in Figure 4-8 (RANET, 2009). The Department of 

Meteorology and the Disaster Management Center in Sri Lanka and many other 

international points of contact receive RANET information. Relatively inexpensive ($60 - 

$250) and less power-consuming, RANET receivers can effectively serve rural and 

technologically disadvantaged communities (RANET, 2009).    
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Figure 4-8:  RANET System 

 

4.3 Tsunami Buoys and Tide Gauges in the Indian Ocean 

4.3.1 Tsunami Buoys 

4.3.1.1 Geographical Orientation 

The Indian Ocean is home to a number of multinational tsunami buoys. Prevalent 

international support for the Indian Ocean countries to emerge as r egional wa tch 

providers (RWPs) has resulted in many individual buoy systems. In particular, Indonesia 

(13 buoys), India (6), Malaysia (3 ), Australia (2) a nd Tha iland (1)  do minate in buoy 

deployment (Pandoe et al., 2009; Nayak, 2009; MOSTI, 2009; BOM, 2009). Figure 4-9 

illustrates the spatial orientation of all the buoys in the Indian Oc ean a s of Nov ember 

2009. Note  that Austra lia possesses four othe r tsunami buoys outside the  Indian Ocean 

(DART, 2009). 
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Figure 4-9:  Tsunami Buoys in the Indian Ocean 
Base map credit: Owl & Mouse Educational Software 
 
 
4.3.1.2 Technical Specifications 

NOAA‟s DART (Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis) program 

was instrumental in building and handing over two buoys to Indonesia and Thailand in 

2006 and 2007, respectively. With the two Australian DART buoys deployed in 2009, 

international tsunami warning centres are now in a better position to accurately assess a 

given emergency situation.  Table 4-6 presents the basic parameters of the four buoys. 

 

Knowledge of specific parameters such as water depth above the tsunameter 

(bottom pressure gauge) and the distance to the buoys provides the national warning 
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authorities with a rapid assessment of the speed and time of arrival upon the receipt of 

detection alerts with wave heights. 

Table 4-6:  Technical Details of DART Buoys in the Indian Ocean 
DART 
Buoy 

Station 
ID 

Start Latitude Longitude Water 
Depth (m) 

Triggering 
Wave Height 

(mm) 
Indonesia  53401 

 
Sep 2007 00°03'01" 91°53'58" 4530 30 

Thailand  23401 
 

Dec 2006 80°54'18" 88°32'24" 3466 30 

Australia 56001 
 

Oct 2009 13°57'41" 110°00'14" 5660 30 

Australia 56003 
 

Oct 2009 15°01'17" 117°59'22" 5622 30 

Courtesy of http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/dart_metadata.shtml                            

In terms of the detection, no acceptable data is found and thus, hypothetical two 

tsunami sources in the Sunda arc whose locations are coincided with the two reported 

events on Dec 26, 2004 and March 28, 2005 are considered to derive suitable detection 

times as shown in Table 4-7. This exercise presumes a constant tsunami speed of 

896km/h based on the 2004 event. 

Table 4-7:  Predicted Detection and Arrival Times 
 

Event 

Arrival Time to Sri Lanka 

(to the closest point) 

Detection Time 

Hour Minutes Hour Minutes 

2004 1 48 1 09 

2005 2 00 1 22 

 

Although the detection time highly depends on the location of the earthquake, the 

source points on the Sunda arc that correspond to the above events are closer to Sri Lanka 

http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/dart_metadata.shtml
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compared to the other possible locations. Given a sampling and transmission time of 2 

minutes under the monitoring mode, the detection and transmission of a tsunami signal 

by a buoy is considered uniformly distributed between 71 to 84 minutes. 

 

4.3.1.3 Status Analysis with Reported Pitfalls 

Although the number of buoy units seems adequate, only the DART buoys 

contribute to real-time international data transmission. The service from the rest is limited 

to the respective buoy owners.  In particular, the Indian buoy data is password protected, 

in contrast to the freely available DART information from NOAA. The four Indian buoys 

in the Bay of Bengal and the two in the Arabian Sea are in strategically perfect positions 

for Sri Lanka, Maldives and other Indian Ocean countries to receive initial and 

confirming signals of an approaching tsunami, if the free information sharing policy was 

exercised. Thus, one of the prime concerns of the prospective RWP‟s is the negotiation of 

a regional data sharing mechanism. 

 

Buoys and the associated high-tech equipment experience threats from pirates 

searching for scrap metal. Although the threat from pirates is not new, it is not always 

paid its due concern. Indonesia complains of five cases of vandalism against tsunami 

buoys, including the total disappearance of 4 buoys within only a couple of months of 

deployment (Pandoe et al., 2009). In addition, the two DART buoys that belong to 

Indonesia and Thailand have been vandalized (Pandoe et al., 2009) and only the latter is 

back in operation.  
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Given a tsunami, the international tsunami warning centres do not receive any 

buoy signals from the Indian Ocean as of November 28, 2009, except from the two in 

Australia. However, the Australian buoys become productive for the Indian Ocean 

countries only for tsunamis generated in the lower part of the Sunda Arc. No reliable 

coverage exists for Makran tsunamis. In consequence, PTWC and JMA have to rely 

solely on the tide gauges, as observed in the successive tsunami bulletins issued in 2008-

2009. 

 

Based on the available records, an initial estimate for the probability of vandalism 

(Pv) could be established as shown below.  

 

1. Typical period of data loss due to vandalism is considered 3 months from the 

Thai DART buoy records (DART, 2010). 

2. Five vandalism events were reported for a buoy fleet of 22 in the Indian Ocean 

over a period of 3 years (Pandoe et al., 2009).  

3. Effective probing time of a buoy during a tsunami is considered 3 hours for the 

Indian Ocean. 

Thus,  
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4.3.1.4 Overall Performance 

Provided that the flawless functioning of the two DART buoys of Indonesia and 

Thailand is assured, a tsunami from a similar source location as the 2004 case could be 

detected within one hour from generation. Makran tsunamis may also be recorded on 

Indian buoys in approximately one hour. However, with the reliability issues discussed in 

Section 4.3.1.3, no tsunami warning centre depends solely on the buoy information.  

From the archived data at NOAA, performance of the two DART systems, with respect to 

time, presents a rather murky picture, as seen in Figure 4-10. 

 

Status zero and one have been assigned, based on the data availability at a 

particular point of time. Fluctuations between the two states indicate that a constant 

uninterrupted supply of data is an impossibility. Setting aside the fact that two 

instruments are currently out of service, major data losses have been observed at the end 

of 2007 and in June and July of 2009 for the Thai DART system and in September 2007 

for the Indonesian system. In the time span of 7 and 34 months from the respective 

deployments, the Indonesian and Thai buoys recorded data losses of 21% and 8%, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 4-11. 

 

Note that the Thai DART buoy performance was remarkably better than that of 

Indonesia, although the latter is more prone to the tsunami hazard. The level of attention, 

including proper maintenance, adequate security, awareness within the fishery and other 

local communities, would result in an improved reliability of the DART system, 

compared to the status quo.    
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(a)  Indonesian DART Buoy 

 

(b)  Thailand DART Buoy 

   Figure 4-10:  Data Interruptions of DART Buoys  
 

 

 

             

(a)   Indonesian System                                            (b) Thai System  

Figure 4-11:  Data Losses of DART Buoys  
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4.3.2 Tide gauges 

4.3.2.1 Geographical Orientation 

Tide gauges provide an effective, relatively cheap and robust way to detect 

oceanic wave fluctuations, despite their limitation of shallow water deployment. In 

particular, the 2004 tsunami was accurately recorded by ten digital Global Sea Level 

Observing System (GLOSS) stations in the mid, mid-western part of the Indian Ocean 

(Rabinovich & Thomson, 2007). Figure 4-12 presents the distribution of gauges in the 

Indian Ocean, whose data are available in near real time.  

 

Figure 4-12:  Tide Gauges in the Indian Ocean 
Base map credit: Owl & Mouse Educational Software 

 

Gauges at Sibolga, Padang, Cocos and Christmas Island are expected to detect 

tsunamis from the Sunda trench. Similarly, gauges at Karachi, Masirah and Salalah probe 
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for Makran tsunamis. However, the risk of a tsunami passing unnoticed must never be 

underestimated. Rabinovich and Thomson (2007) revealed that only the Cocos gauge 

detected the 2004 tsunami prior to its arrival in Sri Lanka. 

 

4.3.2.2 Detection Time Analysis based on Sunda Tsunamis 

PTWC and JMA bulletins provide an ideal criterion to measure the tide gauge 

performance, provided that a sufficient number of tidal detections are recorded. A revisit 

to the tsunami events shown in Table 4-2 enables the presentation of 5 cases with tidal 

records, as shown in Table 4-8.  

 

The tide station at Padang, being located at a strategic point, recorded four out of 

five events, within a range of 30 minutes to 1 hour and 11 minutes. Since PTWC 

terminates the issuance of tsunami bulletins based on the threat level, the late detections 

by the other gauges are often not included. Nonetheless, the fact that a typical Sunda 

tsunami triggers tide gauges less than 1 hour after the generation is a measure of relief for 

the threatened countries.  

Table 4-8:  Tide Gauge Records of Tsunami Events 

 

Event Date Time Mag. Area
Tide 
Guage

Time of 
Detection

Time 
from EQ

1 30-Sep-09 10.16 7.7 Indonesia Padang 10.46 0.30

6 16-Aug-09 07.38 6.9 Indonesia Padang 08.15 0.37

12 25-Feb-08 08.37 7.1 Indonesia Padang 09.33 0.56

14 12-Sep-07 11.10 8.2 Indonesia Padang 12.21 1.11

Cocos 12.36 1.26

Sibolga 14.34 3.24

15 17-Jul-06 08.19 7.2 Indonesia Benoa 09.51 1.32
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However, the transmission time of the detected signal in this region is 6 minutes 

which adds up to the final „detection and transmission time‟ (IODE, 2009). By using the 

distribution fitting process discussed in Section 8.4 for the first detection time in each 

event above, it can easily be shown that the best available fit is Normal with a mean of 63 

and a standard deviation of 25.2. 

 

4.3.2.3 Detection Time Analysis based on Makran Tsunamis 

Tide gauge records of the historical Makran tsunamis are unavailable and thus 

arrival times for the gauges could be predicted with the help of tsunami modelling 

software packages. Figure 4-13 illustrates the arrival time contours generated from 

Tsunami Travel Time (TTT) software.  

 

Figure 4-13:  Travel Time Map for a West Coast Tsunami 
Picture courtesy: NOAA/NGDC 
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Source S regenerates the famous Makran tsunami that occurred in 1945. The 

tsunami wave is expected to hit Colombo in 4.25-4.50 hours, wrap around the Southern 

coast and exit in Batticaloa approximately 5:00 hours. The strength of tsunami will not be 

felt fully, as Sri Lanka is not directly in line with the propagation direction. Two tide 

gauges deployed – Karachchi-T1 (Pakistan) and Jask-T2 (Iran) – will be able to detect the 

wave in less than 30 or 40 minutes; and the gauges at Masirah-T3, Salalah-T4 (Oman) and 

Hanimadoo-T5 (Maldives) may subsequently backup the detection. The locations of the 

five gauges are also shown in Figure 4-13. The gauges T1-T5 can be utilized to derive 

suitable detection times, as shown in Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9:  Tsunami Detection Times by Gauges in the Arabian Sea 

Index Name GLOSS UHSLC Detection Time 
(min) 

T1 Karachchi Yes No <30  

T2 Jask Yes No <40 

T3 Masirah Yes Yes 60 

T4 Salalah Yes Yes 130 

T5 Hanimadoo Yes Yes 210 

 

Among the sea-level data providers, the Global Sea Level Observing System 

(GLOSS) monitors all five gauges and the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center 

(UHSLC) observes T3-T5. Hence, a consideration of at least four gauges (T1-T4) is 

required for fail-safe tide information. The data transmission rate of all the gauges is 15 

minutes, which adds up to the detection times (IODE, 2009). Thus, the typical detection 

and transmission requires anywhere from 45-145 minutes. 
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4.3.2.4 Overall Performance 

Deployment at close proximity to the land and possession of less attractive 

gadgets reduces vandalism threats to tide stations. However, the 2004 tsunami affected 

only 4 tide gauges out of the 40 that were on direct monitoring. The tide gauge at 

Colombo did not operate for 5 hours and 40 minutes following the damage by the first 

tsunami wave (Rabinovich & Thomson, 2007). In addition, gauges may malfunction, 

owing to a few environmental and technical reasons. It can be argued that such 

anticipated failures are well accounted for in the design phase and annual service trips 

would fix most of the faults. Nevertheless, a tsunami wave may bear an outside chance to 

pass a faulty gauge undetected prior to scheduled maintenance.  

 

Transmission failures, end of battery life and corrosion in certain types of gauges 

are the common causes of gauge malfunction. Although historical tide records fail to 

provide this information, the availability or the richness of data in a given period of time 

is computed on an hourly basis and available in standard tide data volumes as a 

Completeness Index (CI). The University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC) presents 

the CI values for Colombo gauge data for the period of July 14, 1989 to August 28, 1992. 

The values of the two full years, i.e. 1990 and 1991, were recorded as 99% and 97%. 

Similar investigations into the surrounding gauges yields the results presented in Table 

4-10 with corresponding CI values. 

 

The CIs are consistent except of Diego Garcia-C, where two major data losses in 

1996 and 1998 impacted the CI score of the station. In comparison with the tsunami 
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buoys in the Indian Ocean, tide gauges dominate data reliability and the capacity for 

survival against a variety of environmental, technical and man-made issues. 

Table 4-10:  Completeness Indices of Tide Gauges in the Indian Ocean 

Gauge Name Data Range Completeness 
Index (CI) 

Colombo (Sri Lanka) 1989-1992 96 

Cocos Island (Australia) 1985- 2006 95 

Diego Garcia-C (UK) 1988 -2000 80 

Geting (Malaysia) 1986-2004 99 

Rodrigues Mauritius-(Maut) 1986-2003 96 

Ko Taphao Noi (Thailand) 1985-2005 96 

Ko Lak (Thailand) 1985-2006 94 
 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter, in general, attempts to model the international stakeholder activities 

in disaster warning and evacuation. Developed sub networks for PTWC, JMA, RANET, 

GTS, etc. are constituents of the final TWE network discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

Indonesia and Australia thus far possess the capacity to become the region‟s lead 

watch providers. However, their roles are seriously choked by the lack of international 

coordination. In fact, the Indian Ocean currently has a sufficient number of detection 

tools, although the information bureaucracies and communication barriers have created 

an artificial void in the subregion.    
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For the Sri Lankan perspective, the local warning /evacuation and mitigation 

processes can be further upgraded with knowledge transfer from peers. The advanced 

technical and managerial concepts, including tsunami walls and flood gates, in Japan, the 

decision support systems in Indonesia, and the streamlined local warning procedures in 

Australia have possible application for Sri Lanka. 

 

The reliability assessment revealed the dominance of tide gauges over tsunami 

buoys. Indonesian and Thai buoys in the Indian Ocean recorded data losses of 21% and 

8%, respectively, from their deployment up until 2009. Thus, the fancy, yet costly and 

vulnerable buoys demand a proper cost-benefit analysis prior to being selected for the 

subregion.  
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Chapter Five: National Tsunami Warning Process in Sri Lanka 

 

5.1 Chapter Brief 

The chapter explains the roles played by key stakeholders in the national warning 

process in Sri Lanka. The information gathered from repeated interviews and discussions 

with expert professionals in each stakeholder institution, and outright observations during 

field visits helped to formulate the network diagrams and the corresponding descriptions 

presented in this chapter. The aggregation of all the contributing networks created a final 

activity network for the entire tsunami warning process (TWP) in Sri Lanka. 

 

5.2 Department of Meteorology (DoM)  

The Department of Meteorology (DoM) is on the frontier of disaster warning in 

Sri Lanka. The main function of the DoM is to provide climatic and meteorological 

information to government agencies, the private sector and the general public. Being an 

information client of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), DoM receives 

updated weather related information directly from WMO through the Global 

Telecommunication System (GTS). The California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN), 

which is a part of the Global Seismographic Network (GSN), provides DoM with all the 

important seismic information. In addition, DoM is the Sri Lankan interface for the 

international tsunami warning centres – the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) 

and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).  
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5.2.1 Structure 

The organizational hierarchy of DoM is shown in Figure 5-1. Director-2 manages 

weather forecasting and disaster management activities. A meteorologist in charge and 

four duty-meteorologists working on a roster, support Director-2 for smooth functioning 

of the early warning division. DoM employs only one duty officer for the night shift and 

expects support from other divisions in case of a tsunami threat. A prepared emergency 

protocol is launched upon the receipt of earthquake/tsunami information from 

international warning centres.  

   
Figure 5-1:  Organizational Structure – DoM    
Courtesy of DoM 

 

5.2.2 International and National Information Feeders 

Following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, an interim committee called the 

Tsunami Early Warning Committee (TEWC), chaired by the Director General of the 

Disaster Management Center (DMC), and including the heads of DoM, the Geological 
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Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB) and the National Aquatic Resources Research and 

Development (NARA) was formed to lead and coordinate the tsunami warning process in 

Sri Lanka. The functions of DMC, GSMB and NARA are explained in Sections 5.3, 5.4 

and 5.5, respectively.  

 

Given an earthquake, the four heads receive a short mobile text message 

generated from the Radio and Internet for the Communication of Hydro-meteorological 

and Climate Related Information (RANET) system with initial seismic information fed 

by PTWC. The GSMB alerts DoM if the local seismic probe at Pallekele (PALK) detects 

the quake. PTWC further enhances the warning dissemination through fax and email, 

while GTS and CISN produce supplementary information.  Both the GTS receiver and 

CISN observatory system as shown in Figure 5-2, which are equipped with ring-alert 

systems, notify the local officers of DoM. 

    
        (a)                                               (b) 

Figure 5-2:  Ring-Alert Systems at DoM  
(a) GTS Receiver, (b) CISN Observatory 
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The websites of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and PTWC provide further 

seismic evidence to DoM, while JMA issues its first bulletin. The in-house analysis by 

DoM, as described in Section 5.2.5, is facilitated by a series of bulletins from PTWC and 

JMA.  Tide gauge and tsunami buoy information eventually reach DoM through GTS.  

 

DoM uses the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN), which is 

a dedicated communication line primarily designed for meteorological data exchange at 

airports, as a backup channel of international tsunami information. However, AFTN does 

not play a role in the normal tsunami warning operation.   

 

5.2.3 Tsunami Warning/Advisory Templates 

DoM has developed seven advisory/warning templates compiled in three 

languages (Sinahala, Tamil and English) whose summary is shown in Table 5-1.  

Table 5-1:  Bulletin Templates – DoM 

Template No. Message in Brief 

1 Earthquake is reported though no tsunami is generated. 

2 Earthquake is reported with no records of a tsunami. Advise to be 

vigilant. 

3 Earthquake is reported and a possible tsunami in the Indian Ocean. 

4 Tsunami reported in the Andaman/Sumatra area. Prepare for 

Evacuation. 

5 Tsunami reported in the Indian Ocean. Immediate evacuation advised. 

6 Cancellation of the evacuation order. 

7 Clarification of ongoing rumours. 
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The exact verbatim of each of the bulletins is presented in Appendix C. Note that 

bulletin numbers 2 and 3 carry almost similar information, except the latter emphasizes 

an Indian Ocean tsunami. These two bulletins, therefore, have the tendency to be issued 

in succession. Bulletin number 4 prepares communities for evacuation, and the fifth 

commands evacuation.  Bulletin number 6 is issued upon the confirmation from PTWC 

that no tsunami threat exists for Sri Lanka, when a previously issued evacuation order by 

DoM is already in effect. The DoM further addresses social scenarios, such as rumours, 

which can be of significance in terms of creating panic within a community. Bulletin 

number 7 rectifies any misunderstandings or disbeliefs that may arise due to rumours and 

any other misinterpretations by media or DoM itself. The analytical criterion that leads to 

issuing a particular bulletin is further explained in Section 5.2.5. 

 

5.2.4 Travel Time Analysis 

DoM acquired Tsunami Travel Time (TTT) software from NOAA, with a view to 

create a database of tsunami travel times from a large simulation exercise performed from 

different tsunami sources. The TTT software cannot be used in real time, since a single 

simulation typically takes 2 hours. Further, interviews and discussions held with DoM 

officials revealed that the travel times provided by PTWC and a simple manual 

calculation using Equation 2.7, are still relied upon. 

 

5.2.5 Initial Decision Making Process 

The DoM determines whether to proceed with the received information, based on 

the severity of the earthquake. Provided the quake is less than 6.5 in magnitude, no 
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further action is taken. However, if the event grabs public attention, Bulletin 1 will be 

issued for clarification. In an event where the quake magnitude exceeds 6.5, the criteria 

listed below should be followed: 

1. Depth to the hypocentre > 50km: The situation is placed „on watch‟ and 

Bulletin number 2 is issued. 

2. Depth to the hypocentre < 50km: Depending on the three levels of the 

magnitude, as shown in Table 5-2, DoM issues 3 different initial bulletins. 

Table 5-2:  DoM Actions for Different Levels of Earthquake Magnitude 

Earthquake Magnitude (EQ) Action 

6.5 ≤ EQ ≤ 7.0 Condition is „On watch‟. Bulletin number 2 is issued. 

7.1 ≤ EQ ≤ 7.7 Tsunami advisory with Bulletin numbers 2 and 3. 

EQ ≥ 7.8  Tsunami warning with Bulletin numbers 4 and 5. 

   

Figure 5-3 further explains this depth and magnitude criteria. For example, if a 

tsunami is confirmed for an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.8, the initial bulletin (no. 2) 

will be followed by Bulletin numbers 4 and 5. During the intermediate stage, where DoM 

has to confirm with one source of information that indicates a positive tsunami, Bulletin 

number 4 is released until confirmed news from PTWC, JMA, etc. is obtained.     

  

DOM initiated the hypocentric depth criterion in the early stage of the analysis 

process in 2006. Subsequently, it is accepted that almost all the quakes in the Sunda 

trench occur above a depth of 50km. Thus, the hypocentric depth is conservatively 

assumed to be shallower than 50km, when no initial depth information is available.  For 
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earthquakes with magnitude more than 6.5, DoM continuously monitors the sea level data 

(both DART and tidal gauges) until the warning is withdrawn, or if a tsunami occurs, 

until the fluctuations are reasonably normal. 

  
Figure 5-3:  In-house Analysis of DoM 

 

The withdrawal is typically initiated based on the withdrawals of more tsunami 

prone countries, such as Indonesia. PTWC‟s confirmation of the withdrawal arrives 

subsequently. Continuous negative signals from gauges and buoys further facilitate DoM 

in assessing the situation; and, in fact, PTWC withdraws the tsunami watch relying on the 

same tidal/buoy information. 

 

5.2.6 DoM – Activity Sequence and Network 

Following the text message alert, DoM executes a series of activities prior to 

issuing a bulletin, as summarized below: 

1. Summon the Tsunami Early Warning Committee (TEWC). 
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2. Confirm with CISN: phone verification with USGS, especially for quakes 

above 7.8 in magnitude. 

3. Confirm with GSMB via phone. 

4. Confirm with PTWC via phone and email. 

5. Earthquake analysis: including resolving anomalies in the PTWC and JMA 

bulletins if any. Persistent discrepancies, even after confirmation, lead to the 

selection of the more conservative claim. This stage further ascertains firm 

numbers for the epicentral depth, magnitude and location. 

6. Arrival time estimation. 

7. Make initial decision. 

8. Issue initial bulletin: the TWEC decides the bulletin content and gets approval 

from the secretary of the Ministry of Disaster Management and Human Rights 

for publication. Furthermore, DoM in 2006 adapted to a criterion where tidal 

or buoy confirmation is necessary before issuance of an evacuation order.  

9. Review extra information including the magnitude alterations, tide or buoy 

gauge data and any updated arrival time estimations. 

10. Resolve discrepancies. 

11. Issue evacuation order / withdrawal if necessary. 

 

The overall tsunami warning process can be illustrated, as shown in Figure 5-4. 

Note that the issuance of intermediate bulletins has not been shown since the evacuation 

is triggered only by the Bulletin number 5 (Final order). 
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Figure 5-4:  Activity Network -– DoM 

  

5.2.7 Information Clients of DoM 

DoM ranked its message recipients on a need and the receivers‟ ability for rapid 

dissemination of DoM bulletins:   

1. Media 

2. Police 

3. DMC and Ministry of Disaster Management and Human Rights 

4. Department of Railways 
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5. Sri Lanka Red Cross 

6. Department of Social Services 

7. Department of Irrigation 

8. Department of Welfare and Rehabilitation 

9. Other government agencies (institutes, authorities) 

 

It is evident that DMC receives the alert after the media and police. The 

justification indicates the capabilities of the media for communication with the general 

public, compared to the police and DMC. Police are ranked second, expecting the quick 

and all-time reliable information flow. In spite of the said priorities, the alert can be 

communicated to all of the parties almost simultaneously. DoM possesses a sufficient 

work force to inform all parties, with a maximum time lag of 4 minutes. 

    

5.3  Disaster Management Center (DMC)   

The Disaster Management Center (DMC) was established on May 13, 2005, as an 

obvious result from the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (DMC, 2009). The Disaster 

Management Act (No. 13 of 2005) was enacted in May 2005 by the government of Sri 

Lanka to provide the legal basis for establishing a Disaster Risk Management (DRM) 

system. The National Council for Disaster Management (NCDM) and DMC were 

institutioned under the DRM system (DMC, 2009). Disaster management policy 

promotes preparedness, mitigation/prevention, response, recovery and sustainability of 

systems for an entire series of natural and man-made disasters in Sri Lanka.  
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5.3.1 Strategic Objectives 

The wide range of scope of the DMC (DMC, 2009) includes the implementation 

of the disaster management activities related to: 

1. Risk assessment and hazard mapping, field-level data collection, analysis, and 

development of technology; 

2. Early warning and forecasting of disasters, where applicable; 

3. Long-term disaster risk reduction initiatives; 

4. Preparedness, response, recovery, rehabilitation and resilience; 

5. Public awareness programs, education and training; 

6. Emergency operations; and,  

7. Post-disaster management  

 

The scope and objectives necessitate a strong strategic and operational capability, 

in which DMC claims confidence, having sufficient staff and resources spread island-

wide. The organizational structure of DMC is shown in Figure 5-5. 

 

DMC stationed a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7) Emergency Operations 

Centre (EOC) within the same premises to function as a multi-hazard warning centre. The 

EOC is, in fact, DMC‟s portal for international warning authorities. The District Disaster 

Management Coordinating Units (DDMCUs) and Immediate Response Teams (IRTs) 

constitute the core hierarchy of the DMC. 
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Figure 5-5:  Organizational Structure – DMC   
Courtesy of DMC 

 

In terms of a tsunami hazard, DMC‟s key responsibilities include: 

1. Dissemination of tsunami warning.  

2. Conduct and facilitate evacuation. 

3. Provide training and resources for the stakeholders (DDMCUs, media, police, 

District and Divisional secretariats, village committees) in the warning and 

evacuation process.  

4. Sustain the evacuation plans over the time (conduct mock drills, awareness 

programs). 

5. Provide resources for evacuation (warning towers, sirens, megaphones) 
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5.3.2 Inbound and Outbound Communication 

DMC‟s primary source of information is DoM; and, the mode of communication 

ranges from an ordinary telephone call, fax to email. DMC further obtains information 

from PTWC, JMA and the RANET system. RANET receivers serve all the district units 

(DDMCUs) as a good redundant information tool.  

 

DMC is not authorized to bypass DoM, in terms of tsunami warning; thus, higher 

emphasis has been placed on the dissemination of DoM messages. DMC‟s national 

responsibility includes prompt notification to the police and media. DMC also maintains 

a list of secondary level recipients including various government authorities. 

Furthermore, the district units inform corresponding police stations and the designated 

prioritized places within the district. Such prioritized places include hospitals, schools, 

garment factories and other places where locally condensed populations exist. Multi-

hazard warning towers also function under DMC. With all the communication channels 

above, DMC is hopeful to alert the general public within 45 to 60 minutes of the 

earthquake.  

 

5.3.3 District Disaster Management Coordinating Units   

The efficiency and sustainability of DMC initiatives largely depend on their level 

of penetration to local level authorities and to the general public, in general. The 24 

District Disaster Management Coordinating Units (DDMCU) function as an interface 

between DMC and district level communities and are responsible for coordinating the 

disaster warning/relief activities within the respective districts. DDMCUs are led by 
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district coordinators, who are each facilitated by a crew of 25-30. The organizational 

structure is shown in Figure 5-6 and may differ slightly district wise, although a common 

hierarchy is observed in most cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6:  Organizational Structure: DDMCU – Hambantota  

 

For example, the DDMCU in Hambantota in Southern Sri Lanka employs two 

duty officers and two duty communicators, three documentation and four field 

information officers. DMC relies on the retired and secondment military officers for the 

operation of most of the district units.  

 

The core operations of a DDMCU, with respect to tsunami hazard, are 

summarized as: 

1. Coordinate with DMC head office.  

2. Support the promulgation of warning/bulletins. 

3. Direct and facilitate evacuation. 

4. Conduct evacuation drills. 

District Coordinator 

Senior Coordinating 
Officer 

Duty Operators Duty    
Communicators 

Documentation 
Officers 

Field Info. 
Officers 
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5. Develop mitigation plans (evacuation routes, resource handling, etc.). 

6. Appoint and train immediate response teams. 

7. Distribute, manage, operate and maintain tsunami sirens and towers (if 

applicable).  

 

Upon a tsunami alert from DMC and RANET, the units request confirmation 

from DMC. The confirmed message is communicated to local police stations, IRTs and 

the District Secretary, the Chief National Government Officer, via phone. The 

communication is followed by the activation of public address systems and sirens. Local 

evacuation is facilitated with the coordination of the police and IRTs, utilizing the 

resources available (vehicles, megaphones, etc.) at DDMCUs.  

 

Under normal circumstances, DDMCUs function only during office hours. Upon 

a phone alert by DMC, the district coordinator summons the staff, who could typically 

reach the office within 15 minutes with the support of military transport. The time 

durations for the emergency activities at the DDMCUs are expected to be independent of 

the time of the day, i.e. daytime or nighttime. District coordinators are given mobile 

phones maintained by DMC, which are supposed to be switched on 24/7. Land phone 

lines and mobile phones stand as the main communication mode to, within, and out of 

DDMCUs, although such communication links are susceptible to failure due to over 

saturation in emergency situations. 
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5.3.4 Immediate Response Teams (village committees) 

DDMCU‟s success in disaster response depends, to an extent, on the support 

extended by the communities covered. DDMCUs appoint four committees, namely early 

warning, communication, first aid, and search and rescue, for each village or region, 

based on the credibility, availability, responsiveness and willingness of the prospective 

members. The basic qualities expected from each committee member are familiarity with 

the area and people-friendliness.  

 

The Divisional Secretaries coordinate with the DDMCUs to appoint the four 

committees. The tendency is to select the village head (Grama Sevaka), leading 

government servants and members of voluntary organizations. In many instances, 

religious venues become cynosures of warning dissemination and community relief. 

Thus, the chief incumbent of a temple may well be included in the disaster response 

committees of the village.  

 

Among the four committees, DDMCU‟s first contact is the leader of the early 

warning group, who is expected to disseminate the DDMCU message to the rest of the 

committees and to the general public. The early warning and communication groups alert 

all the significant places within the region, including schools, hospitals, factories and 

religious places over the phone or by paying a visit. The search and rescue group assists 

the public in the evacuation, especially elderly and disabled citizens. Any medical 

attention required is provided by the first aid group.   
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The means of communication between the DDMCU and the committees is 

telephone, although no official phones are provided to the village level committees. Thus, 

communicational gaps are frequently observed, especially at night. Furthermore, the 

committees tend to dissolve with time, unless continual training and rehearsals are in 

place.   

 

5.3.5 Warning Towers and Local Sirens 

5.3.5.1 Towers 

Tsunami warning towers assist the promulgation of any DMC announcement, 

although the very concept is seen by some as an obsolete mechanism (Goyder et al., 

2009). DMC had erected three major warning towers, courtesy of the United Nations 

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), as shown in 

Figure 5-7, with a warning radius of approximately 3 km, in Hikkaduwa, Kalmunai and 

Jaffna by the end of 2007 (Lirneasia, 2008; Wickramaratne et al., 2009).  

 

Further financial support has allowed DMC to construct 50 more towers, at least 

one serving each district by December 2009 (Lirneasia, 2008; DMC, 2009). The message 

templates are composed in all the three languages (Sinhala, Tamil and English), and 

DMC selects and announces the appropriate message followed by a loud alarm.  
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Figure 5-7:  Multi-Hazard Warning Tower – Hikkaduwa (Sri Lanka) 
 

5.3.5.2 Local Sirens 

Limited coverage by the warning towers raises questions about the adequacy of 

the number erected. The high construction costs further works against of any more tower 

erections. In such a context, DMC has decided to provide megaphones, sirens and public 

address systems to district and divisional secretaries and armed forces with financial 

support from the Asian Disaster Reduction Center (ADRC) (DMC, 2009). The DDMCUs 

redistribute the equipment among qualified and responsible entities. For example, the 

DDMCU in Hambantota distributed 11 electrical sirens, with a warning radius of 2.5 km, 

to local police stations and fishery harbours. These two organizations function around the 

clock; and, the officer in charge activates the siren, as per the instructions from DDMCU.  
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5.3.6  Disaster Early Warning Network   

DMC, with the collaboration of Dialog Telekom PLC in Sri Lanka, has initiated 

the Disaster Early Warning Network (DEWN) as the first mass-scale early warning 

mobile message system for Sri Lanka. DEWN is the technological brainchild of the 

University of Moratuwa. In brief, upon DMC‟s confirmed warning, the service provider 

(Dialog Telekom) issues mass-scale mobile messages to its clientele. Dialog claims 60% 

of Sri Lanka‟s cellular market, servicing over 6.3 million subscribers, which indicates its 

ability to reach out to a noteworthy portion of the urban and suburban population (Dialog, 

2009).  

 

Three important issues need attention in this context: 

1. The known scenario of jammed telecommunication systems during a tsunami 

situation requires proper assessment for the DEWN system, as the system 

itself may give rise to the jamming. 

2. Cell phone users are clustered in more urban areas, and a significant 

component of the rural community still do not possess cell phones. 

3. The link between DMC and Dialog is observed to be susceptible to false 

warnings.  

 

DEWN is currently in test mode and, thus, lacks official recognition from 

DoM/DMC experts. Hence, this emerging technology does not appear in the DMC 

activity network described in Section 5.3.7. 
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5.3.7 Activity Network – DMC 

Tsunami warning related activities of DMC that initiate with the first alert from 

DoM can be shown in a flow diagram as presented in Figure 5-8. Note that the DMC‟s 

role in alerting the police (control station) and media is insignificant, since the DoM 

directly informs these organizations. Furthermore, DMC takes some time to respond to 

DoM alerts and validate the information. In addition, the two office activities – 

responding to incoming information and validating with the source – are included in the 

network simulation process described in Chapter 9, although they are not shown in Figure 

5-8.  

 

 Figure 5-8:  Activity Network – DMC  
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In addition, a few redundant links exist in the network, and the information does 

not necessarily reach everywhere at the same pace. For example, the general public 

receives the message originated from DMC via IRTs, prioritized places, local sirens and 

warning towers, if applicable. However, the time taken by the IRTs to alert the public is 

different than local sirens or warning towers.  Hence, informing people from four sources 

becomes four separate activities with non-identical durations.  The derived list of DMC 

activities are shown below: 

1 DMC responds to incoming info. 10 Inform IRTs. 
    
2 Validate with the source. 11 Inform local police. 

    
3 Inform DDMCUs. 12 Inform prioritized places. 

    
4 Inform police control centre. 13 Activate local sirens. 

    
5 Inform media. 14 Inform IRTs (by Div S) 

    
6 Inform district secretariats.  15 Inform public (by IRTs) 

    
7 Activate warning towers 16 Inform public (by prioritized places). 

    
8 Inform district secretariats. 17 Inform public (with local sirens). 

    
9 Inform divisional secretariats (Div S). 18 Inform public (with warning towers). 

 

5.4 Geological Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB)  

5.4.1 Introduction 

The prime function of the Geological Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB) is to 

provide geoscientific information and manage mineral resources in Sri Lanka. In terms of 

seismic monitoring, the GSMB maintains Pallekelle (PALK), which is the only seismic 
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station in Sri Lanka, located in Kandy, 7° 17' 0" North and 80° 42' 0" East. The station 

was established in 2000, in collaboration with the Incorporated Research Institutions for 

Seismology / International Deployment of Accelerometers (IRIS/IDA), Global Seismic 

Network (GSN), the University of California- San Diego, and the GSMB (GSMB, 2009).  

 

The German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) is sponsoring the erection of 

two more seismic stations at Hakmana (Southern Sri Lanka) and Mahakanadarawa 

(Northwestern Sri Lanka) to be completed in 2010 (GSMB, 2009). Two duty officers at 

GSMB ensure the 24/7 monitoring of the PALK wave pattern. 

 

5.4.2 Contribution to the Tsunami Warning Process 

The key steps of the GSMB process are listed below: 

1. PALK station detects an earthquake: the seismic wave pattern is observable to 

GSMB on a 24/7 basis.  

2. Operator evaluates the quake: GSMB performs a surface level computation of 

the earthquake magnitude from the detected wave and other wave patterns 

observable from the following websites: 

a. Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS): 

http://www.iris.edu/dms/seismon.htm 

b. Live Internet Seismic Server (LISS):  http://www.liss.org/ 

3. Look for CISN information: CISN and IRIS provide estimations of the quake 

magnitude and location.  
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4. Follow action protocol: GSMB ranks earthquakes based on the strength and 

the distance to the epicentre and proceeds with an action protocol, which is 

listed in Appendix D.  

5. Look for further information: this is the second stage of the assessment, and 

GSMB gathers further seismic information as it becomes available from 

CISN, USGS and IRIS, etc.  

6. Re-evaluate the earthquake: provided the newly acquired data modifies the 

earlier claim by GSMB, the newer estimation is adhered to.  

7. Follow action protocol: the update information, as per the detailed guidelines 

in the protocol, must be communicated to the relevant authorities. 

 

This protocol, in brief, directs the duty officer to alert the officer in charge, the 

Director, the Deputy Director and the Chairman of GSMB, of the status quo. 

Furthermore, TEWC (DoM/DMC/NARA), police headquarters and the President‟s office 

must be informed. The number of message recipients is chosen based on the severity of 

the earthquake. For example, the President‟s office need not be alerted for quakes that are 

less than 7 in magnitude and located outside a radius of 500km from Sri Lanka. However, 

the information channel between GSMB and the police has been observed to be weak and 

thus neglected from herein. 

 

The steps described above can also be illustrated in a flow chart, as shown in  

Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9:  Activity Network – GSMB 
 

5.5  National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA)  

The National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA) is 

the government authority for performing research, development and management 

activities of aquatic resources in Sri Lanka. The Ocean Observation Center (OOC), 

established in March 2007 under NARA, monitors the ocean conditions around the island 

in real time (NARA, 2009). The three tide gauges deployed near Colombo, Kirinda and 

Trincomalee report to NARA with sea-level measurements that are sampled every minute 

and transferred every 15 minutes (NARA, 2009).  
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Figure 5-10:  Activity Network – NARA  

 

NARA receives global tide gauge data from the Internet. However, NARA does 

not alert DoM, since the latter obtains the same data directly. Upon a positive signal from 

any of the local gauges, NARA analyzes the wave pattern with the help of computer 

programs, determines whether a tsunami has reached Sri Lankan coasts, and informs 

DoM as the final alert, Figure 5-10. In addition, DMC also receives NARA alerts, 

although a confirmation from DoM is sought prior disseminating the information. 

NARA‟s role, despite being subjected to criticism as a late information source, is 

important, since the diffracted tsunami wave typically needs around 40 minutes to travel 

from one side of the county to the other.      

 

5.6 Police 

5.6.1 Contribution to the National Warning Process 

One of the key and robust information links in the tsunami warning process is the 

police. The wide variety of police resources, including a fleet of vehicles and high-tech 

police communication, combined with 24/7 operation, favours warning dissemination 
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through the police to a great extent. In addition, people‟s fear mixed with respect for the 

police facilitates a successful evacuation.  

 

The police control station in Mirihana, Colombo primarily receives bulletins from 

DoM and DMC. The information passed onto the control station is first handled by the 

Deputy Inspector General (DIG) – Communication. The DIG authorizes the Senior 

Superintendent of Police (SSP) – Information, to announce the message to 37 SSP 

divisions via 15 regional hubs, called Apollo centres, as shown in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3:  Apollo Centres 
Index Apollo Centre Coverage 

1 Nuwara Eliya Nuwara Eliya, Hatton 

2 Puttalem Puttalem, Nikawaretiya 

3 Tricomalee Tricomalee, Kantale 

4 Anuradhapura Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa 

5 Matara Matara, Tangalle 

6 Jaffna Jaffna, K‟thurai, Mullaitivu, Mankulam 

7 Badulla Badulla, Bandarawela,  

8 Ampara Amapara, Batticaloa  

9 Ratnapura Ratnapura, Avissawella, Kagalle 

10 Vauniya Vauniya, Mannar 

11 Kurunegala Kurunegala, Kuliyapitiya 

12 Kandy Kandy, Matale, Gampola 

13 Kelaniya Kelaniya, Gampaha, Negombo, Peliyagoda 

14 Nugegoda Nugegoda, Mount Lavinia, Panadura,  

15 Galle Galle, Alpitiya 
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Although not all centres needed to be informed, no prioritized list of coastal 

Apollo centres is maintained. The information is passed down to all 15 centres and, to all 

local police divisions simultaneously with a high frequency (HF) communication 

channel. Addressing the public is primarily expected from local stations. In addition, 

DDMCUs alert the corresponding local police stations and Apollo centre, if any, which 

can be considered a good alternative source of information. However, not all DDMCUs 

have an Apollo centre in their districts, and the respective link can be neglected. Given a 

presence of an Apollo centre, it reaches the public in the immediate vicinity, following a 

similar role played by the local stations. A schematic view of the information flow is 

shown in Figure 5-11. 

 

Figure 5-11:  Activity Network – Sri Lanka Police 
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Local police stations use the loudspeakers for providing warnings and typically 

arrive at coastal belts within 10-20 minutes of receiving the message. The DIG – 

Communication believes that the total process does not normally exceed 30 minutes, 

despite the scarcity of resources, especially at rural stations.  

 

5.6.2 Local Emergency Management  

Local police stations differ in their emergency management setups, based on the 

area under their control and the availability of constables and vehicles. For example, the 

Galle Station pre-identified and prioritized the vulnerable locations and dispatches teams 

accordingly.  Selected locations on the coastal belt and densely populated town areas are 

identified as highly vulnerable, while other commercial and residential areas are labelled 

secondary. The teams assist in traffic diversions and evacuation in public places and 

designated routes.  The detailed process is illustrated in Figure 5-12. 

 

5.7 Media 

The electronic media are always in search of news and their capacity to inform a 

large portion of the population quickly is undeniable. The electronic media – radio and 

television – promptly broadcast DoM bulletins and any information conveyed from 

DMC. Unlike most of the information recipients observed in the activity networks, the 

media frequently inquire about the newest developments. In addition, personal visits to 

DoM in search of news and video/audio feeds are not uncommon. This information 

demand forces DoM to re-contact PTWC, JMA and quicken DoM‟s in-house analyses. 
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Figure 5-12:  Emergency Management Protocol – Galle Police Station 
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Electronic media suffers, however, from the drawback of not being an efficient 

disseminator at night, since most of the TV channels go offline after midnight. Restarting 

the telecast needs major human resources, although many stations possess emergency 

management protocols for a non-working time telecast. Most of the FM radio stations 

operate a 24/7 basis; thus, no separate protocol is needed. Despite the characteristic 

differences in handling the tsunami information by different media institutions, a 

common framework can be carved out, as shown in Figure 5-13. The quickest time to 

inform people is 5 minutes, which may be extended up to 30 minutes at night.  

 

Figure 5-13:  Activity Network – Media  
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5.8 National Tsunami Warning Process Summary  

The national tsunami warning process (NWP) is initiated with key contributions 

from DoM, DMC, the police and the media, while district/divisional secretaries and 

Immediate Response Teams play supportive roles. The general public enjoys three 

channels of information, i.e. DMC, the police and the media, together with word of 

mouth originating from the people who received the alerts first. This informal method of 

communication is extremely productive in closely knitted communities and has often 

been observed to be the key initiator of the evacuation. Hence, two types of community – 

active information seekers, who obtain the alerts first, and the passive majority, who wait 

for alerts – are distinctively represented in the activity network of the NWP shown in 

Figure 5-14.  

 

However, the three streams – the police, DMC and the media – equally educate 

the two categories of people, creating links for each category from the three feeders. In 

terms of the structure, two additional activities, as per above reason, appear in the NWP 

network: 

1. Public informs public (word of mouth). 

2. Public receives information. 

Note that Figure 5-14 represents only a condensed version of the NWP; and, the 

boxes labelled DoM, DMC and Media each have a unique sub-network, as illustrated in 

Sections 5.2.6, 5.3.7 and 5.7 respectively.  
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Figure 5-14:  Activity Network – NWP 
 

5.9 Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Network – Overall Processes 

The information flow from the occurrence of an earthquake to the completion of 

the evacuation can be schematized as shown in Figure 5-15. The network is a composite 

version of all the sub-networks described in the chapter. In brief, the network starts with 

seismological information arising from an earthquake and, if a tsunami generated, the 

oceanic information. 
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Figure 5-15:  Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Network – Overall

Multiple channels of 
information                       
(eg, phone, email etc) 
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The seismic and oceanic channels are triggered by respective detection 

mechanisms: seismic probes (global and local) and tide gauges (global and local) and 

tsunami buoys. The global seismic network (GSN) transfers the data to the Internet, GTS 

and the dedicated communication lines linked to PTWC; whereas, oceanic information is 

published on the GTS and internet. The international stakeholders (PTWC and JMA) and 

the national authorities (GSMB and NARA) provide processed information to DoM, 

who, in due course, decides on the necessity of issuing a national warning. The national 

warning process, which includes DMC, the police and the media, disseminates the 

warning to the general public.  

 

The network depicts the interrelationships and the level of communicational 

strength among the individual stakeholders. For example, PTWC communicates with 

DoM via fax, phone and email; thus, the link is supposed to be strong compared with the 

entities that possess only a single mode of communication. The composite tsunami 

warning and evacuation network (TWE) is the basis for the simulation that is discussed in 

Chapter 9. 

 

5.10 Conclusions 

The main focus of Chapter 5 is to document the local stakeholder processes, 

including DoM, DMC, GSMB, NARA, the police and local media, and to convert them 

into activity networks. The developed individual networks constitute the key production 

of the chapter: the overall TWE network. The significant benefits of the developed TWE 

network are: 
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1. Visual interpretation of activity relationships. 

2. A generic presentation of the information flow.  

3. Strength of the connections, e.g. email only or email and fax, etc. 

4. Ingredients for simulation. 

 

Being the focal point of the national warning process, DoM characterizes a few 

issues worth reviewing. The difficulty in retrieving the correct bulletin template on time 

and the possession of many templates need further attention. In addition, the travel time 

software made available free by NOAA must be fully utilized to develop a library of 

tsunami scenarios such that, with the given earthquake parameters, the corresponding 

tsunami data, including arrival times, can be readily obtained.  

 

DMC, on the other hand, has shown a significant progress towards enhancing the 

warning infrastructure, i.e. tsunami towers and sirens, etc. All 50 towers have been 

constructed by the end of 2009. The technical capacity of DoM and the infrastructure 

facilities of DMC are revealed to be the keys in the Sri Lankan warning and evacuation 

process. 
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Chapter Six: Evacuations & False Warnings 

 

6.1 Chapter Brief 

Chapter Six is devoted to the analysis and interpretation of the evacuation process 

in Sri Lanka. Field data and interviews with professionals yielded an evacuation activity 

network, which is a crucial component in the overall tsunami warning and evacuation 

network (TWE). In addition, mock drills, false warnings, and their probabilities and 

consequences, with respect to the social cost, have been addressed in detail. 

 

6.2 Background in Evacuations 

6.2.1 Scope of Evacuation 

Evacuation is primarily termed as a lifesaving action on the verge of a disaster. 

Tsunami evacuations are triggered following an official notification by the relevant 

authorities, given that the threshold levels of public conviction and determination are 

reached. The objective of an evacuation is to move the threatened communities to safe 

locations, prior to the arrival of tsunami waves. Modes of evacuation vary regionally, 

although the preferred mode of the majority in almost every district in Sri Lanka is 

walking. One aspect of an effective evacuation is the nullification of panicked 

movements. Furthermore, a well functioning early warning system leaves the public 

adequate time, so that no running is necessary.   
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6.2.2 Basic Setup and Legislature 

The Disaster Management Act of Sri Lanka (No. 13 of 2005) provides the legal 

basis for disaster evacuations. In the context of tsunamis, the Tsunami Early Warning 

Committee (TEWC) is vested with the task of issuing national warnings. The Disaster 

Management Center (DMC) is mandated for warning dissemination and co-ordination of 

national evacuations.  

 

6.3 Basic Evacuation Process 

A local evacuation is triggered when the right information (evacuation order) is 

given and there is a sufficient conviction among the people.  Despite the existence of 

regional varieties, a basic set of nine activities is distinguishable in any evacuation 

process in Sri Lanka:  

1. People React to Warning. 

2. Inform Family Members. 

3. Cross-Check with Media / Neighbours. 

4. Decide to Evacuate. 

5. Collect Personal Belongings. 

6. Coordinate with Neighbours. 

7. Receive Guidance. 

8. Find Suitable Transport if necessary. 

9. Move to a Safe Location. 
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The public generally requires a certain amount of time to be firmly convinced to 

evacuate by the tsunami information. The immediate reaction includes informing family 

members and even friends with the available communication modes. Saturation of the 

telephone lines starts at this stage; and, both the general public and warning authorities 

will be deprived of this common communication means from thereon. However, 

electronic media alerts people of any new developments, which eventually leads coastal 

communities to decide on the evacuation. 

 

Informing family members and seeking more information from media occur 

simultaneously, although a small portion of the population is prepared to make the 

evacuation decision right away.  

 

Leaving homes is never an easy decision, especially with the knowledge that a 

few organized looters will be looking to thrive in the situation.  This prompts evacuees to 

collect their valuables; in fact, many have prepared a “tsunami bag” that contains 

essentials for an evacuation. The bag may contain a small food item, prescribed 

medicines, a water bottle, jewellery and other valuables, and documents. Furthermore, the 

act of evacuation is not an individual task. Closely knitted coastal communities often 

evacuate in groups and even assist the needy.  

 

Immediate Response Teams (IRTs) and police may provide guidance in the 

evacuation; however, residents may have already developed a sense of the evacuation 

direction and safe locations. The main mode of public evacuation in rural areas is 
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walking, while cycling is also observed. Many of the villages on the southern coastal belt 

possess safe locations that could be reached within 30 minutes by walking. Figure 6-1 

shows the overall evacuation network developed according to the processes above. 

 

Figure 6-1:  Evacuation Activity Network 
 

6.4 Evacuation Records from False Warnings 

An evacuation that resulted from a false warning on September 12, 2007, in 

Midigama (in Southern Sri Lanka) depicts a few practical scenarios that can be 
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anticipated in any future evacuation (Wickramaratne et al., 2009).  The analysis presented 

in Figure 6-2 shows relative variations of fully evacuated percentages versus the portions 

that evacuated, but in the wrong (seaward), direction returned home before the warning 

withdrawal, remained on roads and, finally, refused to evacuate in a  total population of  

1500, of which 210 were in direct threat. The data have been obtained from the personal 

observations of the author. 

 

Vague initial alerts and delays in police arrival resulted in 12% of the population 

waiting on  roa ds. Ho wever, two c ategories of pe ople – those who ga thered on 

roads/escape routes and those who returned prematurely – had a fair sense of danger and 

were capable of fleeing further in case of a real tsunami (Wickramaratne et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 6-2:  Composition of Evacuation 

 

 Thus, the remaining two categories – people who denied the evacuation and those 

who c hose the opposi te direction to e vacuate – appear as dire ct contributors to the 

evacuation fa ilure and amount to 23% of  the population. Wickramaratne e t al. (2008) 

44%- Fully evacuated

9% - Evacuated in 
wrong direction

21%- Premature  
returns

12% - Remained on 
roads

14 % -Did not 
evacuate
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reported a comparable value (20%) in a drill completed by DMC in the Mawella area on 

September 10, 2006. The recorded conservative estimate of 20%, thus, establishes a 

lower bound.  

 

With the extreme assumption that the people who remained on roads could not 

evacuate had the tsunami struck, the failure would have been increased to 35%. Hence, 

the computed final range of 20-35% is in good agreement with the estimates (~20% each) 

derived by DMC for two other local regions: Matara and Hambantota (Wickramaratne et 

al., 2009).  

 

Evacuations arising from drills and false warnings underestimate the results of 

real evacuations, as the warning process issues increasingly alarming notices, providing 

confirmations for the hesitant or confused public. Increased pressure from relatives and 

neighbours and police intervention will eventually overwhelm most denials to evacuate. 

A subjective yet plausible reduction of 60% in the above range yields the probability of 

evacuation failure in a given tsunami event to be in the range of 8-14%. 

 

6.5 Tsunami Evacuations Drills 

6.5.1 The Basic Process 

(The basic process was explained in Wickramaratne et al. (2009) as follows.)           

Tsunami evacuation drills provide a splendid platform to revive public vigilance, 

and the DMC conducts 2 drills per year with the assistance of district units. The 

following subsections outline the basic procedure for organizing a drill. 
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6.5.1.1 Planning  

The selection of data, time, evacuation routes, traffic manoeuvring and allocation 

of human resources for evacuation assistance all require advanced planning. The date and 

time of the drill must be selected to avoid schedule conflicts with various religious, 

political and social events. In addition, the drills need prior approval from the local 

police. 

 

6.5.1.2 Awareness Programs 

The program should educate the people of the possible date, time, routes and 

rendezvous. Furthermore, the public must be clearly informed of what essentials to bring, 

household participation and the total time needed to be spent on the exercise.   

 

6.5.1.3 Visits to Each House and to Public Places 

The purpose of such visits is to further enhance the message transferred to the 

communities via awareness campaigns. The visits need to be a maximum of two days 

prior to the actual drill. A token will be distributed per each household to be brought in 

during the evacuation, for the purpose of a head count. 

 

6.5.1.4 Start of the Drill 

When the drill starts, the IRTs and police with mobile mounted sirens announce a 

brief message on the drill and the steps that need to be taken by the evacuees. Required 

assistance to senior and disabled citizens, women and children may follow from thereon. 
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6.5.1.5 Success  

The staff at the rendezvous point facilitates the evacuees and perform a head 

count, so that an immediate estimation of the success of the drill can be a possibility. 

Incentives for the fastest evacuee, the most collaborative evacuee, etc. keep the public 

interest intact for similar drills in the future. 

 

A drill completed on September 10, 2006 in the Mawella area in the Hambantota 

District observed a success rate of 80% (Wickramaratne et al., 2008b). The time to 

complete the evacuation after issuance of the warning indicated a range of 25-35 minutes. 

Table 6-1 summarizes the available records of historical drills in Sri Lanka. 

Table 6-1:  Records of Tsunami Drills in Sri Lanka 

Category Date Time1 Venue Intl Info2  
(min) 

NWP3          
(min) 

Evacuation4   
(min) 

Drill 10/14/2009 6:55 Godawaya 

(Hambantota) 

15 15 35 

Drill 09/10/2006 ~9:00 Mawella 

(Tangalle) 

n/a n/a 25-35 

Drill 06/25/2006 NA Kudawella      

(Tangalle) 

n/a n/a 30 

Drill 9/24/2009 NA Trincomalee n/a n/a n/a 

1- Time at when the public were informed 
2- Time taken by the international warning authorities to inform Sri Lanka 
3- Time taken by the national warning process to alert the public 
4- Duration of the evacuation 

 

The Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning and Mitigation System was tested on World 

Disaster Reduction Day, October 14, 2009, by launching an international drill titled 

“Exercise Indian Ocean Wave 2009 (IOWave09)” (UNESCO, 2009). The IOWave09 has 
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been the only drill so far to test the international warning process and local evacuations 

together. The rehearsal was implemented in two villages in Sri Lanka: Godawaya in 

Hambantota and Puthukkudiyiruppu South in Mullaitivu from 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., 

aiming for an evacuation of 425 people in total. The national warning process and 

evacuation consumed a total time of 50 minutes to the satisfaction of DMC (Johnson & 

Shankar, 2009). 

 

6.5.2 Issues and Remedies 

Public interest and participation remains the key for the success of any drill. 

However, coastal fishing families in Sri Lanka are unable to get their male members to 

participate in the drills. Attesting this fact, the female participation was observed to be 

almost 90% of the attendees for the awareness campaigns conducted by the DDMCU-

Hambantota in 2006. Globally, the female participation for evacuation activities overrides 

their male counterparts (Wong & Minchun, 2005; West & Orr, 2007). Thus, the females 

bear additional responsibilities in terms of educating their families.  

 

The drills are conducted in the daytime by default, which raises concerns 

regarding the very objective of the drills. Technically, the drills must also take place 

during the night and under different climatic conditions, so that people acquire a variety 

of evacuation experiences and the obtained evacuation records, in turn, can nourish 

emergency planning under different scenarios. However, such initiatives must be 

carefully planned, balancing the additional burden imposed to the general public versus 

the societal gain.  
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6.6 Possibility of False Warning and its History in Sri Lanka  

Tsunamigenic earthquakes are rare, despite the frequent occurrence of 

earthquakes in the Indian Ocean.  Earthquakes on March 28, 2005, and September 12, 

2007, prompted nationwide coastal evacuations in Sri Lanka, although tsunamis were 

later found to be absent. Scanty tide and buoy records in the region denies any possibility 

of quicker assessment of the tsunami risk. Table 6-2 summarizes the false warning events 

triggered during 2005-2009.  

 

The main cause of false warnings is earthquakes with larger magnitudes; 

however, the Department of Meteorology (DoM) needs positive tide gauge /buoy 

readings prior to issuance of a national warning. Unfortunately, large earthquakes, 

although not triggering tsunamis, may sometimes create small waves that may be 

recorded as positive tide gauge or buoy signals, as observed in the false warning event on 

September 12, 2007.   

Table 6-2:  False Warning Record in Sri Lanka 
Date Time EQ  Magnitude Description 
3/28/2005 23:00 8.7 False Warning 

9/12/2007 18:30 8.2 False Warning 

9/08/2008 n/a <6.5 Misinterpretation by the Media 

 

The Probability of a tsunami, P(T) is developed from the knowledge of an 

earthquake and progresses over time as shown in Figure 6-3, until an oceanic signal is 

recorded (point E) and received (point F). A positive tsunami claim by the PTWC further 

increases P(T) as shown in the segment FH and, decreases to zero (HI) if the detection 
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turns out to be non significant, or increases to unity (HL) in case of a real tsunami.  Point 

H and the vicinity corresponds to the time period where more and more information 

including further tide gauge/buoy readings and media reports become available. 

Meanwhile, a „no tsunami‟ claim by the PTWC drops and dwindles P(T) to zero (FJ) just 

prior the estimated time of arrival (ETA). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-3:  Probability of a Tsunami as a Function of Time 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-4:  Evolution of False Warning Probability over Time 
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Although the probability of a tsunami builds from the occurrence of an 

earthquake, DoM is not mandated to issue a warning until a firm clue from PTWC is 

obtained. Hence, the probability for a false warning first appears at the point where 

PTWC‟s secondary information reached DoM, and gradually decreases until the ETA, as 

shown in Figure 6-4. The fact that DoM decides on further action at the time when the 

tendency for false warning is maximum explains past and any future false warnings by 

DoM.  

 

6.7 Probability of False Warning 

An estimated numerical value for the false warning probability is crucial for 

decision makers and stakeholders, in order to monitor the performance of existing or 

proposed tsunami warning systems. A preliminary exercise in determining the false 

warning probability in Sri Lanka is elaborated on below. 

 

From the Bayes‟ theorem, the posterior probability of a warning ( ) given no 

tsunami (    can be written as: 

        
            

                           
                                                            

where           probability of no tsunami given a warning,  

          probability of no tsunami given no warning,  and 

     and       are the prior probabilities of warning and no warning, 

respectively. 
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Provided a significant earthquake (magnitude exceeding 6.5) is triggered in the 

Indian Ocean, the individual components and, thus, Equation 6.1 can be evaluated. 

Assuming a successful warning was a possibility if a warning mechanism was in place 

for the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the number of total evacuation orders issued by DoM 

during the period of 2004-2009 was four. Furthermore, the PTWC message archive 

reveals that the same period had 36 significant (> 6.5) earthquakes in the Indian Ocean: 

      
                               

                                          
  

 

  
 
 

 
                      

         
 

 
   

 

 
                                                                                                                  

Assuming that all warnings, except the 2004 case, turned out to be false, 

         
 

 
.  Further, out of the 32 earthquakes that did not initiate tsunami warnings, in 

fact did not generate tsunamis. Thus, based on the current data,          = 1.   

Thus, the probability of false warning: 

        
            

                           
  

 
   

 
  

 
   

 
      

 
 

                                 

The obtained crude estimate of 8.6% for the probability of tsunami false warning 

is acceptable given the fact that the PTWC or JMA is less comfortable in arriving at a 

firm decision for the Indian Ocean than for their own areas of responsibility (AoR) at the 

initial stage of the warning process. However the above estimate is time dependent. As 
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time progresses, the number of significant earthquakes will increase and so will the 

chance that few of those events will lead to tsunami warnings. Provided there is no 

increase in the number of warnings, 100 significant earthquakes occurring in the future 

will reduce the probability of false warning,        , to 0.031; whereas, 10 tsunami 

warnings out of 100 earthquakes with 8 being false warnings would increase         to 

0.081.  

 

The probability of false warning is computed based on Sunda earthquakes. 

        for Makran earthquakes are considered trivial based on the argument below. 

1. The return period of a Makran earthquake itself is 1000 years 

(Heidarzadeh et al. (2008).  

2. Makran tsunamis will typically take 4.5 hours to reach Sri Lanka passing 

at least 5 number of gauges compared to Sunda tsunamis. Ample time and 

the redundant oceanic information available for a proper tsunami 

assessment leave a negligible opportunity for a false warning. 

 

6.8 Economic and Social Impact of False Warnings 

False warnings carry significant negative impacts on society, in terms of reducing 

public faith and causing high financial losses. Theft and looting are prevalent in such 

circumstances and leads the public to develop an attitude of denial towards any required 

evacuation in future. Upon consulting 12 residents in a remote village called Midigama, 

located in Southern Sri Lanka, soon after the March 2005 Bengkulu (Indonesia) 
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earthquake, all expressed their disapproval over the issuing of false warnings by DoM 

(Wickramaratne et al., 2008b). The international components of the warning mechanism 

are not fully understood by the general public. However, had there been an adequate 

number of buoys and gauges at the right locations transferring real-time data, some of the 

false warnings may have been averted. 

 

6.8.1 Assessment of Financial Loss 

6.8.1.1 Direct Financial Loss 

The direct cost of a false warning includes the loss of business opportunities and 

losses due to thefts, etc. A false alarm that triggered the evacuation of Honolulu on May 

7, 1986, cost Hawaii more than $30 million in lost salaries and business revenues 

(González, 1999). This evaluation process could not consider the probable loss of lives 

due to accidents and health disorders. Fortunately, the financial impact for a developing 

country like Sri Lanka will not be high as that of Hawaii. However, most of the major 

towns are located near the coastal belt. 

  

Table 6-3 presents a crude and subjective initial estimate of the economic loss 

incurring by the commercial establishments due to a false warning issued for a Sunda 

tsunami presumed to be in effect for two hours. The focal areas include: East, South and a 

part of West coasts of Sri Lanka. The derivation of the numbers presented in Table 6-3 is 

also discussed below. 
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The 2004 tsunami directly affected 10,981 commercial establishments along the coastal 

belt of Sri Lanka (DoCS, 2006). Distributing the total figure above, among the 16 towns 

from Jaffna to Moratuwa via southern coastline, an average number of 700 units per 

major town is computed. 

Table 6-3:  Economic Loss of a False Warning 
Description Estimated Figure 

Average number of business premises impacted in a major 

town 

700 

Hourly turnover LKR 300-1500 

Number of major towns of interest  16 

Total economic loss for 2 hours  LKR 3.36-16.8 (millions) 

US $ 29,500-147,400 

(1 USD =114 LKR as of December 20, 2009) 

 

The losses experienced by the intermittent small business premises distributed in 

between the major towns are expected to be included in the above estimate. Hourly turn 

over of the small scale and medium scale commercial units may be estimated LKR 300-

1500 with the available records adjusted to 2009 with an average annual inflation rate of 

3.5% (IMF, 2005; BLS, 2009).    

 

6.8.1.2 Long Term Impact of False Warnings and Associated Costs 

The long-term impact of false warnings must be mitigated through continual 

awareness programs, which can heal the tired public while retaining their vigilance. The 

long-term cost of a false warning could, therefore, be interpreted as the cost incurred of 

the awareness programs and other updating processes. A biannual program that could be 
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amalgamated with the DMC‟s existing provisions for disaster preparedness planning may 

cost in the range of $974-$1421 per year. A detailed breakdown is presented in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-4:  Annual Budget for a Training/Awareness Program 

Description Cost (LKR) Cost (USD) 

Salaries for trainers (2 nos, 2 months) 80,000 - 120,000 702 - 1052 

Training material 5,000 - 7,000 44 - 61 

Transport 15,000 - 20,000 132 - 175 

Office overheads 6,000 - 8000 53 - 70 

Miscellaneous  costs 5,000 - 7000 44 - 61 

TOTAL 111,000 - 162,000 974 - 1421 

     
 

6.8.1.3 Total Cost of False Warnings in the Design Period 

The final assessment of social cost is made up of the immediate costs and the 

long-term expenses as formulated below. 

Total Social Cost = n*CFW+ 10*SC        (6.5) 

where n = total number of false warnings in the design period  

CFW= immediate financial cost of a false warning  

SC    = social cost (annual cost of the awareness program) 

 

Section 6.7 reveals that 3 false warnings occurred during the period of 2004-2009 

in Sri Lanka. Thus for a period of 10 years, the projected number of false warnings (n) is 

6. Thus, equation 6.5 yields an overall social cost of false warnings during the 10 year 

design period to be $186,700 – $898,600. 
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6.9 Conclusions 

Evacuations in Sri Lanka generally record satisfactory numbers. The failures 

calculated during drills and false warnings are in the range of 20-35%.  Real evacuations 

are expected to improve this rate, although no firm study has been performed nor is data 

available to figure out the percentage of improvement. This is an area where further 

research is required. 

 

DMC currently schedules two mock drills per year – a sensible protocol on par 

with the status quo. The study, however, recommends more drills under adverse climatic 

conditions and at night.  

 

This chapter discusses the issue of false warning: the main cause is the inadequate 

oceanic information with which the international warning authorities have to deal.  The 

longer the period between the issuance of the vague first bulletin and the detailed second 

bulletin, the higher is the pressure exerted on DoM by the media and the general public. 

Constant queries and the tendency for rumours push the DoM to issue a local bulletin. A 

slightest mistake in a bulletin or voice/video cut issued to the media can cause huge panic 

among the coastal communities. 

 

This study estimates the probability of false warnings and the associated costs for 

the first time in Sri Lanka. The computed figures of 0.086 and $186,700 – $898,600 

(USD) need further refining, as more and more data becomes available.  
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Chapter Seven: Data Collection and Evaluation in Sri Lanka 

 

7.1 Chapter Brief  

The gap existing between the developed theoretical networks and their ability to 

be simulated can be filled with the appropriate field information. This chapter is devoted 

to elucidating the processes adopted for the retrieval of such information and a new 

method derived to validate the reliability of the obtained data. The chapter closes with an 

independent study performed on tsunami awareness of the threatened communities. 

 

7.2 Specification of Data  

The individual networks developed in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 require estimates of 

activity durations if any time-dependent analysis is to be performed on the networks. In 

particular, the individual component networks of the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center 

(PTWC), the Disaster Management Center (DMC), the Department of Meteorology 

(DoM), etc. and the overall tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) network can be 

simulated on the basis of time spent on each activity, resulting in an overall figure for the 

network duration or upto intermediate events.   

 

In this context, the activity durations must be described via a probability 

distribution to account for the uncertainties. However no literature has been seen 

available presenting the durations of activities in a typical tsunami warning and 

evacuation event. In particular, following reasons hold. 
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1. Despite the existence of past tsunami records, the real interest for the tsunami 

research is commenced in 2004 after the Indian Ocean tsunami. Given the 

shorter time span (2004-2009), not much of relevant work is expected. 

2. The TWE process is of local nature for a given country which requires an in- 

depth national study apart from investigating the common international core.  

Such studies are often under the scrutiny and criticism for being subjective. 

3. Activities and their durations are subjected to change over the time which in turn 

requires either constant referrals to the field or a development of a system that 

has allocations for such changes. Either of the approach discourages researchers 

owing to the laborious work involved. 

4. Obtaining the information on the activity relationships and estimates for the 

activity durations are not straightforward and need a significant commitment and 

interest in the part of the researcher. He/she may pursue unique strategies (both 

in approaching and interviewing) to pierce through the bureaucratic authorities 

as explained in Section 7.4.3.   

 

This study has ventured in an extensive interview series with the stakeholder 

professionals to obtain the time durations for each activity in the networks developed in 

Chapter 5. With respect to a single activity, three points of data – a minimum, a 

maximum and a mean – are collected from available respondents in each institution.   
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7.3 Interviewing in Detail 

7.3.1 People of Interest and Selection Criteria 

The TWE network constitutes of many international and national stakeholder 

organizations, including PTWC, DoM, DMC, Geological Survey and Mines Bureau 

(GSMB), National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA), the 

police and electronic media. In addition, the local evacuation activities require duration 

inputs from evacuees.  

 

The selection of participants, especially at the organizational level, was free of 

any prejudice or discrimination against a particular category. Acknowledging the 

availability of only a handful of key personalities involved in the warning/evacuation 

process in each institution, effort was made to accommodate every relevant professional. 

However, the preferred participants for the evacuation activities must show a fair 

understanding of the total TWE process. Interviews were done in two villages – 

Midigama and Dikwella – in the Southern Province with 32 educated residents from each 

village, to obtain evacuation durations and related data. 

 

The criterion of interviewing the educated residents invariably leads to a better 

initial selection of participants for receiving qualitatively better responses. People with 

government jobs, ranging from educational, legal and health services, and private sector 

employment, including NGO positions, were deemed to qualify for the study. Any 

controversies over the comparison of various occupations are irrelevant, as the whole 
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objective was to select educated participants. The final selection was at the sole discretion 

of the researcher. 

 

The two opposing restraints of the number of statistically sufficient participants 

versus the available „educated‟ participants led to a compromise, resulting in the selection 

of 32 respondents in Midigama and Dikwella each. Section 3.10.3 described in detail the 

statistical sufficiency and why the selected sample size was adequate.  

 

7.3.2 Method of Employment and Consent 

Prior appointments are often required for meetings with officials and 

professionals, which craft the first impression of the researcher and the research itself. 

Respect of both the prospective participant and oneself, courtesy, and expressed concern 

over the participant‟s time provide a catalytic boost for a successful interview. 

 

A common recruitment letter, as shown in Appendix N, explained to the 

participant the nature of the research and the details of interest upon the first meeting. In 

addition, a consent form (Appendix M) obtained a proof of willingness to take part in the 

research. Informed consent enlightens the interviewee of the probable risks that may be 

encountered, and what personal information is collected during the course of the 

interview. 
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7.3.3 Emphasis 

The primary scope of the interviews was to obtain the three data points – minima, 

maxima and mean – for the desired TWE activity from each person recruited. 

Furthermore, the exercise needed repetition, in terms of obtaining similar data for 

scenarios, such as nighttime tsunamis. The exact composition of the interviews, showing 

the number of activities and the number of participants in each stakeholder institution, is 

presented in Table 7-1. The interview process exerts a lower burden and consumes lesser 

time if carried out in groups. The interdependency of answers and privacy issues, 

however, oppose this approach. Thus, the participants‟ inputs were obtained essentially 

individually, unless institutional circumstances prompted otherwise.  

 

Since the gap between the desired organizational population and the sample 

population was minimal, the sample properly expresses the organizational view. 

However, in the context of evacuees, the selected sample size differs from the population 

size as discussed in Section 3.10.3. Thus, questions must be directed in a way that 

evacuees would describe time durations for the population point of view, rather than their 

individual opinions. Thus questions, such as “how long do you think you would take to 

complete task A?” must be replaced with “how long do you think your community would 

take to complete task A?”. 

 

The value of selecting an educated group as a sample is showcased at this stage, 

as each participant was able to make intelligent estimates of their population 

characteristics. 
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Table 7-1:  Composition of Interviews 

 
Institution 

Number 
of 

Activities 

Number of 
Interviewed 

 Professionals 
 

Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre (PTWC) 8 4 

Disaster Management Centre (DMC) 18  6 

Department of Meteorology (DoM) 11 4 

National Aquatic Resources Research and Development 

Agency (NARA) 

4 3 

Geological Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB) 7 2 

Police 4 11 

Media 6 9 

Evacuees (Midigama and Dikwella) 10 32 each 

 

Every attempt is made to interview all relevant professionals involved in the 

organizations above despite the fact that many organizations employ only a handful of 

such professionals. 

 

7.4 Personal Ability Factor (PAF) 

7.4.1 Basic Setup 

The probability distributions generated in relation to the individual estimates of 

activity durations are necessarily subjective, as per the cognitive limits or the expertise of 

the interviewee (Jessop, 2004). Understandably, not all “experts” have an identical level 

of knowledge, intelligence and experience. The very decision to opt for experienced 

professionals for interviews instead of the general public, except for the evacuation 

activities, supports the obtaining of professionally verified responses.  
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The reliability of the inputs can be assessed via a series of questions directed at 

the experts. This questionnaire was designed to elicit binary answers, i.e. in an either 

“Yes” or “No” format, for the evaluation of a zero to one scale, called personal ability 

factor (PAF) (Wickramaratne et al., 2008). The PAF is a representation of the weight 

given to each individual‟s estimate of activity duration parameters.  

 

In particular, the three indicators of assessment – knowledge, experience and 

interest in the subject matter for which the individual is being interviewed – need separate 

sets of questionnaires tailor-made for every stakeholder institution. Five questions under 

each category compiled to obtain binary answers can evaluate the PAF by summing up 

all scores under each personal ability indicator and averaging out as shown in Table 7-2. 

 

The exact questionnaires developed for each stakeholder institution are presented 

in Appendix E. 

Table 7-2:  An Example of the PAF Calculation 

Knowledge Experience Interest PAF 

Questions Score Questions Score Questions Score  

Qk 1 1 QE 1 1 QI 1 1 

Qk 2 0 QE 2 1 QI 2 1 

……………  ………….  …………..  

Qk 5 1 QE 5 1 QI 5 0 

TOTAL 4  5  4      

  
  =  0.87 
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Furthermore, a new indicator called „ability‟ was introduced for the evacuees in 

addition to the existing factors of knowledge, experience and interest. This was to assess 

the physical and psychological strengths required for evacuation. The queries were 

administered in a way that respondents need not realize the interviews were an attempt to 

quantify their PAF. Any hint or suspicion brewed in the interviewees can affect their 

responses and, in turn, lead to incorrect PAF assessments. Since no names or designations 

are published, this approach is permissible from an ethical perspective; and, the Conjoint 

Faculties Research Ethics Board of the University of Calgary issued ethics clearance for 

the study.  

 

Questions can be administered to obtain two sets of binary answers to the 

questionnaire – from the perspective of the interviewer and the interviewee. The usual 

interview process results in the interviewee‟s estimation. The researcher can make an 

independent judgement of the credibility of the inputs and produce the interviewer‟s 

estimation which is detailed in Section 7.4.2.  The resulting two PAF values can be 

averaged to find the final PAF for each respondent. Table 7-3 depicts the PAF assessment 

of police officers attached to the control centre and outstations.  

 

The whole assessment must be repeated for every respondent in each stakeholder 

institution to obtain the corresponding PAF. Appendix F presents all factors computed 

accordingly. The PAF values provide a weight to the individual inputs in the 

development of probability distributions discussed in Chapter 8.  
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 Table 7-3:  PAF Assessment – Police 

  

7.4.2 Quality Check 

Naturally, a question arises at this stage as to „what if the responder lies?‟. Few 

scenarios, as explained in Section 7.4.3, force responders to express opinions contrary to 

their conscience. A remedy includes the cross-checking of each response with subsequent 

informal questions, for example: 

 Institution: Police,  Category: Experience 

Question: Were you on duty during the false warning events on March 28, 

2005 and September 9, 2007?    

Answer: Yes   

 

QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.85
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.85
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.77
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.77
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.77
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.92
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.85
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.69
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.77
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.62
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.85
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.85
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.54
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.54
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.77
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.77
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.77
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.69
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.69
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.62
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.85
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.46

0.85

0.54

0.77

0.73

0.65

0.65

H

I

J

K

Final 
PAF

0.85

0.77

0.85

0.77

0.69

B

C

D

E

F

G

Knowledge Experience InterestRespondent Initial PAF

A
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The original response above can be independently verified with following 

simplistic queries: 

1. Who informed you about the event and what were the actions you followed? 

2. With whom did you perform the duties? 

3. What vehicles were used in the operation? 

 

Any incorrect information provided to the original question causes the 

interviewee difficulties in answering the latter three queries. In addition, the respondent‟s 

fellow duty officers, vehicle running records and other supporting documentation can 

easily reveal the credibility of the original answer. Again, the whole exercise must be 

performed seamlessly and in a friendly manner as a part of the main questionnaires, so 

that no suspicion is created. Previously arranged questions were not always fruitful, since 

the cross-checking process was based on the preceding answers. The researcher with 

his/her background knowledge and tactfulness must raise the appropriate questions.  

 

7.4.3 Problematic Encounters in Interviewing 

Interviewing is a venture with humans and to obtain meaningful numbers, the 

researcher must:  

1. Select the right person,      

2. Ask the right question with no ambiguities, and 

3. Know the social, political, professional and psychological environment of the 

interviewee.   
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The third aspect is not often given due concern, which can, in turn, adversely 

affect the inputs obtained. In this context, knowledge of likely flaws and adequate 

preparation help, to a great extent, in mitigating the adverse impacts. The following 

subsections present brief accounts of interview related issues that were experienced and 

the remedial measures that were adopted. 

 

7.4.3.1  Procedural Lapses – Lengthy Questionnaire 

Participants of this research included professionals from PTWC, DoM and DMC, 

whose time is extremely crucial and valuable. Thus, questionnaires that are too long, 

which may frustrate the interviewee and even lead to a total rejection of participation, 

must be avoided. 

 

7.4.3.2  Professional Environment 

The institutional level participants were required to provide the time durations of 

the activities they ritually perform in a TWE event. There were instances where officials 

were reluctant to provide the correct information as it also would reveal the loopholes in 

their organizational systems. In particular, many officials denied the possible delays in 

nighttime warning processes, contrary to public experience and common sense. Any 

further attempts to elicit answers from these tight lipped participants forced them to 

merely quote the numbers published in their organizational manuals and other procedural 

documents, and thus nullified the chances to retrieve the actual numbers.  
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In addition, the elite or top brass of such institutions tended to pay less attention, 

if the interviewer took charge of the meeting. The elite are often accustomed to being in 

charge of situations in which they find themselves (Seidman, 1937; Hertz & Imber, 

1993). The situation was worsened if the researcher was identified as a student. The risk 

was that the interviewer would eventually play the role of the interviewee, and no 

productive information would result at the end. Furthermore, I-Thou interviews are 

observed to be less productive, since it creates a sense of distance between the two parties 

(Schutz, 1967).  

 

Both of the above situations demanded an „outside the box‟ approach to 

conducting interviews in a very friendly manner that may have eased pressures arising 

from professional obligations. Although the consent form notified participants of the 

complete anonymity of data, indirect explanations of the same were necessary at crucial 

points of the discussion, to clear up any doubts regarding confidentiality. The robotic I-

Thou interview setup needed replacement with a more friendly and accountable „we‟ 

relationship. A middle approach, avoiding being too arrogant or too lenient, helped the 

researcher to take hold of the situation and tackle the elites successfully.  

 

7.4.3.3 Public Interviewing 

Evacuee responses play a significant role in the TWE network. However, this 

portion of responders differs from the professionals in several aspects: 

1. Easily reachable, yet less accountable in their responses. 
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2. May suffer from traumatic tsunami experiences in the past, which require the 

interviewer to conduct the interview carefully. 

3.  May expect incentives and other financial or social benefits. 

 

The accountability of the responses could be improved via the initial selection of 

educated participants. In fact, participants interviewed from the two villages showed a 

remarkable knowledge about the subjects of interest. The traumatic experiences from the 

2004 tsunami are fast fading away, although people with artificial sentiments emerged to 

lure sympathetic donors. The researcher in this environment encountered a few who are 

too eager to be interviewed on their false presumption that incentives would follow. 

Absence of any rewards eventually shed the undesired elements and helped to find the 

right candidates.  

 

The ability to build up good interpersonal relationships was a key for success in 

interviewing evacuees. The researcher even needed to listen attentively to their concerns 

before asking the questions. Any personal treats from participants had to be tolerated with 

the utmost care, since such moves could prevent the researcher from retaining the desired 

distance. Balanced attitudes and common sense were the key ingredients for success in 

the interviewing process.    
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7.5  Provisions for Tsunami Awareness in the Education System 

7.5.1 Importance of Education 

Tsunami awareness is of utmost importance for proper functioning of any 

warning/evacuation mechanism. The word „tsunami‟ was added to most Sri Lankans‟ 

vocabulary in 2004, although the rarity of tsunamis suggests a strong educative system to 

retain the awareness. The basic information must include: 

1. Introduction to tsunamis (genesis, propagation, strength, historical evidence). 

2. Helpful observational tsunami wave characteristics (wave retreat). 

3. Introduction to warning and evacuation process. 

The information may be included in the school curriculum progressively for 

grades, starting from Grade 5 and going through to Grade 11. The following sections 

explore the international and local provisions for tsunami awareness. 

 

7.5.2 International Resources 

The International Tsunami Information Centre (ITIC) of the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) published a students‟ and 

teachers‟ guide to tsunamis for Grades 4 to 6 (ADRC, 2006). This comprehensive guide 

explains subjects from basic geography to what needs to be done on hearing a tsunami 

warning. In addition, UNESCO has presented a „Tsunami Teacher‟: a training kit of 

global capacity, targeting media, schools and the public and private sectors (UNESCO, 

2010).  The two documents can be accessed via: 

 http://ioc3.unesco.org/itic/categories.php?category_no=286 
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 http://ioc3.unesco.org/TsunamiTeacher/tsunami_hlp.htm 

 

Furthermore, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

provides a complete tsunami education tool kit, featuring stand-alone textbooks aimed at 

elementary and high school students and teachers. The material can be easily adapted to 

suit the Sri Lankan context and mixed with the existing curricula (OESD-NOAA, 2009). 

Various reputed knowledge based entities, including Discovery Education may further 

support the augmentation of tsunami knowledge (DiscoveryEducation, 2009). 

 

7.5.3 Study in Sri Lanka 

7.5.3.1 Provisions in the School Curriculum 

As a part of providing better awareness of the natural disasters among the younger 

generation, the Department of Education introduced a series of lessons in the school 

curriculum in 2006. They have been introduced for Grades 7 and 10 under geological 

science and for Grade 11 under science. 

 

Students learn their first lesson on natural disasters in Grade 7, which exposes 

students to types, the nature and probable preventive/mitigation measures of a variety of 

disasters, including tornadoes, landslides, tsunamis, volcanoes, cyclones, wild fires, 

storms, lightning, earthquakes and floods. In the context of tsunamis, a basic introduction 

and specific emergency procedures to be followed are described. In particular, the 

instructions read as: 
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1. Escape from near the sea promptly and reach a safer location when a warning is 

received, 

2. Inform the neighbours, and 

3. Retreat of the sea is an indication of a tsunami and thus, refrain from visiting the 

beach (DoE, 2006a). 

 

Students could also broaden their knowledge through involvement in various 

classroom activities, from conducting an exhibition of tsunami pictures to playing in a 

stage drama that depicts the collaborative efforts in disaster resilience. A compilation of a 

booklet with tsunami information is also suggested as a student research project.  

 

The physics behind the generation of earthquakes (plate tectonics) are taught in 

Grade 10, where students relate the factual details learned in Grade 7 to a more 

comprehensive and scientific explanation of tsunamis (DoE, 2006b). The Grade 11 

curriculum briefly explains the wave characteristics of tsunamis under the subject of 

science (DoE, 2006c). 

 

In general, the first and most comprehensive exposure to natural disasters is made 

in Grade 7. The knowledge passed on about receding beaches is of utmost importance, as 

children tend to flock to beaches to explore the exposed sea bed. However, the first 

tsunami warning may come from a child who has seen this phenomenon. Having 

completed a school project on tsunamis, a 10-year-old British girl saved 100 other 

tourists in Thailand from the 2004 tsunami on seeing the sea retreat (ABC, 2005).  
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In summary, the overall provisions for tsunamis are satisfactory, in terms of 

factual coverage; however, a few important points are apparently missing from the 

curriculum. They include:  

1. The types of trusted warning sources, e.g. police, village heads, warning 

towers, etc.  

2. The information on safe locations and how to identify them, if not specified 

already.  

3. Typical arrival times of tsunamis arriving from the Sunda trench and Makran 

fault, etc. 

4.  The normal procedure of withdrawal, expected time and authorized informers. 

 

Although this information is beyond the level of Grade 7, the Grade 10 

curriculum is confined to elucidating only the plate tectonics, where the more practical 

aspects indicated above could have easily been incorporated. Further, a two-hour tsunami 

drill may be introduced in Grade 10, resulting an annual school-wide drill in each school, 

where the 10th graders can play a facilitative role. The gathered practice and experience 

may subsequently assist public drills conducted by DMC.  

 

7.5.3.2  Tsunami Awareness among School Children – A Field Survey 

It is interesting to investigate the practicality and level of penetration of the school 

curricula. A series of interviews with school children were made to evaluate their basic 
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understanding of tsunamis. Sixteen students from two leading schools in Hambantota, 

ranging from Grades 6-12 participated in this survey on August 17-19, 2008.  

 

A formal ethics clearance has been obtained from the University of Calgary for 

recruiting the school children, prior to commencing the study. The recruitment process 

was completely random, and the risks involved in the participation were explained to the 

students and their guardians beforehand. The study was initiated with proper parental 

consent. Students answered four basic questions, which are listed below, on a mutually 

exclusive basis:  

A. Have you heard the word „tsunami‟ before and if so, what is it?  

B. How would you identify a tsunami (who will inform people and how)? 

C. What would you do once a warning is heard? 

D. Do you already know what is being taught at school with respect to tsunamis? 

 

Table 7-4 summarizes the responses. The weight of the responses is explanatory 

from the student‟s position in the class, based on the 2007 end-of-term exam results.  

 

The word tsunami was still unfamiliar to one relatively weak student from the 

sample of 16, hence the 6% „no‟, as shown in Figure 7-1. The percentage, however, is 

expected to be lower with a larger sample size. In general, the majority of students were 

familiar with basic tsunami information. 
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Table 7-4:  Results of the Interviews 

 

 

 
Figure 7-1:  Awareness of the Word ‘Tsunami’ 

 

 
Figure 7-2:  Awareness of Warning Sources 

A B C D
A H/St Mary's College F 10 yes yes yes yes 12

B H/Hambantota MV M 12 yes yes yes no 19

C H/Hambantota MV M 7 yes yes yes no 2

D H/Hambantota MV M 6 yes no no n/a 31

E H/St Mary's College F 8 yes no no n/a 26

F H/St Mary's College F 10 yes yes yes yes 12

G H/St Mary's College F 9 yes yes no yes 28

H H/Hambantota MV M 11 yes yes yes no n/a

I H/Hambantota MV M 11 yes yes yes no 3

J H/St Mary's College F 10 yes yes yes no 12

K H/St Mary's College F 9 yes no yes no 22

L H/St Mary's College F 9 no yes no no 28

M H/Hambantota MV M 11 yes yes yes no 4

N H/St Mary's College F 8 yes yes yes yes 15

O H/St Mary's College F 8 yes yes yes yes 11

P H/Hambantota MV M 12 yes yes yes no 6

Grade
Awareness of Tsunamis Position in 

the classChild School Gender

Awareness of Tsunamis: 
The Word "Tsunami'

94%

6%

YES NO

Awareness of Tsunamis:
Knowledge of Warning

81%

19% YES NO
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The importance of knowing who would issue the warning and the media of 

receiving such warning were investigated in the second stage. A relatively larger 

percentage (19%) of students failed at this step, as shown in Figure 7-2. Retrospectively, 

this particular information is not clearly interpreted in the curriculum, which obviously 

affected the students. Still, 81% showed a clear understanding of DoM and DMC 

processes and the media, from which the warning is received. 

 

 

Figure 7-3:  Awareness of Supposed Actions 

 

Figure 7-3 indicates that one fourth of the sample found it difficult to explain the 

emergency procedures to be followed in a tsunami situation. Every student knew the need 

to evacuate although many hesitated to express the same fearing there may be a better 

procedure stated elsewhere. A further exploration revealed that the students have 

successfully participated in a tsunami drill at the school in 2007 and it is not unreasonable 

to presume confused students would eventually follow the majority in a given warning.  

 

Awareness of Tsunamis:
Knowledge of Supposed Actions in a Tsunami

75%

25% YES NO
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Upon questioning about whether the facts learned at the school are useful, many 

answered yes, given their previous exposure to the 2004 tsunami. A bigger portion of the 

sample (69%), as seen in Figure 7-4, denied that the school curriculum is the sole source 

of information. Considering the age group and geographic location, the 2004 tsunami 

undoubtedly impacted the students, creating not only personal experience, but an 

environment where tsunami is widely discussed. However, a proper education of natural 

disasters should be present in the education system to retain awareness in the long run.  

 

 

Figure 7-4:  Source of Knowledge 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

This chapter explains the basic methodology adopted to obtain the interview data 

and the quality assessment performed. This assessment, named personal ability factor, is 

a novel concept introduced in this research. This is different from the traditional 

approach, where the interviewed data is used on „as is‟ basis.  The PAF can be proposed 

to any research that relies on interview data with a scope of creating statistical 

distributions.  

 

Awareness of Tsunamis:
Whether the Knowledge is from School Curriculum

31%

69%

YES NO
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Tsunami awareness among the school children was observed to be satisfactory, 

although there is always more room for improvement.  This chapter introduces a simple, 

yet productive set of suggestions for the school curriculum. DMC and the Department of 

Education may launch collaborative programs to achieve these objectives. 
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Chapter Eight: Development of Probability Distributions 

 

8.1 Chapter Brief 

This chapter describes the methodology adopted to derive probability 

distributions for tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) activities from the data 

collected from expert panel interviews. The sequence is listed below. 

a. Given an activity, derivation of the maximum entropy probability distribution 

(MEPD) for a single respondent, based on his/her subjective estimates of the 

mean, minimum and maximum duration of the activity. 

b. Sampling of MEPDs of different experts based on the individual personal 

ability factor (PAF).  

c. Addition of the generated data from all experts to create a combined 

frequency distribution for the activity under consideration. 

d. Distribution fitting to relate the derived frequency distribution to a known 

probability density function (PDF). 

 

8.2 Maximum Entropy Estimation  

8.2.1 Basis and Formation of Entropy 

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty. Alibrandi and Ricciardi (2008) suggested a 

classification of uncertainties into two main groups: aleatory (natural) and epistemic 

(knowledge). Epistemic uncertainty prevents the experts and the analyst from fully 

defining the probability distribution, which in turn forces the analyst to use a known and 
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simple probability distribution, as in the case of construction industry activities. The 

process is essentially the elimination of epistemic uncertainties with a presumed 

probability distribution, e.g. a triangular shape. The concept of entropy however provides 

a quantitative measure for this uncertainty and eliminates the need for any presumptive 

approach. Maximization of information entropy or the uncertainty hence leads to the 

derivation of an unbiased probabilistic estimation. Jaynes (1957) identified the maximum 

entropy estimate as the least biased for given information, and the maximally non-

committal for the missing information. Kapur (1989) used the maximum entropy 

principle as a tool to determine a probability distribution which is consistent with given 

partial information under maximum uncertainty. This chapter proposes such an approach 

for the estimation of probability density under data deficient circumstances. In particular, 

the inputs from experts, i.e. estimates on a minimum, a maximum and a mean obtained 

from each respondent for an activity, for example: time taken to initiate an evacuation 

once a warning is issued and received, are utilized to derive the corresponding entropy 

maximizing probability distributions. The “mean” which is information rich from being 

based on the subjective probability distribution of the expert (de Finetti, 1970), is a better 

parameter to ascertain than the “mode” which is commonly used in estimating probability 

distributions of construction activity durations. 

 

8.2.2 Entropy Maximization for a Range Defined Together with the Mean 

Consider a lower bound (l), upper bound (u), and the mean (m) suggested by an 

expert for a duration X of a particular activity. Let: 
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ip = P(X = xi)   I,        (8.1) 

lp =P(X=l) and        (8.1a)  

up =P(X=u)         (8.1b)  

with X initially assumed to be discrete. Then, the related information entropy, as 

formulated by Jaynes (1963), is: 

  H = - 
i 

ln
all

ii pp                  (8.2) 

We wish to find the set, pi, that will maximize H. Following Jordaan (2005) and 

others we set, 

H = - 
i 

ln
all

ii pp          (8.3) 

 subject to: 
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1
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0ip      i         (8.6) 

The related Lagrangian equation is: 

L= - 
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with constants /
0  and  .  

 

Partially differentiating the Lagrangian w.r.t. the three variables ip , /
0  and  , 

and setting to zero, we obtain: 

iP
L




 =  01ln /

0  ii xp  ,                          (8.8) 
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Introducing 0 , such that 1/
00    and solving for each i  gives:  

ip = )exp()exp( 0 ix          (8.11)  

.1)exp()exp(
i 

0  
all

ix            (8.12) 

Combining Equations 8.11 and 8.12 yields: 
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           (8.13) 

which is the maximum entropy distribution for the discrete random variable X. Tribus 

(1969), Kapur (1989) and Jordaan (2005) have discussed only the derivation of a 
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maximum entropy probability distribution for a continuous variable with a given mean in 

the range [0,∞]. Here we derive the maximum entropy probability distribution for the 

general case of a finite range (l,u) and a known mean. The variable X, which is the time 

duration of an activity, is in fact, a continuous random variable. In switching to the 

continuous context, the summation in Equation 8.13 is replaced with an integration in the 

range [l,u]. For equally spaced x with x  intervals, Equation 8.13 may be rewritten for 

the probability density function (PDF) of X as, 

dxx

xxf u

l

)exp(

)exp()(











  = 
)exp()exp(

)exp(
ul

x






   = K  exp(- x )   (8.14) 

 where  K =
)exp()exp(

1
ul  

         (8.15) 

It is now evident that the maximum entropy distribution for a given minimum, 

maximum and mean is a double truncated exponential distribution. Continuing, a value 

for   is determined utilizing the continuous form of Equation 8.5,  

mdxxxf
u

l

  )(                                        (8.16) 

Substituting for )(xf  from Equation 8.14 and integrating by parts yields:      

 

u

l

dx x  x)exp(K  =  K  )exp()1()exp()1(1 uull 


  =  m (8.17) 

which reduces, with the substitution for K from Equation 8.15, to:  
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  =   m.               (8.18) 

 Rearranging Equation 8.18, we get: 

   )(exp ul   = 
1
1









um
lm                                               (8.19) 

8.2.3 Evaluation and Interpretation of λ 

The value for   is implicitly expressed in Equation 8.19 for a given value set: l, 

m and u. A trivial solution of  =0 resulting in a uniform probability distribution exists 

for every m in the region [l,u]. Substituting for   and solving Equation 8.15 with 

L`Hospital‟s rule (L`Hôpital, 1716; Fay et al., 1991), the constant K is found to be 1/(u-l) 

which defines the uniform distribution for a given range [l,u]. This scenario nullifies the 

effect of the information rich mean, and thus is invalid unless the mean bisects the range 

[l,u].  

The positive exponential part of Equation 8.19 implies: 

1
1









um
lm  > 0            (8.20) 

The inequality is satisfied when both the numerator and the denominator bear the 

same sign, i.e.: 

either  ( 1  lm ) < 0  and   ( 1  um ) < 0    

or ( 1  lm ) > 0  and   ( 1  um ) > 0      (8.21)  
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The two inequalities yield to: 

um 

1  <   <  
lm 

1          (8.22)  

8.2.3.1 Graphical Solution for  λ 

The e xponential (left-hand side)  a nd fr actional (right-hand side)  components of 

the Equation 8.19 plotted over the domain of λ provides a graphical solution. Figure 8-1 

illustrates this scenario for a sample set of l = 20, m = 34 and u = 40. A non-zero solution, 

S, can be found from the X value corresponding to the common point of the two curves, 

which does not lie on the Y axis. 

 

Figure 8-1:  Graphical Solution for Equation 8.19 
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Highly skewed mean values (e.g. l = 20, m = 38 and u = 40), however, deny a 

solution since the two curves in such cases do not yield distinctly recognizable common 

point. 

 

8.2.3.2 Numerical Solution for λ 

Given the objective function derived from Equation 8.19: 

  )(exp)( ulxf    - 
1
1









um
lm                             (8.23)  

The recurrence relation of the secant method: 

   
 n

nn

nn
nn xf

xfxf
xxxx

1

1
1









       (8.24) 

and for the Newton-Raphson method: 

 
 n

n
nn xf

xfxx


1         (8.25) 

assist in seeking a probable divergent solution (Kelly,1967; Ypma,1995; Deuflhard,2004; 

Polyak, 2007). The Newton-Raphson and secant methods require one and two initial 

seed/s, respectively.   

 

For two initial seeds, x0 and x1, the bisection method eliminates either  (x0) or 

 (x1), whichever bears the same sign as        
 

    The remaining value with the new 
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quantity,  f       
 

  becomes two seeds for the next iteration (Kelly, 1967).  Hence, the 

trio: Newton-Raphson, secant and bisection methods are used to solve for λ in Equation 

8.19, for a mutually unequal set of l, u and m.  The three methods generally converge to a 

solution, and the rapid rate of convergence promotes the use of the Newton-Raphson 

method (Deuflhard, 2004; Polyak, 2007).  

 

 Selection of Initial Seeds 

Equation 8.22 offers two limits of λ that can be regarded as the two initial seeds. 

However, this lower limit is on an asymptote, where the fractional part of Equation 

8.19 reaches infinity, as seen in Figure 8-1. The seeds, thus, exert complications in 

the divergence or the computation itself in the Newton-Raphson and secant methods. 

In addition, a haphazard selection of seeds in the wider range defined in the Equation 

8.22 gives rise to laborious and lengthy computational steps. The following two cases 

show an attempt to further refine the range.     

 

 Case 1:  Mean is left skewed: 

 
The condition yields an additional constraint: 

m  <  
2

ul 

        
  (8.26) 

to the two inequalities in Equation 8.22, which eventually results in: 
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λ > 0           (8.27) 

Thus, the initial range in Equation 8.22 shrinks to: 

 0 <  λ  <  
lm 

1
        

(8.28) 

and any value/s in between the new limits, except zero, qualify/ies as initial seed/s. A 

seed with the value of zero does not initiate the iteration process, since the trivial solution 

exists at λ = 0.   

 

 Case 2:  Mean is right skewed: 

 
The mean in this case, can be expressed as: 

m  >  
2

ul               (8.29) 

with the two inequalities in Equation 8.27 to result in: 

λ < 0           (8.30) 

and, hence, the final limits of λ: 

um 

1  <  λ  <  0         (8.31) 

Any value/s in the range, except the two limits, may be used as initial seed/s. 
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Figure 8-2:  Position of λ for Skewed Mean Values 

 

The double truncated exponential distributions generated from the MEPD given in 

Equation 8 .14 for the left and right skewed mea n va lues, m1 and m3, r espectively, a re 

shown in Figure 8-2. The mean, m2, which bisects the range [l,u] assigns λ zero. The sign 

of the λ changes from positive to negative, as the mean advances from m1, m2 to m3. 

 

8.2.4 Final Suggestions for the Assessment of λ  

Classic numerical methods or the graphical technique fail to distinguish a solution 

when the mean is positioned close to either of the boundaries, l or u. Selecting the case 

where l = 20, m = 38 and u = 40 with a pr e-computed   of -0.49977, t he Ne wton-

Raphson method re quires an ini tial approximation to  be  a s close to -0.4997 for  a  
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converging solution. The most robust, yet least rapid bisection method needs a step size 

of 1X10-8, although there is no necessity for an initial seed.   

 

A combined analytical technique switchable between the two numerical methods 

of Newton-Raphson and bisection is, therefore, suggested. The default execution of the 

iteration can be based on the rapid Newton-Raphson method, which may be shifted to the 

Bisection algorithm for events involving a highly skewed mean. This method 

successfully evaluates λ and, thus, the MEPDs for any given mean value in between (but 

excluding) the limits of l and u. Table 8-1 exemplifies the MEPDs for varying means in 

the range [20, 40]. 

Table 8-1:  MEPDs for Varying Mean in the Range [20,40] 

l m u 
um 

1  
lm 

1  λ MEPD 

20 21 40 1.000 -0.053 0.999 4.85E8 exp(-0.999X) 

20 22 40 0.500 -0.056 0.499 1096 exp(-0.499X) 

20 23 40 0.333 -0.058 0.330 244.9 exp(-0.330X) 

20 24 40 0.250 -0.062 0.240 29.44 exp(-0.240X) 

20 25 40 0.200 -0.067 0.179 6.718 exp(-0.179X) 

20 26 40 0.167 -0.071 0.134 2.077 exp(-0.134X) 

20 27 40 0.143 -0.077 0.095 0.753 exp(-0.095X) 

20 28 40 0.125 -0.083 0.061 0.297 exp(-0.061X) 

20 29 40 0.111 -0.091 0.030 1.22E-01 exp(-0.030X) 

20 30 40 0.100 -0.100 0.000 0.05 

20 31 40 0.090 -0.111 -0.030 1.99E-02 exp(0.030X) 

20 32 40 0.083 -0.125 -0.061 7.42E-03 exp(0.061X) 

20 33 40 0.077 -0.143 -0.095 2.47E-03 exp(0.095X) 

20 34 40 0.071 -0.167 -0.134 6.85E-04 exp(0.134X) 

20 35 40 0.067 -0.200 -0.180 1.40E-04 exp(0.180X) 

20 36 40 0.062 -0.250 -0.240 1.64E-05 exp(0.240X) 

20 37 40 0.059 -0.333 -0.330 6.03E-07 exp(0.330X) 

20 38 40 0.056 -0.500 -0.499 1.04E-09 exp(0.499X) 

20 39 40 0.053 -1.000 -0.999 4.25E-18 exp(-0.999X) 
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The density accumulation under the truncated exponential functions follows the 

movement of the mean (m). In other terms, the distribution is left skewed when m is in 

the first half of the range [l,u] and is right skewed when m in the second half of the range. 

 

The truncated exponential distribution reduces to a uniform distribution, if m is 

located exactly in the middle. The limiting values occur when X= l and X= u with the 

respective probability densities expressed as: 

lxxf )( = 
)exp()exp(

)exp(
lu

u





        (8.32)  

uxxf )( = 
)exp()exp(

)exp(
lu

l





             (8.33)  

The theory developed under Sections 8.2.2, 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 provided the base for 

estimating the MEPDs for the individual datasets (minimum, maximum and mean) 

quoted by each interviewee. The following section describes the amalgamation of the 

individual MEPDs to create final probability distributions for each TWE activity. 

 

8.3 Monte Carlo Sampling with Personal Ability Factor  

8.3.1 Development of Theory for Sampling MEPDs 

Following is a detailed description of sampling process based on the personal 

ability factor (PAF) discussed in Section 7.4. 
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Assume inputs from Expert j with a PAF of αj gives rise to the maximum entropy 

distribution fj(x), a double truncated exponential, whose minimum and the maximum are 

expressed as lj and uj respectively.   









 elsewhere 0, (x)              
  x    in x)exp(N   M(x)              

j

jjjjj

f
ulf

 :  j      (8.34)  

where Mj and Nj are characteristic constants determined from Equations 8.14, 8.15 and 

8.19.   

 

Each of the distributions fj(x) generates its corresponding frequency distribution 

Fj(x) allowing the data from the different experts to be weighted with αj and added 

together. The sampling rate from each distribution, i.e. the amount of data from each 

frequency distribution, is kept proportional to the αj values.  

 

Let f1(x) the maximum entropy distribution built on j=1 in Equation 8.25 and 

defined in the range [l1,u1]: 

Thus, 

f1(x) = M1 exp(N1x)                                                        (8.35)   

where M1 = 
)exp()exp( 1111

1

ul 




                          (8.36) 

and N1 =  - 1   where 1  is a constant.  
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For a given value of x in the range [l1,u1], the corresponding cumulative frequency 

distribution F1(x) can be derived as: 

F1(x)= dxxf
x

l

1

)(1  = dx
x

l

1

)xexp(NM 11    =  )Nexp()xNexp(
N
M

111
1

1 l  (8.37)  

For the purpose of Monte Carlo Simulation, we select a random number, r, 

defined in the range [0,1] with a uniform probability density of unity,  i.e P(r) = 1. Hence:    

1)(
1

0

 drrP            (8.38)  

and the frequency distribution for r: 

F*(r) = rdrrP
r


0

)(                       (8.39)  

Equating the two frequency distributions F*(r) and F1(x) we get: 

r =  )Nexp()Nexp(
N
M

111
1

1 lx    =   
)exp()exp(

)Nexp()Nexp(

1111

111

ul
lx

 


      (8.40)  

Rearranging:           

   )exp()exp()1(ln1
1111

1

urlrx 


           (8.41)  

which is the Monte Carlo sampling equation to generate data from f1(x). 
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When 1  becomes zero, i.e. when f1(x) describes a uniform distribution, Equation 

8.41 reduces to:   

  x  =  r(u1-l1) +l1                                 (8.42) 

8.3.2 Sampling Frequency  

The sampling frequency or the number of times that the random numbers are 

generated is a measure of quality of the resulting distribution, since higher sampling 

frequencies yield better estimates. In an example where l = 3, m = 8 and u = 20, the 

MEPD and the data generating equation found from Equations 8.14 and 8.15 are, 

respectively: 

f(x) = 0.2835 exp(-1.6298x)        (8.43)  

and  

 x  =   )596.32exp()889.4exp()1(ln
6298.1
1

 rr       (8.44)  

The data generating function in Equation 8.44 assists a sensitivity analysis with 

respect to the sampling frequency. Figure 8-3 illustrates the match between the data 

generated from sampling and the real distribution f(x) for sampling frequencies 100, 

1,000, 10,000 and 50,000.  

 

The error of sampling is a function of the sampling frequency. Lazopoulos (2004) 

stated that the error decreases with the square root of the sample size, although larger 

sampling frequencies significantly slow down the computational speed. Thus, a 
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compromise between the desired accuracy and the sampling frequency provides a rapid 

yet plausible recreation of P(x).  

 

   
                        (frequency 100)                (frequency 1000) 

  
          (frequency 10,000)     (frequency 50,000) 

Figure 8-3:  Data Sampling  
 

8.3.2.1 Sampling with the Personal Ability Factor  

The da ta generated f rom an MEPD re presents the c orresponding expert 

respondent‟s interpretation of the activity duration. In deriving the final probability 

distribution, all the sampling data must be weighted in proportion to the personal ability 
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factor (PAF) to give higher weights to those with higher levels of expertise. In this 

context, the individual sampling frequencies may be determined on the basis of the 

weightage of the PAFs. Using a base sampling frequency of 10,000, for example, the 

MEPD resulting from a person with a PAF of 0.9 is sampled at a frequency of 9,000. 

Hence, the weighted data is grouped to construct the total frequency distribution, F(x), 

and the final probability distribution, f(x). 

 

The Department of Meteorology (DoM) activity named “Confirm with CISN” 

discussed in Section 5.2 has been selected to illustrate the total sampling process. The 

three value dataset obtained from each of the six respondents, together with their PAFs, 

are shown in the Table 8-2. Equations 8.14, 8.15 and the six λ values in Table 8-2 

determine the six MEPDs.    

Table 8-2:  The Three Datasets of DoM Officials 

Respondent Min         
(l) 

Mean   
(m) 

Max        
(u) PAF  

 
R1 1 3 5 0.82 0.000 
R2 2 5 10 0.93 0.195 
R3 1 5 15 0.93 0.208 
R4 0 3 5 0.94 -0.246 
R5 2 5 10 0.96 0.195 
R6 5 10 12 0.93 -0.417 

 

The signage of λ determines the MEPDs of R2, R3 and R5 to be left skewed and 

R4 and R6 to be right skewed. Further, R1 describes a uniform MEPD. The sampling 

processes first create frequency distributions that are proportional to the corresponding 

original MEPDs and, thus, retain the original shape. Figure 8-4 shows the histograms 

corresponding to the recreated individual frequency distributions and their summation. 
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The combined frequency distribution (summation) shown in Figure 8-4 leads to the final 

probability distribution, since the latter could be derived from dividing the frequencies by 

the total number of data.  

 

The se lection of  the base sa mpling fr equency as 10,000 re sulted in visually 

pleasing and more precise recreations of MEPDs. However, a frequency of 10,000 is far 

more optimistic relative to  the practical meaning of  the sampling, since  r espondents of 

TWE activity dura tions do not distinctively re cognize such finer splits of their va lue 

range. The limitation of the chi-square (χ2) goodness of fit, as described in Section 3.8.2, 

further stresses the importance of choosing the desirable sampling frequency. Table 8-3 

provides a  summary of  the pros and c ons with re spect to high a nd low sa mpling 

frequencies. 

 

Figure 8-4:  Individual and Combined Histograms  
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Table 8-3:  Implications of Sampling Frequency 
 Positive Repercussions Negative Repercussions 

High 
Frequency 

 Better recreation of MEPDs 

 Generate adequate data for 

goodness of fit tests 

 Lengthy computational time 

 Unreasonable estimate for respondents 

 High volume of data fails χ2 test 

Low 
Frequency 

 Short computational time 

 Reasonable estimate 

 Desirable low volumes of 

data for χ2 test  

 Risk of ill representation of the MEPDs 

sampled 

 χ2 test fails if sampling does not generate 

adequate amount of data 

 

The implications, as indicated in Table 8-3, promote the selection of a low 

frequency sampling, yet warn of the risk of ill sampling of MEPDs. The situation 

demands a trial and error process, in order to choose the minimum frequency that 

effectively recreates the MEPD being sampled.  In this context, the ideal sampling 

frequency was found to be 500 and has been adopted throughout the study.  

 

8.4 Distribution Fitting  

The TWE network is comprised of the activities of seven institutions and the 

general public (in the case of evacuation). The fitting process was carried out for a total 

of 68 activities that correspond to the daytime tsunami scenario. The nighttime scenario 

modified 21 activities (durations), which eventually resulted in a total of 89 distinct 

exercises of distribution fitting.  
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The activity named „activate warning towers‟ under the Disaster Management 

Center (DMC) has been selected to elaborate the complete fitting procedure. Six DMC 

professionals provided the activity duration values. The sampled data from the six 

MEPDs generated a histogram as shown in Figure 8-5. A five-parameter Wakeby 

distribution fits the data with remarkable precision with P-values from the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) and χ2 tests recording 0.99 and 0.92, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 8-5:  Histogram and Fitted Distributions 
 

Table 8.4 describes the level of fit depicted by the three goodness of fit (GOF) 

tests, as discussed in Section 3.8. EasyFit®  displays the computed test statistics against 5 

significance levels, thus the decision of satisfactory fit could be made at a predetermined 

significance level.   
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 Table 8-4:  Three Goodness of Fit Tests 
Wakeby  Distribution 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

Sample Size 
Statistic 
P-Value 
Rank 

498 
0.019 
0.992 
1 

α 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

Critical Value 0.048 0.055 0.061 0.068 0.073 

Reject? No No No No No 

Anderson-Darling Test 

Sample Size 

Statistic 

Rank 

498 

0.204 

1 

α 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

Critical Value 1.375 1.929 2.501 3.289 3.907 

Reject? No No No No No 

Chi-Square Test 

Deg. of freedom 
Statistic 
P-Value 
Rank 

8 
3.121 
0.926 
1 

α 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

Critical Value 11.030 13.362 15.507 18.168 20.09 

Reject? No No No No No 

 

In addition, 62 unique distributions fit the data at different levels of significance.  

EasyFit® naturally adopts the P-value computed from the K-S test and ranks the 

distributions accordingly. Showing a mere coincidence, all three tests have picked up the 

Wakeby distribution as the best fit as shown in Table 8-5.  
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In a more generic situation where the P-values remain relatively low, the ranks of 

the K-S and Anderson Darling (AD) tests tally better, compared with the χ2 rank. 

Theoretical distributions with three or more parameters tend to provide better matches, as 

introduced in Section 3.6.3. 

Table 8-5:  Fitted Theoretical Distributions  

Distribution 
Kolmogorov 

Smirnov 
Anderson 
Darling Chi-Squared 

Statistic Rank Statistic Rank Statistic Rank 

Wakeby 0.019 1 0.204 1 3.121 1 

Log-Logistic (3P) 0.028 2 0.544 2 4.596 3 

Gen. Logistic 0.034 3 0.754 6 5.598 9 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Beta 0.044 13 0.905 10 6.692 12 

Burr (4P) 0.045 14 0.913 11 6.987 13 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Chi-Square 0.528 60 253.94 59 669.51 54 

Reciprocal 0.678 61 457.24 61 1360.2 56 

Error Function 0.688 62 800.22 62 2712.7 57 

 

Simulation of the TWE activity network addressed in Chapter 9 requires activity 

durations expressed in their best fitting theoretic distributions. However, most of the 

commercially available optimization/simulation software packages lack the facility to 

include the full range of distributions of the EasyFit® results.  The leading brands – 

Crystal Ball® and Pertmaster® / Primavera Risk Analysis® – limit the number of built-in 

distributions to 16 and 11, respectively, while the decision support simulation system 
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(DSSS) discussed in Section 9.2.1 limits the number to 6 (Goldman, 2002; Moussa et al., 

2007).  

Given the extensive usage of DSSS, the distribution rankings that resulted from 

the fitting process must be revisited to seek the first available distribution in DSSS. Table 

8-6 illustrates the best fit, closest available distribution, corresponding parameters and the 

effect of this shift in terms of GOF, for the first few activities under the DMC. 

 

Recalling the example in Figure 8-5, the secondary distribution (Beta) tallies with 

the histogram, and the GoF test statistics in Table 8-6 further supports this fact. However, 

a few activities flag concerns over the failure in GoF under 95% of significance. A 

review of the 89 fitting exercises in the TWE network reveals that the adoption of 

secondary distributions is justifiable to a great extent. The distribution parameters and 

GoF test statistics for all the activities in the TWE network are listed in Appendix G.  

Table 8-6:  Best Fit with Available Distributions in DSSS 

 
*  fails at 95% significance (α = 0.05) 

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S    
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

DMC responds to Wakeby Beta a1=1.1147  a2=2.48 0.016 0.421 0.919 0.016 0.421 0.919

 incoming info a=-0.00144  b=16.058
Validate with source Log Logistic Beta a1=3.4268  a2=2.3310E+6 0.062 0.406 1.161 0.001* 0.048 1.863

a=-0.30588  b=3.5449E+6
Inform DDMCUs Burr (4P) Beta a1=7.2401  a2=6.8269E+6 0.027 0.344 1.131 0.000* 0.028* 2.689*

a=-0.35656  b=6.3636E+6
Inform Police HQ Dagum Normal s=1.9382  m=3.2176 0.373 0.148 0.899 0.000* 0.075 3.941*

Inform Media Wakeby Beta a1=2.0677  a2=5.969 0.027 0.434 1.119 0.000* 0.030* 2.593*
a=0.2131  b=23.733

Inform DS Wakeby Beta a1=0.94732  a2=1.2752 0.256 0.802 0.592 0.089 0.482 0.847

a=2.007  b=15.096
Activate warning towers Wakeby Beta a1=4.6234  a2=34.089 0.980 0.992 0.204 0.385 0.280 0.905

a=-0.43979  b=18.878

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics

Activity
Distribution

Best Fit Available. Distrib.Parameters of the 
Available Distribution
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8.5 Conclusions 

This chapter describes a novel methodology developed for creating probability 

distributions out of scanty data using the maximum entropy principles. In particular, this 

chapter connects the interviewed data and network simulation together. The MEPD 

approach is introduced as a challenge to the widely used traditional approach of assuming 

triangular or similar distributions from field data. The research shows a successful 

application of this method and proves its viability for future research work.  
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Chapter Nine: Simulation 

 

9.1 Chapter Brief 

The chapter depicts the results obtained from the network simulation process. In 

particular, the following points are addressed in detail: 

1. Tsunami scenarios based on the sources of the Sunda and Makran zones. 

2. Daytime and nighttime tsunamis from both sources above. 

3. Verification of the results with observations from the mock drills and false 

warnings. 

4. Uncertainty modelling: failures of the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center 

(PTWC), Department of Meteorology (DoM), Disaster Management Center 

(DMC), District Disaster Management Coordinating Units (DDMCU) and the 

police. 

The chapter concludes with a brief account of the simulation constraints 

encountered and their overall effect on the core results. 

 

9.2 Background on Scheduling and Simulation  

9.2.1 Introduction to Simulation  

Simulation is a concept of theoretical observation of any quantifiable real-world 

scenario (Hammersley, 1964). The observational platform created by the simulation 

provides a clear understanding of the process modelled; hence, the simulation stands as a 

good tangible performance assessment tool.  
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Special purpose simulation (SPS) as defined by AbouRizk and Hajjar (1999), is a 

domain-specific software tool that utilizes modelling elements to build and simulate 

particular project/process scenarios. There are several simulation platforms and 

Simphony is a Microsoft Windows based computer system which could be used to build 

successful SPS tools that support graphical, hierarchical, modular and integrated 

modelling (AbouRizk & Hajjar, 1999; Ruwanpura & AbouRizk, 2001; Choy & 

Ruwanpura, 2006; Ruwanpura & Ariaratnam, 2007).  

 

The major advantage of SPS tools over the classic Program Evaluation and 

Review Technique (PERT) with a critical path method (CPM), relies on the SPS tool‟s 

ability to account for the uncertainties (Moussa et al., 2007). The Monte Carlo simulation 

utilized in SPS tools helps to analyze stochastic activity networks. The simulation further 

results in a number for the criticality index, which is the probability that an activity will 

become critical. In this context, Moussa et al. (2007) developed a simulation-based 

schedule networking tool called the Decision Support Simulation System (DSSS) using 

Simphony.  

 

The DSSS template provides an ideal environment to model the tsunami warning 

and evacuation (TWE) networks. The networks can be reconstructed in the modelling 

platform, illustrating the interrelationships of the activities as shown in Appendix J. The 

linkage can be either, finish to start (FS), finish to finish (FF), start to start (SS) or start to 

finish (SF). The finish to start (FS) type is the most common form of activity connection, 
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which depicts the start of the successor activity once the predecessor activity is 

completed. Further, a lag or lead time can be introduced if necessary. 

 

The DSSS template allows for five distinct probability distributions, namely 

uniform, triangular, normal, beta and exponential, for defining the activity durations. This 

is in addition to DSSS‟s basic facility for deterministic expressions (constant durations). 

In the case of complex networks with a large number of activities, a set of local networks 

can be defined by categorizing the activities under a few selected main activities. These 

sub-networks are placed in child windows of the main activities; thus the main modelling 

window remains less complicated. 

 

In a network, many activities can be linked to a single successor activity raising 

the question of a priority among the preceding activities. The DSSS facilitates the „AND‟ 

and „OR‟ type of relationships. In a situation where the realization of all preceding 

activities are required for a succeeding activity to be realized, an „AND‟ relationship is 

used.  The „OR‟ type only needs realization of any of the predecessors. For example, a 

local tsunami warning authority requires all its recognized formal sources e.g. PTWC, to 

provide information prior issuing the bulletin, staging an „AND‟ type linkage. The „OR‟ 

type is observed when the public receives the tsunami evacuation order from various 

sources allowing people to respond to the quickest source. Figure 9-1 further explains the 

two relationship types. 
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Figure 9-1:  ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ Relationship Types 

 

DSSS is capable of evaluating a user specific portion of the network via a special 

modelling element, termed „hammocks‟ (Moussa et al., 2007). This element may be 

introduced connecting the two points of the network between which the summary of total 

activity duration is required. Hammocks help to troubleshoot large networks and validate 

the model with observational data obtained in defined intervals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9-2:  Example of a Hammock 

 

Figure 9-2 illustrates a hammock placement in the total TWE network to obtain 

the total time spent on the warning and evacuation process in Sri Lanka.  
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9.3 Simulation of Tsunami Warning and Evacuation (TWE) Networks   

9.3.1 Modelling Scope 

The subject of interest in the simulation process is the assessment of the total time 

required to complete the evacuation. The commencement of evacuation must follow a 

firm and confirmed warning signal originating from DoM. In this context, the prior 

bulletins of DoM (watches and advisories), although they alert and prepare the public, do 

not initiate the evacuation. Hence, the TWE model is constructed to address the 

secondary stage, where the evacuation order is in effect. In other terms, the TWE network 

models the quickest dissemination of the evacuation warning and not the quickest initial 

bulletins.  

 

9.3.2 Basis of Simulation 

The TWE network developed under 5.9 can be reconstructed under the DSSS 

modelling window (Ruwanpura et al., 2009; Wickramaratne et al., 2009a). The two 

relationships – „AND‟ and „OR‟ – have been carefully utilized in connecting the relevant 

activities together. The model assumes the „AND‟ type connection by default and is the 

most common connector. The exception is the „OR‟ type in which the information flow 

promotes the quickest link. The summary of instances where „OR‟ links are employed 

and the cause are presented in Table 9-1. The simulation of the TWE network results in a 

minimum, maximum and mean duration for a successful completion of the total TWE 

process, together with the data and the graphical representation of probability and 

cumulative density functions (PDFs and CDFs).  
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9.3.3 Modelling Scenarios 

The network presumes a tsunami situation with the source as the Sunda trench 

and the interviewees/responders of warning authorities in Sri Lanka quoted the duration 

data accordingly. In addition, the general public provided evacuation durations for the 

daytime unless otherwise specified. In this context, it is vital to contemplate the 

ramifications of other scenarios that may be encountered including:  

1. Nighttime tsunamis, 

2. Tsunamis from the Makran fault (day and night), and 

3. Failure of key elements (PTWC, DoM, DMC, DDMCU, police, media). 

Table 9-1:  Summary of OR Relationships 
Activities Linked with OR Relationship 

Predecessors Successor 

Local Seismic Probe 

Global Seismic Network  (Internet) 

Geological Survey and Mines Bureau 

(GSMB) 

Tsunami Buoy (GTS) 

Tide Gauge (GTS) 

Pacific Tsunami Warning Center 

(PTWC) 

PTWC 

JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency) 

World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO) and Global 

Telecommunication System (GTS) 

Inform Immediate Response Teams - Divisional Sec. 

Inform Immediate Response Teams - DDMCU 

Immediate Response Teams (IRTs) 

Media Informs Public 

Police Informs Public 

Immediate Response Teams Inform Public 

Public Informs Public 

Media Informs Public 

Police Informs Public 

Immediate Response Teams Inform Public 

People React to Warning 
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Every scenario is modelled and simulated for  3000 iterations. Wickramaratne et 

al. (2009 a) first portrayed a  pr eliminary v ersion of  the failure assessment for  a  TW E 

network for  S ri Lanka. The  TW E network ha s subsequently be en modi fied to 

accommodate new developments; and, more failure scenarios, as identified above, have 

been modelled. Detailed e xplanations of the  sc enarios, their differences in input 

parameters and the probable effects are discussed in Sections 9.4 and 9.5. 

 

9.4 Analyses, Verification and Interpretation of Simulation Results  

9.4.1 Tsunamis Originating from the Sunda Trench 

9.4.1.1 Cumulative Density Function (CDF) Curves for Daytime Tsunamis 

The main graphical interpretation of the simulation – the CDF curve – illustrates a 

number of crucial aspects related to warning and evacuation. Figure 9-3 shows the CDF 

curve for evacuation under a typical daytime, East coast (Sunda) tsunami. 

 

Figure 9-3:  CDF Graph for Tsunami Warning and Evacuation (TWE) 
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In general, the duration of the total TWE process ranges from 88 to 163 minutes, 

with the 50% probability level recording 127 minutes. The corresponding probability 

distribution developed from CDF graph as shown in Appendix K reveals that the 

probability density, in fact follows the Normal distribution with a mean (μ) and a 

standard deviation (σ) of 127.9 and 12.4 minutes respectively. Since the limits μ+σ and 

μ+2σ cover approximately 84% and 98% of the area under the Normal curve, the two 

limits have been set as the measuring criteria for evaluating the simulation results 

(Abramowitz & Stegun, 1972). In this context, the total TWE process could be completed 

in less than 140 and 153 minutes with a probability of 84% and 98% respectively.  

 

A close inspection of the developed TWE network and the PDFs of the activities 

reveal that many critical activities are, in fact, left skewed. The scenario is apparent in 

institutional levels, especially professionals preferring to reserve an allowance for 

extremely rare events that may seriously delay the activities for which they are providing 

the duration values.  

 

Information on the successful completion of the different stages of the total 

process is equally important in judging the performance of the stakeholders involved.  

The CDF curves can be extracted from hammocks that are strategically placed joining the 

crucial stages. The following points are brief descriptions of information derived from 

hammock placements: 
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1. Quickest and latest information for DoM (international process), 

2. Duration of national warning process (NWP), and 

3. Duration of national evacuation process. 

 

The CDF curves extracted to obtain the above information are shown in Figure 

9-4. DoM receives the quickest, potential tsunam i information only after 41 minutes of 

the earthquake, and the 84% probability limit yields 84 minutes for the earliest star t. A 

significant portion of this time is spent in the retrieval of the first tsunami signal from tide 

gauges or buoys. The national warning process (NWP) and the evacuation process record 

early completion times of 91 and 106 minutes and late completion times of 116 and 152 

minutes, respectively. 

 

Figure 9-4:  CDF Curves for Different Stages of TWE  
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 The earliest possible evacuation, however, occurs when the completion of the 

NWP is 80%. This indirectly demonstrates people‟s vigilance and preparedness, 

especially having received DoM‟s first bulletin prior the evacuation order. Nonetheless, 

the possibility of extracting time durations for critical activities proves the versatility of 

the simulation. The early, late, and the time for the 84% and 98% probability of 

completion of the processes are tabulated in Table 9-2. 

Table 9-2:  Time Durations of Processes 
Process Early 

Finish 

Late 

Finish 

84% Prob. of 

Completion 

98% Prob. of 

Completion 

International warning process 41 104 84 90 

National warning process 91 116 106 112 

Evacuation 106 152 134 140 

Total warning and evacuation 85 171 140 153 

 

9.4.1.2 Verification with Field Observations 

Theoretic simulations always face skepticism, due to the difficulty in validation. 

The situation worsens for modelling of rare processes, such as tsunamis, where real 

practical data are hard to retrieve, owing to many technical and socio-political reasons. In 

this context, the documented records of tsunami false warnings and drills appear as 

invaluable sources for verification. Sri Lanka experienced two major false warnings in 

2005 and 2007. Among the drills conducted by DMC in the period of 2004-2009, three 

evacuation records are available (Wickramaratne et al., 2009b). The data extracted from 

the time lines described in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 are presented in Table 9-3 below. 
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Table 9-3:  False Warnings and Drills in Sri Lanka 
Event 
No. 

Category Date Timea Venue Intl Infob  
(min) 

NWPc          
(min) 

Evacuationd   
(min) 

1e False 

Warning 

03/28/2005 23:00 Weligama 20    30  50       

2e False 

Warning 

09/12/2007 18:30 Hambantota & 

Midigama 

80 10 35-40 

3 Drill 10/14/2009 06:55 Godawaya 

(Hambantota) 

15 15 35 

4 Drill 09/10/2006 ~9:00 Mawella 

(Tangalle) 

  25-35 

5 Drill 06/25/2006  Kudawella      

(Tangalle) 

  30 

Notes:  a- Time when the public were informed 
b- Time taken by the international warning authorities to inform Sri Lanka 
c- Time taken by the national warning process to alert public 
d- Duration of the evacuation 
e- Based on field studies 
 

The protocols of DoM and the level of preparedness for false warning in 2005 are 

significantly different from the succeeding event in 2007. In the 2005 case, the confirmed 

earthquake of magnitude 8.7 drove DoM to issue an evacuation order without waiting for 

tsunami wave data from tide gauges or buoys. However, the lessons learned from this 

unnecessary evacuation forced DoM to wait for first oceanic information in subsequent 

events, which has now become a standard practice in DoM. Thus, only the evacuation 

time (50 minutes) in the 2005 event is selected for the verification of the simulation 

results.   

 

DoM followed the new rule in the 2007 event, where 95 minutes were spent 

waiting for the first positive tide gauge signal, before issuing the evacuation order. Upon 
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a reasonable expectation that DoM would adhere to the same rule in future tsunami 

events, all the data attached to the 2007 case is permitted for the validation. 

 

Tsunami drills provide a good practical window to observe evacuations. The three 

records listed in the Table 9-3 indicate a nominal duration for evacuation in Hambantota 

and Matara. An insight of the events is always necessary to grasp the real picture and to 

understand the anomalies. For instance, DoM issued evacuation orders in 2009 (not listed 

above) without making an allowance for the time lag in retrieving tide gauge or buoy 

information. Further, it can be argued that the pre-informed nature of the drills adds 

impurities to the durations. However, the observed evacuations in both categories – false 

warnings and drills – report comparable time ranges. Hence, the records from the three 

drills are used for the validation. 

 

The CDF curves shown in Figure 9-4 with the X axes being „time from the 

earthquake‟ can also be rearranged to depict only the individual durations, as presented in 

Figure 9-5. The duration of each process is readily readable from the X axis. The 

observed data are suitably overlapped to illustrate the comparison. 

 

Good agreement between the observed data and the simulation results is evident 

from Figure 9-5. Almost all the data points corresponding to the events (1-5) discussed in 

Table 9-3 could be arranged on the relevant CDF curves. The national warning process 

and evacuation recorded higher durations in event 1, which occurred in 2005. The 
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premature na ture of  the  TWE processes in 2005 unde rstandably l agged be hind in 

performance, compared to the current context. 

 

Figure 9-5:  Verification with Field Observations 
 

The subsequent events caught up to the progress and stayed comparable with the 

simulation output. The  f alse warning in 2007 (e vent 2) pr oceeded throu gh DoM, only 

after the confirmed tide g auge si gnal from Padang. The  de tection, tra nsmission a nd 

PTWC communication altogether took 80 minutes; hence, the outlier on the International 

Information curve for event 2 is explainable. G iven the incr eased facilities in tsunami 

detection, the waiting time for a confirmed oceanic signal is reduced at present.  

 

The C DF curves could be of  use to further explain the available p rovision for 

public safety. The tsunami arrival time for Sri Lanka provides a practical cut-off limit for 

the TWE process duration. Papadopoulos (2006) published the arrival times of the 2004 

tsunami wa ves on the  b eaches of Sri L anka. Appendix A shows a  map of  S ri Lanka 
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indicating the tsunami affected towns. The first wave entered the country at 8:50 am local 

time near Batticaloa. The wave since then had undergone a diffraction process wrapping 

itself around the southern and northe rn coastal belts. The f irst tsunami wa ve r eached 

Matara prior to Hambantota, owing to the complications of local bathymetries. However, 

all three districts faced the first wave within a maximum of 10 minutes apart. Figure 9-6 

shows the a rrival ti mes plotted on the CDF curve that c orresponds to the total TWE 

process.  

 

Figure 9-6:  CDF Curve and Arrival Times of the 2004 Tsunami 

 

The evacuation ne twork uti lizes the duration va lues obtained f rom Midigma (in 

Matara district); thus, the rightful comparison of simulation results should be made with 

the arrival ti me in the same district. Given a  si milar e vent as in 2004, the CDF c urve 

shows that the probability of evacuation completion will  remain in 73% in Matara. The 
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evacuation pattern, geography and other resources, however, bear similarities between 

Galle, Matara and Hambantota districts, permitting an indirect comparison. Therefore, the 

remaining duo of Galle and Hambantota may claim 91 and 82 percentages of success in 

the TWE process. 

 

An entirely different scenario is observed in Batticaloa district, which is known 

for its long stretches of low lying areas. Residents may require travel of more than 2km 

inland to reach a tsunami safe location. However, many practical difficulties including 

restricted access to the area and language issues arose in obtaining evacuation data in 

Batticaloa district in 2008. Provided such data is utilized in the simulation, the CDF curve 

is expected to shift further rightward in the time axis, indicating a longer time for the 

process completion. The probability for a successful evacuation remains around 10%, 

even under the current context. Consequently, a repetition of the unprecedented 2004 

tsunami will still be as disasterous in Batticaloa and other eastern regions. 

 

9.4.1.3 Verification with Pertmaster® / Primavera Risk Analysis® Software 

The Primavera Risk Analysis® (PRA) module is designed to facilitate project 

portfolio management by Oracle Corporation (Oracle, 2009). The PRA module replaces 

the earlier versions of Pertmaster®, yet continues to provide the same functionality with 

added features. The objective of selecting PRA was the validation of the Simphony 

results through a more reputed and industry standard software package. 

Key features of PRA include:  
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1. User friendly and customizable graphical interface; 

2. Switchable views between a Gantt Chart and PERT; 

3. Runs risk analysis with Monte Carlo method and interprets the results in a 

distribution graph, tornado plot and a scatter plot; and 

4. Criticality reports. 

The TWE network can similarly be constructed on the PRA module window with 

the relevant activity relationships and durations. The two resulting graphical 

interpretations of the model, the Gantt chart and the precedence diagram are listed in 

Appendix H and I respectively. Monte Carlo iterations, preferably 3,000 times, create a 

probability distribution and corresponding cumulative density curve as shown in Figure 

9-7. Note that the X axis represents the time since the earthquake, and the left and right Y 

axes denote the probability and the cumulative probability respectively. 

 

Figure 9-7:  Probability Distribution and Cumulative Density Curve from PRA 
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The cumulative density curve tempts a comparison to be made between the two 

simulation softwares: PRA and Simphony. Sticking at the 84% probability limit, the two 

methods yielded remarkably close 143 and 140 minutes for the total duration of the TWE 

process, respectively. In addition, the time durations of the major sub-networks in the 

TWE process recorded similar agreement, as shown in Table 9-4. The respective 

criticality indices, which show the percentage quantification of a particular activity being 

on the critical path, also describe a plausible match. The differences in the number of 

available distributions and the choices of initial seeds in the Monte Carlo technique 

explain the slight deviations apparent in the two simulation results. 

Table 9-4:  Comparison of PRA and Simphony 

Activity 
84%  Probability Limit Total Duration 

PRA Simphony PRA Simphony 

GSMB 57.5 58.5 27.5-76.7 29.6-97.3 

PTWC 15.3 12.5 6.6-21.8 4.5-19.5 

NARA 22.0 19.3 10.2-26.7 8.5-28.6 

DoM 17.3 17.4 9.3-22.6 9.9-23.8 

DMC 19.8 19.3 4.7-35.3 3.5-37.4 

Police 34.9 33.4 9.5-56.3 7.1-49.1 

Media 20.5 18.2 4.2-32.7 1.5-29.7 

Evacuation 32.0 32.8 10.0-47.3 3.7-49.0 

Total TWE 136.3 134.0 83.9-176.5 88.0-163.0 

 

The PRA module was primarily developed to manage projects that extend to 

weeks, months and even years and, thus, defines the activity durations accordingly. The 
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TWE process, however, constitute activities described in minutes; hence, all duration 

values need to be scaled up to match the PRA requisite. Further, the iteration frequency 

must be chosen depending on the number of activities and the types of distributions 

attached. An iteration frequency of 3,000 was required to fully recreate the distributions 

in the TWE network.  

 

In general, the PRA module provided an effective and independent numerical 

proof of the Simphony results. This verification guarantees that the activity relationships 

and durations of the TWE network have been accurately redrawn and the Monte Carlo 

algorithm has properly been performed in Simphony.  

 

9.4.1.4 Nighttime Tsunamis  

Given the fact that the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004 struck in the daytime, the 

preparations and planning tend to be developed for presumed daytime tsunamis. This was 

evident from the interviews with the professionals attached to national warning 

authorities.  The public, in turn, fail to plan for tsunamis that could occur in the nighttime. 

Although the international warning processes, from the detection of earthquake to 

alerting DoM, is time independent, the local TWE activities may be hindered or delayed 

at night. Table 9-5 lists the activities whose durations vary depending on the time of the 

day they are initiated. 

 

The definition for “nighttime” can differ among the three categories shown in the 

Table 9-5. Although the early warning centre of DMC operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
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week (24/7), the district and divisional secretaries and other indirect stakeholders (IRTs) 

are usually reachable in office hours only. DMC has to rely on unenforceable 

communication means, such as private cellular phones. Fortunately, more potent 

downlinks to the public are available to compromise the likely delay, e.g. the police.   

Table 9-5:  Activities Affected by Nighttime Tsunamis 
DMC Media Evacuation 

Inform IRTs by DDMCUs Validate the Severity Public Informs Public 

Inform District Secretaries Call Essential Crew to 

Work 

People React to Warning 

Inform Divisional Secretaries Crew Reports to Work Inform Family Members 

Inform IRTs by Div. Sec.   Crosscheck with Media  

Inform Public via IRTs   Decide to Evacuate  

Inform Public via Prioritized 

Places 

  Collect Personal Belongings 

Inform Public via Local Sirens   Coordinate with Neighbours 

   Receives Guidance  

   Find Suitable Transport 

   Move to Safe Location 

 

Electronic media institutions generally function until midnight, although a few 

radio channels provide 24 hour service. Every media institution interviewed claimed to 

possess emergency procedures for nighttime operation. The general public is also 

assumed to miss the warning information after 12 pm. Thus, the common definition for 

„nighttime‟ has been selected as from midnight to 7:00 a.m. 
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Contrary to general opinion, few int erviewees indicated fa vourable conditions 

arising to reach all the TV communities for a warning issued around 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 

The interviewees even p referred thi s condition to normal office hours, where man y are 

unable to keep in touch with current affairs. Nonetheless, this preliminary study focuses 

more on th e complications likely to be encountered in a tsunami striking after midnight, 

when the warning processes and public are more vulnerable. 

 

The TW E network c an be  suit ably a ltered to accommodate the new duration 

values presented in Appendix G, for the affected activities. Simulation of this nighttime 

network depicts interesting results, as shown in Figure 9-8. 

 

Figure 9-8:  Differences between Daytime and Nighttime Evacuation 

 

The two sc enarios of  da ytime a nd ni ghttime tsunami s have be en plot ted in the 

same graph for e asy c omparison. The C DF curve int erprets the anticipated de lay in  
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nighttime warning and evacuation. The minimum and the maximum delays with respect 

to a daytime tsunami record 21 and 27 minutes at 0% and 98% probability levels 

respectively. The usual 84% of probability for the completion of the total process 

distinguishes the two events as 24 minutes apart. This apparent delay in the evacuation 

could be critical, and the arrival times marked on the CDF curve clearly portray the 

country‟s vulnerability to nighttime tsunamis. The capital of Southern Province, Galle 

town would only yield a 36% probability of a successful evacuation at night. 

 

9.4.2 West Coast Tsunamis 

9.4.2.1 Introduction and Implications 

Tsunamis generated from the Makran fault can be a major source for tsunamis on 

the west coast of Sri Lanka. The island is unprepared for a probable west coast tsunami in 

many facets. The unfamiliar nature of the event may confuse local warning institutions 

and other stakeholders. Tsunami waves may reach at least five tide gauges before 

reaching Sri Lanka. Although two Indian buoys are in service in the region, it is unclear 

how Indian authorities will allow Sri Lanka and other interested parties to access the data. 

The format of any anticipated bulletin from India is yet to be verified.  

 

In addition, people on the upper west coast (north of Colombo) have developed a 

false sense of confidence, since they were not affected by the 2004 tsunami. Hence, the 

evacuation of the west coast, including the highly populated national capital of Colombo, 

is expected to take a lengthy period of time, including the time required to manoeuvre 

traffic and remove unconvinced people. The only silver lining in the dark story is the 
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ample time available for a warning. A tsunami generated from the Makran fault may take 

up to 4.5 hours to reach Colombo.   

 

9.4.2.2 Parameters for Network Simulation  

Few activity durations in the TWE network, which was originally developed 

presuming east coast tsunamis, need to be altered to model a Makran tsunami. However, 

the network structure and activity relationships remain intact. The following paragraph 

briefly describes the changes adopted. 

 Global Tide Gauges 

Section 4.3.2.3 discussed that the detection and transmission time of a Makran 

tsunami by tide gauges is uniformly distributed between 45 and 145 minutes. 

 Tsunami Buoys  

It is doubtful that tsunami buoy information in the Arabian Sea will reach PTWC, 

JMA and Sri Lanka on time and, hence, have been omitted from the network.  

 Local Tide Gauges 

The tide gauge near Colombo may record the tsunami wave at 270 minutes after 

the earthquake. Given the possibility that this information may save at least few lives on 

the east coast of Sri Lanka, the network is permitted to use the local tide gauge data. 

 Local Seismic Probe  

The seismic probe in Pallekele, Sri Lanka, is in a good orientation to detect the 

seismic wave from the Makran region. The P-wave with a typical speed of 1.5-8 km/s 
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needs to tra vel 2,700 km to re ach the seismic probe; thus, the detection time is set a s 

uniformly distributed between 5.6 to 30 minutes. 

 

9.4.2.3 Simulation for Daytime Tsunamis 

The activity relationships and durations discussed under Section 9.4.2.2 could be 

used to modify the TWE network that was originally developed for Sunda tsunamis. The 

simulation yields a CDF curve, as shown in Figure 9-9. For a tsunami originating from 

the Makr an fault, t he u sual 84% and 98%  probability c riterion reveals that the total 

completion of  the TWE process requires 172 and 210  minutes respectively. From a  

brighter perspective, Sri Lanka has a longer preparation time for west coast tsunamis, and 

that the effect of the delay in the TWE process is eventually nullified.  

 

Figure 9-9:  CDF Graph for TWE: Daytime Tsunami from the Makran Fault 
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  The a rrival ti me in Colombo of  a t least 4.25 hours  shows a  100%  l evel of 

completion. However, a more detailed evacuation study is need in the highly populated 

country capital, prior making any firm conclusion. 

 

9.4.2.4 Simulation of Night Time Tsunamis 

The status quo of  the TWE in Sri Lanka doe s not anticipate a  tsunami  fr om a 

source other  than the S unda tre nch, let a lone the possi bility of  h aving one fr om the 

Makran region at night. This apparent „certainty‟ has been c reated pur ely by no  pa st 

experiences of Makran tsunamis, not because of the a mple time a vailable for  TWE 

activities. Nighttime tsunamis, irrespective of the source origin, incur delays, as evident 

in Figure 9-10. This delay varies from 21 to 25 minutes, in a comparison made with a 

daytime tsunami from the Makran fault.  

 

Figure 9-10:  CDF Graph for TWE: Nighttime Tsunami from the Makran Fault 
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9.4.3 Summary of Simulation  

Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 provide useful information for decision makers and any 

interested stakeholder to grasp a comprehensive understanding on the implications of the 

TWE process under four scenarios: daytime and nighttime tsunamis originating from 

Sunda and Makran sources. The discussion provides numbers for the minimum and the 

maximum delays with respect to the daytime tsunamis. In addition, two probability 

limits: 84% and 98%, also stand as plausible criteria to assess the TWE durations, as 

shown in Figure 9-11.  

Min. 
Delay 

DT NT 
 Max. 

Delay 
DT NT 

 

S 0 21 
 

S 0 27 
 

M 0 21 
 

M 0 25 
 

(a)  (a) Minimum and maximum delays in minutes 

       

84% DT NT 
 

98% DT NT 
 

S 140 164 
 

S 153 180 
 

M 172 195 
 

M 210 226 
 

(b)  Durations of the TWE process in minutes 

S - Tsunamis from Sunda Trench             DT- Daytime 
M- Tsunamis from Makran Fault              NT- Nighttime 

 
Figure 9-11:  Summary of Simulation 
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9.5 Uncertainty Modeling 

The TWE network is susceptible to failures under many unforeseen scenarios. 

This section describes the failures of key elements in the network and the respective 

consequences for completion in the evacuation. 

 

9.5.1 Failure of PTWC 

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) provides Sri Lanka with interim 

advisories, until a proper Indian Ocean warning system is developed. DoM relies heavily 

on PTWC information, including tsunami bulletins, faxes and emails. Considering the 

prominent role it plays, failure by PTWC may create a huge vacuum in the warning 

process. PTWC has transferred responsibilities to the West Coast and Alaska Tsunami 

Warning Center (WCATWC) in Alaska to assume the service in an unlikely event of 

system failure.  

 

Since PTWC‟s prime focus is on the Pacific Ocean, it is unclear to what extent the 

WCATWC supports PTWC‟s Indian Ocean clientele. On the assumption that WCATWC 

contacts the Indian Ocean countries, delays can be anticipated in providing the required 

information. On the other hand, DoM and DMC are not adequately educated to 

communicate and receive tsunami information from WCATWC. The failure modelling in 

this context avoids the provision of an allowance for WCATWC. Sri Lanka will solely 

rely on JMA advisories, despite JMA‟s known delay compared to PTWC. Further, JMA 

bulletins do not provide tsunami arrival times, which, in turn, forces DoM to spend more 

time on the arrival time estimation. The suggested delay is 5-10 minutes. 
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A new ne twork can be developed accommodating the discuss ed variations. The 

simulation results of this network expose the impact of PTWC on the TWE process in Sri 

Lanka. Figure 9-12 illustrates the delay of  P TWC fa ilure a nd norma l functioning of  

PTWC. 

 

Figure 9-12:  Effect of PTWC on the Warning and Evacuation Process 

 

The mi nimum and the maximum de lays of 4 a nd 9 mi nutes from the pr ime 

condition occur a t 0% and 94% probability levels respectively. The 84% probability of  

completion of  the total process indicates an 8 -minute delay. JMA‟s backup role has 

successfully filled the void created by PTWC. The warning system still seems adequate 

to alert the public for a tsunami similar to the 2004 event. This is evident from the points 

plotted on the CDF c urve de picting the arrival times of the 2004 tsuna mi in  the four 
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towns. For a selected town, e.g. Matara, the confidence in the evacuation completion 

remains 55%, although there is a drop of 20% compared with the original scenario.  

 

9.5.2 Failure of DoM 

DoM‟s function is undoubtedly the lifeline of Sri Lankan tsunami warning 

process. The failure of DoM can seriously hinder the international information reaching 

the country and may leave DMC and other information seekers in a lurch. However, 

comparable to PTWC, DoM transfers the responsibilities to an alternate base in 

Katunayaka (35 km north of Colombo) in an event of a mayday. The base is connected to 

the AFTN (Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network), a dedicated channel for the 

exchange of aircraft operations and meteorological data at airports.  

 

Maintaining further similarities with PTWC failure, this alternative authority is 

not adequately trained either to receive the global information or to disseminate it to the 

local stakeholders in a timely manner.  PTWC‟s faxes and emails will have to be diverted 

to the new acting source from DoM, since international warning centres are not provided 

with the new contact information. No facility will exist to receive GTS or California 

Integrated Seismic Network (CISN) alerts, except RANET (Radio and Internet for the 

Communication of Hydro-meteorological and Climate Related Information) text 

messages.   

 

The AFTN network has never focused on the dissemination of tsunami 

information; therefore, such information needs to be fed to the network from a third party 
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that is most probably unskilled to perform the task. In addition, DoM has not shared the 

templates of appropriate warning bulletins with the new base; thus, a major delay in 

issuing the evacuation order is anticipated.  

 

The situation demands DMC to establish direct communications with PTWC and 

JMA. Failure of DoM will create panic and, consequently, a delay within DMC, in terms 

of information management. The shock wave propagates to the lower levels of the 

national warning process, such as the police and media institutions, which will be 

required to contact the relatively unfamiliar DMC, instead of DoM.  

 

No information is available to numerically describe the extended activity 

durations; and, DoM officials would not comment on the delays for obvious reasons. 

Thus, a careful breakdown of the above scenarios is necessary to derive meaningful and 

reasonable estimates. The communication delay between the base and PTWC or JMA is 

expected not to exceed 10-15 minutes. Upon the RANET alert, the base can find the 

contact information from the Internet and build the communicational ties. The 

preparation of suitable bulletins for DMC and other stakeholders may take a while, 

although the effect will be likely to felt in only the first bulletin. The panic in DMC, 

however, may cause a delay of up to 15-25 minutes, primarily in finding the new warning 

source, establishing links and getting the international information verified.   
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The wa rning n etwork can be  a ltered to accommodate the failure of  DoM. The 

simulated network indicates a delay in the evacuation activities for as much as 57 minutes 

for a n e xpected 84% of  pr ocess completion, as shown in Figure 9-13. In a ddition, the 

minimum and maximum delays of 27 and 109 minutes occur at 0% and 100% probability 

levels respectively. 

 

Figure 9-13:  Effect of Failure of DoM in the Warning and Evacuation Process 
 

Unlike PTWC, the failure of  thi s key loc al institution takes a heavy tol l on the  

national TWE process. This is unsurprising to an extent given the level of unpreparedness 

observed in  the system for  an unp recedented mishap. Ove rlaying of  t he 2004 event 

suggests that the  pr obability o f evacuation suc cess is just unde r 5% in Galle and even 

worse in the rest of the towns.  
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9.5.3 Failure of DMC 

DMC‟s failure will impose a substantial impact to the warning dissemination. The 

effect will be mostly felt by the district units (DDMCUs) that directly depend on DMC. 

The DD MCUs under the new scenario, are fo rced to receive information fr om DoM. 

Fortunately, all the DD MCUs are provided with the R ANET re ceivers, from which 

certain international information (PTWC‟s warning duplicate) can be obtained bypassing 

both DoM and DMC. Permission for e vacuation, howe ver, still ne eds to be obtaine d 

through DoM. Hence, the delay in the warning process is determined to be in the range of 

15-25 mi nutes. The c entral control system of the warning towe rs that a re statio ned a t 

DMC is assumed to be out of order. However, no significant delay in the evacuation is 

presumed in the absence of  such towers, as the dist rict units together with the police 

conduct the evacuation. Figure 9-14 illustrates the effect of DMC‟s failure.  

 

Figure 9-14:  Effect of Failure of DMC 
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The minimum and maximum delays of 7 and 9 minutes from the prime condition 

occur at 0% and 100% probability levels respectively. The failures of PTWC and DMC 

have similarities, in terms of the delay under the 84% probability of completion, each 

recording 8 minutes. However, slight changes are observed for the evacuation 

probabilities in the four towns considered. Nonetheless, the collapse of DMC is 

insignificant compared to that of DoM.  

 

9.5.4 Failure of DDMCU 

The effect of District Disaster Management Centre Units (DDMCUs) is 

thoroughly felt in the evacuations. The absence of a DDMCU will leave the pre-identified 

prioritized place and immediate response teams (IRTs) uninformed. Further, the 

DDMCU‟s prominent role in activating the local sirens in the harbours, temples and 

informing the public with mobile mounted sirens will be denied. The local police stations 

with the information received from the police headquarters will need to shoulder the 

evacuation process, which is otherwise shared between the police and DDMCU. 

 

The critical channels affected are the DDMCU‟s direct involvement in evacuation 

guidance and coordination with the police. The combined effect of the subsequent for the 

evacuation is assumed to be in the range of 10-20 minutes and is introduced to the 

network under the activity, “public receives guidance”. The absence of the 

communicational links is also interpreted in the network.  
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Results of the network s imulation indicate that t he minimum and the  maximum 

delays of 20 a nd 25 mi nutes occur a t 3% and 96% probability lev els respectively, as 

shown in Figure 9-15. The four  towns of int erest will onl y possess a max imum 35% 

chance for successful evacuation. 

 

Figure 9-15:  Effect of Failure of DDMCU 
 

The im portance o f DDMCUs is clearly evident fr om the low probabilities 

reported for the completion of evacuation in the four towns. 

 

9.5.5 Failure of the Police 

Pressures exerted on the national warning pr ocess by fr equent false warnings 

require an incr easing le vel of c ontribution from the police to facilitate an e vacuation. 

When police enforcement is absent, the evacuation is left entirely up to discretion of the 

general public. Despite be ing hi ghly h ypothetical, it is interesting to investigate the 
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repercussions of a  tot al failure of  the contribution e xtended b y the  poli ce in the 

evacuation pr ocess. The or iginal ne twork ma y be modi fied de leting a ll the activities 

under the poli ce a nd int roducing a uniform 15-30 minutes delay under the activity 

“public receives guidance” to account for the absence in the guidance.  Figure 9-16 

indicates the resulting C DF c urves from the simulation plotted a gainst the normal 

scenario. 

 

 Figure 9-16:  Effect of Failure of Police 

 

The failure effect amounts to 15 minutes under the 84% level of probability for 

completion. The minimum and the maximum delays of 12 and 18 minutes from the prime 

condition occur at 2% and 98% probability levels respectively. The absence of the police 

is felt more significantly than the failure events of PTWC or DMC. Further, an overlay of 
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the 2004 tsunami arrival times shows a drastical reduction in the probability of 

completion. 

 

9.5.6  Summary of Failures  

The maximum likely delay of the entire TWE process under the five failure 

scenarios are presented in Table 9-6. The percentages of evacuation completion given the 

2004 tsunami event are also interpreted for Galle, Matara, Hambantota and Batticaloa.  

 

The highest impact is recorded by DoM. Compared to local institutions, the 

international warning process performs better, as observed from the lesser damage 

exerting by the PTWC and DMC. The relatively new DDMCUs are, indeed, susceptible 

to, failures and the repercussions are second only to DoM failure. A rank of significance 

can be developed in the context of the severity of the failure impact measured by the 

probable delay in completing the total TWE process. Future fail-safe designs, resource 

allocation and managerial decisions must take into consideration the priorities identified 

from the rank. 

Table 9-6:  Summary of Failures 

Failure 
Entity 

Maximum 
Delay 

(minutes) 

Prob. of Completion (%) Rank of 
Significance Galle Matara Hambantota Batticaloa 

DoM 109 5 3 2 1 1 
DDMCU 25 35 14 22 1 2 
Police 18 55 31 43 2 3 
DMC 9 78 54 65 3 4 
PTWC 9 78 54 64 3 5 
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9.6 Simulation Constraints 

9.6.1 Limitations of the DSSS Template 

The ability of the DSSS to accommodate the uncertainties in the activity durations 

is a remarkable achievement. The DSSS template is highly recommended for stochastic 

modelling of networks and activity schedules. However, few limitations have been 

observed in the template, despite prominent performance. 

 

9.6.1.1 Case 1 

A few practical situations exist in which the activity connections are neither 

„AND‟ nor „OR‟ type. For example, the activity called “public receives information” 

under the national warning process needs to be realized based on the reliability of the 

four predecessor activities (channels of information) as shown in Figure 9-17. 

 

Figure 9-17:  Information Predecessors for the Public 
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Rumours or word of mouth are not considered a reliable source by many 

individuals. This prevents the formation of a simple „OR‟ relationship between the 

activity considered and its immediate upper level. Conversely, not all four channels are 

required to convince the public, which eventually denies the „AND‟ relationship.  

 

This issue can be solved through the introduction of one additional dummy 

activity (A), which collects all the crucial information (police, media and DMC) with an 

„OR‟ type of connection, realizing the new activity, A, upon the confirmation from any of 

the three sources.  The activity “public informs public”, can now be reconnected to the 

activity “public receives information”, with an „AND‟ type connection. In other terms, 

the mutual communication among the public must join any of the confirmed information 

sources to be valid for consideration. Figure 9-18 illustrates the suggested remedy.  

 

Figure 9-18:  Introduction of a Dummy Activity  
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However, this solution fails when the mutual communication among the public 

consumes a longer time than the official channels. In this case, the „AND‟ connection 

exerts an unnecessary delay.   

 

9.6.1.2 Case 2 

Case 2 exemplifies the complications of Case 1, due to people‟s choice of 

information channels and the priority.  Some people prefer official information from 

DMC or the media, some wait until the police announcement arrives, and a few do not 

have any preference. Thus the receipt of a satisfactory level of information varies from 

person to person, which, in turn, complicates the realization of the activity “public 

receives information”.   

 

9.6.1.3 Case 3 

The DSSS template accommodates only uniform, triangular, normal, beta or 

exponential distributions in terms of defining the stochastic activity durations. The 

distribution fitting process, in almost all the cases, resulted in PDFs which are unknown 

to DSSS. The rank of best fitting PDFs in the EasyFit® helps obtain the closest available 

distribution. During the process, however, a large number of better fitting PDFs had to be 

omitted. For example, the activity named “inform local police stations” in the national 

warning process fits in the first „available‟ distribution, which is ranked 23rd. The 

goodness of fit test statistics quantify the effect of this discrepancy. 
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Figure 9-19 presents the percentage ra tios of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov ( K-S) 

statistic be tween the best fit and the available distribution for  the 18 D MC a ctivities. 

Although many activities record a  lower level of agreement, the  c riterion for  the 95% 

level of significance rejects only 5. The goodness of fit test results of rest of the activities, 

which a re li sted in Appendix G, re veal a sim ilar trend that e ventually lea ds to a 

justification of the selection of secondary distributions in the simulation exercise. 

 

Figure 9-19:  Sensitivity Check of Available Distributions in DSSS 
 

9.6.1.4  Case 4 

The total simulation process models only the duration of  the TWE process. The 

exercise does not reflect the volume of participation in the evacuation. The refore, 

apparently c onvincing s imulation results may f ail to interpret the real pictur e of  the 

evacuation. As explained in the Section 6.4, the indecisive groups and the stubborn few 

who refuse to evacuate must  be carefully quantified, depending on the area considered. 
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The interpretation of the simulation must accompany this quantitative analysis, which is 

the subject of interest in Section 11.2. 

 

9.6.2 Limitations of the Data 

The CDF curves developed under all scenarios are based on the evacuation data in 

Midigama, a village in Matara district. Owing to the similarities in the evacuation pattern, 

available resources and topography of the area, the results may be generalized for the 

adjacent districts, Galle and Hambantota. However, the simulation results cannot be 

related to densely populated Colombo or low lying Batticaloa. The evacuations of these 

two towns are presumed to take longer durations; thus, an appropriate sensitivity analysis 

is required, prior to generalizing the simulation results for the two districts. 

 

9.7 Conclusions 

This chapter provides the most crucial pieces of results of the whole study. The 

vulnerability of the existing TWE mechanism is numerically portrayed through the 

developed CDF graphs, depicting the time consumption of the total TWE process. Under 

the status quo, the probability of evacuation completion remains at a satisfactory margin 

of 73% in Matara. However, this figure is decreased down to 15%, if the same tsunami 

occurs at night. The more easterly Batticaloa town shows almost 0% probability in this 

context.  

 

The simulation results have been verified with field data obtained from mock 

drills, false warnings and time line records from the local warning authorities. In addition, 
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the credibility of the simulation software, DSSS, was investigated with modelling the 

same TWE network with an alternate software tool, called PRA. The results are in 

excellent agreement, as shown in Section 9.4.1.3.  

 

The second phase of the simulation addressed the probable scenarios of failure in 

the key stakeholder institutions. Complete collapses of PTWC, DoM, DMC and the 

police have been modelled in this regard. The rank of significance derived from the 

simulation reveals that the institutions with backup sources or peers impact the TWE 

process less, compared to the stand-alone authorities, such as DoM. Thus, a failure of 

PTWC will be filled mostly by JMA, although no national peer exists to backup DoM in 

an emergency. DMC lacks the technical capacity, at present, to perform DoM duties.  

However, DMC, being the next level to DoM, must be technically revamped to take 

charge of DoM‟s responsibilities, if required. 
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Chapter Ten: Suggestions for Improved Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Systems  

 

10.1 Chapter Brief 

This chapter summarizes the pitfalls among each of the international and national 

stakeholders of the tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) process and the suggested 

remedial measures for such issues. A critical and comprehensive analysis, including a 

cost-benefit assessment, is also presented for the selection of three suggested systems: a 

tailor-made tsunami buoy unit, a tide gauge unit, and a combination of the two units for 

Sri Lanka. 

  

10.2  The Critical Lapse in TWE 

The network simulation clearly depicts the extensive time required to issue a full 

evacuation order. In particular, a repetition of the 2004 event will only yield less than 

10% of chance for a complete evacuation in Batticaloa (Eastern Sri Lanka). Delay in 

tsunami detection is the prime reason in this regard. The „near‟ tsunami event in 2007 

revealed that the evacuation order followed 95 minutes after the earthquake, only after 

the Padang tide gauge, which was the first to observe the wave, recorded a faint signal. 

Compared to the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the Indian Ocean shows a deficiency in the 

number of useful tide gauges and tsunami buoys deployed. Further, the irregular 

placement of gauges and buoys are particularly unsupportive for decision making, since 

inadequate oceanic data deprives the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) from 

issuing a firm first warning.   
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10.3 Design Philosophy 

The objective of the decision analysis presented in this chapter is to investigate 

the suitability of the best tsunami detection mode for Sri Lanka which eventually 

remedies the critical lapse identified above.  

 Proposed Alternatives:  

1. A tide gauge system  

2. A tsunami buoy system  

3. Combination of 1 and 2 above 

4. Option of no alternatives (“do nothing”) 

 Design period: 10 years 

 Design Parameters and Scenarios:  

1. Day and night time tsunamis 

2. Sunda and Makran tsunamis 

3. Probability of tsunami detection 

4. Probability of successful evacuation 

5. Capital and operating costs of the two alternatives 

6. Implications of the design failure in terms of property damage and the 

loss of lives. 

7. Probability and damage due to false warnings 

The four alternatives have been analysed for Makran and Sunda 

tsunamis in two separate decision trees.  

 Decision Maker: The Government of Sri Lanka 
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 Definition of ‘Tsunami’: A destructive oceanic wave triggered from an 

earthquake with magnitude 7.8 or above. The magnitude is based on the 

threshold for an evacuation order issued by the Department of Meteorology, 

Sri Lanka. 

 Uncertainties:  

1. Probability and the cost estimates vary with time 

2. Total capital and operating cost of any alternative is assumed to be 

borne by Sri Lanka  

3. Deemed permission from the respective home country (India) for tide 

gauge deployment within their political boundary. 

 

10.4 Proposed Tide Gauge System 

10.4.1 Orientation 

Sri Lanka largely benefits from the Sibolga, Padang and Cocos Island gauges for 

tsunamis approaching from the Sunda trench; whereas, the Karachi, Masirah and Salalah 

gauges provide alerts of Makran tsunamis, as shown in Figure 10-1. This study proposes 

three extra gauges with the reasons stipulated below. 

 Gauge A (Mumbai, India):  

The Gauge A is proposed for the detection of Makran tsunamis, on the Indian 

coast where there is no co-operating gauges deployed at present. The proposed station is 

on the 2 hour arrival time contour whose alerts are thus adequate for a successful decision 

making for evacuation in Sri Lanka.  
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Figure 10-1:  Existing and Proposed Tide Gauge System in the Indian Ocean 
Base map credit: Owl & Mouse Educational Software 

 

 Gauge B (Andaman Island): 

The Andaman-Nicobar Arc discussed in Section 2.5.2.2 reveals its considerable 

potential to trigger earthquakes as observed in 1881 and 1941 (Ortiz & Bilham, 2003). 

The proposed gauge, in this context, would be the only useful information source to 

identify a tsunami originating from the Andaman-Nicorab Arc, prior to the wave reaching 

Sri Lanka.   The gauge is also capable of detecting a Sunda tsunami similar to 2004 event 

in less than 1 hour. 

 Gauges C (Nicobar Island): 

The Gauge C is expected to support both the Andaman-Nicobar Arc and the more 

tsunami prone Sunda Arc. The excessively long Sunda Arc requires a prudent 
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deployment of gauges which could effectively detect tsunamis propagating in diverse 

directions. In particular, the station C will encounter tsunamis from the northern part of 

the Arc prior to the existing stations, Sibolga and Padang.  

The number of gauges was selected based on the minimum requirement and 

probability of tsunamis from each direction. The locations were chosen in order to 

minimize signal distortions by topography, along with the completion of other formal 

requirements, namely easy access, space manipulation with existing gauges, etc.  

 

The decision making process thus categorises the Gauge A under the Makran 

tsunami scenario while B and C are under the Sunda tsunami scenario. 

 

10.4.1.1 Time Saving Expected from Proposed Gauges 

Figure 10-2 illustrates the orientation of the gauges superimposed with arrival 

time maps created for the 1945 and 2004 tsunamis generated from Makran and Sunda 

sources respectively. The approximate detection times assessed for the proposed tide 

gauge system for the two tsunami scenarios are listed below. 

Table 10-1:  Improved Times in Tsunami Detection -Tide Gauges 
Tsunami Source Detection Time from Earthquake (minutes) 

Proposed System Existing System 

Sunda  30-45 30-120  

Makran 60-180 60-180 
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(b)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 10-2:  Proposed Tide Gauge System & Arrival Time Contours  
(a)- Sunda Tsunamis,  (b)- Makran Tsunamis 
Base map credit: NOAA/NGDC 

 

10.4.2 Costs 

As per the implementation plan for the Global Sea Level Observing System 

(GLOSS), the tide gauges must provide an accuracy of 1 cm (IOC, 1997). Thus, the 

specifications of the sensors and transmission equipment should be in accordance with 

the Manual of Sea Level and Measurement and Interpretation (IOC, 2002 and 2006).  

 

Equipment, construction and installation costs claim the major share of the total 

expense, as shown in the cost breakdown of Table 10-2. Structural materials for housing, 

staff and local labour and transportation costs are amalgamated under the construction 

expenditure. Annual maintenance schedules may remedy the wear and tear, including 

battery replacements, damage from vandalism and force majeure, as appropriate.  
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Table 10-2 is based on an approximate estimate derived from expert opinions 

considering the local social-economic conditions (Weinstein et al., 2008; Woodworth & 

Aarup, 2003; Giardina et al., 2000) together with standard norms and figures (IOC, 2002 

and 2006) adjusted to 2010 with an average annual inflation rate of 3.5% (BLS, 2009).  

Table 10-2:  Estimated Costs for Proposed Tide Gauge Systems 

Item Description Unit Price*    Cost of Sunda 
System (2 units)* 

Cost of Makran 
System (1 unit)* 

1 Sensor and hardware 12,000-14,000 24,000-28,000 12,000-14,000 

2 Construction of base  15,000-20,000 30,000-40,000 15,000-20,000 

3 Installation costs 5,000-7,000 10,000-14,000 5,000-7,000 

4 Staff costs  1,200-1,500 2,400-3,000 1,200-1,500 

5 Extra overhead 3,000-4,500 6,000-9,000 3,000-4,500 

6 10 year service and 
maintenance  

40,000-60,000 80,000-120,000 40,000-60,000 

 Total  152,400-214,000 76,200-107,000 
* All costs are in USD 

 

10.4.3 Probability of Detection  

The non-detection of tsunamis is primarily due to three reasons: spatial 

unavailability, gauge malfunction, or a pure random incidence. Spatial unavailability 

describes the absence of gauges in appropriate locations to detect a particular tsunami. 

The remedy includes, but is not limited to, increasing the number of gauges as proposed 

in this study. The following subsections provide a brief investigation of the failure modes 

and their probability of occurrences. A final value for the probability of non-detection is 

determined with a plausible allowance for random scenarios. 
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10.4.3.1 Failure Analysis 

The Completeness Index (CI) derived for seven gauges in Section 4.3.2.4 

elaborates the typical tide data reliability in the Indian Ocean. Since CI is a measure of 

available tide records in a given period, it may also be interpreted as the probability of 

data availability that ranges from 80-99%, as determined in Section 4.2.2.3. Therefore, 

the probability of a data loss due to random scenarios, P(rs) in a given gauge is in the 

range of 0.01-0.20.  

 

In assessing the probability of failures, both expected general events and extreme 

events must be accounted for. Destructive tsunamis can seriously damage or misplace 

gauges. The 2004 tsunami affected 4 out of the 34 tide gauges in the Indian Ocean. In 

particular, the tide gauge at Colombo did not operate for 5 hours and 40 minutes 

following the damage by the first tsunami wave (Rabinovich & Thomson, 2007). Tide 

gauges in Nagapattinam (India) and Rodriguez Island also suffered heavy damage 

(Nagarajan et al., 2006). Thus, the probability of a gauge failure due to tsunami impact, 

P(ti) based on the available data is 4/34 or 0.117.  

 

The final probability of failure of a gauge, PTG(f) must be calculated considering 

both P(rs) and the P(ti) derived above, and is given by, 

                                                                                                          

where                    is the probability that a tide gauge has not failed due to any 

one or both causes. The PTG(f) is found to be 0.13-0.29. 
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10.4.3.2  Final Probability of Detection 

The Indian Ocean possessed 34 GLOSS gauges, with real-time or near real-time 

data transmission, as of December 2009. However, an average of 2 gauges will record a 

Sunda tsunami in less than 1 hour from the earthquake which enables international 

warning authorities to promptly confirm the tsunami for Sri Lanka. In case of Makran 

tsunamis, 4 gauges have been considered within a 2 hour detection period which is 

adequate considering the arrival time of 4.5 hours for Sri Lanka.  

 

In general, for an N number of gauges, the probability of detection by at least one 

guage, PTG(d), can be written as, 

               
                                                                                                       

where         is the probability that all N gauges have failed. Thus, PTG(d) of the gauges 

located in the east and the west Indian Ocean (Sunda and Makran tsunamis) can be 

derived as shown in Table 10-3. 

Table 10-3:  Probability of Detection by Tide Gauges 
Tsunami 

Region 

Existing Condition Proposed System 

N     PTG(d) N     PTG(d) 

Sunda Arc 2         
                2+2         

              

Makran Fault 4         
                4+1         
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10.5 Proposed Tsunami Buoy System 

10.5.1 Orientation 

The Indian Ocean was home to 22 multinational tsunami buoys, as of November 

2009, although only Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) buoys 

support real-time transmission (Pandoe et al., 2009; Nayak, 2009; MOSTI, 2009; BOM, 

2009). Furthermore, frequent data blackouts arising from vandalism exert a major 

uncertainty in the efficient detection of tsunamis. 

 

Tsunami threats from the east and west directions suggest two buoy units for Sri 

Lanka, as shown in Figure 10-3. Buoy A is introduced at 150N, 650E in the west Indian 

Ocean, for the detection of a Makran tsunami within a range of 1.5-2.0 hours from 

origination, leaving Sri Lanka 2.5-3.0 hours for the completion of warning and 

evacuation. In particular, the Buoy A will be the only co-operating deep ocean detection 

tool for Makran tsunamis. The introduction of buoy B (50N, 900E) would strengthen the 

existing DART system in the east especially for tsunamis from the southern part of the 

Sunda Arc that may otherwise be detected late. However, further studies on water current 

and tide modelling in the Indian Ocean are required to refine the stipulated location 

coordinates. 
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Figure 10-3:  Existing and Proposed Tsunami Buoys in the Indian Ocean 
Base map credit: Owl & Mouse Educational Software 
 

10.5.1.1 Time Saving in Detection 

A similar method adopted in assessing the time saving of the tide gauges can also 

be introduced for the proposed tsunami buoys. Buoy B lies along the same hypothetical 

contour line with the existing Thai unit; hence, no superficial improvement in detection 

time could be observed for tsunamis generated from the upper Sunda Arc, as shown in 

Figure 10-3. However, the new unit turns out to be crucial for Sri Lanka for tsunamis 

triggered from sources running parallel with Sumatran Island, since the Indonesian unit is 

currently inactive (as of December 2009) and has had perennial problems.  
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(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 10-4:  Proposed Buoy System & Arrival Time Contours 
(a)- Sunda Tsunamis,  (b)- Makran Tsunamis 
Base map credit: NOAA/NGDC 

 

In the next scenario with Makran tsunamis, the proposed unit (A) is the only 

DART buoy in the western Indian Ocean that assists early tsunami warnings for Sri 

Lanka. The detection time may range from 90-180 minutes, depending on the local 

variation in the source points.  Thus, the approximate detection times assessed for the 

proposed buoy system for the two tsunami scenarios are listed below. 

Table 10-4:  Improved Times in Tsunami Detection- Buoys  
Tsunami Source Detection Time from Earthquake (minutes) 

Proposed System Existing System 

Sunda  30-60 30-90 

Makran 90-180 NA 

 

10.5.2 Costs 

Compared to tidal gauges, tsunami buoys incur a significant expense, due to their 

high tech nature and delicate maintenance requirements. Deployment costs in the Indian 
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Ocean differ from that of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, although the basic technical 

equipment and the supportive items used remain unchanged. A DART buoy system 

would cost slightly over 400,000 USD, not including shipping and deployment, which 

would amount to an additional 250,000 USD (USAID, 2006; Bloom, 2006; NOAA, 

2005). Maintenance cost exceeds 50,000 USD per year, since the mooring steel rope of 

the buoy and the ocean bottom unit have to be replaced every 2 years (Tarrant, 2005). 

Further, Lautenbacher (2005) indicates that the life span of a DART buoy is 1 year 

although subsequent technological improvements suggests it to be 2 years (DART, 

2009).Thus, a nominal budget may be prepared targeting the minimal expenditure with 

proper assurance of adequate technical requirements. Table 10-5 presents the cost 

breakdown adopted from Detrick et al. (2008). 

Table 10-5:  Detailed Cost Breakdown for a Unit Buoy System  
Phase Item Description Unit Price (USD) 

Installation Total buoy unit 400,000- 440,000 

 Mooring 90,000-105,000 

 Shipping 60,000-80,000 

 Labour 40,000-55,000 

 Other 10,000-25,000 

Total  600,000-705,000 

 

Indonesia installed a locally made buoy costing 600,000 USD, apart from the 

existing units donated by Germany and Malaysia (Djamaluddin, 2007). This expenditure 

fits the selected cost range for the procurement and installation of a single buoy unit. 
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For a design period of 10 years, 4 reinstallations are expected as per the life span 

characteristics of a buoy. Thus, the unit cost estimation from Table 10-5 and an annual 

maintenance cost of 50,000 USD per buoy computes a cost estimate of the two systems 

designed for Sunda and Makran tsunamis to be 3.50-4.02 million USD.  

 

10.5.3 Assessment of Probability of Detection through Failure Analysis 

Mechanical failure is the most common among the many pitfalls associated with 

tsunami buoys or any other detection equipment. However, a simple battery run-out may 

cease data transmission and cause the same damage as if there is no buoy. In addition, the 

threat due to vandalism must be properly addressed. The reliability analysis presented in 

Section 4.3.1.4 for the two DART buoys that belong to Thailand and Indonesia indicates 

a probability of failures of 8% and 21% respectively. Since the two buoys experienced 

numerous mechanical failures and vandalism events, the range 8-21% could be a better 

representation of the probability of failure of a tsunami buoy, PB(f) in the Indian Ocean.   

 

Although the Indian Ocean has 22 tsunami buoys deployed, only the Thai DART 

buoy was in order by the end of 2009. Difficulty in obtaining the real time data from 

Indian and Indonesian buoys for international use further aggravate this situation. In this 

context, probability of detection by buoys, PB(d) for the east and the west Indian Ocean 

(Sunda and Makran tsunamis) can be derived as shown in Table 10-6. Note that the 

number of buoys (Nb) that exist in the two directions are considered 1 and 0 respectively.  
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Table 10-6:  Probability of Detection by Tsunami Buoys 
Tsunami 

Region 

Existing Condition Proposed System 

Nb    PB(d) Nb     PB(d) 

Sunda Arc 1                        1+1        
                

Makran Fault 0 n/a 0+1                         

 

10.6 Combination of the Tide Gauge and Buoy Systems 

10.6.1 Estimation of Costs 

The anticipated total cost of a combined system is the sum of the individual costs 

for the tide gauge and buoy systems computed in Sections 10.4.2 and 10.5.2 respectively. 

Thus, the combined systems for Sunda and Makran tsunamis incur 3.65-4.41 million 

USD and 3.58-4.31 million USD respectively. 

 

10.6.2 Estimation of Probability of Detection 

Probability of tsunami detection by the combined system, Pcom(d) is related to the 

                     

                                                                                                     

where        and       are the probabilities of detection by the proposed tide gauge and 

buoy systems respectively. Hence computed         for each of the tsunami sources are 

presented in Table 10-7. Note that upper and lower bounds of the computed ranges are 

beyond the digits limit and thus,         is expressed in single figures instead of ranges. 
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Table 10-7:  Probability of Detection by the Combined System 
Tsunami 

Region 

                     

Sunda Arc 0.993-0.999 0.95-0.99 0.999 

Makran Fault 0.998-0.999 0.79-0.92 0.999 

 

10.7 Option of No Alternatives 

10.7.1 Estimation of Costs 

The three alternatives, i.e. new tide gauge system, new buoy system and the 

combined system can be weighted against the option of the do-nothing alternative. 

However the existing tide gauges and buoys must be maintained over the design period of 

10 years. The decision maker, the Sri Lankan Government, does not contribute for this 

expenditure and hence the value zero is assigned for the cost of the existing system.  

 

10.7.2 Estimation of Probability of Detection 

Sections 10.4.3.2 and 10.5.3 presented the individual probabilities of tsunami 

detection by the existing tide gauges and buoys. Thus, the probability of tsunami 

detection in the Indian Ocean, PEX(d)  can be calculated using the similar relation shown 

in Section 10.6.2. PEX(d) for Sunda and Makran tsunamis are hence derived as 0.982-

0.999 and 0.993-0.999 respectively. 

 

10.7.3 Benefits of Proposed Alternatives in TWE Process 

The overall efficiency of the four systems can be measured through simulation of 

the TWE networks fed with the improved detection times derived in sections 10.4.1.1 and 
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10.5.1.1. The  re sulting c umulative pr obability c urves for the completion of  e vacuation 

plotted against the time from the earthquake are presented in Figure 10-5.  

 

Figure 10-5:  Time Savings in the TWE Process-Sunda Tsunamis 

 

The two pr oposed s ystems reveal significant improvements in the warning a nd 

evacuation ti me, compared to the existing pr ovisions; obvious ly, the combined system 

has the edge. A progressive increment of the time savings against the existing system is 

observed with increasing level of probabilities as presented in Table 10-8.  In general, the 

simulation results reveal two main points: 

1. The combined s ystem qualifies better, in terms of time savings in the T WE 

process. 

2.  A time saving of 40 minutes by any system allows southern coastal cities to 

complete the evacuation at an almost 100% level of confidence. 
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Table 10-8:  Warning & Evacuation Times in the Proposed Systems 
Probability 

Level 

Existing 

System 

(min) 

Tide Gauge 

System 

(min) 

Buoy System 

(min) 

Combined 

System 

(min) 

80% 147 113 105 107 

85% 150 115 107 105 

90% 155 120 110 110 

95% 159 123 113 113 

98% 169 129 119 119 

 

Furthermore, the probability of successful evacuation in Batticaloa is improved 

from 10% to, 

1. 70% under the tide gauge system 

2. 78% under the buoy system, and  

3. 85% under the combined system. 

 

10.8 Evaluation of the Optimal Solution for a Warning System 

10.8.1 Decision Trees and Model Scenarios 

The decision to build a new tide gauge system, or buoy system, or to be satisfied 

with the existing provisions depends on the outcome of a comprehensive decision tree 

(DT) analysis. DT is essentially a graphical presentation of the expected value (EV) 

calculation (Schuyler, 2001). In other terms, DT assesses the sequence of decisions and 

their consequences in an aim to determine the best course of action (Moussa et al., 2007).  
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EV can be identified as the sum of all possible outcomes weighted by the 

respective probabilities (Feller, 1950). Payoff values, i.e. the algebraic sum of costs and 

benefits of each branch, are first calculated and then the EV by folding back the tree. The 

favourable decision is the one that leads to the optimal EV.  

 

„Stochastic decision trees‟ as termed by Hespos and Strassman (1965) in which 

probabilities and cost-benefit values are specified in ranges, can be better evaluated with 

a special purpose simulation (SPS) program developed under the Decision Support 

Simulation Systems (DSSS). In particular, DSSS analyzes the different options with 

expected costs/benefits under their probabilities of occurrences (Moussa et al., 2007).  

 

10.8.2  Costs of Tsunami and Selected Alternatives  

10.8.2.1 Property Damage 

An unsuccessful evacuation may incur a 1.5 billion USD loss in a Sunda tsunami 

event, as deduced from the total financial loss encountered by Sri Lanka during the 2004 

Indian Ocean tsunami (ADB, 2005). This conservative selection is justifiable due to the 

unavailability of reliable historic records of tsunami damage in the country. However, the 

impact of a Makran tsunami on the highly populated west coast of Sri Lanka will exceed 

the indicated figure above. Thus, it may be proposed that, 

PLM = C. PLS             (10.4) 

where  PLS - property loss by a Sunda tsunami, 

  PLM- property loss by a Makran tsunami, and 
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  C - a constant with values 1.0, 2.0 and  3.0.  

The decision tree analysis discussed in Section 10.8.4 considers four scenarios for 

the three C values above and checks if any particular value or values can change the final 

selection of the best alternative. 

 

10.8.2.2  Estimation of Economic Loss of Human Fatalities 

Human costs resulting from natural disasters are a substantial part of the total 

social cost, although no monetary value of a human life is attempted in this study. The 

„monitory‟ loss incurred to the economy from human loss can be addressed through a 

valuation process called the value of statistical life (VOSL) (Bykov, 2007). This concept 

has been widely used in the valuation of fatalities in road accidents, and can easily be 

extended to natural disasters, including tsunamis (Dionne & Lanoie, 2002). For example, 

with the assumption that a tsunami kills 5 people in a population of 100,000 in every 

year, a decrease of deaths from 5 to 3 per year means a savings of 2 statistical lives. The 

amount that the population is willing to pay (say $5 per head) to save the 2 fatalities 

yields a VOSL of 500,000 USD. Hence, in this example, the monetary value of a single 

statistical life amounts to 250,000 USD. In a real-life situation, the government 

expenditure for preparedness planning and other donations account for this monetary 

contribution. 

 

Research methods are available to determine the VOSL for a given country (De 

Blaeij, 2003). The value for the U.S.A. was estimated to be 5.4 million USD in 1997 
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(Bykov, 2007). However, the buying power of a developing country like Sri Lanka is 

significantly lower than the U.S.A.; hence, a correction factor should be introduced, 

which weighs the per capita gross domestic products (GDPs) of the two nations and 

expresses them in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) (Bykov, 2007). Equation 10.4 

expresses this relation. 

SriLankaVOSL   =   
USA

SriLanka
USA GDP

GDP
XVOSL                      (10.4) 

The VOSL of Sri Lanka is computed to be 0.5 million USD from the two GDP 

per capita values of $45,790 and $4,259 of the U.S.A. and Sri Lanka, respectively 

(Wikipedia, 2009a). An independent study by Jin-Tan et al. (1997) performed for the 

Asian region in general reveals a VOSL of 0.65 million USD, which closely matches the 

derived VOSL. An approximate fatality figure of 35,000, which is understandably based 

on the Sri Lankan death toll in the 2004 tsunami, estimates the total loss of VOSL in a 

similar circumstance to be 17.5 billion USD.  

 

10.8.2.3 Total Economic Loss of Tsunamis 

The property losses estimated in Section 10.8.2.1 above are applicable in a 

tsunami situation, despite the state of the evacuation, i.e. successful or not.  A failure of 

evacuation results human fatalities as discussed in Section 10.8.2.2, besides the property 

losses. Thus, the total human and property loss for a Sunda and Makran tsunami, TLS and 

TLM are: 
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TLS= 19  billion USD 

TLM= 17.5C + 1.5C  billion USD, respectively.    (10.5) 

Given no estimates of damage due to Makran tsunamis in Sri Lanka, TLM is 

computed based on the corresponding damage of Sunda tsunamis with a multiplication 

factor of C. Since each of the constituting factors of the total loss, i.e. the loss of human 

lives and the property damage are closely interrelated, they vary proportionately with the 

same factor which is assigned with values of 1, 2 and 3. The objective of this sensitivity 

analysis is to see if the preferred decision from the decision tree analysis flips for 

particular value/values of C. If the same decision holds for all C values, no further study 

on the damage from Makran tsunamis is needed and vice versa. 

 

10.8.2.4 Determination of Evacuation Probabilities for Day and Nighttime 

Daytime and nighttime is defined based on the peoples‟ chance to receive tsunami 

warning information. Thus, daytime is considered 17 hours (from 7am-12pm) as 

explained in Section 9.4.1.4. Thus,  

Probability of a tsunami in daytime, P(DT) = 17/24 = 0.71,  and           

Probability of a tsunami in nighttime, P(NT) = 1-0.71 = 0.29   (10.6) 

 

No data is available in the Sri Lankan context, to differentiate the success of the 

evacuation based on the time of the day it occurred. The probability of successful 

evacuation as computed in Section 6.4 is essentially based on daytime information. 

However, the probability for a successful evacuation at night, PNT(E) could only be lower 
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than the corresponding daytime value, PDT(E) that is already established. Thus, PNT(E) is 

considered as a fraction of the PDT(E), enabling us to write, 

PNT(E) = k. PDT(E)              (10.7) 

where k is a positive constant in the range (0-1).   

The constant k will be assigned the values of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 for a 

sensitivity analysis. Therefore the decision tree analysis discussed in Section 10.8.4 

considers four scenarios for the four k values above and checks if any particular value or 

values can change the final selection of the best alternative.  

 

10.8.3 Presentation of Costs, Benefits and Probabilities 

10.8.3.1 Notations 

The three alternatives of tide gauge system (TG), buoy system (BS), combined 

system (CM), and the „do nothing‟ or the existing condition (EX) could be analysed with 

respect to the following scenarios. 

 

1. Type of tsunami: i.e. Sunda (S), Makran (M) and no tsunami (N) 

2. Whether the detection is made (D) or not made (  )  

3. Time of the day tsunami is detected: i.e. day (DT) or night (NT) 

4. Status of the evacuation: i.e. success (E) or a failure (  ) 

 

Following notations have been adopted for easy interpretation. 
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 Probabilities of detection by various alternatives under different tsunami 

types can be expresses as, PAlternative (d) where „Alternative‟ can take the 

symbols TG, BS,CM or EX.  

 Probabilities of successful evacuation during daytime (DT) and nighttime 

(NT) can be denoted as: PAlternative, Time of the day, Tsunami type(E).  

For example, PTG,NT,T(E) = probability of successful evacuation for a given 

tsunami occurring at night, when the new tide gauge system is in place. 

 Cost of an alternative is presented as  C alternative . 

 Total benefit of a successful evacuation given a tsunami is presented as 

CE,T. 

Note that the actual values carry positive or negative signs for the benefits and 

costs respectively.   

 

10.8.3.2 Costs, Benefits and Probabilities Related to Sunda Tsunamis 

Table 10-9 presents a summary of all parameters related to Sunda tsunamis, with 

the notations introduced in Section 10.8.3.1.  The corresponding decision tree developed 

in Section 10.8.4 comprises of 5 levels of nodes whose parameters are thus categorised 

accordingly in Table 10-9.  All monitory values are in millions USD.  
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Table 10-9:  Costs, Benefits and Probabilities –Sunda Tsunamis 
Level Parameter   Value Remarks 

1 CEX 0 Section 10.7.1 

 CTG -(0.15 to 0.21) Section 10.4.2 

 CBS -(3.5 to 4.2) Section 10.5.2 

 CCM -(3.65 to 4.41) Section 10.6.1 

2      0.002 Section 2.6.3 

       0.998        

3       0.71 Section 10.8.2.4 

       0.29         

4 PEX(d) 0.982-0.999 Section 10.7.2 

 PTG(d) 0.993-0.999 Section 10.4.3.2 

 PBS(d) 0.95-0.99 Section 10.5.3 

 PCM(d) 0.999 Section        

 PN(d) 0.086 Section 6.7 

5 PEX,DT,T(E), PTG,DT,T(E),  

PBS,DT,T(E), PCM,DT,T(E) 

0.10, 0.70, 

0.78, 0.85 

Section 10.7.3 

 PEX,NT,T(E), PTG,NT,T(E), 

PBS,NT,T(E), PCM,NT,T(E) 

k(0.10), k(0.70), 

k(0.78), k(0.85) 

k=0.25,0.50,0.75 and 1, 

Section 10.8.2.4 

 PEX,DT,N(E), PTG,DT,N(E), 

PBS,DT,N(E), PCM,DT,N(E) 

0.08, 0.57, 

0.63, 0.69 

P(NT)/P(DT) =0.72/0.89,   

Section 6.4 

 PEX,NT,N(E), PTG,NT,N(E), 

PBS,NT,N(E), PCM,NT,N(E) 

k(0.08), k(0.57), 

k(0.63), k(0.69) 

Section 10.8.2.4 

      +17,500 Section 10.8.2.3 

       -19,000 Section 10.8.2.3 

       -(0.187 to 0.899) Section 6.8.1 

        0 Section 6.4 
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10.8.3.3 Costs, Benefits and Probabilities Related to Makran Tsunamis 

A similar summary for Makran tsunamis is presented in Table 10-10.  

Table 10-10:  Costs, Benefits and Probabilities –Makran Tsunamis 
Level Parameter   Value Remarks 

1 CEX 0 Section 10.7.1 

 CTG -(0.076 to 0.107) Section 10.4.2 

 CBS -(3.5 to 4.2) Section 10.5.2 

 CCM -(3.576 to 4.307) Section 10.6.1 

2      0.001 Section 2.6.3 

       0.999        

3       0.71 Section 10.8.2.4 

       0.29         

4 PEX(d) 0.993-0.999 Section 10.7.2 

 PTG(d) 0.998-0.999 Section 10.4.3.2 

 PBS(d) 0.79-0.92 Section 10.5.3 

 PCM(d) 0.999 Section        

 PN(d) 0.086 Section 6.7 

5 PDT,T(E), PDT,N(E) 0.86-0.92, 0.65-0.80 Section 6.4 

 PNT,T(E), PNT,N(E) K(0.86-0.92), K(0.65-0.80) Section 10.8.2.4 

      +17,500C Section 10.8.2.3 

       -19,000C Section 10.8.2.3 

       -(0.187 to 0.899)C Section 6.8.1 

        0 Section 6.4 

 

10.8.4 Construction of Decision Trees 

Figure 10-6 illustrates the structure of a decision tree that corresponds to the 

above scenarios. Note that only the TG branch is expanded for clarity. 
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Figure 10-6:  Generic Decision Tree for All Tsunamis 
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In this generic decision tree, the root node gives rise to four alternatives (level 1). 

The each alternative is analysed for a given tsunami and no tsunami scenarios (level 2). 

Level 3 accounts for the difference in daytime and nighttime tsunamis. The penultimate 

level (level 4) further divides the tree based on the possibility of detection by each 

alternative. The uncertainty in an evacuation is addressed in the final step (level 5).  

 

The level 1 is associated with costs of the three alternatives whereas levels 2, 3 

and 4 are with the relevant probabilities. Level 5 includes probabilities of successful 

evacuation and the associated costs/ benefits.  

 

10.8.5 Model Construction and Simulation in DSSS 

10.8.5.1 Model Parameters 

 Two decision trees, one each for Sunda and Makran tsunamis based on the values 

presented in Sections 10.8.3.2 and 10.8.3.3 respectively, are constructed according to the 

structure presented above. Note that the Sunda tsunami scenario includes 4 modeling 

events for different k values suggested in Section 10.8.2.4. On the other hand, the Makran 

tsunami scenario comprises of two variables C and k defined in the ranges {1,2,3} and 

{0.25,0.50,0.75,1.00} respectively. Thus, in the context of Makran tsunamis, two initial 

values (1 and 3) have been tried for the variable C for a sensitivity analysis. If the 

preferred alternative given by the decision tree remains unchanged for the two numbers 

considered, it can be safely concluded that the decision tree is invariant of C.  On the 

selection of any C value in the defined range, the next sensitivity analysis is for the k 

values. Following the same procedure, the first and the last values of k is modelled in the 
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decision tree to see if the decision flips between the duo. If the decision is found invariant 

of C and k, the decision maker may select any reasonable value in the range, whereas any 

flipping of the decision may lead to further studies on the respective parameter. The same 

philosophy applies for the Sunda tsunami scenario for its only parameter k. 

 

10.8.5.2 Model Construction in DSSS 

The two decision trees are modelled on the decision tree module (DT) in DSSS. 

The four alternatives, their respective chances (detection/non-detection) and the state of 

the evacuation can all be interpreted with their monetary and/or probability values. The 

program generates random numbers as a part of the Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate 

the stochastically expressed entities. In consequence, the simulation process ideally 

requires 1,000 or more iterations. The DSSS DT module computes EV from the 

backward path calculation. In an event of comparison, all the EVs of the considered 

alternatives can be obtained from the respective decision nodes. 

 

10.8.6 Expected Values for the Alternatives-Makran Tsunamis 

The DT module computes the EVs in ranges, since the input parameters are 

specified likewise. A minimum and maximum EV of each alternative, together with a 

probabilistic variation for the “in between” values, are available in a form of a cumulative 

EV function. Figure 10-7 shows the probability curves for the four alternatives under the 

Makran tsunami scenario. Selected three values of C yield three EV plots, and the 

indicated graph corresponds to C=1 where C is defined in Section 10.8.2.3 as the ratio of 

financial damage between Makran and Sunda tsunamis.  
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Figure 10-7:  Variation of EV – Makran Tsunami Scenario  
 

The EVs of the four alternatives provide a good platform for comparison. 

Averaged EVs and the percentage of optimum path for all C values are shown in Table 

10-11. The percentage of optimum path is an internal parameter which indicates the 

percentage of instances a particular alternative is preferred during the simulation process. 

Corresponding numerical values in the Case1 (C=1) show a competitive distribution 

among the different alternatives considered whereas the decision swings almost entirely 

between the existing and the tide gauge systems in Cases 2 and 3.  

 

Note that higher C values would only increase the EVs, retaining the desired 

alternative and the relative EV proportions, almost constant. The EV criterion exclusively 

promotes the tide gauge option over the expensive buoy system and the combined 
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system. The existing condition records the highest EV, despite being closely matched 

with the tide gauge option.  

Table 10-11:  Decision Parameters for the Choices of C 
Scenario Parameter EX TG BS CM 

Case 1 

(C=1) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

6.10 6.00 2.23 2.15 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

29.3 24.8 22.1 24.4 

Case 2 

(C=2) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

12.51 12.39 8.62 8.55 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

85.6 78.3 0.0 0.0 

Case 3 

(C=3) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

18.93 18.78 15.01 14.94 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

76.0 70.0 0.3 0.35 

 

So far the discussion is based on the particular selection of k value (k=0.25). 

Recalling the definition in Section 10.8.2.4, k stands for the ratio between nighttime and 

daytime evacuation probabilities. The second round of the analysis is performed 

investigating whether the final decision flips based on k. The previous discussion 

concludes that the decision is not altered with the choice of C value and thus, C=2 is 

selected to analyse the two cases k=0.25 and k=1.00. The decision analysis process yields 

an indifferent best option (existing system) as already observed in the previous exercise. 
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Table 10-12:  Decision Parameters for the Choices of k 
Scenario Parameter EX TG BS CM 

Case 1 

(k=0.25) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

12.51 12.39 8.62 8.55 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

85.6 78.3 0.0 0.0 

Case 2 

(k=1.00) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

26.60 26.51 22.72 22.66 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

84.3 79.1 0.0 0.0 

 

Table 10-12 is an illustrative comparison that claims the choice of best alternative 

under the Makran tsunami scenario is independent of the k value opted.  In other words, 

the probability of successful evacuation in daytime could be equally applicable to 

nighttime in the decision analysis process.  

 

10.8.7 Expected Values for the Alternatives-Sunda Tsunamis 

The same analysis performed for the Sunda tsunamis for k values, 0.25 and 1.00 

indicates a change in the decision promoting the combined system. The existing system, 

for the case of k=1 records an average EV of -25.48 million USD deviating from the 

other alternatives that carry positive EVs. Figure 10-8 illustrates the variation of EV. 

Note that the curve related to the existing system is not shown for clarity.  
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Figure 10-8:  Variation of EV – Sunda Tsunami Scenario 
 

Contrary to the Makran tsunami scenario, the combined system elaborates an 

outright qualification being the best in every instance in the simulation process. Table 

10-13 presents EV and percentages of optimum path for cases k=0.25 and 1.00.  

 

Thus, the preferred alternative is indeed the combined system for Sunda tsunamis. 

The negative and large EV in the existing system is an indication of the very low 

probability for a successful evacuation in the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka and the 

anticipated damage accordingly. Improved detection times in the proposed systems result 

in higher probabilities of evacuation and hence largely contribute in reducing the damage. 

Unlike in the Makran tsunami scenario, where Sri Lanka has approximately 4.5 hours of 

preparation, a slight improvement in the detection is decisive and beneficial in the Sunda 
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tsunami scenario. In this context, the choice of deploying two tide gauges and a buoy 

(combined system) is promoted.   

Table 10-13:  Decision Parameters for k under Sunda Tsunami Scenario 
Scenario Parameter EX TG BS CM 

Case 1 

(k=0.25) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

-27.00 1.48 1.89 5.01 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

0 0 0 100 

Case 2 

(k=1.00) 

Expected Value 

(millions USD) 

-25.48 10.95 12.52 16.35 

Percentage of 

Optimum Path 

0 0 0 100 

 

Furthermore, no further detailed study on the differences in the probabilities of 

evacuation in daytime and nighttime is recommended for a similar decision analysis 

process since no flipping of the best decision is observed.  

 

10.9 Discussion on the Final Decision of Best Alternative 

The proposed tide gauge and buoy systems possess significantly different 

technical capacities, deployment requirements and failure modes, in addition to the 

characteristic cost variations. Although many discussions have been held on the basis of 

technical capabilities, no detailed research has been carried out so far to account for the 

likely failure modes and their probability of occurrences.  The unique approach adopted 

in this study not only addresses the failure issues, but the heavy financial strains arising 

from rare tsunamis. The decision tree process clearly depicts the preferred choices for 
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two tsunami sources Sunda and Makran: the combined system, and the existing system 

respectively.  

 

A buoy system carries distinct benefits being able to detect tsunamis in the deep 

ocean. In contrast, global gauges face less risk of vandalism, possess a longer life span 

and provide a satisfactory level of coverage. Thus, a combination of the two systems 

provides an ideal opportunity for an improvised tsunami detection with mutual benefits. 

 

The rarity of Makran tsunamis, comparatively higher number of tide gauges 

present in the Arabian Sea and the longer warning time available for Sri Lanka overweigh 

the risk of tsunami impact in the highly populated Western Province. However further 

studies are recommended particularly in estimating the evacuation time which is expected 

to be higher than the rest of the country primarily due to the traffic issues, unavailability 

of safelands and the inability to warn a larger and diverse population promptly. 

 

10.10 Drawbacks and Suggested Improvements for the Department of Meteorology  

10.10.1 Introduction 

The Department of Meteorology (DoM), being the key stakeholder in the national 

warning process in Sri Lanka, bears the potential to influence both the warning and 

evacuation to a greater extent. Hence, any identified room for improvement must not be 

left unaddressed. The following subsections describe a few glitches observed in the 

otherwise efficient warning procedure of the DoM, and remedies suggested. 
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10.10.1.1 Tsunami Bulletins 

DoM apparently utilizes more types of bulletins, compared to the PTWC standard 

bulletins. This may be interpreted as a proactive role of DoM to address all probable 

scenarios in a tsunami situation, including an evacuation where the PTWC does not play 

a role. In contrast, DoM staff working in a rather unorganized environment find it 

difficult to retrieve the correct template on time. Subsequent to an earthquake triggered 

on 10th August 2009, DoM dispatched an incorrect bulletin (no. 1) indicating that there 

will be no tsunami; whereas, bulletin no. 2 ought to have been issued, emphasizing the 

possibility of a tsunami. The DoM procedure could easily be streamlined through a two-

day workshop that critically identifies the lapses, including the above, and a collaborative 

voluntary campaign to rectify them.  

 

The terminology of all bulletins implies tsunami threats from Sumatran 

earthquakes. Sri Lanka‟s vulnerability for a west coast tsunami, in this context, is 

ignored. Thus, past earthquake events where the epicentres were not in the Sumatra 

region needed manual modifications to the template. It is unadvisable to create more 

templates to account for west coast and other regional tsunamis, although the existing 

templates could be made more flexible to accommodate any scenario.   

 

10.10.1.2 Terminology in Sri Lankan Languages 

A need for specific terms is identified to describe „bulletin‟, „advisory‟, „watch‟ 

and „warning‟ in the two languages: Sinhala and Tamil. This is to ascertain the intended 

message is conveyed to the local communities in familiar terms without ambiguities and 
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misinterpretations. DoM messages already carry adequate Sinhala and Tamil translations; 

however, having single terms with precise meanings can help, especially in mobile text 

messaging. Thus, a set of words for the above key terms are suggested in Table 10-14. 

Table 10-14:  Native Terminology 

 

 

10.11 Drawbacks and Suggested Improvements for the Disaster Management 
Center  

The emergency operations center (EOC) at the Disaster Management Center 

(DMC) provides a commendable service in promulgating the transferred information 

from DoM to the designated recipients. In general, robust communicational links, 

streamlined emergency procedures and the commitment of the staff have DMC standing 

tall next to DoM. However, the lower end of the DMC hierarchy, including District 

Disaster Management Coordinating units (DDMCUs) and semi-related Immediate 

Response Teams (IRTs) often show opportunities for better service.  

 

The operation of newly built warning towers still experience a few technical 

issues that prevent their intended functioning. Moreover, the testing of the towers was not 

carried out according to the schedule published, creating unnecessary panic among 

communities (GroundViews, 2009). Although the accelerated tower erection program has 
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been successful in achieving the construction goals, the general public has not been 

adequately educated on the locations of towers. However, no groundbreaking remedies 

are required except the commitment for rectification by DMC.  

 

IRTs, as appointed by the DDMCUs, on the other hand, raise questions of 

veracity in certain regions. The crews attached to IRTs are, in fact, non-governmental 

organization (NGO) workers with limited responsibility towards DMC. A random check 

performed in the Hambantota district reveals the difficulty of contacting IRT personnel, 

even in the daytime, as shown in Table 10-15. 

Table 10-15:  Cross-Check of IRTs in Hambantota District 
Location Organization Point of 

Contact 

Date & 

Time 

Response 

Tissa OXFAM withheld Sept. 1, 08  

9:19 am 

Not available to 

answer.  

withheld Sept. 1, 08  

9:20 am 

Phone switched off 

Hambantota Sarvodaya withheld Aug. 29, 08 

10:18 am 

Phone switched off 

withheld Aug. 29, 08 

10:19 am 

Unaware of the 

responsibility  

Red Cross withheld Aug. 29, 08 

10:23 am 

Phone switched off 

withheld Aug. 29, 08 

10:23 am 

Phone switched off 

Ambalantota Walawe

  

withheld Sept. 1, 08  

9:21 am 

Phone switched off 
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All of the IRT members carry their personal mobile phones, which can be 

operated at owners will; thus, no enforcement on the part of DMC can be possible. In this 

context, DMC could distribute cell phones among the IRT members with proper legal 

binding rules. Attendance at awareness programs and drills could be made compulsory 

for all IRT personnel, creating opportunities for knowledge improvement and keeping the 

vigilance in tact. 

 

10.12 Drawbacks and Suggested Improvements for the Media 

The media plays an ultimately crucial role in warning dissemination. Thus, the 

basic understanding of the TWE process is necessary for all the media personnel from 

news directors to news readers. The prevalently competitive commercial environment 

often creates information thirst among media peers, which may, in turn, result in incorrect 

messages being broadcasted. A TV channel falsely claimed a tsunami on August 9, 2008 

and agitated the entire coastal community in the south; and, DoM eventually had to issue 

a clarifying statement. In fact, the event forced DoM to create a separate bulletin template 

to negate rumours in the long run.   

 

In general, the lapses of media are of a minor scale. Remedies include concise 

awareness programs for all media institutions under the patronage of DMC.  The program 

should address the following: 
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1. Tsunami warning terminology: The proposed bilingual terms for DoM must 

be made available for media, together with a general introduction to the 

different bulletins that DoM issues.  

2. Display of DoM messages: Whatever the programs that are being broadcasted 

must be ceased to accommodate the brief warning messages. The current 

practice of displaying small moving subtitles of the message does not receive 

sufficient attention. 

 

10.13 Suggested Improvements for Police 

The police service is often underrated, albeit the truly remarkable service it 

renders, especially being operational 24 hours a day. High-frequency communication 

tools utilized by the police provide a robust channel of information against the 

susceptible national land/cellular lines. However, local stations suffer from a few 

drawbacks worth addressing: 

1. Resource limitations hinder effective patrolling of all areas, given a tsunami 

threat. In particular, the limited fuel allowance of 128 litres per month per 

station, the limited number of police mobiles and the scanty number of 

officers available to cover all subdivisional areas (Gramasevaka Vasam) prove 

futile. Although an increase of resources for all stations incurs heavy expenses 

for the government, at least the stations on the coastal belt deserve priority. 

Well-planned resource sharing policies with the inland stations and sufficient 
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financial allocations for hiring taxis (three wheelers), as warning mobiles, 

could remedy the situation to an extent. 

2. Traffic manoeuvring becomes complicated under emergency situations. A few 

police stations, including Galle, have showcased a plan for traffic diversion 

inland. The majority of the stations who do not possess such plans need 

consultation and advice from the police hierarchy and DDMCUs.  

 

10.14 Drawbacks and Suggested Improvements in Local Evacuation 

10.14.1 Identified Lapses 

Evacuation greatly depends upon the route, time, prevalent climatic conditions, 

prior training, and the community type involved (Wickramaratne et al., 2009). Each 

DDMCU is expected to understand the local conditions and plan accordingly. In this 

context, the relatively populous Matara district must be provided with more evacuation 

routes with emphasis on bulk evacuation than lesser crowded Hambantota. Furthermore, 

the infrastructure – road conditions, sign boards and street lights, etc. – must adequately 

facilitate the evacuees in areas where long escape routes exist, e.g. in the eastern region. 

In spite of the noteworthy achievements by DMC with evacuation planning, the 

following issues need careful attention.  

1. No belief/faith in the warning: The public‟s belief and faith in the warning 

mechanism is a key to successful evacuation, albeit being affected by the 

rarity of tsunamis and frequent false warnings.  
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2. Late reaction time / waiting for further confirmation: Nighttime tsunamis 

require that people have additional time to respond. Furthermore, a vague 

initial alert by DoM may keep communities wondering for a significant period 

of time.  

3. Evacuate in the wrong direction: Willful travel in the wrong direction was 

observed in the 2004 tsunami event, when people flocked to beaches to watch 

the receding waves. Even after the lesson was learned, a few instances in 2007 

indicated that evacuation tends to head towards where the majority moves, 

irrespective of the right direction. The rural culture often sees the youngsters 

moving in groups and even trying to influence the flow in the correct 

direction.    

4. Return home prior to the warning withdrawal: The withdrawal of a tsunami 

warning is not permitted unless a continuous negative signal is recorded from 

oceanic observations. The evacuated people meanwhile suffer from the lack of 

facilities at common rendezvouses and worry about possible looting. Rumours 

and misinterpretations of DoM warnings and messages may initiate the early 

return of people, despite the prevalent risk. 

5. Poor infrastructure: Lack of properly demarcated evacuation routes, 

unsatisfactory road conditions and the unavailability of vehicles, especially to 

move disabled people and senior citizens, are observed in most of the rural 

areas along the south and east coasts. 

6. Traffic congestion: The presence of narrow arterial roads contributes to the 

traffic congestion when the traffic from main coastal highways is diverted 
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inland. The situation is further aggravated as the public evacuation takes the 

same paths.  

Evacuee‟s sex, age and physical ability also play a role in the evacuation. 

However, the detailed discussion of such factors is beyond the scope of this research. 

 

10.14.2  Proposed Remedial Measures 

Issues 1 through 4 identified above can be resolved through proper awareness 

programs and drills focussed on the threatened communities. Drills must also to be 

conducted at night. Scheduled twice-a-year awareness programs and drills by DMC may 

sufficiently educate the residents, while retaining their interest. The following 

suggestions could be of use in this context. 

1. The programs could take place on weekends, so that school premises could be 

used to accommodate the crowds. Sessions may run parallel in several 

selected schools. 

2. The DDMCUs must get the best of the audio and visual aids (tsunami videos 

and other educative materials) available.  

3. People‟s perception of drills must be changed from a ritual and useless 

exercise to an important life-saving endeavour. Commitment shown by 

officials and care for the participants will ensure this requirement. 

Issues 5 and 6 elucidate the necessity of adequate financial allocations to develop 

the infrastructure facilities. This sends a strong message to the authorities that the generic 

development in the country bears ramifications in disaster management.  
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10.15 Conclusions 

The first phase of the chapter discusses the construction of decision trees. During 

the process, the following scholarly entities have been developed: 

1. Probability of tsunami detection with tide and buoy systems, 

2. Probability of successful tsunami evacuations in Sri Lanka, 

3. Cost of detection systems, 

4. Social cost of tsunamis, and 

5. Cost of evacuation 

The corresponding numbers derived for the above entities need refinement from the 

future research work.  

 

The main objective of this section was the description of the decision analysis 

exercise performed for the selection of the best tsunami detection tool for Sri Lanka. The 

combined system with two tide gauges and one buoy was found to be favoured for Sunda 

tsunami scenario. The existing provisions for a Makran tsunamis is found adequate and 

no tide gauge or a buoy deployment in the Arabian Sea by the Sri Lankan Government is 

recommended. 

 

The proposed system for Sunda tsunamis increases the probability of completion 

of the TWE process from a mere 10% to 89% in the Eastern Sri Lanka for a give tsunami 

arrival time of 110 minutes. Conversely, a time saving of 46 minutes could be achieved 

for a 95% probability level. The time saving is primarily due to the early detection of the 
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tsunami wave and the confirmation by the redundant gauges and buoys. However, this 

technological improvement could be further enhanced through streamlining the national 

and local warning and evacuation activities. Thus, the second phase of this chapter offers 

a comprehensive set of suggestions for the TWE stakeholders. Immediate suggestions 

include: 

1. DoM: A workshop to rectify the bulletin templates. Tsunami terminology and 

native language support is expected to be improved in this regard. 

2. DMC: DDMCUs and IRTs need constant supervision. The IRTs, in particular, 

tend to break loose from DMC if no attention is paid. In addition, the 

operation of tsunami warning towers needs technical support, and an 

appropriate maintenance service. 

3. Media: An awareness program must be launched to educate media personnel 

over the ethics, operational procedures and tsunami terminology. 

4. Police: A resource sharing mechanism must be introduced in the police 

hierarchy. Traffic plans for each major coastal town are also suggested. 

5. Local evacuation: Sustainability of the awareness campaigns / drills, and the 

uninterrupted budgetary allocations must be assured. 
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Chapter Eleven: Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

11.1 Chapter Brief   

Chapter 11 presents a detailed review of the contributions made by this research 

project to the current disaster management body of knowledge. In addition, the research 

conclusions including proposals for each stakeholder organization to improve their 

performance, in terms of the tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE), are briefly 

described. The chapter concludes with discussions on the research limitations, 

recommendations for the existing warning mechanism and directions for the future 

research.  

 

11.2 Main Research Conclusions  

11.2.1 Possibility of Network Modelling of Disasters 

This research work has introduced network modelling for natural disasters as a 

pilot project with tsunamis. Although network modelling already possesses many 

applications in construction project management, no known usage has been found thus 

far in disaster modelling except the very preliminary work of Fernando et al. (2008). 

Filling this gap, this research has showcased the possibility of network modelling of 

disasters. Furthermore, the stochastic simulation results provided a platform to analyse 

the evacuation completion at desired level of probabilities.   
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11.2.2 Adequacy of International Warning Process 

The regional watch providers (RWP) of the Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning and 

Mitigation System (IOTWS) are not yet entirely operational for international warning 

issuance. Australia and Indonesia currently limit their functional capacities to the national 

level. The emergence of many RWPs in the relatively small Indian Ocean could only be 

justified with the creation of opportunities for the enhancement of the regional detection 

systems and independent verifications.   

 

Currently, the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) takes nearly 11-13 

minutes to issue the first bulletin. On the assumption that an RWP is operational, the 

chances are that this young warning body would spend more time than its experienced 

counterparts: PTWC and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). However, the same 

level of service will be expected from the RWPs as from PTWC and JMA before 

terminating their interim services in 2011.  

 

In terms of time savings in the warning process, the detection times are more 

crucial than the time savings in the already streamlined warning centres‟ processes. This 

research has portrayed the effects of the addition of more tide gauges and buoys in the 

warning and evacuation, which will be briefly discussed in the following sections.  
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11.2.3 Adequacy of Detection Mechanisms in the Indian Ocean  

The scant number of useful tide gauges and buoys endangers Sri Lanka and 

neighbouring countries; and, the simulation results have numerically interpreted the 

threat, in terms of evacuation time required.  

 

The research work has embarked on a new approach of assessing the best 

detection mechanism for Sri Lanka through a decision analysis that quantifies a vast 

range of entities from failure probabilities of detection systems to financial losses of 

tsunamis. This exercise is essentially on a learning curve with future improvements, yet 

does not fail to provide insight of a decision analysis performed on a broader perspective 

with many traditionally untouched scenarios being addressed.  

 

The decision analysis evaluated the proposed tide gauge system, buoy system, the 

combined system, as well as the „do-nothing‟ (existing) condition and recommended the 

combined system for Sunda tsunamis. The majority of industry experts and professionals 

subscribe to this view, on the basis of gut feeling. The research has scientifically analyzed 

the pros and cons of the four alternatives: the three systems above and the existing 

condition, and produced all important numbers for decision making. Although the 

expected values of the two options related to gauges and tsunami buoys vary, 

technological advancements will allow buoys to improve in performance and be reduced 

in price, thereby catching up with tide gauges. In addition, all probability estimates are 

necessarily time dependent which urges constant fine adjustments for future decision 

analysis exercises. 
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11.2.4 Evacuation: Satisfactory or Not? 

The outcome of the simulation sends a strong message to the Sri Lankan 

authorities on the inability of completing a full evacuation under a tsunami threat from 

the Sunda trench. For example, a repetition of the 2004 event would yield only a 70% 

chance for a complete evacuation of Matara. If a tsunami struck at midnight, the 

probability drops to 15%. The numbers descend to unacceptably lower levels in the more 

easterly areas: Hambantota and Batticaloa, etc. 

 

The culpability lies with international activities, i.e. the delay in detecting the 

oceanic signal. However, it is unadvisable to wait for actions in the international context. 

The district disaster management coordination units (DDMCUs) must explore the present 

loopholes in the existing evacuation mechanism that are described in Section 10.14 and 

seek improvements.  

 

11.3 Research Contributions for Tsunami Warning and Evacuation 

The research contribution for the scientific body of knowledge is sixfold.  The 

following sections depict each contribution, including the adopted methodology, the 

illustrated benefit against the existing procedures and significance to industry and 

academia. 
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11.3.1 Development of Probability Distributions under a Data Deficient Environment 

Researchers often come across situations where the subject of interest is of rare 

occurrence and that available volumes of data are scanty for a statistically coherent study. 

This scenario is common to the many scholars who conduct various studies on disasters. 

In addition, the lack of professionals/experts available to provide the stochastic activity 

durations forces adherence to many presumptions that may be unreasonable.  

 

Three-point activity data – minimum, maximum and mean – were needed from 

each participant to recreate their distribution, leading to a juncture with two options: 

1. Use traditional assumptions (e.g. triangular, normal distributions, etc.), or 

2. Use of Maximum Entropy. 

The research has adopted the second option and developed a unique methodology 

inclusive of a computer program (Appendix L) to evaluate the maximum entropy 

probability distributions for a given three-point dataset. This is an addition to the 

maximum entropy literature. Further, the standard process followed from this point 

onwards in developing cumulative frequency distributions, fitting appropriate known 

distributions and measuring the goodness of fit could be a stand-alone guide for similar 

exercises in the future. 

 

11.3.2 Quality of Interviewed Data: A Practical Measure 

In interviewing, the focus should not only be on accommodating more 

participants, but on seeking improvements in the data gathered. The research has 
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suggested the use a 0-1 scale, called the personal ability factor (PAF), which can be 

determined for each participant based on answers to a series of study related questions. 

The following key benefits were observed in this approach: 

1. The questionnaires are not fixed. The researcher gets the opportunity to prepare 

the most suitable set of questions for the subject matter being interviewed. 

2. A 0-1 scale provides a straightforward indication of a person‟s ability, which is 

comparable among the different participants in the same institution, i.e. same 

subject matter of interest. 

3.  The factor assists in weighting the probability distributions based on the personal 

ability of the corresponding participant. 

Although the subjectivity of the PAF assessment raises concerns over the generic 

comparison of all participants, this approach is ideal for relating rather unaccountable 

personal abilities to the determination of a final probability density.  

 

11.3.3 Probability of False Warning 

The next scholarly contribution was from the exercise that determined the 

probability of false warning. The concept of a false warning is not given due concern in 

the research arena, since: 

1. Not many records are available, and 

2. Revelation of past false warning records (if any) of a particular warning 

authority is considered detrimental to the authority itself and in the 

development of warning process in general. 
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This study utilizes false warning events that occurred between 2004-2009 with 

credible information from the Department of Meteorology (DoM). Given an earthquake, 

Bayes‟ theorem enables the computation of an initial estimate of 0.086 for false tsunami 

warnings in Sri Lanka. This number is time-dependent and, thus, subjected to change 

with the increasing number of future earthquakes and tsunamis. Nonetheless, this 

research has taken an important stride in quantifying the probability of false warnings, 

which could be an initial guidance to many similar endeavours in the future.  

 

11.3.4 Probability of Tsunami Detection 

This research discusses probable failure modes and the respective probabilities in 

two detection mechanisms: tide gauges and tsunami buoys. The probability of detection 

is defined as the multiplication of data reliability and spatial availability. In terms of the 

tide gauges, the data reliability was determined from the Completeness Index (CI); 

whereas, the buoy system was assessed though a failure analysis.  

 

The importance of this exercise is twofold. First, it exemplifies an original effort 

to quantify the probability of failures in the two systems, which may be of guidance for 

future research. Next, the main entity derived – probability of detection – proved to be a 

crucial component in the decision analysis that determined the best alternative.   

 

11.3.5 Probability of Tsunami Evacuation 

The success of tsunami evacuation is a difficult measure. The rarity of tsunamis 

forces the research direction to rely on mock drills and false evacuations, where a few 
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records were available. The research made the optimal use of such literature and even 

used the personal experiences of the author to derive the best estimate of evacuation 

success. The traditional approach only focuses on head counts with no consideration of 

different categories of evacuees. However, an evacuation resulting from a false warning 

does not allow a mere head count to interpret the real picture, since a large number of the 

public remains on roads undecided. In addition, the portion that prefers to return home 

prior to the warning withdrawal and the few who still needs visual verification of a 

tsunami complicate the assessment. This research addresses all such scenarios, thereby 

effectively predicting the evacuation success in a real tsunami event.  

 

Further, the scholarly contribution from this research includes: 

1. The novel approach of evaluating the probability of evacuation success,  and 

2. An initial estimate of 8% - 14% for the southern region of Sri Lanka. 

 

11.3.6 Financial Aspects of Tsunamis 

The research elaborates four instances where cost considerations are discussed:  

1. The cost of detection systems, 

2. The social cost of a tsunami, 

3. The cost of evacuation, and  

4. The cost of a false warning. 

All of the above, except the cost of detection systems, impose a formidable 

challenge in terms of revealing their correct numbers applicable for Sri Lanka. Overall 
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tsunami damage is interpreted in monetary terms, based on property losses. This research 

portrays the criticality of the human loss, as a deprival of the productive service to the 

society. The value of statistical life (VOSL) is introduced for the first time in disaster 

assessment to „quantify‟ the service rendered by an average human, thereby to assessing 

the total financial loss. 

 

The originality of the work is further extended in the assessment of the false 

warning costs in Sri Lanka. The procedure takes into account not only the immediate 

financial losses, but also the long-term repercussions, of a false warning. The discussed 

approaches are expected to contribute to the disaster assessments in general. 

 

11.4 Research Limitations  

11.4.1 Pilot Level Research 

Evacuation modelling for the entire country involves a massive amount of field 

work requiring significant human resources and funding. Thus, the research switched to a 

pilot mode, selecting two villages for in-depth study. Although the social and geological 

similarities could allow generalization of the results to most parts in the southern region, 

separate studies are required for the eastern and western coastal areas.  

 

11.4.2 Initial Estimates of the Parameters 

The research has introduced many new warning and evacuation related estimates 

for Sri Lanka. Probabilities of tsunami detection, false warning and evacuation, in 
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addition to the corresponding cost estimates, have indicated room for improvement. The 

improvements include: 

 Qualitative additions with more professional inputs, and 

 Quantitative advancements through the constant addition of new data. 

 

11.4.3 Dynamic Developments 

The developed tsunami warning and evacuation (TWE) network is subjected to 

changes as new developments/trends in the stakeholder activities emerge. For example, 

PTWC now issues an initial bulletin in 11-13 minutes, compared to the situation in 2006 

where more than 19 minutes were taken for the same task. Furthermore, more activity 

relationships are added into the network, which may bypass the bottle necks and even 

augment the existing information links as redundant streams.  

 

11.4.4 Simulation Limitations 

Both simulation programs used – Simphony and Primavera Risk Analysis® – do 

not provide the full range of probability distributions the curve fitting exercise yields. 

This resulted in selecting the best available distribution, as explained in Section 9.6. 

Despite the green signal from the sensitivity analysis performed at the 95% level of 

significance, the accommodation of all distributions in the simulation programs is still 

favoured.  
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11.5 Recommendations  

11.5.1 Proposed Improvements in the Stakeholders 

The Disaster Management Center (DMC) holds the prime responsibility of 

nurturing the national tsunami warning and evacuation processes and, thus, needs to 

launch a proper coordination mechanism among the stakeholder institutions. The 

coordination should encourage the stakeholders to launch organizational level revision 

programs to rectify the drawbacks and contemplate the remedial measures suggested in 

Sections 10.10,10.11, 10.12, 10.13 and 10.14. 

 

11.5.2 Implementation of the Tide Gauge Proposal 

The implementation of the tide gauge proposal requires permissions from 

overseas governments, regulatory initiatives from the Global Sea Level Observing 

System (GLOSS) and sufficient financial support. The World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), 

from which the GLOSS system implemented, may consider the new proposal in their 

biannual meeting of GLOSS Group of Experts, if the need is properly communicated at 

the diplomatic level. 

 

Budgetary restrictions, less attention from the IOC‟s core decision makers and 

even poor understanding on the part of local authorities may enforce the adoption of 

nominal tide gauges that are below GLOSS standards. The research reiterates the 

necessity of GLOSS gauges, in which the possibility exists for real-time or near real-time 

data transfer.  
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11.5.3 Continuous Revision of the TWE Network 

Under the research limitations, the inability of the TWE network to be 

automatically updated with the future developments is discussed. This updating process 

must be an annual ritual of DMC, once the core essence of this study has been accepted. 

The updating process constitutes the following key elements: 

 Proactive communication with international warning authorities: PTWC, 

JMA and any emerging regional watch providers. 

 RSS feeds on the newest developments in the international detection 

mechanisms. 

 Constant monitoring of the national peers, including DoM, the Geological 

Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB), National Aquatic Resources Research 

and Development Agency (NARA), etc. 

 Proper documentation of evacuation drills, particularly the evacuation times 

in different regions, which are not covered.  

 

11.6   Future Work 

The research work has ramifications in other types of disaster modelling. For 

example, a similar network that depicts the information flow in a tornado event may be of 

the utmost importance for Canadian authorities in identifying the most threatened 

communities and assessing the remaining time for evacuation. Catastrophic floods, dam 

breaches and even forest fires could be simulated following the procedure elaborated.  
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APPENDIX A: MAP OF SRI LANKA 

 

Base map credit: Wikimedia Commons 
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APPENDIX B: PTWC BULLETIN ISSUED ON DEC 26, 2004 

 

TSUNAMI BULLETIN NUMBER 001 

PACIFIC TSUNAMI WARNING CENTER/NOAA/NWS 

ISSUED AT 0114Z 26 DEC 2004 

 

THIS BULLETIN IS FOR ALL AREAS OF THE PACIFIC BASIN EXCEPT 

ALASKA - BRITISH COLUMBIA - WASHINGTON - OREGON - CALIFORNIA. 

 

.................. TSUNAMI INFORMATION BULLETIN .................. 

 

THIS MESSAGE IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. THERE IS NO TSUNAMI WARNING 

OR WATCH IN EFFECT. 

 

AN EARTHQUAKE HAS OCCURRED WITH THESE PRELIMINARY PARAMETERS 

 

 ORIGIN TIME -  0059Z 26 DEC 2004 

 COORDINATES -   3.4 NORTH   95.7 EAST  

 LOCATION    -  OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATERA 

 MAGNITUDE   -  8.0 

 

EVALUATION 

 

 THIS EARTHQUAKE IS LOCATED OUTSIDE THE PACIFIC. NO DESTRUCTIVE       

 TSUNAMI THREAT EXISTS BASED ON HISTORICAL EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI     

 DATA.                                                                

 

THIS WILL BE THE ONLY BULLETIN ISSUED FOR THIS EVENT UNLESS 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION BECOMES AVAILABLE. 

 

THE WEST COAST/ALASKA TSUNAMI WARNING CENTER WILL ISSUE BULLETINS 

FOR ALASKA - BRITISH COLUMBIA - WASHINGTON - OREGON - CALIFORNIA. 
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APPENDIX C: BULLETINS-DOM 

C.1. Temporary Bulletin 1 

 

 

 

TB 1 

xS clny sm|bn~{ pYv^w~wQ nQ@v|qny. 
k`LgSN vQq&` @qp`r~w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr~\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~  

200...,.…,…… qQn p#y …….… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
aq (200... . ….……)  @pv/pv ………t  uwSr#/qkSNE sEm`wY` qQvyQn a`sn~n@y~ rQcQtr~ prQm`n@y~ 

………k xS clnyk~ sQqEvW a#w.  @mQ @h~wS@vn~ syEr sQs`r` sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ a#wQ @n`@vQ. eb#vQn~ e~ 

smQbn~{v klblyt pw~ @n`vn @ls jnw`vt q#nEmQ @qnE l#@bQ.    
G+fk;gk; gw;wpa jfty; mwpf;if 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G ikaj;jpdhy; 
200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy; ..............................kzpfÊF 

toq;fg;gl;lJ. 
,d;W (200....................) fhiy / khiy ................ kz;pf;F ....................... wpr;ru; myF 
gUkidf;nfhz;l G+fk;gk; xd;W tlfÊFÆnjwÊF Rkj;jpuh ,y; Vw;gl;Ls;sJ. 
,g;gUkDila G+fk;gj;jpdhy; vt;tpj rKj;jpu uPjpahd RdhkpiaAk; 
cUthf;fKbahjhifahy; nghJkf;fs; mikjpahf ,Uf;Fk;gb MNyhrid 
toq;fg;gLfpwJ. 

EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION BULLETIN 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at ……… hours on ……  ……….. 200…) 
An earthquake of magnitude …… in Richter scale has occurred off north/south Sumatra Islands, 
at ……. AM/PM today (….. …… 200…).   An earthquake of this magnitude cannot generate 
ocean wide tsunami and hence the general public is advised to stay calm. 
Action required:     No action required;  information only 
Earthquake details 
     Location:   ............................                           Coordinates:  …….. N, ……….E 
     Local time:  …..… AM/PM                             Depth: ……. Km 
     Magnitude: ……..                                             Displacement: Lateral/ Vertical 
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07.  
EARTHQUAKE OF …….… OFF SUMATRA. NO TSUNAMI EXPECTED 
AND FOR INFORMATION ONLY. 
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C.2. Temporary Bulletin 2 

  

TB  2                                                             Signal level:-           Colour:- 

pYxl xO clny pQLQbq up@q~X`w~mk nQ@v|qny 
k`LgSN vQq&` @qp`r~w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr~\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~  

200...,.…,…… qQn p#y …….… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
aq (200.. . ….……) XWY lAk`@v| @v|l`@vn~ @pv/pv......... pmN uwSr#/qkSNE sEm`wY` qQvyQn 

a`sn~n@y~ rQc|tr\ m`p`Ak …. . . ...... k pYxlw~v@yn~ yEw~ xSmQkm|p`vk~ sQqEvQy. @mm xSmQkm|p`v XWY 

lAk`vt kQ.mQ. …. ......  k~ pmN qErQn~ @k~n~qYgw vW a#w. 

l#bW a#wQ @w`rwSr# anEv  @mm xSmQkm|p`v mMQn~ sEn`mQ w~w~vyk~ a#wQvE bvt @m@wk~ v`r\w` vW 

n#w. @k@s~ @vww~ aq`l aAX vQmsQlQmw~v sQtQn b#v| XWY lAk`@v| @vrLbd pY@q~X vl jnw`vt 

q#nEm| @qnE l#@b|. 
ghupa G+fk;gk; gw;wpa fz;fhzpg;G mwpf;if 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G ikaj;jpdhy; 
200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy; ..............................kzpfÊF 

toq;fg;gl;lJ. 
,d;W (200.....................) fhiy / khiy ................ kzpf;F tlfÊFÆnjwÊF Rkj;jpuh jPTf;F 
mUfhikapy; ....................... wpr;ru; myF gUkidf;nfhz;l ghupa G+fk;gk; xd;W 
Vw;gl;Ls;sJ. G+kp mjpu;T ikaj;jpw;Fk; ,yq;iff;Fk; ,ilg;gl;l J}uk; ...................... 
fpkP f;Fk; mjpfkhdjhFk;. fpilf;fg;gl;l jfty;fspd; mbg;gilapy; Rdhkp 
epiyikfs; jw;NghJ vJTkpy;iy. vt;thwpUg;gpDk; rk;ge;jg;gl;l mjpfhuk; ngw;w 
epWtdj;jpdu; ,e;epiyikia kpfTk; cd;dpg;ghff; ftdpj;JtUfpd;wdu; vd;gij 
fiuNahutho; ,yq;if kf;fSf;F mwpaj;jug;gLfpwJ. 

MAJOR EARTHQUAKE ADVISORY BULLETIN 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at ……… hours on ….. ……… 200.. ) 
A major earthquake of magnitude ……... in the Richter scale has occurred off north/south 
Sumatra Islands at …..…. AM/PM today (….. …….. 200….). The distance between the 
epicenter and Sri Lanka is over ……… kilometers. 
According to the information available, no tsunami conditions exist at present.  However, 
people in the coastal areas of Sri Lanka are informed that relevant authorities are closely 
monitoring the situation.  
Action required:            Information only, be vigilant and listen to media               
Earthquake details 
      Location:   ............................                           Coordinates:  …….. N, ……….E 
     Local time:  ……… AM/PM                            Depth: ……. Km 
     Magnitude: ……..                                             Displacement: Lateral/ Vertical 
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07 
MAJOR EARTHQUAKE OF ……… OFF SUMATRA.NO TSUNAMI 
OBSERVED. SITUATION MONITORED. 
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C.3. Temporary Bulletin 3 

 
 

TB 3                                                               Signal level:-           Colour:- 

sEn`mQ avq`nm sm|bn~{ nQ@vQqny.  
k`lgSN vQq&` @qp`r\w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~ 

200.. ,.…,…… qQn p#y ……… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
rQc|tr\ m`p`Ak . ………  k pYblw~vyk~ shQwv wqbl xOmQkm|p`vk~ aq (200.. . ….……) 

@p.v./p.v. . ……… t uwSr#/qkSNE sEm`wY` qQvyQn asl mEhEqE pY@q~X@yn~ v`r\w` vW a#w. 

q#nt l#bW a#wQ v`r\w` vlt anEv @mm xO clny  in~qQyn~ s`gr@yhQ sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ 

vr\{ny kQrWmt @h~wSvQy h#k. 

aq`l nQl{`rWn~ ww~w~vy nQrn~wr@yn~m nQrWk~;Ny krn bvw~, l#@bn v`r\w` h#kQ 

ik~mnQn~ jn m`{& hrh` mhjnw`v @vw nQkSw~ krn bvw~ wvqErtw~ qn~v` sQtW. 
Rdhkp fz;;fhzpg;G mwpf;if 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G 
ikaj;jpdhy; 200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy;  

..........................kzpfÊF toq;fg;gl;lJ.  
 ,d;W (200...................) fhiy / khiy ................ kzpf;F Rkj;jpuh jPTfF 
tlÊNfÆnjwÊNf; ....................... wpr;ru; myF gUkidf;nfhz;l gyj;j G+fk;gk; xd;W 
Vw;gl;Ls;sJ. ,g; G+fk;gj;jpdhy; ,e;J rKj;jpuj;jpy; Rdhkp cUthfyhk; vd 
Muk;gj; jfty;fs; Fwpfhl;Lfpd;wd. rk;ge;jg;gl;l mjpfhuj;jpdu; ,e;epiyikia 
kpfTk; cd;dpg;ghf mtjhdpj;J tUtJld;> Gjpa jfty;fs; clDf;Fld; 
Clfq;fspD}lhf mwptpf;fg;gLk; vd;gijAk; nghJkf;fSf;F mwpaj;jug;gLfpwJ. 

TSUNAMI  WATCH  BULLETIN 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at ……… hours on ….. …………. 200…) 
A severe earthquake of magnitude ……. in the Richter scale has occurred off north/south 
Sumatra Island at ……. AM/PM today (…. .,….. 200…). Preliminary information 
indicates that this earthquake has the potential to generate tsunami in the Indian Ocean. 
The general public is informed that the relevant authorities are closely monitoring the 
situation, and the new information will be publicized through media to the public, soon as 
available. 
Action required:             Stay away from beach, be vigilant, listen to media.              
Earthquake factors 
     Location:   .............................                            Coordinates:  …….. N, ……….E 
     Local time:  ……… AM/PM                             Depth: ……. Km 
     Magnitude: ……...                                             Displacement: Lateral/ Vertical 
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07. 
SEVERE  EARTHQUAKE  OF  ………  OFF  SUMATRA. 
SITUATION CLOSELY  MONITORED. AWAIT  DETAILS. 
SEVERE  EARTHQUAKE  OF  ..……  OFF  SUMATRA. AWAIT  
DETAILS. 
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C.4. Temporary Bulletin 4 

 

TB 4                                                               Signal level:-           Colour:- 

sEn`mQ anwOr# a#gvQm| nQ@v|qny. 
k`lgSN vQq&` @qp`r\w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~  

200.. ,.…,…… qQn p#y ……… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
aq qQn(200.. . ….……), ….…… p#y t sQqE vE xOmQ km|p`v @h~wS@vn~ sEm`wY` qQvyQn avt 

pY@q~Xyt sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ v`rw`vW a#w.  

XWY lAk`@v| n#@gnhQr sh qkSNE @vrLbd pY@q~X vl jWvw~ vn jnw`v @m| pQLQbq vQmsQl~@ln~ 

sQtQn @lst up@qs~ @qn awr a`r]Qw s~}`n kr` ivw~………vWmt sRq`nm| vn @ls avv`q krnE 

l#@b|. 

@m| pQQLQbq nvwm @w`rwSr# sQyU m`{& mgQn~  jnw`v @vw nQ@v|qny krnE l#@b|. 
Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupf;if mwpf;if 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G ikaj;jpdhy; 
200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy; ...............................kzpfÊF 

toq;fg;gl;lJ. 
 ,d;W (200...................) fhiy / khiy ................ kzpf;F Rkj;jpuh jPTf;F 
mUfhikapy; Vw;gl;l G+fk;gjjpdhy; cUthfpAs;s Rdhkp ,yq;ifiag; 
ghjpf;Fkhifahy; fpof;F kw;Wk; njw;F fiuNahuq;fspYk; mjid mz;kpj;j 
gFjpfspYk; tjpAk; kf;fs; ghJfhg;ghd ,lq;fSf;F cldbahf  ............ f;F Kd; 
,lk;ngaUkhW mwpTWj;jg;gLfpd;wdu;. ,t;twptpj;jy; rk;ge;jg;gl;l Njrpa kw;Wk; 
ru;tNjr mjpfhuj;jpdupd; MNyhridAld; toq;fg;gl;lJ. 

TSUNAMI WARNING BULLETIN 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of meteorology, 
                                        at ………. hours on ….. ………… 200…) 
Due to the earthquake which occurred near Sumatra Island at …..…. AM/PM today   
(….. ………… 200.…), a tsunami has been generated.  
Those living near and along the coast around the island, particularly in the Eastern and 
Southern regions are advised to be ready to evacuate to safe places at any time.  
As and when new information becomes available, they will be publicized through media to 
the public. 
Action required:       Be ready to evacuate the coastal area and go to high grounds.               
Earthquake factors 
     Location:   ............................                            Coordinates:  …….. N, ……….E 
     Local time:  ……… AM/PM                            Depth: ……. Km 
     Magnitude: ……..                                             Displacement: Lateral/ Vertical 
Estimated arrival time of Tsunami if generated:- 
 
 
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07. 
TSUNAMI  GENERATED. THOSE  IN  EAST AND  SOUTH  COASTAL 
AREAS ADVISED TO BE  READY TO  EVACUATE  ANYTIME 
TSUNAMI  EXPECTED .  EVACUATE EAST AND SOUTH COASTS  
ADVISED. 
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C.5. Temporary Bulletin 5 

  

TB  5                                                              Signal level:-           Colour:- 

sEn`mQ anwOr# pY@q~XvlQn~ ivw~ kQrW@m| nQ@v|qny. 
k`lgSN vQq&` @qp`r\w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~ 

200.. ,.…,…… qQn p#y ……… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
aq qQn(200.. . ….……) ….. ………  p#y t sEm`wY` qQvyQn a`sn~n@y~ sQqE vE xOmQ km|p`v 

@h~wS@vn~ sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ v`rw`vW a#wQ b#vQn~, XYW lAk`@v| n#@gnhQr sh qkSNE @vrLbd 

pY@q~X vl jWvw~ vn jnw`v h#kQ ik~mnQn~/ . ……… t @pr a`r]Qw s~}`n kr` ivw~vn 

@ls avv`q krnE l#@b|. 

@mm nQ@vQqny aq`l j`wQk sh an~wr\ j`wQk a`ywn smg ekgw~v@yn~ nQkSw~ krn lq 

b#vQ qn~v` sQtQmE. 
Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupf;if> ,lk;ngau;T mwpf;if 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G 
ikaj;jpdhy; 200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy;  

................................kzpfÊF toq;fg;gl;lJ. 
,d@W (200.................................) fhiy_khiy ................... kzpf@F Rkhj;jpuh 
jPt[fÊF; mUfhikapyÊ@ ghupa g{fk;gk; xd@W Vw;gl;ljdÊ fhuzkhf Rdhkp 
VwÊglÊLsÊsjhf mwpafÊfpiljÊjJldÊ ,y';iffÊFkÊ jhf;fjÊij VwÊgLjÊjfÊTLkÊ 
vdNt ,yqÊifapdÊ fpHf;F, bjw;F fiunahuE;fspYk; mjw;fUfhikapYk;; 
thH;nthu;  ....................  kzpfÊF KdÊ ghJfhg;ghd ,l';fSf;F cldoahf 
tpyfpr;bry;YkhW mwpt[Wj@jg@gLfpd@wdu.@ ,J mjpfhuk; bgw;w 
cs;~u;/ btspa{u; !;jhgd';fSld; fye;jhnyhrpj;J btspaplg;gl;l mwpf;ifahFk;. 

TSUNAMI WARNING EVACUATION BULLETIN 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at ……… hours on ….. …………. 200.. ) 
As the earthquake near Sumatra Island at ……. AM/PM today (….. …,…... 200.... ) has 
generated tsunami that will affect Sri Lanka, those living near and along the Eastern and 
Southern coastal regions are advised to evacuate to safe places immediately/ before 
………… 
This announcement to evacuate is issued in consultation with relevant national and 
international authorities. 
Action required:       Immediately evacuate the coastal area and go to high grounds.               
Earthquake factors 
     Location:   ............................                            Coordinates:  …….. N, ……….E 
     Local time:  ……… AM/PM                            Depth: ……. Km 
     Magnitude: ……..                                             Displacement: Lateral/ Vertical 
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07. 
TSUNAMI  GENERATED / EXPECTED  IN  EAST AND SOUTH 
COASTAL  AREAS.  IMMEDIATE  EVACUATION  ADVISED. 
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C.6. Temporary Bulletin 6 

 
 

TB  6                                                               Signal level:-           Colour:- 

sEn`mQ anwOr# a#gvW@mQ nQ@vQqny ivw~ kQrWm/avlAgO kQrWm. 
k`lgSN vQq&` @qp`r\w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~ 

200.. ,.…,…… qQn p#y ……… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 
. ……. . . ,. . . . . .,.....… qQn p#y ………  t nQkSw~ krn lq  sEn`mQ anwOr# a#gvW@mQ 

nQ@vQqny @mm nQ@vQqnyw~ smg avlAgO krnE l#@bQ.  

@mQ anEv XWY lAk`@vQ @vrl wWry sqh` p#v#wQ sEn`mQ avq`nm q#n~ phv @g`s~ a#wQ b#vQ 

qn~v` sQtQn awr ……………wm v`ss~}`n vlQn~ anwOr# a#gvW@mQ nQ@vQqny smg ivw~v gQy jnw`vt 

sQy v`ss~}`n kr` n#vw p#mQNQy h#kQ b#vQ qn~v` sQtQmE. 

wvq @mm anwOr# a#gvWm  ivw~ kQrW@mQ nQ@vQqny aq`l j`wQk sh an~wr\ j`wQk a`ywn 

smg ekgw~v@yn~ nQkSw~ krn lq b#vQ wv qErtw~ qn~v` sQtQmE. 
Rdhkp vr;rupf;if mwpf;ifapd; ePf;fk; / ,uj;Jr; nra;jy; 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G 
ikaj;jpdhy; 200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy; 

 ...................... kzpfÊF toq;fg;gl;lJ. 
,d;W (200...................) fhiy / khiy ................ kzpf;F toq;fg;gl;l Rdhkp vr;rupg;G 
thg]; ngwg;gLfpd;wJ / ,uj;Jr; nra;ag;gLfpd;wJ. jw;NghJ ,yq;iff;F Rdhkp 
mr;RWj;jy; vJTkpy;iy/jPtpd; ePnuy;iyia mitfs; fle;J nrd;Ws;sd. 
,yq;ifapd; fiuNahug; gFjpfs; ghJfhg;ghdnjdg; gpufldg;gLj;JtJld; 
ghJfhg;ghd ,lq;fSf;F ,lk; ngau;e;j kf;fs; jkJ toikahd 
tjptplq;fSf;F ,g;NghJ jpUk;gpr;nry;Yk;gb Nfl;Lf;nfhs;sg;gLfpd;wdu;. 
rk;ge;jg;gl;l Njrpa kw;Wk; ru;tNjr> mq;fPfhuk; ngw;w epWtdq;fspd; 
MNyhridAld; ,t;twpf;if ePf;fg;gl;Ls;sjhf nghJkf;fSf;F 
mwpaj;jug;gLfpwJ. 

TSUNAMI WARNING WITHDRAWAL/ CANCELLATION 
(Issued by the National Tsunami early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at …….. hours on ….. …………. 200…) 
The tsunami warning issued at .…..… hours on …... …………… 200.… is withdrawn/ 
cancelled. There is no tsunami threat to Sri Lanka at present. / The waves have now 
passed through island waters. 
The coastal areas of Sri Lanka are declared safe and those evacuated to safe areas may 
now return to their usual places of residence. 
Public is further informed that this withdrawal is announced in consultation with relevant 
national and international agencies. 
Action required:       Return to usual places of residence                  
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07. 
TSUNAMI  WARNING  WITHDRAWN. COASTAL  AREAS  NOW SAFE. 
TSUNAMI WATCH WITHDRAWN. 
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C.7. Temporary Bulletin 7 

 

Courtesy of Department of Meteorology, Sri Lanka.  

TB  7         

sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ pQLQbq vQ@X~; nQ@v|qny 
k`LgSN vQq&` @qp`r\w@mQn~wS@vhQ j`wQk sEn`mQ pRr\v anwSr# a#gvW@mQ m{&s~}`ny vQsQn~     

200...,.…,…… qQn p#y …….… t nQkSw~ krn lqQ 

lMqW vQy h#kQ sEn`mQ ww~w~vyk~ pQLQb[v jnw`v anQyw bQykQn~ psEvn bv q#ngn~nt l#bW a#w. 

sEn`mQ pQLQb[v qQn gNnkt klQn~ q#nEm| qWmt h#kQ w`]Nyk~ @m| vn vQt @n`m#w. eb#vQn~ 

ihw ktk}`vt kQsQqE vQq&`w~mk pqnmk~ n#w.  

@m| nQs` klbl @n`vW sQtQn @lsw~, aq`l j`wQk a`ywn mMQn~ nQkOw~ krn nQ@v|qn pQLQb[v 

pmNk~ ktyEwO krn @ls jnw`v@gn~ il~l` sQtQnE l#@b|. 

Rdhkp epiyik gw;wpa tpNrl mwptpj;jy; 

tspkz;lytpay; jpizf;fsj;jpd; Njrpa Rdhkp Kd;ndr;rupg;G ikaj;jpdhy; 
200...... Mk; Mz;L ........... khjk; ............. Mk; jpfjpapy; ..............................kzpfÊF 

toq;fg;gl;lJ. 

mLj;JtUk; rpy jpdq;fspy; ,yq;iff;fhd xU Rdhkp mr;RWj;jy; njhlu;ghd 
gy;NtW tprhuizfs; fpilf;fg;ngw;Ws;sd. Rdhkp epfo;T gw;wp kpfTk; Kd;$l;bNa 
vjpu;T$Wtjw;Fj; jw;Nghija njhopy; El;gk; ,d;dKk; ed;F tpUj;jpailatpy;iy. 
,J tpQ;Qhd uPjpaw;w xU tje;jpahFk;. vdNt  rk;ge;jg;gl;l mjpfhuk;ngw;w 
epWtdj;jpduhy; toq;fg;gLk; Clf mwpf;if fis mDrupj;J mikjpahf 
,Uf;Fk;gb nghJkf;fs; Nfl;f;fg;gLfpd;wdu;. 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT ON A TSUNAMI SITUATION 
(Issued by the National Tsunami Early Warning Centre, Department of Meteorology, 

at ……… hours on ….. …………. 200…) 
There have been various inquiries regarding a tsunami threat to Sri Lanka during the next few 
days. Current technology is not yet advanced enough to predict tsunami occurrence days in 
advance and therefore it is a scientifically baseless rumour. 
General public is advised to stay calm and be guided by media reports issued only by relevant 
national authorities. 

Action required:     :     No action required,   Information only                     
Duty Meteorologist  
Department of Meteorology, 
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo- 07. 

BASELESS  RUMOUR  AND  NO  THREAT  OF  TSUNAMI 
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APPENDIX D:  ACTION PROTOCOL- GSMB 

Magnitude Distance Action 

< 6  >  1000 km Record on duty report 

No specific action required 

 500 – 1000 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC & Director 

 < 500 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC ,Director, DD & Met Dept 

Respond to public inquiries 

 6 -7 >  1000 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC & Director 

 500 – 1000 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC ,Director & Met Dept 

 < 500 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC, Director, DD, Chairman, Met Dept, Navy 

& NARA 

Respond to public inquiries 

7 -8 >  1000 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC , Director & DD 

Communicate with Met Dept, Navy & NARA 

 500 – 1000 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC, Director, DD 

Communicate with Met Dept, Navy & NARA, contact 

PTWC,  Respond to public inquiries 

 < 500 km Record on duty report 

Inform OIC, Director, DD & Chairman 

Communicate with Met Dept, Navy & NARA, contact 

PTWC,  Assist TEWC in decision making,  
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Inform President‟s office, Police 

Respond to public inquiries 

> 8  Any Record on duty report 

Inform OIC, Director, DD & Chairman 

Communicate with Met Dept, Navy & NARA, contact 

PTWC,  Assist TEWC in decision making,  

Inform President‟s office, Police 

Respond to public inquiries 

 

Courtesy of Geological Survey and Mines Bureau, Sri Lanka. 
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APPENDIX E: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PAF ASSESSMENT 

 

E.1. Disaster Management Centre (DMC)  

Knowledge: 

Qk1:  Whether the knowledge of information predecessors (DOM, RANET) is apparent. 
 
Qk2:  In-house processes. (reconfirmation from DMC, communication etc) 
 
Qk3:  Comprehension of warning criteria. (types of bulletins received from DoM) 
 
Qk4:  Method of communication (from and to) 
 
Qk5: Knowledge of the DMC hierarchy and information successors (DDMCU, 

committees etc) 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty during false warnings (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe2:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe3:  Experience in conflicting information from DoM/RANET and other minor sources. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of the warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
Qe5: Experience in working with piers. (police, media) 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Consent to provide contributions when not enough crew is in operation. 
 
Qi2:  Consent to co-operate with fellow staff even under stressy environment.  
 
Qi3:  Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.   
 
Qi4:  Interest in involving field level activities. (drills, training camps etc)   
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E.2.  Department of Meteorology (DoM) 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1:  Whether the knowledge of PTWC is apparent. 
 
Qk2:  Knowledge of other informants. (JMA,WMO etc) 
 
Qk3:  In-house processes. (arrival time estimation, meetings, decision making etc) 
 
Qk4: Warning criteria. (Types of bulletins depending on the EQ magnitude) 
 
Qk5: Information receivers. (DMC, Police, Media etc) 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in the 2004 tsunami event. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty during false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in conflicting information from PTWC/JMA or other minor sources. 
 
Qe5:  Experience in failures of the warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Consent to provide contributions when not enough crew is in operation. 
 
Qi2:  Consent to co-operate with fellow staff even under stressy environment.  
 
Qi3:  Desire to operate/handle the softwares. (Travel time, GTS etc) 
 
Qi4: Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.   
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E.3.  National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA) 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1: Whether knowledge of information predecessors (local tide gauges) is          

apparent. 
 
Qk2: Warning procedures at NARA. (decision making, role of operators, whom to 

inform  etc) 
 
Qk3:  Information hierarchy at NARA.  
 
Qk4:  Tide information assessment. (threshold of tsunami waves, software tools) 
 
Qk5: Communication methods. (telephone, email etc) 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in the 2004 tsunami event. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty during false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Rapid reaction to given warning. 
 
Qi2:  Interest to revalidate information before proceeding. 
 
Qi3:  Interest to receive training on tsunami warning. 
 
Qi4: Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.  
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E.4. Geological Survey and Mines Bureau  (GSMB) 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1: Whether the knowledge of information predecessors (local seismic probe) is          

apparent. 
 
Qk2:  Information hierarchy at GSMB.  
 
Qk3: Initial seismic information assessment. (threshold of magnitude and distance, 

software tools) 
 
Qk4: Warning procedures at GSMB. (decision making, role of operators, whom to 

inform  etc.) 
 
Qk5:  Communication methods (telephone, email etc). 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in 2004 tsunami period. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty in false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3: Whether any training related to seismic monitoring and tsunami warning is 

received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Rapid reaction to given signal from local seismic probe. 
 
Qi2:  Interest to revalidate information before proceeding.  
 
Qi3:  Interest to receive training on seismic monitoring and tsunami warning. 
 
Qi4: Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.   
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E.5. District and Divisional Secretaries   

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1: Whether the knowledge of information predecessors (DMC, DDMCU) is 

apparent. 
 
Qk2:  Information hierarchy at District and Divisional levels.  
 
Qk3:  Warning procedures at the office. (decision making, role of DS, whom to inform  

etc.) 
 
Qk4: Communication methods (telephone, email etc). 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in the 2004 tsunami event. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty during past false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of the warning system. (procedural and communicational) 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Rapid reaction to a given signal from the DDMCU. 
 
Qi2:  Interest to revalidate the information before proceeding.  
 
Qi3:  Interest to receive training on tsunami warning. 
 
Qi4: Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.   
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E.6. Police 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1:  Whether the knowledge of information predecessors. (DoM, DMC) is apparent. 
 
Qk2:  Warning procedures in Police. (decision making, roles of DIG, SSP and local stns, 

role  of Apollo centres etc) 
 
Qk3:  Information hierarchy.  
 
Qk4: Awareness of warning bulletins. (watch, advisory and warning) 
 
Qk5: Communication methods. (PoliceCOM, fax, PA system etc) 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in the 2004 tsunami event. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty during false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Rapid reaction to given warning. 
 
Qi2:  Interest to revalidate information before proceeding.  
 
Qi3:  Interest to involve in drills. 
 
Qi4: Willingness to learn new developments in the warning process.   
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E.7.  Media 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1:  Knowledge on whom to contact for reliable and official information. 
 
Qk2:  Awareness of warning bulletins. (watch, advisory and warning) 
 
Qk3:  Communication method. 
 
Qk4:  Revalidation methods. 
 
Qk5:  Night time procedures. 
 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Whether on duty in the 2004 tsunami event. 
 
Qe2:  Whether on duty during false warnings. (March 2005, Sep 2007) 
 
Qe3:  Whether any training related to tsunami warning is received. 
 
Qe4:  Experience in failures of warning system. (mechanical, communicational) 
 
Qe5:  Competition of providing correct information vs being quickest among piers.  
 
 
 
Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Rapid reaction to given warning. 
 
Qi2:  Willingness to work in off-office hours when a warning is in effect. 
 
Qi3:  Interest to revalidate information before proceeding.  
 
Qi4:  Interest to obtain correct info from unsupportive bureaucratic systems. 
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E.8.   Evacuees 

 
Knowledge: 
 
Qk1:  Do you think your community knows who will inform them of tsunamis? 
 
Qk2:  Do you think your community knows where to move in an emergency? 
 
Qk3:  Do you think your community knows which route to take? 
 
Qk4: Do you think your community knows how soon you can reach safe land? 
 
Qk5: Do you think your community knows how long to stay in the safe land? 
 
 
Experience: 
 
Qe1:  Do you live in a coastal area? (Coastal area is defined to be the belt of 200m from 

the coast) 
 
Qe2:  Has your community experienced the 2004 tsunami? 
 
Qe3:  Were they affected in the 2004 tsunami? 
 
Qe4:  Did they participate in any of the false warnings? 
 
Qe5: Did they participate in any of the tsunami drills? 
 
 
 
Ability: 
 
Qa1:  Can they walk in an emergency? 
 
Qa2:  Are they comfortable in evacuating? 
 
Qa3:  Will they be able to use any other transport mechanism (cycling, taking a taxi etc)?  
 
Qa4:  Will they be able to get help from the neighbourhood? 
 
Qa5: Will they be able to help others in evacuating? 
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Interest: 
 
Qi1:  Do they believe in next tsunami? 
 
Qi2:  Will they be prepared to evacuate in an emergency? 
 
Qi3: Will they encourage others to evacuate in an emergency? 
 
Qi4: Will a proper warning/evacuation process be useful to them? 
 
Qi5: Do you have any suggestions to improve the warning & evacuation process?  
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APPENDIX F: PAF ASSESSMENT 

 

F.1. DMC 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QE5 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.82 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0   0.79 

B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0   0.93 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.93 

D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.93 

E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00   0.96 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0   0.93 

F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1   0.93 
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F.2. DoM 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QE5 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.82 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1   0.79 

B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.86 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1   0.86 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1   0.93 

D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.89 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1   0.86 

 
 
 
F.3.  NARA 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QE5 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.89 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1   0.86 

B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.86   0.89 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1   0.93 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.86   0.82 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0   0.79 
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F.4. GSMB 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.92   0.92 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.92 

B 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.83   0.79 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1   0.75 

 

 

 

F.5. District and Divisional Secretaries 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.71   0.68 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0   0.64 

B 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.64   0.61 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0   0.57 

C 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.71   0.71 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.71 

D 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.64   0.68 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1   0.71 
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F.6. Police 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.85   0.85 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0   0.85 

B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.77   0.77 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0   0.77 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.77   0.85 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0   0.92 

D 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.85   0.77 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0   0.69 

E 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.77   0.69 
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0   0.62 

F 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.85   0.85 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0.85 

G 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.54   0.54 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1   0.54 

H 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.77   0.77 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1   0.77 

I 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.77   0.73 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1   0.69 

J 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.69   0.65 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0   0.62 

K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.85   0.65 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0   0.46 
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F.7. Media 

 

Respondent 
Knowledge Experience Interest Initial PAF Final 

PAF QK1 QK2 QK3 QK4 QK5 QE1 QE2 QE3 QE4 QE5 QI1 QI2 QI3 QI4 Interviewee's Interviewer's 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.93 

B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.82 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1   0.79 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.82 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1   0.79 

D 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.64   0.68 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1   0.71 

E 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.86   0.86 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.86 

F 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.71   0.71 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1   0.71 

G 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.79   0.75 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0   0.71 

H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.93   0.93 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1   0.93 

I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.79   0.82 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1   0.86 
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F.8. Evacuees 
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APPENDIX G: DISTRIBUTION FITTING RESULTS 

 

G.1.   PTWC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S    
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic

)
Automatic Paging Wakeby Beta a1=1.5992  a2=6.1266 0.937 0.912 0.522 0.002* 0.019* 3.199*

a=-0.03707  b=7.2106
Determine Magnitude Log Logistic Beta a1=43.71  a2=1.88E+6 0.013 0.854 0.664 0.000* 0.347 1.133

(3P) a=-4.3715  b=2.83E+5
Determine Location Burr Triangular m=1.925  a=-0.00178  0.058 0.019 3.621 0.058* 0.019* 3.621*

b=5.3614
Intial Bulletin Wakeby Normal s=0.71897  m=1.7268 0.348 0.688 0.697 0.027 0.193 1.694

Refine EQ Magnitude Uniform  a=1  b=5

Obtain Additional Info Uniform a=0  b=3

Run Forecast Model Uniform a=0  b=3

Issue Secondary Bulletin Exponential m=1.73

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Data from a single respondent 
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G.2.  DMC –Day Time  

 

 

  

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S      
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

DMC responds to Wakeby Beta a1=1.1147  a2=2.48 0.016 0.421 0.919 0.016 0.421 0.919

 incoming info a=-0.00144  b=16.058
Validate with source Log Logistic Beta a1=3.4268  a2=2.33E+6 0.062 0.406 1.161 0.001* 0.048 1.863

a=-0.30588  b=3.54E+6
Inform DDMCUs Burr (4P) Beta a1=7.2401  a2=6.82E+6 0.027 0.344 1.131 0.000* 0.028* 2.689*

a=-0.35656  b=6.36E+6
Inform Police HQ Dagum Normal s=1.9382  m=3.2176 0.373 0.148 0.899 0.000* 0.075 3.941*

Inform Media Wakeby Beta a1=2.0677  a2=5.969 0.027 0.434 1.119 0.000* 0.030* 2.593*
a=0.2131  b=23.733

Inform DS Wakeby Beta a1=0.94732  a2=1.275 0.256 0.802 0.592 0.089 0.482 0.847

a=2.007  b=15.096
Activate warning Wakeby Beta a1=4.6234  a2=34.089 0.980 0.992 0.204 0.385 0.280 0.905

towers a=-0.43979  b=18.878
Inform Dis Sec. Error Beta a1=1.461  a2=1.271 0.079 0.854 0.698 0.173 0.374 0.913

a=1.8347  b=14.948
Inform Div. Sec. Beta Beta a1=0.83013  a2=1.5203 0.259 0.542 0.776 0.259* 0.542 0.776

a=2.015  b=20.2
Inform IRTs Error Normal s=4.6467  m=13.547 0.045 0.841 0.805 0.016 0.528 1.447

Inform Local Police Pert Beta a1=0.78475  a2=1.6702 0.012 0.450 1.268 NA 0.005* 7.167*
a=0.002  b=10.314

Inform prioritiesd Weibull Beta a1=1.601  a2=4.9161 0.145 0.796 0.553 0.064 0.736 0.674

palces(PP) (3P) a=1.0079  b=20.737
Activate local sirens Wakeby Beta a1=2.3255  a2=6.22E+6 0.051 0.462 0.931 0.011* 0.073 1.721

a=-0.10882  b=6.55E+6
Inform IRTs (by DS) Burr Beta a1=0.90062  a2=2.54 0.011 0.133 1.554 NA 0.000* 13.266*

a=5.061  b=48.165
Inform public (IRTs) Johnson SB Beta a1=3.1476  a2=16.361 0.769 0.350 1.220 0.433 0.225 1.710

a=2.3373  b=60.846
Inform public Dagum Normal s=3.8613  m=10.503 0.633 0.652 0.819 0.266* 0.145 1.661

(from PP)

Inform public Lognormal Beta a1=1.1616  a2=3.9896 0.341 0.629 1.227 0.000* 0.032* 3.261*
(local sirens) (3P) a=0.00806  b=13.698
Inform public Log Logistic Beta a1=3.1308  a2=7.0899 0.021 0.474 1.059 0.427 0.114 0.855

(warning towers) (3P) a=-0.2364  b=7.0469

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.
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G.3.  DMC- Night Time 

 

 

Rest of the activities remain unchanged, and the day time parameters are applied. 

 

G.4.  DoM  

 

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Inform IRTs- DDMCU Wakeby Normal s5.2742  m14.575 0.255 0.723 0.917 0.004* 0.225 2.492

Inform District Sec Hypersecant Normal s3.5716  m10.872 0.000* 0.095 3.198* 0.000* 0.017* 4.251*

Inform Div-Sec Log Pearson Beta a11.4926  a26.1842 0.073 0.628 0.998 0.054 0.100 1.432

a4.9023  b43.228
Inform IRT- Div Sec Burr Beta a12.973   a24.78E6 0.142 0.715 0.699 0.000* 0.001* 4.844*

a4.8831  b2.25E7

Inform public via IRT Wakeby Normal s6.177  m15.005 0.472 0.965 0.471 0.341 0.136 2.585*

Inform public via Gen Gamma Triangular m=5.157 a=4.9431 0.147 0.629 0.575 0.048* 0.076 1.717

Prioritised Palces (4P) b=26.66

Inform Public via Wakeby Normal s2.3487  m4.3847 0.952 0.988 0.316 0.836 0.616 1.194

Local Sirens

Inform Public via Wakeby beta a16.9639  a2801.71 NA 0.943 8.360* 0.014* 0.116 1.297

Warning Towers a0.88741  b386.74

Activity
Distribution Parameters of the 

Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S      
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Confirm With GSMB Phased Bi Beta a10.9241  a21.1695 0.089 0.544 1.097 NA 0.152 5.272*
Weibull a=0.011  b=2.992

Confirm With CISN Wakeby Normal s1.0169 m2.0629 0.464 0.965 0.407 0.134 0.433 1.636

TEWC Meeting Error Beta a11.6514  a21.7575 0.062 0.523 0.781 0.040* 0.198 1.019

a=0.82397  b=15.225
Confirm with PTWC Wakeby Normal s1.1261 m2.7613 0* 0.435 0.670 0* 0.121 1.645

EQ Analysis Wakeby Triangular m=3.685  a=0.80043  NA 0.739 16.341* 0.096 0.269 1.258

b=5.2554
Estimate Arrival Time Weibull 3p Normal s1.0467 m1.7717 0.004* 0.574 1.913 0* 0.019* 3.989*

Make Initial Decision Johnson SB Uniform a=0.7514  b=4.7588 NA 0.537 20.576* NA 0.204 92.252*

Issue Initial Order Wakeby Normal s0.85323  m2.5059 NA 0.654 27.927* 0.017* 0.176 2.544*

Review by Committe Gen Extreme Normal s1.0325  m4.0833 0.839 0.810 1.089 0.195 0.217 2.232

Value

Resolve Discrepancies Johnson SB Beta a14.3911  a23.5627 0.544 0.800 0.561 0.664 0.688 0.602

a=1.6154  b=6.3745
Issue Evcuation Order Dagum Normal s0.78248  m3.255 0.719 0.422 0.735 0.152 0.085 1.584

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.
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G.5. NARA 

 

 

G.6.  GSMB 

 

 

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S    
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Receive Local Tide  Info Johnson SB Beta a11.3164 a22.2711 0.382 0.796 0.574 0.009* 0.145 1.474

a=-0.00161  b=5.2143
Receive Global Tide Info Burr (4P) Beta a17.1994 a21.19E7 0.004* 0.242 1.864 0.000* 0.007* 4.149*

a=-0.20829  b=3.62E+6
Analysis Wakeby Triangular m=11.971  a=4.0051  0.339 0.514 0.518 0.076 0.197 2.457

b=15.723
Inform DoM Log-Logistic Beta a12.70 a24.79E6 0.199 0.841 0.457 0.098 0.059 1.886

(3P) a=-0.203  b=5.55E+6

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S    
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Detection by PLK  Stn Wakeby Beta a11.51  a20.955 0.444 0.473 0.735 0.000* 0.007* 2.537*
a=0.0024  b=1.995

Earthquake Evaluation Weibull Beta a11.3356 a23.112 0.001* 0.651 1.017 0.000* 0.087 1.494

(3P) a=1.0635  b=5.7816
Look for Seismic Info Wakeby Beta a11.204 a21.311 0.949 0.917 0.273 0.224 0.556 0.532

a=5.0114  b=19.997
Follow Action Protocol Beta Beta a10.896 a20.889 0.593 0.917 0.383 0.593 0.917 0.383

a=1.005  b=4.991
Look for Further info Wakeby Beta a11.569 a25.11E6 NA 0.167 8.676* 0.000* 0.000* 3.500*

a=9.947  b=1.842E+7
Operator Re-evaluate Wakeby Beta a11.123 a23.447 0.183 0.858 0.738 0.025* 0.184 1.360

the Quake a=1.9981  b=24.294
Follow Action Protocol Johnson SB Uniform a=5.0243  b=19.775 0.369 0.632 0.695 NA 0.469 35.675*

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.
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G.7. Police 

 

 

G.8.  Media –Day Time  

 

 

G.9.  Media –Night Time  

 

Rest of the activities remain unchanged, and the day time parameters are applied. 

 

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S        
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Information Processed Error Uniform a=0.50625  b=13.473 0.210 0.800 1.112 NA 0.685 53.487*
at Control Stn

Inform Apollo Centrers Wakeby Uniform a=1.0293  b=5.2259 0.793 0.966 0.193 NA 0.225 38.716*

Inform Local Police Stns Log Logistic Exponential 0.36243 0.016 0.263 1.693 0.000* 0.004* 4.803*
 (3P)

Police Informs Public Wakeby Triangular m=11.614  a=3.9981   0.014 0.653 0.960 0.043* 0.524 1.151

b=32.28

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S        
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Validate from Internet Wakeby Beta a10.666 a25.427 0.504 0.808 0.792 NA 0.002* 9.854*
a=6.35E-15  b=14.99

Validate from Source Phased- Beta a10.84 a22.33 0.239 0.750 0.452 NA 0.715 4.613*
Bi Weibull a=1.02  b=15.71

Informs News Director Log Logistic Exponential 0.5105 0.000* 0.132 1.941 0.000* 0.002* 4.946*
( 3P)

Decided to Tele Phased- Exponential 0.3439 0.033* 0.427 1.221 0.006* 0.332 1.697

/Broadcast Bi Weibull

Obtain Voice/video cuts Burr Normal s3.587  m7.369 0.010* 0.651 1.159 0.000* 0.016* 4.796*

Tele/Broadcast Wakeby Exponential 0.5545 0.018* 0.725 0.667 0.000* 0.000* 6.439*

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S        
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Validate the Severity Wakeby Normal s=4.8071  m=9.6988 0.319 0.906 0.445 0.144 0.428 1.436

Call Essential Crew Gen. Pareto Beta a1=0.8505  a2=0.9437 0.176 0.626 0.865 0.020* 0.414 0.867

 to Work a=1.01  b=14.99
Crew Reports to Work Fatigue Life Beta a1=2.563  a2=19.357 0.175 0.800 0.661 0.094 0.257 0.901

a=4.119  b=176.71

Activity
Distribution Parameters of the 

Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.
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G.10.  Evacuation –Day Time 

 

 

G.11.  Evacuation –Night Time 

 

  

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S        
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Public Informs Public Wakeby Triangular m=4.57  a=-0.56106  0.046* 0.664 0.523 0.000* 0.066 2.733*
b=7.0575

People React to Warning Dagum Beta a11.268 a21.956 0.096 0.663 0.719 0.105 0.524 0.790

a=0.00712  b=10.709
Inform Family Members Wakeby Beta a13.345 a25.881 NA 0.208 1.333 0.044* 0.139 1.380

a=-0.30236  b=10.632
Crosscheck with Johnson SB Beta a11.368 a21.879 0.306 0.829 0.499 0.052 0.504 0.695

Media/Neighbors a=0.04568  b=10.245
Decide to Evacuate Erlang (3P) Normal s1.516  m3.3617 0.433 0.913 0.518 0.387 0.827 0.496

Collect Personal Wakeby Beta a19.151 a25.732E6 NA 0.585 3.267 0.040* 0.123 2.185

Belongings a=-0.3053  b=1.51E+6
Co-ordinate with Wakeby Beta a10.958 a21.110 0.085 0.738 0.919 NA 0.086 5.602*
Neighbors a=0.008  b=3.0341
Receives Guidance Lognormal Beta a15.557 a214.081 0.115 0.730 0.683 0.240 0.430 0.889

 -Police/DDMCU (3P) a=-0.76891  b=8.6891
Find Suitable Transport Dagum Beta a125.84 a215.704 0.067 0.531 0.756 0.048* 0.281 1.061

a=-4.5628  b=5.9593
Move to Safe Location Wakeby Beta a138.38  a28.15E6 0.098 0.236 0.840 0.000* 0.000* 5.681*

a=-18.637  b=6.76E+6

Activity
Distribution

Parameters of the 
Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.

Best Fit Available χ2           
(P-val)

K-S        
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

χ2           
(P-val)

K-S       
(P-Val)

A-D 
(statistic)

Public Informs Public Wakeby Tringular m=6.57  a=1.6106  NA 0.905 12.171* NA 0.089 5.981

b=12.5
People React to Warning Johnson SB Beta a10.895   a21.406 0.309 0.754 0.675 NA 0.457 4.472

a=1.016  b=16.0
Inform Family Members Johnson SB Uniform  a=1.6333  b=7.2416 NA 0.821 20.517 0.000* 0.004* 6.311*

Crosscheck with Dagum (4P) Normal s1.6119  m3.7549 0.000* 0.147 1.393 0.000* 0.013* 4.361*
Media/Neighbors 

Decide to Evacuate Gen. Pareto Uniform  a=1.0566  b=11.656 NA 0.444 36.235 NA 0.238 51.370*

Collect Personal Dagum (4P) Beta a117.33  a21.95E6 0.083 0.457 0.802 0.051 0.071 1.530

 Belongings a=-0.86  b=4.428E+5
Co-ordinate with Johnson SB Beta a12.5321 a21.1594 0.435 0.531 0.957 0.310 0.413 0.815

Neighbors a=-0.0243  b=2.9998
Receives Guidance Wakeby Beta a10.9315  a23.3618 NA 0.744 4.516 NA 0.087 5.505*
-Police/DDMCU a=1.0  b=5.592
Find Suitable Transport Wakeby Normal s1.9916 m4.4638 0.341 0.751 0.664 0.000* 0.011* 3.065*

Move to Safe Location Johnson SB Beta a13.8481  a26.4864 NA 0.521 4.478 0.073 0.160 0.908

a=0.97902  b=44.886

Activity
Distribution Parameters of the 

Available Distribution

Goodness of Fit Test Statistics
Best Fit Available. Distrib.
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APPENDIX H: GANTT CHART  
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APPENDIX I: PRECEDENCE DIAGRAM OF THE TWE NETWORK  
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APPENDIX J: MODEL WINDOW- SIMPHONY 
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APPENDIX K: PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TWE PROCESS 

 

The four CDF curves related to Sunda and Makran tsunamis under daytime and 

nighttime scenarios yield corresponding probability distributions (PDF) as shown below. 

Succeeding exercise of the distribution fitting further discusses the best fit for each of the 

PDF, and a comparison of the best fit with the Normal distribution. 

 

K.1. Probability Distribution for Daytime Tsunamis from Sunda Arc 

 

The best fitting PDF is Beta with corresponding parameters:  

α1=49.006,  α2=22.836,  a= -26.692,   b=199.96 
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test evaluates the fit and returns a P-value of 1, which 

elaborates the best fit possible. Normal Distribution with σ=12.37 and  μ=127.92, is at the 

7th rank although being equally well matched with Beta, with a P-value of 1. 

Thus,   μ+σ = 140.29 (probability: 84%) 

μ+2σ = 152.66 (probability: 98%) 

 

K.2. Probability Distribution for Nighttime Tsunamis from Sunda Arc 

 

The best fitting PDF is Erlang (3P) with corresponding parameters:  

m=115,  β=1.2981 

Histogram Erlang (3P) Normal
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test returns a P-value of 1 for Erlang (3P) distribution. 

Normal Distribution with σ=13.95  μ=149.96, is at the 9th rank although being equally 

well matched with Beta, with a P-value of 1. 

 

K.3. Probability Distribution for Daytime Tsunamis from Makran Fault 

 

The best fitting PDF is Johnson SB with corresponding parameters:  

=0.77473,  =1.3853, =165.01,  =82.898 

 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test returns a P-value of 1 for the best fit while the 

Normal Distribution with s=25.37  m=145.14, is at the 31st rank with a P-value of 0.78. 

 

Histogram Johnson SB Normal
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K.4. Probability Distribution for Nighttime Tsunamis from Makran Fault 

 

The best fitting PDF is Generalised Gamma (4P) with corresponding parameters:  

k=2.1479  α=1.4651, β=59.32,  =102.04. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test returns a P-

value of 1 for the best fit. Normal Distribution with s= 26.10  m= 167.17, is at the 28th 

rank with a P-value of 0.87. 

 

In brief, the entire TWE process corresponding to Sunda tsunamis follows Normal 

distribution for both daytime and nighttime scenarios. However, the PDF of Makran 

tsunami event deviates from this trend. Resemblance of the TWE process to Normal or 

any other distribution depends on the characteristics of the constituting activities, and 

thus no general conclusion is drawn.  

Histogram Gen. Gamma (4P) Normal
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APPENDIX L: COMPUTR PROGRAM FOR MEPD ESTIMATION 

 

Following is a step by step elucidation of the computer program developed for the 

determination of maximum entropy probability distributions for a given value set of a 

minimum, mean, and a maximum. The program focuses on deriving λ value which is the 

crucial step in the MEPD estimation as previously shown in the section 8.2.4. 

 

Step 1: Open a data sheet window in Microsoft Excel. Rename the data sheet as “DATA” 

and draw a blank input data table as shown below following exact cell references. 

 

Step 2:  Draw the meta data table (top left) and include the following coding in 

respective cells. 

E3 : =COUNTIF(E9:E1008,"<>"&"") 

E4:  =MIN(E9:E1008) 
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E5: ==MAX(G9:G1008) 

Step 3: Insert a command button named “cmd_MaxEntropy” with the caption MAX 

ENTROPY 

Step 4: Place the following Visual Basic Macro code under the worksheet “DATA”. 

 

'*********************************************************************** 

„This program evaluates Lambda for a given minimum (a), mean (b) and a maximum      

'(c). The method first attempts to derive a solution with the Newton Raphson method, 

'failure of which switches the Bi Section method. 

'The code has been engineered utilizing the properties of the objective function to arrive 

'at a solution with a least number of iterations. 

'Developer: Sanjeewa Wickramaratne, University of Calgary. Sep 2009. 

'*********************************************************************** 

Function FindLambda(a As Double, b As Double, c As Double) 
Dim i As Double, j As Double 
Dim x1 As Double, y1 As Double 
Dim x2 As Double, y2 As Double 
Dim convergence As Double 
Dim n As Double 
 
Dim min As Double, max As Double 
Dim delta As Double 
Dim accuracy As Double, accuracyB As Double 
Dim StepSizeB As Double 
 
delta = 0.0000000000001   'Small positive value 
accuracy = 0.00000000000001  'Accuracy of the Newton's method 
 
n = 0 
j = 0 
 
StepSizeB = 0.00000001  'initial step size for the Bi-Section method 
accuracyB = 0.001   'accuracy sought in the Bi-Section method 
If (c - b) = (b - a) Then  'seeking the scenario where the mean bisects the a-c range 
    FindLambda = 0 
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    Exit Function 
 
Else    'utilizing lambda's value range as initial limits, 
     
    If (c - b) > (b - a) Then   'left skewed mean 
         min = 0 + delta      'avoids division by zero 
         max = 1 / (b - a) 
    End If 
 
    If (c - b) < (b - a) Then    'right skewed mean 
         min = 1 / (b - c) + delta    'avoids division by zero 
         max = 0 
    End If 
 
    x1 = (min + max) / 2    'initial seed for Newton's method 
 
        Do 
            j = j + 1 
            y1 = Exp(x1 * (a - c)) - ((b - a) * x1 - 1) / ((b - c) * x1 - 1) 'objective function 
            y2 = (a - c) * Exp(x1 * (a - c)) - (a - c) / (((b - c) * x1 - 1) ^ 2) 'derivative of y1 
 
            x2 = x1 - y1 / y2   'classical Newton's formula 
            convergence = abs(x2 - x1)  'convergence increment 
            x1 = x2 
 
                If x1 > max Then   'algorithm advances to the maximum limit 
                GoTo BiSection   'switches to the Bi Section method 
                End If 
 
        Loop Until convergence < accuracy 
 

If Abs(x2 - 0) < delta Then  'Newton method erroneously selects the trivial zero 
'solution 

        GoTo BiSection 
    
    End If 
 
    FindLambda = x2 
 
 
'Bi Section method begins 
 
ImproveAccuracy:  'splits the closest range obtained from the traditional Bi 

'section method with decreasing step size. 
    min = i 
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    max = i + StepSizeB  'min and max are the two closest values between which the 
'solution exists. 

    StepSizeB = StepSizeB / (10 ^ n)  'step size is lowered exponentially 
 
 
    If i = i + StepSizeB Then    'MS Excel is sensitive only upto 15 digits 
        FindLambda = i 
        GoTo MaxIterations  'exits the computation with the best plausible answer 
    End If 
 
BiSection:    'first point of execution of the Bi- section method 
 
    For i = min To max Step StepSizeB 
 
        x1 = (((b - a) * i) - 1) / (((b - c) * i) - 1)   'fractional part of the Objective Fn 
        y1 = Exp(i * (a - c))     'exponential part of the Objective Fn 
 
        x2 = (((b - a) * (i + StepSizeB)) - 1) / (((b - c) * (i + StepSizeB)) - 1) 
        y2 = Exp((i + StepSizeB) * (a - c)) 
 
            If (x1 - y1) > 0 And (x2 - y2) < 0 Then  'solution range 
   
                If Abs((x2 - y2)) < accuracyB Then 
                    FindLambda = i 
                    Exit Function 
                
      Else 'improve accuracy 
                    n = n + 1 
                    GoTo ImproveAccuracy 
                    Exit Function 
                 

     End If 
            End If 
    Next i 
 
MaxIterations:   'ends the Bi- Section method 
 
End If 
End Function 
 
'Following code assigns to the command button "Max Entropy" and evaluates lambda for 
'given sets of minimum, mean and maximum. The number of sets is initially set to 1000. 
 
Private Sub cmd_MaxEntropy_Click() 
Dim a As Double, b As Double, c As Double 
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Dim lambda As Double, i As Double 
Dim flag As Variant, num As Variant, Error As Double 
Dim overallmin As Double, overallmax As Double, numofdata As Double 
 
'The min, mean and maximum data sets can be pasted from the cell E9 downwards 
 
overallmin = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(4, 5).Value    
 'retrieves the overall minimum of the all given sets calculated in cell E4 
 
overallmax = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(5, 5).Value    
 'retrieves the overall maximum from E5 
 
numofdata = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(3, 5).Value     
 'number of data sets from E3 
   
 'clearing the ranges in the columns 'I' and 'K' from row 9 to the maximum number of data 
    
    For Each num In Worksheets("DATA").Range("i9:k1008") 
     num.Value = "" 
    Next num 
 
     For i = 0 To numofdata - 1  'calculating lambda for each data set 
 
        a = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(9 + i, 5).Value 
        c = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(9 + i, 7).Value 
        b = Worksheets("DATA").Cells(9 + i, 6).Value 
 
        If b <= a Or c <= b Then 

flag = MsgBox("Input Data Error Found on Row Number " & 9 + i & "",_ 
vbCritical, "Max Entropy") 

            Exit Sub 
         
        Else 
            lambda = FindLambda(a, b, c) 
            Error = (((b - a) * lambda) - 1) / (((b - c) * lambda) - 1) - Exp(lambda * (a - c)) 
            Worksheets("DATA").Cells(9 + i, 9).Value = lambda     
  'stores the calculated lambda in the cell I9 downwards 
            Worksheets("DATA").Cells(9 + i, 11).Value = Error     
  'stores the calculated error in the cell K9 downwards 
        End If 
    Next i 
End Sub 
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APPENDIX M: CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX N:  RECRUITMENT LETTER 

 




